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Preface
Ethnobiology is the scientific study of the biocultural domains that develop in
the dynamic relationship between human beings, biota and the landscape, from
ancient times to the present. North American scholars began to use different
labels, such as ethnobotany (1895), ethnozoology (1899), ethnobiology (1935)
and ethnoecology (1954), for their research early. European scholars only occasionally used these terms before the 1970s.
During the 1970s and 1980s, ethnobiology started to emerge in Europe, as our
British colleague Roy Ellen stresses in Ethnobiology and the Science of Mankind
(2006), from its place as an ancillary activity in the shadow of other core pursuits,
to a complete field of inquiry and research in its own right. Strong research environments now exist in France, Great Britain, Italy and Spain. Over the last few
years research groups and networks have also developed in Eastern and Northern
Europe. Contacts between scholars in these countries have increased in order to
develop methodological and theoretical issues. In 2010 our colleagues Manuel
Pardo-de-Santayana in Spain, Andrea Pieroni in Italy and Rajindra K. Puri in
U.K. co-edited the volume Ethnobotany in the New Europe, with contributions
from a new generation of researchers pursuing ethnobiological research in the
new European context. The diverse texts reflect the great biocultural diversity
that still exists in our part of the world.
At about the same time, we, together with Manuel and Andrea, were commissioned by the Society of Ethnobiology to write an overview of the history and current state of European ethnobiology. It was published in the volume Ethnobiology,
edited by Eugene N. Anderson, Deborah M. Pearsall, Eugene S. Hunn and Nancy
J. Turner (2011). Space only allowed for history to be discussed in broad terms, and
we concentrated mainly on the countries whose languages we knew. We could at
least show that research on folk biology and folk knowledge about the landscape
and its biota has a long and very complex history in Europe. We have a tradition of
studying the activity contexts between man and other organisms. Written documentation has existed as long as written languages have been used, and thanks to a
long-lasting scientific tradition we have manuscripts dating back to antiquity with
information on local knowledge about plants and animals.
Contemporary European ethnobiologists are a diverse group, coming from a
variety of disciplines (agriculture, archaeology, biotechnology, botany, dialectol-
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ogy, ecology, ethnology, forestry, folklore research, food sciences, geography, history, mycology, pharmacology, philology, sociolinguistics and zoology), but with
a strong common interest in bridging biology and humanities in order to develop
our research area into an academic field of its own. We work with a great diversity
of data provided by archival documents, toponyms, historical sources, folk-lore
texts and ethnographical reports, as well as gathered in contemporary interviews
and by observation.
In October 2010 a significant workshop called »Old treasures in the new
Europe«, with representatives from many European countries, was organized
in Padise, Estonia. This was a new beginning for ethnobiological research in
northern, eastern and south-eastern Europe. A new network of dedicated, mostly
young, scholars from various countries has emerged. In October 2011 we met
again, this time in the village of Királyrét in northern Hungary, thus attracting
further scholars from a wider circle of countries in the eastern and south-eastern
parts of Europe. A third meeting was held in Kików near Busko Zdrój, Poland, in
October 2013. The network that emerged from these three meetings has been vital and has created co-operation, and opportunities for the co-authoring of many
scientific publications.
Our overview of 2011 could only show the main developments. However, the
pioneers within our fields are individuals and we have therefore asked our contemporary partners in the field to present the biographies and scientific whereabouts
of scholars they view as forerunners in their countries. This book therefore presents some of the many people who have contributed to our knowledge about what
the French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss in 1962 called the »science of the
concrete« in our part of Europe. Others could of course have been mentioned as
well, but they, however, must wait until another occasion. Our book shows that
although ethnobiology is a rather recent word in most European languages, the
discipline is mature and long-standing. One of the main challenges in the creation
of international comparisons of ethnobiological traditions and data is the fact that
very rich and valuable sources were published in relatively minor languages in journals little known outside their own countries. Thus the aim of this volume is not
only to present our pioneers but also to facilitate data mining in historical and
ethnographic libraries.
The publication of this book was made possible with the assistance of a generous grant from Stiftelsen Längmanska kulturfonden and Uppsala Centre for
Russian and Eurasian Studies.
Uppsala University, Sweden and University of Rzeszów, Poland
Spring, 2014
Ingvar Svanberg and Łukasz Łuczaj

Activity Contexts
and Biocultural Domains
European Studies of Folk Biology
Ingvar Svanberg and Łukasz Łuczaj

Ethnobiology is an intriguing discipline, giving us an opportunity to study the
most essential aspects of man and his place among other species on earth. Human
beings have always depended on the biological resources in their environment for
their sustenance and well-being. Every aspect of life depends on the Homo sapiens’s skill in taking advantage of the landscape with its animals, bacteria, fungi
and plants. Naturally, therefore, knowledge on how various organisms can be
used is as old as man himself, and the study of how different organisms can be
exploited by humans can be traced far back in time. Since human adaptability
is enormous and human ability to learn from experience is extensive, the human
species has invariably been able to change its habits and transform its natural habitat, being able to gather and develop knowledge that was of benefit for survival
and expansion.
The capacity of human beings to exploit the biological resources in their environment has always been considerable. To give just one example: Greenlanders, North American Inuit (Iglulik, Kitlinermiut, Netsilik, Nunatsiaviut) and
Inupiat people (Nunamiut), as well as various ethnic groups (Chukchi, Evenks,
Evens, Koryaks, Nganasans, Yukagirs) in northern Siberia learned to utilize the
otherwise indigestible reindeer lichen, Cladonia rangiferina (L.) Weber ex F.H.
Wigg., by eating the paunch warm and fresh, taking it straight from the stomach
of a freshly-killed reindeer (Eidlitz 1969: 51–52). The Danish naval officer Emil
Bluhme gives, in the 1860s, an eye-witness report from Greenland that contents
of the stomach were regarded as the greatest delicacy and sold for high prices, unless the hunters themselves had not already opened up the stomach and eaten its
semi-digested contents on the spot, perfectly content with the somewhat sweet,
nauseous curry-like taste (Bluhme 1952: 27).
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Human Dimensions of Biocomplexity
Knowledge on plants and animals can be managed over thousands of years and
spread over large areas. Other knowledge systems have been very local. People in
pre-industrial society had to devote a life-time to learn to master the local environment their livelihood was dependent on. We who live in post-modern society
today cannot understand the extraordinary familiarity with the local environment that people in earlier times had, or the passionate attention they paid to it.
These traditional knowledge systems about the landscape and the biota have
been fundamental for the development of the tremendous biocultural, cultural
and language diversity that have been typical for Homo sapiens in pre-modern
and pre-industrial societies (Harrison 2008). Every aspect of human life (food
habits, language, organization, material culture, resource management, religion,
world view, etc.) has been dependent on this. Therefore ethnobiology is a discipline that covers many facets of our life on earth.
Ethnobiological reasoning of course predates the foundation of the discipline.
However, as a modern discipline as most of us understand it today, ethnobiology was developed mainly in North America during the twentieth century (Ford
1978; Clément 1998a, 1998b; Davis 1995). Since the mid-1980s ethnobiology
has come out in earnest from its place as a supplementary practice in the shadows
of other disciplines, such as botany, cultural anthropology, folklore, sociolinguistics and system ecology, to arise as a whole field of inquiry and research in its
own right (Hunn 2007). Interests in folk biology and local knowledge have been
increasingly strong among scholars (Ford 2001). Ethnobiology is currently taught
within many higher institutions and educational programs around the world.
Well-developed research institutions exist in North America, China and India
(Ellen 2005; Ford 2011).

European Scholars on Folk Biology
The study of folk biology and local knowledge of the biota has a very long tradition also among European scholars (Balick and Cox 1996; Cotton 1996: 9–13).
In spite of some attempts to introduce ethnobotany as a specific research area
(Moloney 1919; Borza 1931), it was not until the 1960s that it really gained momentum in Europe. French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss (1908–2009) described folk biology as »the science of the concrete« in his path-breaking book
La pensée sauvage from 1962. Therein he discusses pre-modern ways of acquiring
knowledge about the environment and its biota. With the help of studies from
different ethnic and social groups around the world, Lévi-Strauss shows that
humans have always had extensive systematic knowledge of phenomena that are
important to them. Our knowledge of plants and animals, their habits and usefulness in various aspects is extensive, and present in the form of systematically
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arranged knowledge, for instance as folk taxonomies and know-how of the management of the landscape and its resources. Lévi-Strauss shows how these systems
of knowledge from pre-modern fishermen, herdsmen, hunters and peasants, as
reflected in ethnographic and linguistic documentation, can help us understand
earlier stages of human thinking.
With this study Lévi-Strauss inspired scholars, especially anthropologists and
ethnologists in Britain and France, in the 1960s and onwards to study folk biology, folk taxonomies and folk knowledge of plants and animals worldwide. LéviStrauss was thus bridging North American and European research traditions in
these fields (Bulmer 1974).
Most of these European scholars were looking at cultures outside Europe, but
gradually they discovered a rich folk biology in Europe too (Barrau 1974; Porteres 1977; Bahuchet 2010). They also found out that many of their colleagues in
various disciplines within the humanities, ecology and botany had already done
interesting research in the European context (Barrau 1971; Svanberg et al. 2011).
The discipline of ethnobiology has cultural, ecological, ethnographic and linguistic connotations, but also biological and environmental. A tremendous cultural heritage is the focus of our discipline (Cotton 1996: 15–18).

The Scope of Ethnobiology
»There are two levels of ethnobiological enquiry«, writes another pioneering
ethnobiologist, the British-born Ralph Bulmer (1928–1988) in a general statement about ethnobiology. The first is, according to him, the determination of
the biological species, cultigens and cultivars which are of importance for a group
of people within a specific ecological context. The other is the study of human
conceptualization and classifications of plants and animals, and knowledge and
beliefs concerning biological processes (Bulmer 1974: 9).
Ethnobiology is now a recognized world-wide scientific discipline that can
briefly be defined as the study of the biocultural domains that develop in the
interaction between human beings and their surrounding landscape. This means
that we look at and analyze man’s relations or activity contexts with the biota in
every aspect (Balée 1994: 4–5). The emic perspective is crucial for our understanding of the folk biology and its categories (Zent 1996; Hunn 2007). We analyze
for instance popular animal and plant names, folk taxonomies, perceptions and
beliefs of other organisms based on tradition and experience, local management,
use of biological resources, including home gardening, fishing, trapping and gathering, and how the catch is processed and consumed. As Lévi-Strauss pointed
out in another context, it has not always been easy to distinguish between wild
and cultivated plants (Lévi-Strauss 1950: 465). This is true also for Europe, and
especially for medicinal plants in peasant societies (Ilien 1945; Svanberg 2009).
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Gathering activities, man’s original way of subsistence, especially for wild
plants, have fascinated scholars up until the present-day (Maruzio 1927; Manninen 1931; Gunda 1949; Erixon 1950; Nelson and Svanberg 1987; Fenton
2000; Łuczaj and Szymański 2007; Turner et al. 2011). Ethnomedicinal and ethnoveterinary aspects are important research topics, so are domestication processes, keeping tame and wild animals as helpers, and lore about the landscape itself
(Gunda 1968; Anderson 1996; Balée and Brown 1996; Ford 2001; Martin 2001;
Ellen 2005; Belda et al. 2010; Svanberg et al. 2011). A very vivid research area
is the connection between ethnobotanical field work and ethnopharmacological
research (Holmstedt 1995; Balick and Cox 1996).
By the late nineteenth and early twentieth century toxicologists were already
beginning to analyse the various kinds of poison that were being used by fishermen and hunters at that time in Europe and elsewhere (Santesson 1936, 1939).
The cultural recognition and use of fungi is very little researched within European ethnobiology, although the eastern and southern parts have a long tradition of
being mycophile societies (Lévi-Strauss 1970; Härkönen 1998; Zsigmond 2010).
Very little research has also been done specifically on children’s folk biology and
their use of animals and plants (Holuby 1896; Brøndegaard 1953, 1962; Høeg
1991; Anderson 2000)

Institutionalization
Europe has experienced an increasing interest in ethnobiology, especially in
the subfield of ethnobotany, in the last few decades (Svanberg 1987, 1998; Bahuchet 2010; Pardo-de-Santayana et al. 2010). Laboratoire d’ethnobotanique
et d’ethnozoologie in Paris probably has the longest history. Ethnobotany and
ethnobiology now exist as autonomous disciplines in several countries. Strong
research environments are to be found particularly in Spain, Italy, France, Great
Britain, Turkey and Poland. In Spain and Italy numerous rigorous field studies,
mainly on the use of wild plants as medicine and food are carried out, thus preserving a large bulk of disappearing local traditions. Among the leading researchers in Spain we should mention Manuel Pardo-de-Santayana and Javier Tardío,
in Italy Andrea Pieroni. In Poland old traditions of ethnographic research on
medicinal plant use were continued by Adam Paluch, Zbigniew Libera and Barbara Kuźnicka in the 1980s. In the last few years intense studies of both archival
materials and actual plant and fungi use were carried out by a group of researchers
concentrated around Łukasz Łuczaj.
Turkey is also a very active arena of ethnobotanical field studies. Several expeditions by Turkish scholars have been exploring various parts of Anatolia (Ertuğ
2000). An increasing interest has been noted in the Balkan Peninsula, especially
in Bulgaria and Bosnia (Nedelcheva et al. 2007; De Boer 2010). Sulejman Redžić
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and his team at the Centre for Ecology and Natural Resources in Sarajevo are
carrying out interesting field works and publish many papers. There is also an Institut für Ökologischen Landbau at Universität für Bodenkultur in Vienna, which
has a very active ethnobotany research group headed by Christian Vogl, concentrated particularly on farmers and allotment owners and their relationships with
plants (Vogl-Lukasser and Vogl 2001).
Individual researchers, not supported by their own chairs, departments, institutes or research centres, exist in most contemporary European countries as
well, for instance in Estonia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Russia, Slovakia, Sweden and Switzerland (Svanberg
et al. 2011).
Most research in European contemporary ethnobiology has so far concentrated
on plant knowledge, and plants used as food, for handicrafts and in folk medicine.
Linguistic approaches within the ethnobiological field have focused on classification and naming systems. Ethnozoological studies are rarer, although especially a
few British, French, German, Hungarian and Scandinavian scholars have focused
on such topics (Wiklund 1919; Marzell 1963; Tillhagen 1979; Lagercrantz 1997;
Svanberg and Ægisson 2005; Wiggen 2008). Already in the early 1950s, Ralph
Bulmer did field work among the Swedish Saami. However, he never published
anything and his pioneering study based on field material was actually from the
Kyaka of the New Guinea highlands (Bulmer 1957). His later publications have
been of great importance for ethnobiologists all over the world, and his book
on the Kalam bird knowledge, co-authored with Ian Sajep Majnep, has became
a minor classic among scholars interested in ethnozoology (Majnep and Bulmer
1977). Since Bulmer’s ground-breaking research others have followed in his steps.
Bulmer still inspires, for instance, Hungarian scholars in their research on local
folk knowledge about animals in Central Europe. An interesting theoretical and
methodical inspiration which seems promising for diachronic studies in ethnozoology has recently been published by the German zoologist Ragnar Kinzelbach
(1999). His approach has inspired Scandinavian scholars too (Ståhlberg and Svanberg 2012). In France, Raymond Pujol has been teaching and researching within
the field of ethnozoology since the early 1960s (Chevallier et al. 1988).

Resources and Research Activities
As ethnobiologists we usually study the folk biology of rural people in societies with high levels of self-sufficiency. Some scholars can still conduct field work,
especially in villages and marginal areas of south-eastern Europe and the Mediterranean region, while researchers in the British Isles, the Baltic States, Poland
and Scandinavia very much rely on the rich archival sources gathered by regional
and national dialect and folklore archives. These archives have therefore again
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become of increasing interest for researchers (Łuczaj 2008). A lot of interesting
information regarding traditional plant use can be derived from these sources
(Bringéus 2000; Łuczaj et al. 2011).
Data collecting is, as Bengt af Klintberg has shown through his popular radio
program Folkminnen (‘Folk lore’), however still possible also in post-industrial
societies (Svanberg 2006; Klintberg 2007: 284–290). Field researchers in local
societies use various kinds of field techniques, including rapid ethnography, semistructured interviews and field observations. Extended field works over several
years have been carried out in central Anatolia, the Faroe Islands, and northern
Albania (Svanberg 1998, 2007a, 2007b; Pieroni 2007). Rich data, although very
little analyzed, exists from the Saami (Svanberg 2005). However, not only European rural people are part of our professional realm nowadays. New, very interesting research areas all over Europe are urban studies, rustic gardens allotments, as
well as the use, cultivation and trade of plants as food and for medicinal purposes
in immigrant populations (Kujawska 2011; Pieroni and Gray 2008).
Tight research networks connecting ethnobiologists in many countries have
emerged and are resulting in new research constellations. The Eastern European
Ethnobiology Workshop founded by the initiative of Andrea Pieroni and Renata
Sõukand is for instance regularly organized by such a network (Estonia 2010,
Hungary 2011) and includes scholars from many European countries.
Library resources are of course also essential for contemporary ethnobiologists, although most scholars nowadays publish their results in refereed scientific
journals, but also, especially those scholars with a background in humanities, in
monographs. For ethnobiologists working with historical data, as most in the
north and north-east do, access to good libraries is still important. One of the
largest ethnobotanical libraries in the world, Vagn J. Brøndegaard’s collection,
is now available for scholars at the Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture and
Forestry in Stockholm.
European researchers of course continue doing ethnobiological field work
also outside their own continent. This practice has a long tradition in France
and Great Britain. Recent studies have been published by British, Czech, Danish, Finnish, German, Polish and Swedish scholars from far-off places like Argentina, Botswana, Chile, China, Indonesia, Kurdistan, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Papua
New Guinea, Sarawak, Vietnam, Zambia and Xinjiang (e.g. Christensen 2002;
Gumucio 1999; Kujawska et al. 2012; Mati and De Boer 2010; Silow 1983; Ståhlberg and Svanberg 2010).
In ethnobiology it is as important to disseminate research results in highly
respected international journals and monographs, as it is to document the traditions on a local level. The latter can be for example done by the creation of local
yearbooks dedicated to ethnobiological issues. In 2011 the first issue of a new
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open-access Polish language journal Etnobiologia Polska, i.e. ‘Polish Ethnobiology’ (www.etnobiologia.com) came out. The aim of it is to create a venue for local
researchers and for the publication of ethnobiological notes, e.g. those deriving
from ethnobiological master theses. Such smaller ethnobiological journals can
also concentrate on the accumulation of knowledge on the traditional use of
plants and animals, something major journals neglect to do, when searching for
»cross-cultural« or »hypothesis-driven« articles.

Scientific Traditions, Theories and Methods
Ethnobiology has in Europe built further on the extensive research which has
already been carried out in a number of other fields (archaeology, botany, ecology,
ethnology, folklore, human geography, onomatology, sociolinguistics, and zoology). The first review covering all Italian ethnobotanical studies up until 2004
has been recently compiled by Paolo Maria Guarrera, an ethnobotanist at the
national Folklore Museum of Rome. This review considers hundreds of primary
folklore, as well as ethnobotanical literature and field studies published in the last
century in Italy (Guarrera 2006), and followed a similarly impressive (more than
500 pages!) review of all Sardinian ethnobotanical published data (Atzei 2003).
A similarly large achievement is the full bibliography of Polish ethnobotanical literature (nearly 400 articles and books) between 1876 and 2005 (Klepacki 2007).
Although ethnobiology seems to be a loose composition of individual endeavours with varying approaches, common methodologies and theory can be found.
Immediate contact with the vegetation of a region is encouraged and essential in
order for researchers to fully comprehend the flora of the small geographic area on
which they usually focus. From close contact with the plants, scholars are able to
relate local and specialized plant taxonomies and study all the physical properties
of the plants. Ethnobiologists sometimes pay attention to culturally relative cognitive and symbolic properties of the plants in a region. Ecological relationships
within the plant community are central to these studies, as well as the plant/
human relationship in terms of community economics. Here anthropological
economic theory plays an important role in that it helps the ethnobiologist assess
and quantify human requirements and their impact on a local environment (Ford
1978; Begossi 1996; Ruotsala 2005).
Modern techniques have improved the research tools. Important data bases
have been put together in many countries, for instance the Historical Estonian
Herbal Medicinal Database (HERBA) in Tartu, created by Raivo Kalle and Renata Sõukand (Sõukand 2010: 14–15). There is also on-going work on an ethnobotanical database of Catalonia led by Joan Vallès. Gold mines for scholars in
many European countries are the already mentioned archives with recorded notes
and questionnaires on dialects and folklore. Many such archives have substantial
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data, based on oral sources, on plants and animals, for instance in Denmark, the
Faroes, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland and Sweden.

To Dive Down into the Depths of Time
However, European scholars do not only, thanks to archival sources and published records, have to rely on the last 100 to 150 years in their diachronic research. A fascinating aspect of conducting ethnobotanical, ethnoecological and
ethnozoological research in Europe is the possibility to really dive down into the
depths of time. Archaeoethnobotany or palaeoethnobotany, as well as archaeoethnozoology, have long traditions in Europe. They use various methods to identify and recover plant and animal remains (Nesbitt 2006).
The Swedish scholar Lennart von Post (1884–1951) developed the technique
of using pollen grains to build stratigraphies that could be used to correlate peat
layers locally. This work led to the publication of the first modern pollen diagram
in 1916. Nowadays palynology is a distinct scientific discipline of great importance for reconstructing past environments.
Dendrochronology or tree-ring dating is another important method. This
kind of dating is based on the analysis of tree-ring growth patterns. It is an important helping science for many scholars, but can also be used by ethnobiologists
to study, for instance, the historical use of Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) inner
bark among the Saami (Zackrisson et al. 2000).
Chemical analysis methods for textiles also give us insights into the use of
plants in older times, for instance the use of dyes made of vegetable substances
(Cybulska et al. 2008).
Newer methods of analysis have been given more opportunities to account
for the organic materials that can be discovered in the excavations. Findings of
the so-called bog bodies discovered in Britain, Ireland, northern Germany, the
Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden has – especially through faecal remains and
food residues – given researchers unique opportunities to study the plant and animal exploitation in prehistoric times. An extraordinary find in the Italian Alps
in 1991 was the mummified body of a 5000 years old hunter, known as Ötzi the
Tyrolean Iceman. Analysis of his equipment, his hair and intestinal contents has
given very interesting results about his plant knowledge and use (Dickson et al.,
2009; Oeggl, 2009; Tunón and Svanberg 1999). Although the ethnobiological
information that can be tapped from Ötzi is exceptional, results from studies of
other bog bodies and mummified corpses from prehistoric times have revealed a
lot of interesting information (cf. Lorenzen and Rørdam 1989).
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Old Manuscripts and Early Prints
Since time immemorial and in every ancient culture with written languages
the human being has recorded traditional knowledge about animals and plants,
which have been beneficial for mankind. This is particularly true for medicinal
discoveries and knowledge. Some of these texts have been preserved until today.
We have Sumerian, Assyrian, Egyptian and Greek medicinal books which bear
witness to an extensive knowledge about how animal and plant products could be
utilized as food, in medicine and for other purposes.
The physician Pedanius Dioscorides (AD 40–90) had, with his Περί ὕλης
ἰατρικής ‘On medical material’ – better known in its Latin translation De medica
materia – a great importance until recently. Dioscorides describes in detail more
than 600 medicinal plants and includes medicines made of animals and minerals. He thus passes down to us interesting knowledge of the remedies used by the
Greeks and Romans, as well as other peoples and cultures of antiquity. Ancient
local plant names from various tribes are also given. His contemporary Pliny de
Elder’s (AD 23–79) encyclopaedic Naturalis historia ‘Natural history’ is another
important written source for our knowledge about animals and plants among
the Romans. Pliny provides a wealth of interesting information, such as that the
hedgehog skin was used in cloth for garments, ravens were taught to imitate human voices or that dolphins assisted fishermen in catching fish.
In medieval herbals in the thirteenth century, the ancient tradition of medicinal plants lived on with some additions of newer data. In Andalusia, the Arab
scientist Ibn Al-Baytar (ca. 1180–1248) compiled a book with food and medicinal plants, based on his own observations and more than 200 sources, presenting
uses for 1,400 samples.
With the invention and diffusion of Gutenberg’s printing press in the late
fifteenth century it became possible to publish herbals in larger editions, e.g. by
Leonhart Fuchs in 1542, Henrick Smid in 1546, William Turner in 1551, Andrés Laguna in 1555, Pietro Andrea Mattioli and Marcin Siennik, both in 1568,
Péter Juhász Melius in 1578, Marcin z Urzędowa in 1595, John Gerard in 1597
and Simon Syrennius in 1613. However, we in fact know too little about the ethnographic background and field methods adopted at that time, so it is probably
not very correct to use the term ethnobiology to refer to all herbals and overviews
on plant uses in Europe, which were carried out centuries before the proper development of ethnography in the nineteenth century.
Charles L’Escluse (1526–1609), better known under his Latin name Carolus
Clusius, was a Flemish botanist who, thanks to his travels and large scientific network, provided a lot of interesting empirical ethnobiological data in his writings
from distant places like the central Hungarian plain and North Atlantic islands.
In his Exoticorum Libri decem from 1605 he, for instance, states that the Faroe
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islanders believe the sea beans (drift-seeds of Entada gigas (L.) Fawc. & Rendle,
Mucuna sloanei Fawc. & Rendle and other species) coming with the current from
the West Indies to be sea growth (Svanberg 2008). The Swiss zoologist Conrad
Gessner’s books on birds and fish are of importance for our understanding of
faunal change in Europe, but they also include many notes regarding the use of
various species and people’s views of them. We will also mention two important
sources for our knowledge of the activity context between human being and the
marine biota in the North. One is Peter Claussøn Friis’ (1545–1614) description
of northern Norway published in 1632, which describes Nordic conceptions
of animal life at the end of the 1500s. The other one is Jón Guðmundsson the
Learned (1574–1658), who provides folk knowledge details about whales and fish
in Iceland.
Old written sources, together with new archaeological evidence and ethnographic reports, give us the opportunity to analyze the importance of certain
plants throughout history and in various cultural contexts (Nesbitt et al. 2010).

Pioneers
This is not the place to describe the history of ethnobiology and its subfields ethnobotany, ethnoecology and ethnozoology in Europe. We have presented the main
important trends and scholars in a recently published book chapter (Svanberg et
al. 2011). Furthermore, Russian and East European perspectives have been summarized by our colleague Valeria Kolosova (2010). In this volume we have invited
our colleagues, mainly from the research network developed through the Padise
and Királyrét meetings, to present some European scholars who they regard as
important forerunners in the field. They illustrate the scope of ethnobiological
research done in Europe and in a wider Eurasian context before the 1970s.
However, many others deserve to be mentioned as well. For instance, Johan
Wilhelm von Luce (1750–1842), a physician on the island Saaremaa outside the
Estonian coast is one who really deserves his own chapter. His published data
is still of great interest for those analyzing the use of plants in medicine (Raivo
and Sõukand 2011). Physician Leopold Glück (1856–1907) is another interesting
person. He worked in Sarajevo and gathered folk remedies in Bosnia and Herzegovina at the end of the nineteenth century. He did not only emphasise an emic
perspective, but also gathered substantial material on medicinal uses of plants
among the rural people. His impressive study from 1894 lists no less than108
taxa with information on their use in the region (Glück 1894). The Swiss botanist
and food scientist Adam Maurizio (1862–1941), who spent much of his lifetime
teaching in Polish-language universities in Lwów (Lviv) and Warsaw, published
his treatise on the history of plant food from the earliest times to the present,
originally in Polish (1926), and later in German (1927) and French (1932). This
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first scientifically based overall presentation of the history of the plant food justified Maurizio’s international reputation as a cultural historian and the father of
food sciences (bromatology). With its interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approach, he opened completely new perspectives for ethnography, history, agriculture and agricultural geography. It is probably one of the most valuable books in
the history of culture, which never made its way to the English-speaking reader.
Others could of course have been mentioned as well in our volume, for instance Heinrich Marzell (1885–1970), an important scholar in German and
Central European plant knowledge, especially folk botany, folk remedies and
plant names (Marzell 1935). Marzell’s many contributions to Handwörterbuch
des deutschen Aberglaubens 1927–1942 have been widely used by scholars all over
Europe, and his Wörterbuch der deutschen Pflanzennamen (1942–1979) is a must
read for everyone interested in Central European plant names and ethnobotany.
His Danish colleague Vagn J. Brøndegaard (1919–) refers to Marzell as »Europe’s
ethnobotanist par excellence«. Brøndegaard himself has an outstanding record
of publications in ethnobiology, mostly in Danish and German, but covering
plant knowledge from many parts of Europe (Brøndegaard 1978–1980, 1985).
The French folklorist Eugène Rolland (1846–1909), who published his Flore
populaire de la France in 11 volumes 1896–1914 and similar volumes on Faune
populaire de la France in 14 volumes 1877–1915, also deserves to be mentioned.
Norwegian botanist Ove Arbo Høeg (1898–1993) published many articles on
ethnobotanical issues. He gathered an enormous amount of field data from all
over Norway, published in 1974 in his Planter og tradisjon ‘Plants and tradition’.
He also published many articles on plant use. And why not Israel Ruong (1903
–1986), who had a deep ecological perspective on his analysis of the Saami culture and also a genuine emic perspective in his descriptions of life and its reliance
on the annual cycles of nature among the nomadic and settled Saami groups (Ruong 1978; Svanberg and Tunón 2000)?
Many more deserve their own chapter in a book like this. This book can
give only a sample of the many European scholars who were fascinated by and
researched the folk biology of fishermen, hunters, nomads and peasants in the
Eurasian area.
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Pioneers of Spanish Ethnobotany
From Andrés Laguna (1510–1559)
to Pío Font Quer (1888–1964)
Manuel Pardo-de-Santayana, Javier Tardío and Ramón Morales

Our ancestors had such excellent plant knowledge that they deserve to be named
the first ethnobotanists. They did not record their wisdom in writings, drawings
or videos to make it available for the future generations but transmitted it orally
to their acquaintances. Long before the terms Ethnobotany or Aboriginal Botany had been coined, they devoted their lives to learning how to master the local
environments on which they depended for their livelihoods. They knew methods
of gathering, preparing and preserving food and medicinal plants, differences
and properties of the different kinds of wood, and how to select and domesticate
plants.
A small part of this knowledge has reached us, thanks to the writings of ancient Chinese, Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Greek, and Roman authors. They reported the knowledge of doctors and lay people of their time about medicinal and
other useful plants. Plant science began with descriptions of these useful plants.
Unfortunately, lack of accuracy sometimes prevents us from knowing precisely
which botanical species they refer to. Although these authors had such knowledge on plants, only Theophrastus, the famous 4th century BC Greek author
who wrote ‘Enquiry into Plants’ and ‘On the Causes of Plants’, has been named
the father of Botany, as he was interested in plants themselves and not only in
their uses.
In the case of the Spanish territories, the first written records of local plant
uses came from Roman authors. For instance, they reported the importance of
acorn bread for the Cantabrian tribes, the use of medicinal species such as herba
vettonica (Stachys officinalis) and the use of yew (Taxus baccata) for committing
suicide (González Echegaray 1997). In the Middle Ages, we can start mentioning Saint Isidore of Seville (c. 556–636), who wrote Etymologiae (c. 634). His
encyclopaedic essay was divided into 20 volumes and aimed to compile the uni-
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versal knowledge of his era (Theology, History, Literature, Natural History, etc.).
However, the most relevant contributions to historical ethnobotany in Spain
were written by Al-Andalusian authors. Ibn Al-Baytar (c. 1180–1248), for instance, wrote the ‘Compendium of Simple Drugs and Food’ (aljami’ li-mufradat
al-adwiya wa’ l-aghdhiya, c. 1235), based on his own observations and many other
sources including Dioscorides. In this work he described more than 1400 medicinal drugs, 300 of which had not been previously described (Abu-Rabia 2005).
Another noteworthy author is the physician Arnau de Vilanova (c. 1235–1311)
who is credited as being the first author to publish a description of the distillation
of a true essential oil (Demyttenaere and Poppe 2004).
The European Renaissance renewed interest in plants, and many herbals appeared in different European languages. They were pharmaco-botanical works
that described medicinal plant uses and improved the science of plant description,
classification, and botanical illustration. Although they made important contributions to the field of Ethnobotany, they cannot be called proper ethnobotanists
in a modern sense (see Svanberg et al. 2011), as they did not systematically record
traditional lore or conceptualise the importance of folk botanical studies. They
were mainly interested in recording plant uses independently of their cultural
contexts.
In this chapter, we review the works of some of the most relevant botanists
and authors from related fields who have written about Spanish plants in the last
five centuries and who can be acknowledged as pioneers of modern Spanish Ethnobotany. Their legacy is very useful for understanding the historical evolution
of local plant uses in Spain and the interactions between folk lore and written
transmitted knowledge. Thus, we have mainly focused on the importance of four
pharmaco-botanical works written between 1550–1650 (Laguna 1555, l’Écluse
1576, Monardes 1574, Cienfuegos c. 1630) and then reviewed the contributions
of some later authors.
Although we have focused on the role of botanists and other related scholars
in this chapter, the importance of other areas of study must be highlighted. Medical Anthropology surveys of Folk Medicine have been very inspiring for modern
Spanish ethnobotanists. These surveys began at the end of the nineteenth century (e.g. López Dóriga 1890), and were developed during the twentieth century
(e.g. Barriola 1952, Lis Quibén 1980, Kuschick 1995). They usually have a strong
medico-historical and anthropological point of view and are mainly interested in
the cultural and social aspects of folk culture. Ethnobotanical knowledge is also
scattered in other anthropological and ethnographical works of the twentieth
century. These works studied the symbolic and material importance of plants,
including social ceremonies and festivals (e.g. González Turmo 1997; Hualde
et al. 2004). Nor can we forget researchers interested in folk material culture
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(e.g. Gil Albarracín 1992, Gónzalez-Hontoria 1998). Some of them are linked
to ethnographical museums and have done extensive research on popular technologies such as handicrafts or architecture. Finally, linguists have contributed
to recording plant vernacular names in linguistic atlases on regional (e.g. Alvar
1961–1973, 1999) or local scales (e.g. Griera 1973). However, these works lack
precision in plant identification.

Laguna and Dioscorides’ Materia Medica (1555)

According to Alvar-Ezquerra (1991), Andrés Laguna (c. 1510–1559) was born in
Segovia in 1510, although other authors following the chronicler Diego de Colmenares consider 1499 to be the correct year. He was the son of a converted Jewish physician. He began his studies of Arts in Salamanca and finished them in
Paris, where he also graduated in Medicine. There, he published his first medical
works. He returned to Spain in 1536, where he worked at the University of Alcalá
de Henares and was the personal doctor of Charles V. Three years later, he travelled throughout different European countries such as England, the Netherlands
and Germany. He lived in the Imperial city of Metz for five years and became a
doctor in the city. In 1545 Laguna moved to Italy, where he received a doctorate from the University of Bologne. He lived in Rome for nine years and during
this time became the personal doctor of Pope Julius III. He moved to Venice
for a short time and then to the Netherlands where he lived for three years and
published some of his most renowned works. At the end of 1557, he returned to
Spain, where he was named the physician of Philip II and created the Botanical
Garden of Aranjuez. He died in Guadalajara on the 28th of December 1559, during a trip to Roncesvalles with the welcome committee for Elisabeth of Valois
who was going to be the third wife of Philip II (Alía Alberca 2010).
As a typical man of the Renaissance, in addition to medical works, he also
published on historical, philosophical and political subjects. A noteworthy example is his famous discourse on Europe (Europa heauten timorumene ‘Europe
the Self-Tormentor‘) which, following the humanist thoughts of Erasmus of Rotterdam, contributed to forging the modern idea of European civilization as opposed to barbarism (Rodríguez Sánchez 2001). Although some of his works were
translations or comments of Greek and Latin texts, he also published some original works. Most of them were written in Latin and only a few in Spanish, like his
most famous work, the translation into Spanish of Dioscorides’ Materia Medica
which he completed with his own interesting commentaries and additions (Annotations).
The book, entitled Pedacio Dioscorides Anazarbeo, Acerca, de la materia medicinal y de los venenos mortíferos (‘Pedacio Dioscorides Anazarbeo on materia
medica and deadly poisons’), has been a milestone for the disciplines related to
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healing and plants. As commonly known, the work of Dioscorides, a Greek doctor of the first century who travelled around the Mediterranean with the Roman
legions, was the most influential pharmacopoeia during the Middle Ages, and it
was copied and versioned countless times. Its translation into popular languages
other than Latin or Greek was a big step in the dissemination of all of this botanical and medicinal knowledge.
The first edition of the book was published in Antwerp in 1555. It was dedicated to Prince Philip II, for whom a special hand-painted copy was produced.
Many other editions were published in Spain in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and in the sixteenth century it was also reedited several times. One
of these is the facsimile edition of the coloured copy for Phillip II that we have
reviewed (Laguna 1991 [1555]). The original is conserved at the Spanish National
Library and is available online (http://bibliotecadigitalhispanica.bne.es).
This book begins with the translation of Dioscorides’ foreword and Laguna’s
annotations, where he presents the fundamentals of medical practice of his time.
He founded his knowledge on his own first-hand observations and experiments
and not only on the opinions of other scholars. He aimed to divulgate medical
and phytotherapeutical knowledge while accurately identifying and describing
simples. He tried to be in direct contact with the simples, mainly live plants, and
had a collection of preserved plants (herbarium) as he explained on page 7:
»ansi las plantas, como los hombres, si se tienen perfectamente de conocer, jamas se deven
perder de vista (plants, like men, if you want to know them well, should never be lost
sight of)… Aprovecha… tener las yervas mesmas pegadas con cola en algunos cartones,
como yo tengo infinitas exquisitas y raras: con la qual industria se conservan en su figura
y color muchos siglos, como si fuessen embalsamadas. (It is convenient to glue the plants
to cardboard, as I have a lot of delicate and rare plants, preserved in their shape and
colour over the centuries, as if they were embalmed)«

The work is structured in almost 900 chapters grouped in 6 books in which he described medicinal plants, animals and minerals. More than 70% of the chapters
(633, Table 1) are devoted to medicinal plants or plant products. Although the
book is dedicated to presenting medicinal simples, many food or technological
uses are also mentioned. As the botanical identification of many species is problematic, we only considered it plausible to identify 529 taxa.
Each chapter begins with the official Spanish name, sometimes adapted by
Laguna, and the chapter number in Roman numerals. This is followed by the
Spanish translation from Greek of Materia medica by Dioscorides. He then
included a list of names in different languages, such as Greek, Latin, Arabic,
Castilian, Catalan, Portuguese, Italian, French and German. The list of names
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Table 1. Books of Laguna’s translation of Dioscorides’ Materia Medica, number of chapters, pages and botanical illustrations (chapters and pages dedicated to plants are shown in
brackets).
Book

N. of chapters N. of pages
(about plants) (about plants)

Botanical
Content
illustrations

1

147 (all)

1–122 (122)

102

aromatic herbs, oils, ointments, resins and other
vegetal products, trees and
shrubs

2

177 (101)

123–260 (80)

124

animals, animal products and
herbs

3

170 (all)

261–374 (113)

165

roots, juices, herbs and seeds

4

194 (all)

375–501 (127)

191

herbs and roots

5

140 (6)

502–568 (6)

1

vine, wines and minerals

6

69 (15)

569–616 (7)

0

poisons

Total

897 (633)

616 (455)

583

is followed by his annotations, that include his original comments and observations on Dioscorides’ text. The names of all the medicinal species mentioned in
the annotations are handwritten in the margins. The annotations usually begin
with a discussion about the identity of the plant, doubts about its determination
and comments about other related species or species with the same name or use.
He also gave the opinion of different classical authors and he finished with his
own judgment. His additions almost double the original size of the translation
itself.
As mentioned above, his knowledge was based on experimentation. In addition to his direct knowledge of plants, he liked to test plant uses not only on his
patients but also on his own body. For instance, in the chapter on chamaeleon
albus (Carlina acaulis), he described his own experience when he lived in Lorraine in 1542. He crushed the root in wine and drank it against the plague that
killed so many people at that time. Another interesting example is when he could
not sleep for two weeks, and an alleged witch helped him. She filled a pillow with
henbane leaves and he slept for six hours straight. Finally, another anecdote deserves mention. He tested a witch’s ointment on a frantic woman that could not
sleep. It was prepared with hemlock, mandrake, henbane and solano (probably
nightshade). She fell into a deep wonderful sleep that lasted 36 hours, and when
she woke up, she was very upset and asked: ¿Por qué en mal punto me despertastes,
que estaba rodeada de todos los placeres y deleites del mundo? (‘Why did you wake
me up at such a bad moment, when I was surrounded by all the pleasures and
delights of the world?’) (IV book, chapter 75: p. 422)
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Other remarkable comments are the local folk uses he observed during his
life. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to know where or who practiced the
uses he mentions. He seldom mentions if they were only practiced locally, were
very common in the countries he travelled to, or if they were home remedies or
prescribed by doctors. He reported, for instance, that aubergines were very important in Castile, especially in Toledo (IV, 77: 425) and that common hawthorn
fruits were very common everywhere especially in Valle de Tejadilla near Segovia,
and he commonly ate them as a child (I, 102:75).
Some of these uses have been practiced until recently or are still applied. For
example, he mentions that many cooks used to boil milk with pennyroyal mint
leaves to flavour it and prevent milk-borne infectious diseases (III, 32: 287). Several Mentha species were used for this purpose in the north of Spain until recently
(Pardo-de-Santayana 2004; Menendez-Baceta et al. 2012). Similarly, he reports
the use of holly tree bark as birdlime for hunting little birds (I, 101: 74), which
was still common a few decades ago (Font Quer 1962; Blanco 1998; Pardo-deSantayana 2008).
Among the new plants that appear in the annotations, American species
are of special interest. Erroneously, he says that Plinius knew maize (Zea mays)
(II, 88:186). The error came from its name, Milium Indicum Plinio, which made
people think that maize was originally from India, and not from the West Indies.
Other American species mentioned are Liquidambar styraciflua (I, 64: 49), Guajacum officinale (I, 109: 81) and Anacardium occidentale (I, 141: 115).
There are nearly 600 plant illustrations in the book (Table 1). As mentioned
by Andrés Laguna, most of them were taken from the works of Andrea Matthioli
(González Manjarrés 2000). The drawings in the special edition we have used for
this study are coloured and of very high quality, and most of them are quarterpage size.
At the end, there are several non-paged appendices, such as a conversion table
of ancient Greek units of measurement into sixteenth century units, and plant
name indexes in ten different languages, including about 800 Spanish plant
names. Some of them are direct translations from Latin names, but he also provided a considerable number of local names that can be regarded as one of the Laguna’s most relevant contributions to Spanish Ethnobotany. These local names,
together with his annotations have even been considered of great importance in
the history of the Spanish language (Alvar 1991).

Charles l´Ecluse’s journey through Spain 1564–1565
The Flemish botanist and horticulturalist Charles l´Ecluse (1526–1609), also
known by his Latin name Carolus Clusius, was born in the bosom of a distinguished family in Arras (Artois), in the northwest of the present-day France. He
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studied Humanities, Law, Philosophy and Botany in many universities including
Louvain and Montpellier. Other notable botanists, such as Jacques Dalechamps
or Jean Bauhin, were his classmates in the latter university. After that, he lived in
Paris, Antwerp and Louvain. In 1564, the prominent banker Anton Fugger entrusted him to accompany his two sons on a trip through Spain and Portugal. He
then lived in Antwerp and Bruges (1566–67). He travelled to Paris and London
again in 1571. In 1572, he moved to Austria, where he worked for Maximilian
II in the court of Vienna, and then he moved to Güssing, Austria. He also lived
in Frankfurt, where he worked for William II of Hesse, and finally in 1593 he
moved to Leiden, where he was the praefectus of the Botanical Garden of the University (Hortus Lugdunum-Batavorum). He died there on the 4th of April 1609.
As mentioned above, Clusius travelled throughout the Iberian Peninsula for
almost two years (1564–1565). More than ten years later in 1576, he published
the book entitled Rariorum aliquot stirpium per Hispanias observatarum historia
[‘History of the rare species observed in Spain and Portugal’]. This work, written in Latin, included 323 plant species and 225 drawings and can be considered
the first flora of the Iberian Peninsula. A commented Spanish translation has
recently been published (Ramón-Laca and Morales 2005) in which almost all
the species described are identified. The work is pocket size (15 x 10 cm) and has
two parts or »books«. The first one, with 244 pages, 65 chapters and 100 figures,
describes trees and shrubs. The second book is about herbaceous and bulbous
plants and has 264 pages, 102 chapters and 125 figures. The author describes one
species and other related plants in each chapter, precisely indicating plant characteristics, collection sites, popular names and sometimes its uses. The work is
very well documented and many Spanish plants, such as Dracaena draco (I, 1: 11),
Lavandula dentata (I, 60: 232), Lavandula multifida (I, 61: 234) or Sternbergia
lutea (II, 1: 251) were described for the first time.
Although his work was mainly devoted to describing plants, Clusius also mentioned many uses taken from ancient or contemporary authors and the local uses
of fifty species he observed during his travels. A compilation of these plant uses
and the places where they were recorded has recently been published (RamónLaca 2005). He reported the folk medicinal uses of 12 plants. For instance, Ajuga
iva was used as a blood tonic, Globularia alypum against syphilis (Scabie gallica),
Pallenis spinosa against inguinal tumours, Gnaphalium luteo-album was boiled
in wine as an excellent remedy against intestine ache, and a Lycium europaeum
decoction was used to alleviate gout pain (podagra). Some of the uses mentioned
in the book have been practiced until recently and are registered in modern ethnobotanical surveys, like the use of Thymelaea tinctoria as purgative in Valencia
(Pellicer 2004), where it even has a very similar modern local name (merda cruix).
In other cases, the medicinal use has been forgotten and has not been recorded in
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recent ethnobotanical works. That is the case of Santolina rosmarinifolia, whose
decoction was considered useful in Castile against scabies or sarna according to
Clusius. Only the local name of this species (tomillo perruno, literally ‘dog thyme’)
seems to remain in the region (Aceituno-Mata 2010; Blanco 1998).
Regarding food plants, he mentioned the consumption of at least nine species,
including three wild vegetables, Atriplex halimus, Lycium europaeum, and Scolymus hispanicus. The latex of the latter species was also used as a vegetal rennet and
its flowers as a saffron substitute. He also says that the eating and selling of the
acorns of Quercus ilex subsp. ballota was as common in Spain as eating chestnuts
or hazelnuts in Flanders. Moreover, he mentioned that eating strawberry tree
(Arbutus unedo) fruits was very popular among poor people, and they were even
sold in markets. Their use has remained important in Spain until recently. They
can be eaten raw or cooked to prepare home-made compotes or jams, and they
are fermented or distilled to elaborate alcoholic beverages (Molina et al. 2011).
He also reported the importance of some cultivated food plants such as olive tree
(Olea europaea) and sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas), an American food plant that
was already important at that time.
Below is a selection of other useful plants mentioned, grouped by their uses:
• Ornamentals: Canna indica, Cercis siliquastrum, Iris xiphium, Melia
azedarach, Myrtus communis, Philadelphus coronarius.
• Timber: Juniperus oxycedrus, J. phoenicea, Quercus ilex subsp. ballota
• Firewood and charcoal: Quercus ilex subsp. ballota, Cistus ladanifer,
Flueggea tinctoria, Thymelaea lanuginosa.
• Torches: Quercus pyrenaica young shoots.
• Wick: Phlomis lychnitis leaves.
• Cork: Quercus suber, for beehives, cork bungs and footwear.
• Basketry: Lygeum spartum and Stipa tenacissima leaves.
• Brooms: Chondrilla juncea, Flueggea tinctoria, Mantisalca salmantica,
Retama sphaerocarpa, Helichrysum italicum and H. stoechas.
• Birdlime to hunt little birds: Chondrilla juncea roots.
• Fibre: Agave americana cultivated for its fibres that were used as thread to
make hairnets or other woven materials and whose terminal thorns were
used as needles.

Monardes and Medicinal Plants from the West Indies (1574)
According to José María López Piñero (1989), Nicolás Monardes (1508–1588) was
born in Seville in 1508. He studied Medicine, Arts and Philosophy at the University of Alcalá de Henares. After his studies, he returned to Seville and worked with
the physician García Pérez Morales for 3 years. In 1537, he married his master’s
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daughter and became the doctor of almost all of his patients. In 1547 he received
his doctorate in Medicine at the School of Santa María in Seville. Although he was
considered the most important expert on American medicinal products, he never
travelled to America. He obtained American products from people who arrived
in Seville from the New World. Seville was of strategic importance at that time,
since all the goods imported from the West Indies had to pass through the Casa de
Contratación before being distributed throughout the rest of Spain.
Like modern ethnobotanists, Monardes used to interview all the travellers
who arrived at the harbour of Seville. Many were eager to tell him about their
adventures and findings and he was especially keen on interviewing those that
sold him the »healing treasures« of the American Indians (Lozoya 2008). After
1553, he created a company for importing and selling American medicines. He
had a garden where he cultivated many medicinal plants, including some of these
recently introduced plants, such as sunflower and tobacco. He also acquired experience with these new medicines by using them on his patients for over 40 years
in Seville (López Piñero 1989).
Although Monardes published several important books, his most significant
and famous work was first published in its complete form in 1574. This book
compiled the three parts of his medicinal history (the first two parts were previously published in 1569 and 1571, respectively), and included three other shorter
items. It was entitled Historia medicinal de las cosas que se traen de nuestras Indias
Occidentales (‘The medicinal history of the things brought from our West Indies’). The book was based on his medical experiences with the recently arrived
American medicinal products, mostly plants and plant products. It was soon
translated into several European languages, such as Latin and English. The Latin
translation was done by Charles de l’Écluse, whereas the English version, entitled
Joyful News out of the New Found World, was written by John Frampton. This
made Monardes the most important figure in all of Europe in the dissemination
of knowledge about the American materia medica, especially plant species, and
their therapeutic and clinical effects spread quickly.
Due to the relevance of his works, Monardes has been considered one of the
fathers of pharmacognosy, as he always tried to give a detailed description of medicinal plants, which is a rule in modern pharmacognosy (López Piñero 1989).
For instance, in the case of Michoacan root (probably Convolvulus mechoacan),
Monardes was not satisfied until he obtained the plant in order to write a precise
description. In fact, he wrote the first major description of several plant species
like tobacco, coca or sunflower (Gunn 2003). He also described animals, such as
armadillo, and some minerals.
The book is 20 x 15 cm and about 260 pages, some of which are unnumbered,
are devoted to American products. It only includes 13 simple drawings. The first
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Table 2. Selection of American species that are currently global commodities mentioned in
Monardes (1574).
Scientific name

English/ original
Spanish name*

Use

Page**

Ananas comosus

ananas/ piña

Edible fruits good for the stomach, aperitive and heart tonic.

100b

Arachis hypogaea

peanut/ fruta que se
cria debaxo de tierra

Underground fruits taste similar
to hazelnuts, usually roasted.

104

Capsicum annuum

pepper/ pimienta
de las Indias

Vegetable and condiment, better
and cheaper than black pepper.
Some medicinal properties are
described. Well known throughout Spain at that time.

24b

Erythroxylum coca

coca/coca

Stimulant, leaves chewed with
ground shells, sometimes together with tobacco.

114

Helianthus annuus

sunflower/ yerba
del sol

Ornamental

109b

Ipomoea batatas

sweet potato/ batata

Nutritious edible root, consumed cooked or roasted, widely
cultivated in the South of Spain at
that time.

117

Manihot esculenta

cassava/ caçavi/ yuca

Staple food. Some varieties are
deadly toxic and need to be
previously cooked.

115b

Nicotiana tabacum

tobacco/ tabaco

Multipurpose medicinal plant
(heals wounds, asthma, etc.) and
ornamental.

41

Psidium guajava

guava/ guayaba

Pleasant fruit, very common in
America.

101

Tropaeolum majus

Indian cress/
capuchina

Ornamental plant for pots and
gardens.

102b

Zea mays

maize/ mayz

Bread-making flour, as nutritious
as wheat.

117

*Spanish name that appears in Monardes (1574).
**Since the front and back side of each page have the same page number, the letter b
indicates the back side.
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part has 77 pages and 21 unnumbered chapters, most of which are dedicated to
one main product. The second part has 114 pages and 14 longer chapters, while
the third part has 54 pages and 35 short chapters. There is a two-page index that
lists all 70 chapters at the end of the third part.
Sixty-two American plants are described in the whole work. Table 2 presents a
selection of some of the most relevant examples. As mentioned above, many species
of the American pharmacopeia first became known in Europe through him. He
introduced many important medicinal species such as Michoacan root used as a
purgative and American sarsaparillas (Smilax spp.), used against syphilis. Another
interesting medicinal plant is paico or Mexican tea (Chenopodium ambrosioides),
which Monardes mentioned as helpful in treating stomach aches (dolor de ijada).
Interestingly, Mexican tea can still be found in many Spanish home gardens, especially in western Spain where its infusion has been commonly drunk for treating digestive disorders (e.g. Pardo-de-Santayana et al. 2005; Criado et al. 2008; Velasco et
al. 2010). Nevertheless, he also mentioned other non-medicinal plants, both edible
(e.g. maize, cassava, pepper) and ornamental (e.g. sunflower, Indian cress). (Table 2)
Some of the most important food plants of America are mentioned in the
chapter called »Del caçavi«. The first one is cassava or yucca (Manihot esculenta),
»the bread of the Indians and many of the Spanish settlers of that time«. Nowadays, it is the world’s fourth most important staple after rice, wheat and maize
and is an important component in the diet of over one billion people, especially
in tropical regions (FAO 2000). He explained that the root must be peeled, grated, washed and cooked to prepare a kind of cake used as bread. He also warned
that the uncooked juice of the cassava is poisonous, although there were some
non-toxic varieties. For these reasons, he said that he preferred maize (Zea mays),
another very abundant species in America. He reported that maize was as nourishing as wheat and was also used to make a kind of bread that had to be eaten
fresh. Monardes mentioned that sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) was habitually
consumed and cultivated in Spain at that time, as reported by Clusius. Finally,
a specific chapter is devoted to pepper (Capsicum annuum), another food plant
that was commonly cultivated in Spain. It was used as a vegetable and condiment
and, according to Monardes, it was better and cheaper than black pepper. Some
medicinal properties are also described.
A 15-page chapter is devoted to tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) and includes a
detailed description of the plant and its uses. Monardes explained that this plant
was first brought to Spain as an ornamental but later began to be used for its
wonderful medicinal virtues, such as healing wounds, or against headaches and
chest pains. In most cases, whole or crushed leaves were heated and applied on the
affected part of the body. He also reported that Indians used to smoke it as a kind
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of stimulating drug and that this habit was incipiently spreading among black
slaves as well as among some Europeans.
Finally, a brief chapter was dedicated to coca (Erythroxylum coca), a very popular stimulant plant among the Indians. Monardes explained how they chewed
the leaves of the plant with burned and ground shells when they wanted to fight
against weariness, hunger and thirst and how they chewed them with tobacco
when they wanted to get drunk.
Another Spanish physician that studied the useful American plants might
have been considered the most important figure in Spanish ethnobotany had it
not been for his complicated fate. Francisco Hernández was sent by King Phillip
II to New Spain (Mexico) to compile all possible information about medicinal
plants and other resources. Thus, from 1570 to 1577 he interviewed many Indian
healers and some Spanish colonists settled in Mexico. He described more than
3,000 different species and their uses in more than 30 volumes and conducted
experiments on his Mexican patients. Unfortunately, his bad health did not allow
him to publish these volumes, and his work was only partially available (Pardo
Tomás 2005). Nowadays, he is considered as one of the pioneers of the Mexican
ethnobotany (McClung-de-Tapia 1990).

History of Plants by Bernardo Cienfuegos (c. 1630)
Bernardo Cienfuegos (c. 1580–c. 1640) was one of the most important Spanish
botanists of the seventeenth century. Son of an alchemist, he was born at the end
of the sixteenth century in Tarazona, a town located in the western part of the
province of Zaragoza, Aragon. He studied Medicine in Alcalá de Henares, where
he taught Humanities in 1599. At the end of the seventeenth century, he left the
University and devoted the rest of his life to the study of plants. He travelled
throughout Spain (Aragon, Castile, Murcia, Valencia and Catalonia) and he finally settled in Madrid, where he died around 1640 (Arévalo 1935; Blanco et al.
1994).
His unpublished work Historia de las Plantas (‘History of plants’) was written in the first half of the seventeenth century. These manuscripts (mss 3357 to
3363, see Table 3) are conserved at the National Library of Spain in Madrid, and
the first volume is available online at bibliotecadigitalhispanica.bne.es. This work
has never been published and much of its botanical and ethnobotanical information remains virtually unknown. Nevertheless, the work of Cienfuegos was
well-known by several famous botanists in the following centuries, such as José
Cavanilles and Ignacio Jordán de Asso (Colmeiro 1858). Cavanilles even dedicated the genus Cienfuegosia to him.
Cienfuegos’ work was an effort to summarize the botanical knowledge of his
time in a widely documented treatise. He used the many works which he had in-
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Table 3. Volumes and manuscript number of Historia de las Plantas [History of plants] by
Cienfuegos (c. 1630), number of pages, botanical illustrations and main content.
Volume
(manuscript
number)

N. of pages
(folios +
numbered pages)

Botanical
illustrations

Main content

1 (3357)

49f + 887

126

Cereals

2 (3358)

36f + 1200

1

Bulbous plant

3 (3359)

494f

–

Different species
(many Labiatae)

4 (3360)

40f +1079

140

Legumes and related plants

5 (3361)

535f

323

Only pictures

6 (3362)

35f +1178

238

Pastures

7 (3363)

34f + 681

99

Garden vegetables

Total

1223f + 5025

927

herited from his father and grandfather about medicinal plants and herbals written by the most important authors of his time. The result was more than 4,700
handwritten pages including 847 chapters that are divided into seven volumes
that somehow follow the botanical families or groups: cereals, bulbous plants,
legumes and pastures. He considered some of them to be completed, while others were only provisional (mss 3359, 3360 and 3361). They contain almost 1,000
colour and black and white plant drawings. Some of them are original, while others were inspired in other authors. He refers to about 700–800 different species,
about only 300 of which can be easily identified. [Insert Table 3 approx. here]
The name of each plant is given in several languages, such as Castilian, Portuguese, Catalan, English, French, German and Arabic, and a very detailed description is provided of the plants, their habitats, uses and applications. As customary
at that time, he compared his plant descriptions with those of other authors, both
classical (e.g. Teophrastus, Dioscorides, Plinius) and contemporary (e.g. Carolus
Clusius, Hieronymus Bock, Rembertus Dodonaeus). He also mentioned many
plants which had been recently introduced from the New World. Regarding
American plants he said: »[many plants of the West Indies] are so widely introduced in Spain and in almost all Europe […] that they cannot be called strangers
but ours, because they grow very abundantly in Spain. One of them is the sweet
potato«. Like Monardes, he cultivated plants to make pharmaceutical preparations, such as calamint (Calamintha nepeta) for making calamint-oil.
A lot of medicinal plant uses are cited following the Hippocratic medicine of
the humours. Most of this pharmacopoeia was inherited from classical authors,
and it is not clear if these plants were used at that time in Spain. He mentioned
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the digestive medicinal use of penny royal (Mentha pulegium) and closely-related
Hart’s penny royal (Mentha cervina), saying that the latter is more efficient than
the former, according to the opinion of the physicians of Montpellier (ms 3359,
140b).
The consumption of the fruits of the nettle tree (Celtis australis, »almez«
in Spanish) is a good example of uses that were clearly practiced in Spain in the
seventeenth century. He observed that they were given to children in Aragon
as a medicinal food when they overate and had a stomach ache to aid in their
digestion (ms 3363: 129). Cienfuegos also reported many original data about
food, preservatives, fodder, fertilizer and ornamental plants. For instance, regarding the local consumption of some wild vegetables, he mentioned the use of the
rounded-leaved sorrel (Rumex scutatus) as a raw vegetable in Aragon and even it
being sold in the city of Zaragoza in spring (ms 3359: 51). He also cited the local
consumption in stews of other wild vegetables, such as Allium ampeloprasum,
Rumex pulcher, Anchusa azurea and Silene vulgaris, particularly important in
times of scarcity (ms 3358: 521). Moreover, he mentioned the consumption and
marketing of several wild mushrooms, such as Terfezia spp., Lactarius deliciosus,
Morchella esculenta and Pleurotus eryngii in the city of Madrid (Ramón-Laca and
Tardío 2005).

From the 17th Century to Current Research
Many other Spanish authors were interested in plant uses, and their works have
inspired modern Ethnobotany. José Quer (1695–1764) was born in Perpignan,
where he studied Medicine and Surgery. He worked as a military surgeon of the
Spanish army and travelled along the Mediterranean through Spain, France, Italy
and northern Africa. He was the first director of the Royal Botanical Garden of
Madrid (1755–1764) where he grew more than 2,000 plants collected during his
travels (Colmeiro 1858). In 1762 he published the first volume of his work Flora
española o historia de las plantas que se crían en España [‘Spanish Flora or history
of the plants that grow in Spain’], but he died in 1764, after having published only
four volumes. The last two volumes were published 20 years later in 1784 by Casimiro Gómez Ortega, a renowned botanist who directed the Botanical Garden for
nearly 30 years (1772–1801), after Quer´s successor, Miguel Barnades.
As Quer was a fervent defender of Joseph Pitton de Tournefort and Carl Linnaeus’s system prevailed, his work did not achieve the renown it deserved. The
work described 2,355 species, one third of which are included in the four volumes
written by Quer, and was illustrated with more than 200 botanical drawings.
The description of each species includes its botanical name, synonyms, vernacular
names, a description of the plant, its ecology, a list of places where it grows and
its uses. Some species have a section called Analysis Chymica that reports Quer’s
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own chemical analyses and the medicinal uses of the species. This section was
very modern and innovative for his time, and his chemical analyses were pioneer
in Spain at a moment when there was no official chemistry laboratory in Madrid
and the construction of one was only in the planning phase (Quintanilla 1999:
278). It is a vast and encyclopaedic work in which the authors compiled and discussed the opinions of the most important authors of their time, previous authors
and their own knowledge and experiences.
Although Quer´s Flora mainly compiled the uses mentioned by other authors, it also includes many interesting uses that were practiced in Spain at that
time. Unfortunately, in many cases it is not possible to know whether the uses
were practiced at the time of writing or not. For instance, he reported that pepper (Capsicum annuum, volume 4: p. 1) was popularly cultivated in the south
of Spain (Extremadura, La Mancha, Valencia, Murcia and Andalusia), and he
described 14 different varieties. He explained that the dried fruits were ground
in special mills to produce paprika. This work also reported that safflower (Carthamus tinctorius, 4: 51) was commonly marketed and cultivated in La Alcarria
(Guadalajara, Central Spain), since its inflorescences were used for dying silk and
feathers, and women used it as a cosmetic to add a red colour to their cheeks
that was called Spanish Red outside Spain. Many other interesting data are mentioned, such as the popularity of chicory (Cychorium intybus, 4: 246). It was sold
in the markets of Madrid all year long, even though people appreciated it the
most in Zaragoza. They ate it raw, boiled or drank its infusion (4: 250).
Another outstanding author was the Valencian botanist Antonio José Cavanilles (1745–1804) who also directed the Royal Botanical Garden of Madrid
(1801–1804). He studied Philosophy and Theology in Valencia and was ordained
a priest in Oviedo in 1772. He lived in Paris from 1777 to 1781. There he contacted Antoine-Laurent de Jussieu and began his botanical carrier. He travelled
through Spain studying its flora, especially in his home region of Valencia (Colmeiro 1858). In his work Observaciones sobre la Historia natural, Geografía, Agricultura, población y frutos del reíno de Valencia [‘Observations on the Natural
History, Geography, Agriculture, population and fruits of the Kingdom of Valencia’] (1795–1797), he described the landscapes and main agrarian and forestry
resources of the villages he visited. The book provides details on the production of
each crop (e.g. wheat, grapevine, olive, mulberry and carob trees) in each locality
and gives complete ethnobotanical descriptions, such as the antidote against viper bites (volume 1, p. 79) prepared with Alyssum spinosum, Eryngium campestre,
Echium vulgare, and Micromeria fructicosa, or how the fibre of maguey (Agave
americana) was obtained from its leaves (1: 226). He also made sharp comments
about the inappropriate and unsustainable exploitation of trees and the unsatisfactory selection of crops for certain soils. For instance, he criticized the way
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mulberry trees were pruned in the Huerta of Valencia since it produced wounds
which could kill the trees. He also censured the excess cutting of trees to obtain
firewood or timber and the inappropriate cultivation of rice fields in places without enough water. He even wrote many interesting articles devoted to the importance of the cultivation of chufa (Cyperus esculentus) (Cavanilles 1801: 234) and
peanut (Arachis hypogea) (Cavanilles 1804: 206).
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Spanish botanists began to focus
their attention on plants of economic interest. Thanks to the surveys of Mariano
Lagasca (1776–1839) and Simón de Rojas Clemente (1777–1827), important
collections of the plants cultivated in Spain at that time are kept in the Royal
Botanical Garden of Madrid (Téllez Molina 1976). The herbarium collection
called Herbario de la Ceres Hispanica gathered from 1803–1837 includes 3,000
vouchers of wheat, 175 of oats, 190 of grapevine and 100 of olive tree (Real Jardín
Botánico 2011). Lagasca (1817) also wrote an interesting book about the plants
used to obtain soda and potash ash.
Spanish wild plants also received attention during this century. They attracted prestigious European botanists, such as the Swiss Pierre Edmond Boissier (1810–1885) and the German Heinrich Moritz Willkomm (1821–1895)
who travelled through Spain and published their findings (Boissier 1839–1845;
Willkomm and Lange 1861–1880). Although their works were mainly devoted
to the description of Iberian flora, they also compiled the vernacular names and
some plant uses learnt during their voyages.
For instance, Boissier, who first described the Sierra Nevada endemic Artemisia granatensis, wrote that this species was sold in the city of Granada and nearby
areas in his Voyage botanique dans le midi de l´Espagne pendant l´année 1837 [‘Botanical travel to the South of Spain during the year 1837’] (1839–1845). He also
said that it has a similar, but stronger aroma than other alpine species of the same
genus which were called genipi and used similarly (Boissier 1839–1845). Interestingly, modern ethnobotanical surveys have shown that these species are still
highly valued in both the Alps and the Sierra Nevada region (González-Tejero
1989; Pieroni and Giusti 2009). Artemisia granatensis has been illegally marketed
even though the species became officially protected in Spain in 1982 (Pardo-deSantayana and Morales 2010). Furthermore, Willkomm (1844) reported the
great importance and versatility of esparto grass (Stipa tenacissima) that was used
for weaving mats, baskets, mule packsaddles, seats, ropes and sandals.
The work of the Galician botanist Miguel Colmeiro (1816–1901) also deserves a few lines in the history of Spanish ethnobotany, since the five volumes
of his work Enumeración de las plantas de la Peninsula Hispano-Lusitana é Islas
Baleares, con la distribución geográfica de las especies, y sus nombres vulgares, tanto
nacionales como provinciales (‘Enumeration of the plants of the Spanish-Lusitanic
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Peninsula and Balearic Islands, with the geographical distribution of the species,
and their popular names, at both the national and provincial scale’] (1885–1889)
are a very useful tool. He compiled all the available information on the plants
that grew in Spain including their vernacular names. As he always mentioned
which author reported each name, this work can lead us to the original sources to
check the origin of the names and, in some cases, the local uses of these species.
The work of José Pardo Sastrón (1822–1909), an Aragonese botanist and
pharmacist born in Torrecilla de Alcañiz (Teruel), should be highlighted as well.
In fact, he has been acknowledged as a pioneer of Aragonese and Spanish ethnobotanical studies (Saénz Guallar 2000) since his catalogue of the plants of his
home village (Pardo Sastrón 1895, 1901) could be considered the first Spanish
systematic ethnobotanical survey. He recorded the folk uses and names of more
than 400 species, probably influenced by the Folk-lore Societies that arose in
Spain at that time (Saénz Guallar 2000).
Finally, the Catalan botanist Pío Font Quer (1888–1964), who has been
called the father of Spanish ethnobotany (Blanco and Morales 1994) must be
mentioned. He studied chemistry and pharmacy in
Barcelona, where he combined an academic career as
a botanist with a professional career as a pharmacist.
He was a professor of Pharmacy and Botany in Barcelona and worked in the Natural History Museum
of Barcelona where he became the director in 1921.
In 1911 he became an army pharmacist and was stationed in several places including Morocco. After the
Spanish civil war (1939), he was accused of not joining
the military rebellion as he was a military pharmacist
and was imprisoned for a year. He lost his position
Fig. 1. Pío Font Quer
and all of his honours, but still continued a fruitful
(1888–1964).
scientific production. In fact, he published his most
relevant works: the Diccionario de Botánica (‘Botanical Dictionary’) (Font Quer
1953), which is the main reference of scientific botanical terminology in Spanish, and Las plantas medicinales. El Dioscórides renovado (‘Medicinal plants, the
renovated Dioscorides’), a best-seller that has been published and re-edited several
times (Font Quer 1962). Although it was published 50 years ago, this work is still
a reference for people interested in Iberian medicinal plants.
The book was devoted »not only to physicians and pharmacists, but to everyone interested in the study of plants and their virtues« (Preface). He described
the medicinal plants that grow in the Iberian Peninsula, indicating their vernacular names, where they grew, their medicinal uses and active principles and
their history, including Laguna´s translation of Dioscorides and his annotations,
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and the opinions of many other authors. It includes over 680 medicinal plants
grouped in families that are ordered taxonomically, and almost all of them are
illustrated with a drawing.
He showed an unusual interest in local knowledge at a time when it was generally denigrated in Spanish universities and academic environments. When he
went on botanical trips, he used to speak with the local people, registering local plant names and uses. He published an article called ‘The science of a wild
goat hunter’ (sovatger in Catalan) (Font Quer 1916) whose title pioneers the idea
of ethnoscience. His treatise on medicinal plants gathered many of his original
ethnobotanical observations including many medicinal uses reported by the
sovatger, such as the febrifuge and aperitive properties of gentian (Gentiana lutea). The book includes more than 1300 names in Spanish, Portuguese, Galician,
Catalan and Basque, many of which were local names compiled during his field
trips (Bolòs and Bolòs 1968). Interestingly, the first Spanish publication in which
we found the term etnobotánica (ethnobotany) is in the biography of Font Quer
written by Bolòs and Bolòs (1968), when they refer to his interesting original
ethnobotanical observations.
However, the first modern ethnobotanical work, i.e. a systematic survey of
local plant knowledge and practices with reliable botanical identification, did not
appear in Spain until the 1980’s (Villar 1997). In 1982, José María Palacín defended his degree thesis called ‘The plants in the folk medicine of High Aragon’.
He later published several works in collaboration with Luis Villar (e.g. Palacín et
al. 1984; Villar et al. 1987). In 1985, M. Reyes González-Tejero defended her degree thesis called »Ethnobotanical investigations in the municipality of GüejarSierra (Granada)« mainly devoted to the local use of medicinal plants for human
medicine. Two years later Luis Mulet (1987) published a book on the pharmaceutical ethnobotany of L’Alt Maestrat (Castellón).
Since then, Ethnobotany has grown rapidly in Spain. A key event was the
First Congress of Ethnobotany in 1992. It was held in the Botanical Garden of
Córdoba where an ethnobotanical museum was inaugurated during the event.
This interest has led to the creation of research groups in universities and research
centres in many cities (e.g. Albacete, Alicante, Badajoz, Barcelona, Granada, Madrid and Murcia). More than 30 PhD theses and a number of surveys throughout
the country are good examples of the great interest evoked by this discipline in
Spain in recent decades (Morales et al. 2011). Graduate, postgraduate and courses
at all levels are being conducted in universities (e.g. Universidad Autónoma de
Madrid, Universitat de Barcelona, Universidad de Murcia), schools and other
places. Great interest has been shown in developing instructive material on ethnobotanical knowledge for schools (Verde and Fajardo 2003), and it is a common
tool used in environmental education.
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Conclusions
In Spain, as in many countries, botanists have been precursors of modern ethnobotanists, since Botany was originally devoted to plant uses. Plants were first classified to organize the knowledge about their uses. However, much of the Iberian
local plant knowledge of the past will always remain unknown, as it became lost
before researchers could record it. Thus, we cannot know what portion of this
knowledge has reached our era. We only have brief glimpses, scattered through
herbals, works of botanists, ethnographers and travellers.
These authors mainly compiled the uses mentioned in ancient, medieval or
contemporary texts with the aim of spreading the knowledge about plant uses.
Unfortunately, when they reported their original information, they seldom indicated precisely where or by whom the uses were practiced or from which author
they took the information. In fact, we can seldom be sure, as shown by several examples in this chapter. Interestingly, we found that Clusius is one of the authors
who recorded more local uses practiced in Spain in the sixteenth century. It seems
that as he travelled through a foreign country, the differences and similarities
with his previous experiences attracted his attention. The same can be said about
Monardes or Hernández when they speak about American plants.
Although historical texts provide only brief glimpses of past plant uses, they
are very helpful for understanding the historical development of human plant
use. This chapter shows many examples of how local practices have evolved. Local
knowledge is not static, but adaptive and open to experiences with new species as
shown with the fast adoption of some American plants. This chapter also shows
examples of plant uses that have remained invariable throughout centuries. Many
have only been abandoned recently, due to social and economic changes.
Even though most of this knowledge is no longer put into practice, it is essential to record it before it is too late. Both this knowledge and the practices
concerning nature and the universe are recognized as an important part of our
cultural heritage since they are inextricable components of culture, and therefore,
worthy of being protected and sustained (Pieroni et al. 2006).
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»They know all about their plants«
Georg W. Steller (1709–1746) and the
First Ethnobotanical Study in Kamchatka
Lisa Strecker

Georg Wilhelm Steller (1709–1746) was a German botanist, naturalist and physician. His most important work was a monograph about Kamchatka, a far-off
peninsula on the easternmost border of the Eurasian continent: Description of
the Land of Kamchatka (Beschreibung des Landes Kamtschatka). As this is the
first comprehensive description of Kamchatka, the book is still widely cited for
historical information of this region. Beyond this, it is a real treasure of ethnobotanical information.
Steller was a trained botanist with an avid curiosity for indigenous cultures;
additionally, he was furnished with a highly elaborate research agenda that made
his results comparable. He thoroughly studied the plants and the local native culture in Kamchatka as well as the interaction between them. This is nothing but
one of the most salient definitions of ethnobotany today. In the following article,
Steller’s achievement will be analysed within the context of the natural and social
sciences of his environment and his time.
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate how far Steller worked at the base of
what could be called the European tradition of ethnobiology today.

A Biographical Sketch of Georg W. Steller
Georg Wilhelm Steller was born on 10 March 1709 in Windsheim, Middle Franconia, Southern Germany, where he grew up in a pietistic family. His original
family name was Stöller, which was changed to Steller when he moved to Russia
(Frost 1988: 8). After studying theology in Wittenberg he expanded his studies
in anatomy and natural sciences at the universities of Jena, Leipzig, Wittenberg
and Halle. Steller earned his money by teaching in the orphanage of August H.
Francke (which later became the Franckesche Stiftung/Francke Foundation).
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During this time he specialized in botany. Despite having successfully accomplished his studies in Berlin, he did not get the professorship that he had
expected. When he saw himself in this professionally unsatisfactory situation
and also because of his »insatiable desire to explore foreign countries« he decided to go abroad (Kasten 1996: 282). Steller then turned his attention to the
recent Russian expeditions and headed for Russia. Despite some detours, but
thanks to the support of important key persons and his own convincing skills,
his dreams came true: Georg W. Steller was elected to participate as a botanist
in the Second Kamchatka Expedition under the leadership of the Dane Vitus J.
Bering (1681–1741).
In January 1738 Steller left Saint Petersburg for Siberia. He met with the other
members of the expedition in Yeniseysk, and travelled further to Kamchatka. In
1740 he arrived in Bolsheretsk on the western shore of the Kamchatka peninsula.
There Steller joined his student Stepan Petrovich Krasheninnikov (1711–1755).
In the spring he got the chance to participate in Vitus Bering’s journey to America as a physician and naturalist, during which he spent only 10 hours on the
American continent. The trip back ended in a debacle: they were shipwrecked on
an uninhabited island of the Aleutians where Bering and a number of crew members died. The island was subsequently called Bering Island. The crew hibernated
on the island and those who survived the harsh conditions built a ship out of the
remains of the former vessel ‘St. Peter’ and returned to Kamchatka in 1742. Subsequently, Steller conducted two more years of field-work and left the peninsula
in August 1744. Georg W. Steller died on his way back from Kamchatka on 12
November 1746 in Tyumen, Siberia (Stejneger 1936: 484).
Because he openly took a stand on the behalf of the indigenous people, Georg
Steller made enemies. He criticized the arbitrariness and violence of the Russian
and Cossack conquerors. Therefore, the official version of the circumstances of
his death have been questioned and discussed by several authors (Kasten 1996a;
Stejneger 1936: 230; Steller 1774: 7, 13, 17, 28; Wendland 1990: 361).
Georg Steller greatly admired the profound knowledge of the Itelmen concerning plants. His descriptions reflect a highly respectful attitude towards the
indigenous population. Such an approach was ahead of his time, and was mainly
influenced by Lutheran Pietism. He must have been a person held in high esteem
for being good company, with a wonderful sense of humour that helped him to
overcome the manifold difficulties encountered during the expedition. On the
other hand, Steller had a strong character and was confident in his work: »He
was a loner, supremely self-assured and highly motivated to serve the expedition
but often in his own divergent way« (Frost 2003). Besides his profound knowledge of the anti-scorbutic properties of the plants ashore, he relieved the hard
conditions of the journey to America with his buoyant yet settled personality.
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»They had always plenty of exercise. They could not despair, for they had Steller
with them. Steller was a doctor equally capable of attending to the soul, who revived everybody with his lively and pleasant way« (Stejneger 1936: 322).

Science in Russia of the Early Eighteenth Century
Steller arrived in Russia when it was on its way to becoming one of the leading nations of Europe. For the Russian Empire, the beginning of the eighteenth century
was marked by the radical process of modernization by Tsar Peter I (1672–1725).
The vast eastern territories, Siberia and beyond, were virtually unstudied and
therefore their economic use was still minimal. In order to change this situation,
Peter I initiated several scientific expeditions, two of which became famous as
the First and the Second Kamchatka Expeditions. The overall background of the
expeditions was a colonial one. Beyond the economic profit expected from the
natural resources discovered, these expeditions were motivated by strategic interests. Therefore, cartography played a central role. When Peter I died early in
1725, his reformatory work was continued by his second wife, Catherine I, and
later, by his grand-daughter Empress Elizabeth. The decades after his death were
marked by a frequent alternation of successors to the throne. As the famous Tsar
Peter I left a well-organized state, the high fluctuation of his successors had little
influence on its functionality (Vermeulen 2008a: 272).
In 1724, just a short time before his death, Peter I initiated the foundation of
the Imperial Russian Academy of Sciences. It later became the Empire’s leading
centre for the early Russian enlightenment. The academy’s purpose was to foster
science and a general educational system in Russia. Furthermore, it was to facilitate the exploration of the vast, little known eastern territories of the empire. Part
of this task was to send out expeditions. The Tsar invited foreign scientists who
were meant to conduct scientific work and to prepare future Russian specialists.
This period of prosperous academic rise in Russia coincided with an overflow
of academics trained at German universities, where many young scientists could
not find adequate employment. Therefore, the call of the Russian state for foreign
specialists fell on fertile ground and for many young German scientists moving
to Russia was the only way to get a job. Some years after its foundation, more than
fifty percent of the Academy of Science staff was German. They were attracted by
high salaries, benefits and privileges, and the prospect of exploring a huge, almost
unknown area. One of them was Georg Wilhelm Steller (Hintzsche 2004: xxvii;
Vermeulen 2008b: 786; Wendland 1990: 335, 340; Wendland 2003: 53).
The Second Kamchatka Expedition played a huge role for the development of
ethnography in Russia, but also for the discipline itself; a fact which has not yet
been fully acknowledged (Vermeulen 2008: 782). As stated by the Soviet ethnographer and historian Mark O. Kosven, the foundation of Russian ethnography
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coincided with the beginnings of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Even though
ethnography was closely linked with geography, it was already seen as a discipline
by itself and therefore it constituted an independent research direction (Косвен
1961: 211). Kosven compiled a survey on the ethnographic results of the Second
Kamchatka Expedition. There he writes about the Russian Senate’s assessment of
the first expedition: it did not render »trustworthy descriptions of the peoples
living there, their customs and fruits of the earth« (Косвен 1961: 170). Therefore, more attention was to be paid to ethnography which become a central focus
of the expedition.
Because of its high proportion of foreign scientists and well-developed scientific network, this expedition also highly influenced the emergence of Völkerkunde
(‘Ethnology’) in the German-speaking countries. The Dutch cultural anthropologist and historian of anthropology Han F. Vermeulen concludes:
»The formation of ethnology (Völker-Beschreibung and Völkerkunde) took place in
two stages:
(1) as ethnography (Völker-Beschreibung), in the work of German explorers in Siberia
[during the expeditions of the Russian Academy of Science, especially the Second
Kamchatka Expedition, LS] (Messerschmidt, Müller, Gmelin, Steller, Fischer) during the first half of the eighteenth century;
(2) as ethnology (Völkerkunde), in the work of German-speaking historians (Schöpperlin, Thilo, Schlözer, Gatterer, Kollár) during the second half of the eighteenth
century« (Vermeulen, 2008a: 271).

How the research of biology and ethnography merged into what would later be
called ethnobiology, will be outlined in below. Ethnobiology is understood here
as a sub-discipline of social and cultural anthropology (Ethnologie);
The study design for the description of all autochthonous populations of Siberia was worked out by the German historian and geographer, Gerhard Friedrich Müller (1705–1783). Being a member of the expedition, Steller had to follow
these protocols, too. Therefore Müller’s design of the study must be kept in mind
while analysing Steller’s texts, especially when it comes to considering him as an
early ethnobotanist (Vermeulen 2002: 398).
The Great Northern Expedition played a crucial role in the development of
ethnography in Russia and hence for the development of the new scientific subject in other countries as well (Косвен 1961: 211).
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The Second Kamchatka Expedition
The First Kamchatka Expedition (1725–1730), which was headed by the Dane
Vitus Bering, brought among others, the first news from the eastern border of
Russia; its aim was to find out whether Asia and America were connected by a
land-bridge. This question was not only of high geo-political interest, but also of
economic value, as it would possibly open the way to the Northern Sea Route.
Even though Bering was not able to answer the last question, he was appointed
to lead the Second Kamchatka Expedition, which was to become the biggest scientific expeditions of the 18th century. Therefore, it is often referred to as »The
Great Northern Expedition« (Bucher 2002: 10; Hintzsche and Nickol 1996:
200).
The expedition’s scientific tasks were to investigate the natural history, astronomy, geography and to compile a Völkerbeschreibung. As already mentioned,
the part covering the last two subjects was assigned to Gerhard Friedrich Müller.
Another German professor, the physician and chemist Johann Georg Gmelin,
was designated to study the natural history during the expedition. When Steller
joined the expedition in Siberia in 1737, he was meant to assist Gmelin. Because
of various circumstances Steller later replaced both, Müller and Gmelin, in Kamchatka. In order to prepare for the arrival of the professor(s) on Kamchatka, the
student Stepan P. Krasheninnikov was sent to the far-eastern peninsula ahead
of the expedition (Hintzsche 2004: xxxi; Kasten 1996: 282; Косвен 1961: 167;
Wendland 1990: 351, 361).

The Expeditions’ Impact on the Indigenous Population
When citing the scientific role of this expedition dedicated to describing the native population, its direct effect on these people cannot be left out. These early
ethnographical investigations clearly happened in a colonial context, which itself
had a highly negative impact on the indigenous population. The expedition stood
in a very ambiguous relation to the indigenous peoples it met. On the one hand,
there were strict instructions for the expedition in terms of behaviour: »you have
to treat them politely, do not show any kind of cruelty and do not behave savagely« (from the instructions of the Senate for the First Kamchatka Expedition)
(Косвен 1961: 171).
On the other hand, the actual impact was often the opposite, as the burden
imposed on the indigenous inhabitants in the form of labour service for the expedition was extreme. This is well documented for the First Kamchatka Expedition.
At this time, most of the ships on Kamchatka arrived in Bolsheretsk on the west
coast of the peninsula. All the equipment had to be transported by men on boats,
and during wintertime on their dogs, to the capital of that time, Nizhne-Kamchatsk which is situated not far from the mouth of the Kamchatka-river on the
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east coast (about 800 km away). These labour obligations killed many men and
dogs that were used to transport the goods. The survivors had no time to gather
food for the winter and to go hunting to fulfil the aggravated fur-tax obligations
(yasak). This nightmare ended with the last major Itelmen uprising in 1931, during which many Itelmens were killed and from which they never recovered (Paal
1993; Bucher 2002: 16; Зуев, 2007: 122; Vermeulen 2008a).

The Study Design of the Second Kamchatka Expedition
As stated earlier, Gerhard Friedrich Müller at the Saint Petersburg Academy of
Science played a central role in the development of Völkerkunde. He is therefore
often referred to as the »father of modern ethnology« (Bucher 2002; Элерт
1999:5; Hintzsche 2004: xxxiii).
The German historian Müller was recruited from the University of Leipzig
and became one of the three professors leading the scientific party of the expedition. His areas of expertise were history, geography and Völkerbeschreibung (‘description of peoples’). He was the first to write a history of Siberia. Therefore
he ascribed much importance to the study of the »lifestyle, history, culture and
language« of the peoples living in the Russian Empire (Wendland 2003: 62).
Prior to the expedition he had thoroughly studied all written sources available
on Siberia and thereafter designed the Expedition’s research agenda. This agenda consisted of a set of instructions that were adapted and further elaborated as
Müller gained experience in the field.
In order to gather systematic information on the topics important to him,
Müller wrote several instructions for the members of the expedition who conducted their field work in different parts of the vast country.
Today, different versions of these instructions can be found in archives. However, regarding Völkerbeschreibung and plant use by the indigenous population
they show little difference. The most comprehensive version of Müller’s Instructions was written in 1740 and consists of 1287 paragraphs plus appendices! The
sixth, last and largest part (923 paragraphs) is dedicated to the »Instructions, of
what has to be taken into consideration for the description of the peoples, especially Siberian« (Russow 1900).
When Steller arrived in Kamchatka, Stepan P. Krasheninnikov had already
spent three years on the peninsula; during this time, Krasheninnikov had gathered information according to the requirements in the instructions. Steller, who
was meant to supervise Krasheninnikov, received, in addition to his own instructions, a copy of the ones compiled for his student (Bucher 2002: 88; Косвен
1961: 200; Stejneger 1936: 115).
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Müller’s Instructions concerning Ethnobotanical Observations
An analysis of Müller’s instructions gives a good impression of the significant
interest in ethnobotany as part of Völkerbeschreibung. This shows that Steller’s
interest in studying the use of plants did not simply reflect his personal curiosity
and interest, but was also part of the directed study design of the Second Kamchatka Expedition (Bucher 2002: 1005).
In the following section only the most comprehensive version of the instructions from 1740 concerning Völkerbeschreibung will be considered. It was published 1900 by Russow. The list does not mention a subject called ethnobotany,
but many of the questions clearly relate to the field of what is understood today as
ethnobotany. Even though this chapter restricts itself to ethnobotany, it should
be mentioned that there is a huge number of study directions concerning ethnozoology and general ethnobiology, as well.
Most questions concerning ethnobotany in Kamchatka and are cited below.
The numbers indicate the position of the question within the 923 instructions.
Müller was familiar with the written sources available at that time. Furthermore,
he had conducted field-work himself, so he had an idea of what could possibly
be found. Many of his instructions aim to verify and confirm information from
earlier authors.
Questions that should be covered by the researchers. [Comments and paraphrased content in squared brackets are added by the author]:
6. Categorize [the peoples] according to their subsistence practise
114. When describing the different kinds and forms of containers, special attention
should be paid to those made of birch bark
115. Wooden containers
116. Smoke-pots to repel mosquitoes
117. Barks that are scraped in order to obtain towels
149. Information about healers and the remedies used by them in general
157. Questions for herbs as cures for concrete illnesses of specific single peoples
158. Remedies against scurvy
219. [This and the following questions concern agriculture and the plants and animals employed (also reindeer)]
466. Various herbs, berries and roots used as food
467. Wild garlic leaves, Russian cheremsha [Russian name for Allium ursinum, A.
victorialis and similar species]
468. The herbs borshch’’ [cow parsnip, Heracleum sp.], puchki snitkovye [probably
Heracleum sp. or Anthriscus sylvestris (L.) Hoffm.], sorrel, etc.
469. Various berries eaten and especially also those [which are] not eaten
470. If the berries that are growing close to the ground are seen as impure
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471. If they eat fungi, and if yes, which genera they belong to
472. The root of the lily, in Russian sarana [Lillium sp.], which is eaten by all peoples,
where it grows, the variations of the same in yellow and white, and the distinctive
names given to these species by some peoples
480. The roots of bistort [Polygonum bistorta L.], in Buryat and Mongol Mukà, Yakut
mjākà
487. How the Tatars, Buryat and Yakut used to collect many of the roots mentioned
above out of mouse holes
488. Cedar nuts, and the Tatar’s way of peeling them
489. The inner bark of the firs, silver fir, and larch trees. The way they are collected
and stored
490. The inner bark of the birch trees for the same consumption
528. The Kamchatkan herbal liquor
545. The use of the fly agaric, Russian mukhomor’’ or panga of the Ostyaks [Khanty]
on the Ob River, and the effects of it
546. If the Yukaghir, Koryak and Kamchadals availed themselves of the fly agaric,
as well
547. If it is the case that among Yukaghir the poor (according to Strahlenberg’s report) collect the urine of the rich, and experience the same effect as if they had eaten
the fly agaric themselves

The appendices comprise a long list of words that should be translated into the
various indigenous languages. This list contains 25 thematic blocks, of which No.
10 concerns 48 plants and their parts (Russow 1900: 104). The annexes also contain clear instructions about what and how to collect:
10. Roots that are eaten should be dried and stored like the dried herbs between blotting papers. The same is to be done with the plants used for tinder, moxibustion, as a
tea-substitute, for tanning, etc. And also when you hear about herbs having a medicinal or superstitious use (Russow 1900: 98).

Stepan P. Krasheninnikov was asked to start a small botanical garden where native plants could be raised and studied [in Bolsheretsk]. Unfortunately nothing
could be found out about the idea or the fate of this project (Stejneger 1936: 115)!
Steller also conducted tests with plants which were brought from western
Russia to Kamchatka. In one of his instructions sent to Krasheninnikov, he asks
him to install a testing garden (Hintzsche 1998: 376).
As can be seen above, Müller’s instructions are not exclusively guided by the
interest of possible economical profit from plants used by the indigenous peoples
in the sense of bioprospecting. Müller also asks about the culturally determined
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uses of plants, or the reasons for not using them, e.g. the question about the impurity of berries growing close to the ground (Nr. 470). He not only wants to learn
about remedies used for healing, but also if there are people specialized in healing
(149). Finally, he requests plant-names for comparative ethnolinguistic studies.
These instructions are the necessary background for evaluating Georg Wilhelm Steller’s achievements as a pioneer of ethnobiology. The following chapters
will introduce his respective findings.

Steller’s Ethnobotanical Research
There is no »methods« section in the works of Steller. His procedures in the field
have to be deduced from his descriptions. Nevertheless, research methods played
an important role. A large part of the instructions by Müller are dedicated to the
way in which ethnographical information has to be collected (Russow 1900).
The way Steller worked on Kamchatka shows that he not only applied, but
also refined these techniques. Furthermore, he obviously practised a way of interaction with the peoples he studied which could be characterized by respect and,
as shown below, even admiration. This was very modern for his times. Unlike the
other professors of the expedition, Steller preferred to travel with the minimum
equipment and team members. He often travelled by foot, drove his own dog sled
and ate native peoples’ food, which highly bewildered his scientific colleagues
(Vermeulen 2008a: 275).
As a botanist he collected voucher specimens, identified the plants and documented their names in the indigenous languages. And, following the given research agenda as well as his own interests, emphasis was given to economically
and culturally important plants.
In his Descriptions… he repeatedly wrote about his empathy and high estimation of the Itelmens, the indigenous people of Southern Kamchatka. Interestingly, this admiration is linked to their knowledge and use of plants:
»As far as it concerns […] plants, I can truthfully say that the curiosity of these people
and their knowledge of the plants and their uses in cooking, medicine, and economics is so extensive and exceptional, as one would never suspect to meet up with in such
isolated, wild people, which they were a short time ago. The most civilized people
could not have greater such knowledge. The inhabitants all thoroughly know their
plants, according to names as well as their efficacy. They also know the efficacy of all
plants according to various places where they grow and the time to collect them, to
such a degree that I could not admire them enough. And above all, an Itelmen has
this advantage over others: that anywhere and at any time he can live off his land, to
the extent that no one could harm him with any poison and medicinal plant that
grows around him without his knowing« (Falk 2003: 57–58).
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The Economic Use of the Wild Cow-Parsnip
Steller’s article on the economic use of Heracleum lanatum Michx. by the Itelmens (which were then called Kamchadals), contains most of the ethnobotanical
information that is also mentioned in the Descriptions…. It may therefore be assumed that Pallas (the publisher of the article) and Scherer (publisher of the book
Descriptions…) had access to the same or at least to copies of the same manuscript
(Table 1).
The short text contains dense information, not only about the plants used by
the Itelmens, but also about the habitat in which to find them, and when and how
to gather and to prepare them. In order to explain the peoples’ behavior when
collecting, he cites the emic view of his indigenous interviewees. Some recipes for
preparing food from plants are obvious outcomes of Steller’s own culinary experiments; others clearly reflect the general use of the plants cited. And sometimes it
cannot be ascertained where the method of preparation stems from. This is surely
due to the fact that the text has been edited and published by someone other than
Steller and the editor was unlikely to be familiar with the vegetation and indigenous plant use in Kamchatka.
The article presented here is mostly dedicated to the use of cow-parsnip. According to the author, this plant grows abundantly in Kamchatka, »the Russians
call it ’sweet herb’, the inhabitants of Central Kamchatka Katsch«. In June it is
collected in huge amounts. After the stalks are peeled, they are dried and soon
they become white because of the sugar crystallizing on the surface. Then they are
put into bags where they are shaken and the sugar falls off. Forty pounds of dried
stalks give one pound of sugar. The dried stalks are a treat for kids, soaked in
water they are served with several dishes. The Kamchadals value this food highly
and therefore they also donate it to their idols and offer it to the animals they kill.
This is done in order to please the souls of the animals killed, so that they will tell
their relatives and friends how well they were met, and that they are invited to
come back to the people.
The use and value of this plant radically changed with the arrival of the Russians and Cossacks on Kamchatka: after having experimented with various berries and even rotten fish to produce liquor, they happily discovered the sweet
herb. But as Steller writes, the consumption of this kind of beverage has very
unpleasant side-effects, not to mention highly unhealthy qualities – besides being alcoholic. People easily get very drunk, their faces become blue and drinking
several cups leads to »being persecuted by strange and adventurous stories and
faces« and a general suffering from paranoia. Consumers easily become addicted.
A detailed description of the method of preparation is added.
Because of this use the plant became is highly valued, and Kamchadals used
to sell it to the Cossacks in huge amounts. Here the author ironically adds that in
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this context he would rather call it Sauerkraut [German, literal translation: sour
herb] and recommended them not bargain with it, because afterwards it would be
them who suffer from the violent behavior of the drunken soldiers.
The stalks and young buds are also eaten raw. However, in order to avoid possible photo-toxic reactions (and burns on the skin and around the mouth), they
have to be peeled very thoroughly.
Further in the text an overview of the plant’s use in Siberia is given, as well as
its consumption on the American west coast, where Steller found a bundle of it
in a dwelling during his ten hour lasting stay on the journey with Vitus Bering to
the North American continent.
After a short overview of plants evoking drunkenness, the author introduces
the reader to Amanita muscaria (L.) Hook., fly agaric, which is used by several
Siberian peoples, and by the Kamchadals and Koryaks on Kamchatka. According to Steller, the Russians trade the mushroom, which is highly valued by the
indigenous people. It is, according to Steller, dried and then swallowed raw and
in whole pieces. Different degrees of intoxication insue, such as drunkenness,
altered perception of dimensions, hallucinogenic visions, screaming and uncontrolled motion. The often-cited drinking of the urine of a consumer is also mentioned by Steller, even though he adds that he heard it from trustworthy sources.
The reindeer also fancy the fly agaric and after rushing around they fall into a
deep sleep during which they can be caught easily.
Steller shows little appreciation for the practice of consuming fly agaric, and as
another example of such a »peculiar practice« he adds the use of a white mushroom growing on birch trees, which is eaten frozen. He considers it totally tasteless and did not notice any effect of it on the consumer.
He continues with the use of fibers gained from nettles and two grass species,
mainly Leymus mollis (Trin.) Hara and an unknown grass or sedge, called collectively Eheu by the residents of the Big River [Bol’shaia reka, LS], Jimth by those
of the Kamchatka River and Meata Drawa by the Russians. After harvesting, it
undergoes special processing, similar to that of flax, which makes it soft. Then
it can be used as a napkin, or instead of socks or sanitary napkins. In the latter
case the users value its warming effect and pleasant scent, other herbs are added
as well. This grass is used as tinder and has a ritual function, too: for festivities
people wear a wreath made of it on their heads. When enemies and animals are
killed they, also, get such a wreath on their head.
In autumn, when the berry picking season is over, the fibers obtained from
the nettles harvested earlier in the year are processed into threads, which in turn
form the base for fishing nets.
The rye-like Leymus mollis is woven into minute and sophisticated baskets
and little boxes, but also into big mats, which lie on the floor and decorate the
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walls of their underground housing. The most amazing items made out of this
grass are impermeable rain coats!
Later Steller gives a general statement about the astonishing plant knowledge of the Itelmens, of which an excerpt is presented further below. He
leaves out the plants used for healing, and starts introducing other economically important ones, for example berries: Ribes sp. and Rubus idaeus L. subsp.
melanolasius Focke, Lonicera caerulea L., Sorbus sambucifolia (Cham. et
Schlecht.) M. Roem., Juniperus sibirica Burged. The latter is used as spice
(»pepper«) and incense, which is burned inside houses. As Steller found out,
this was also practiced before the arrival of the Russians. Next he mentions
two types of Crataegus sp., Vaccinium uliginosum L., Vaccinium vitis-idaea L.
(the leaves are used for tea-infusions by the Cossacks), Vaccinium myrtillus L.
(which does not occur on Kamchatka today, see comment on ‘plant identification’), Rubus chamaemorus L., Empetrum nigrum L., Chamaepericlymenum
suecicum (L.) Aschers. et Graebn., rosehips, Oxycoccus sp., Rubus arcticus L.
and nuts from Pinus pumila (Pall.) Regel. In times of hunger they »even eat
willow bark, like beavers«.
Another passage is dedicated to the multifold uses of fire-weed, Chamerion
angustifolium (L.) Holub. It is a popular vegetable served with fish and meat, the
green leaves can be used like tea; the marrow of the wilting stalks is scraped out
with a shell and dried in the sun. The sweet marrow is eaten like candy but is also
added to various dishes. The chewed marrow is put on the navels of newborns.
Other plants used for infusions are: Rosa (stalks) and Potentilla fruticosa L.
Another popular vegetable is Allium ochotense Prokh., which is consumed raw
and cooked, beyond this Steller describes various ways of conserving it.
This is followed by three plants used as vegetables, of which only one can be
identified: Anthriscus sylvestris (L.) Hoffm.
Steller describes a range of roots and tubers gathered and consumed: the roots
of Caltha palustris L. are harvested in springtime and eaten after being boiled
in water. Beyond this, the bulbs of different lilies were harvested, as well as the
tubers of the orchid Dactylorhiza aristata Fisch. ex Lindl. Soo.
Here the author inserts an excursus on the practise of taking roots and tubers
from mouse holes: they perform »many a curious ceremony« when stealing the
content of the mice’s stores: After digging up the holes with a special tool made
of reindeer antler, they name everything with other names, as if speaking another
language, similar to the jargon of hunters or miners. When taking all the provisions they are very vigilant about not killing a mouse. Afterwards they put things
back into the hole, some old cloths, and broken needles. They also return a little
of the sweet herb and fire weed, nuts and some of the bulbs and roots taken out
previously. This is done in order to make it look like a barter, because they in turn
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give something like beds, clothes, instruments, other items and some food. According to what was told to Steller, this has to be done, otherwise the mice would
drown or hang themselves and the people would lose their workers. The diggers
talk in a friendly way to the mice and persuade them to believe that all this happens in friendship and in favour of the mice.
Further, Steller cites the people’s opinion about the poisonous roots and tubers they find among the edible ones: the root of Sedum telephium var. purpureum L. is seen as the guard of the store. The roots of the Aconitum sp. that can
be found among the other roots are used by the mice on festive days to get inebriated. They compare this to the use of liquor by the Russians and their own
consumption of fly agaric.
Before concluding with plants for arrow poison he mentions the fruit of Trillium camtschatcense Ker-Gawl., which, besides having a pleasant taste, makes
one »sleep tenderly«. Sketchily the names and uses of the roots of Mertensia maritima (L.) S.F. Gray and an Astragalus sp. are given as well as the leaves of a Rumex sp. and »various herbs, including those, thrown out by the sea«. The plants
used as arrow poison are Aconitum sp. and Cicuta virosa L.

Remedies and Diseases of the Kamchadal
The second ethnobotanical article containing Steller’s observations from Kamchatka was, like the aforementioned, published by Peter S. Pallas under the
pseudonym P. St. Even.
It is interesting to note that Steller cites cures that are based on local beliefs
and causal relations, which were surely not shared by him, alongside the remedies
that he must have applied himself. In some cases he gives an evaluation of the
results but not of the treatment itself. This kind of neutral and hence professional
ethnographic approach is very modern for his time. The structure of this text is
given by an enumeration of diseases and the remedies used for them.
Twenty-two plants are explicitly named in the text, some of them are used in
different ways, or the various parts of them are used to treat different diseases.
Further there are unclear enumerations like »…and herbs« which can obviously
not be identified.

The Publication of Steller’s Works
The Second Kamchatka Expedition yielded a huge amount of information that
has only partly been processed and published to this very day. Despites fires,
floods and revolutions it is estimated that a considerable amount of unprocessed
expedition material still remains in archives and libraries.
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After having learned about the elaborate and comprehensive research design
of the Second Kamchatka Expedition, one would expect the same magnitude and
scope for the results published. This was, however, not the case.
First of all, geographical maps of the areas investigated found their way into
the atlases of the time. The analysis of the scientific results was carried out by the
end of the eighteenth century and was neither systematic nor complete. This was
due to the obligation of strict secrecy, with which Russia wanted to secure its access to the geo-strategic locations and resources discovered. Beyond this, the Russian Academy of Science intended to publish the results itself in order to augment
its reputation in the scientific world.
Thus, the publishing of the findings of Steller and other scientists of the expedition were partly inhibited or severely delayed. Later, up until the twentieth
century, it was almost impossible to gain access to the manuscripts at the Russian
Academy of Science.
In spite of that, a well-developed network within the scientific community
of that time circumvented the restrictions concerning publication and made at
least some of the results accessible to the public. Carl Linnaeus communicated
with many scientists in Russia during the 1740s and 1750s. Proof of this are the
Swedish botanist’s publications about plants found by Steller, which are based on
data that Linnaeus could hardly have received via official channels of information
exchange (Linnaeus 1750).
A few (unauthorized) publications of the material were first made outside of
Russia, like Description of the Land of Kamchatka by Steller (published by Scherer in 1753) and the author’s two ethnobotanical articles mentioned above (published by Pallas in 1767 and 1768).
Steller’s botanical observations have rapidly found their way into various
important publications like the Flora Sibirica (1769) by Johann Georg Gmelin
(1709–1755) and the Flora Rossica (1784–1788) by Peter Simon Pallas.
Thanks to efforts by Wieland Hintzsche and his team at the Francke Foundation at Halle, Germany, archival material from the Second Kamchatka Expedition have been published tome by tome in recent years. This way, the findings
have become accessible to a much broader public (Wendland 1990: 371, 373).
For scientists, curious individuals and members of the ethnic groups described
by the scientists of the expedition, it would be very helpful to have a full open
access policy. It is, therefore, suggested that all primary and secondary sources be
digitalized and provided as free online resources to the public.
Even up until our days the major part of the results remains unpublished
and manuscripts of this huge scientific endeavour are still being first-time published (Wendland and Lühman-Frester 2008: 732, 762; Sytin 2002; Bucher
2002: 10).
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The two Descriptions of the Land of Kamchatka
When Georg Steller arrived in Kamchatka in September 1740, his student Stepan Petrovich Krasheninnikov had already conducted research there for three
years. When the latter left Kamchatka in the following spring, he handed over a
report of 57 pages to Steller (Kasten and Dürr 1996: 283; Frost 1988: 4). Steller
died before his work could be published, in 1774. Therefore, Krasheninnikov was
asked to compile his and Steller’s knowledge about Kamchatka, which resulted in
the Krasheninnikov’s Description of the Land of Kamchatka. Unfortunately he,
too, died before the work for this book was finished and Müller finally prepared
the manuscripts for publication. This is the reason for why today it is difficult to
say who collected which data.
Steller’s results in Beschreibung… show a high degree of compliance with Müller’s instructions in many structural and content-related aspects. This is especially
the case for the list of words collected in the indigenous languages, and the order
of the chapters. So even if Müller changed the order of the words to match his
own instructions, Steller must have collected the words requested by Müller, irrespective of the order he wrote them down. Hence it can be assumed that Steller
conducted his study according to the instructions given to him.

Steller’s Ethnobotanical Legacy
But what happened to the ethnobotanical observations? Peter Simon Pallas
(1741–1811), a professor of natural history at the Russian Academy of Sciences
was the first to look through the scientific legacy of Steller. The two articles on
Stellers ethnobotanical observations in Kamchatka that are presented here were
published by Pallas in his journal Stralsundisches Magazin.
From a letter from Pallas to Müller (1770) we learn that many of Steller’s
research results were already lost by then: »the beautiful discoveries by Steller
about the Kamchatkan natural history, of which only fragments are left« (Frost
1988: 4; Kasten and Dürr 1996: 283; Wendland and Lühman-Frester 2008:
721–32, 741–43, 747).
These are the reasons for why a truly comprehensive survey of Steller’s ethnobotanical findings is impossible to accomplish unless some unexpected, long-lost
documents show up which is rather unlikely to happen.
After having received little attention, Georg W. Steller and his work have
come into focus again only during the last 20 years. The perception of his work
in Kamchatka today is surely closely linked with the publication of the first complete translation into Russian of the Description… in 1999 (Стеллер 1999). The
disintegration of the Soviet Union and the subsequent formation of new states
and structures came along with a cultural revival of the indigenous peoples in the
area (Pika 1999); part of this movement was the recollection of the Itelmens of
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what might have been their roots. As a matter of fact, there are only a few written
sources available that they can use for consultation. As reference for the revitalizing of their culture, native people from Kamchatka frequently refer to the two
similar texts of Description of the Land of Kamchatka by Krasheninnikov and
Steller. The Itelmens of Kamchatka however chose the work of the latter for being
»their« historian as Steller, unlike Krasheninnikov, openly criticised the cruel
treatment of the Itelmens by the Cossack/Russian rulers (Kasten 1996).
The two plant-related articles presented above have not been translated so
far and seem to be mostly unknown in Russia; therefore, all recent Russian ethnobotanical works refer to the information given in the book Descriptions… by
Steller. The works dealing directly with his ethnobotanical data are Steller’s ethnobotanical observations and modern Ethnomedicine in Chukotka (Беркутенко
2007), Actual condition of the ethnobotanical knowledge of the Itelmens on the west
coast of Kamchatka (Чернягина 1998) and Purposes and methods of preparation
of plants used by the Itelmens in the middle of the 18th century (Пирагис 2007).
The basis of Chernyagina’s work is a re-study of the Itelmens’ plant knowledge
on the Kamchatkan west-coast. Steller had repeatedly emphasized the particular
plant knowledge of the Itelmens. Chernyagina’s conclusion was that there is almost nothing left of the splendid plant knowledge praised by Steller (Чернягина
1998).
This is not surprising as the Itelmens were the people that first got into closer
contact with the Russian newcomers; hence they were the group the most exposed to the negative consequences coming along with the Russians, like diseases
and violence. In consequence, only one eighth of the Itelmens survived the first
40 years of Russian rule on Kamchatka (Paal 1993).
There is a range of smaller articles and even websites in Russian referring to
Steller’s information on the plant use of Kamchatka’s indigenous population.
Furthermore, a few foreign scientists have used the information gathered by
Steller almost 300 years ago (Bonneval 1993; Eidlitz 1969; Fremstad and Paal
1993; Strecker 2007).
Most of the scientists visiting the peninsula during the centuries after Steller
refer to his descriptions. All those sources have in common that they are more or
less based on knowledge gained in the first third of the eighteenth century.

Conclusion
Georg W. Steller visited the Kamchatka peninsula 270 years ago. As shown in
this chapter, he gathered very comprehensive and profound information about
the indigenous population and their plant knowledge and use. It can be stated
that up until the present day Steller left the thoroughest ethnobotanical study
(Strecker 2007). His description of the cultural role of the cow-parsnip contains
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information on the ethnolinguistic background, the economic use of the plant
as well as the methods of harvesting, processing and using it. Further this description elaborates on the cultural and religious context of the plant and last
but not least pharmacological information is given. All this is accompanied by
a thorough description of the people who apply it; the plant is botanically well
described, too.
As usual for his time, Steller was trained in various disciplines. Therefore it
is no surprise that he combined two of his obviously favourite subjects: botany
and Völkerbeschreibung, later to be called ethnography. Against the backdrop of
the highly elaborated research instructions by G. F. Müller, Steller’s curiosity,
industriousness, relative impartiality and knowledge produced a comprehensive
picture of the (partly culturally motivated) plant use of a certain people at a certain time. His works are still consulted when it comes to indigenous plant use
on Kamchatka generally – because they are the first and best ethnobotanical description of Kamchatka up to our days. And therefore it is argued here that Georg
Wilhelm Steller was not just another compiler of »lists with useful plants (Balick
1996: 58)« but a scientist who specialized in, and greatly helped to develop a discipline which is struggling to get established in Europe only now – Ethnobotany
as part of Ethnobiology.

Identification of Steller’s Plants
Georg W. Steller was skilled in many disciplines, but botany was one of the core
subjects in which he had received profound training; and it was precisely as a botanist that he was accepted to participate in the Second Kamchatka Expedition
(Kasten and Dürr 1996: 283). Steller tirelessly collected plants. All the way from
the Western to the Eastern border of the huge Russian Empire he was busy identifying the plants found, collecting herbal voucher specimens, finding roots, bulbs
and seeds in order to send them to the Botanical Garden in Saint Petersburg. The
true extent of his botanical studies can only be estimated. The Bering-specialist
Orcutt W. Frost cites in his preface 16 known plant lists and mentions that many
others must have been lost. These lists enumerate plants seen and collected, seed
lists and floras (Frost 1988: 20).
A considerable number of plants were first described by Steller as well (Sytin
2002: 445). Even though Georg Wilhelm Steller was a contemporary of Carl von
Linnaeus, the two never met and did not correspond (Kasten and Dürr 1996:
281). The Swedish botanist knew about the Russian expeditions and attentively
pursued their course and waited for their results. He also found ways to gain access to the material gathered by Steller. And so it happens that out of the 10,000
plants described by Linnaeus, 1,000 came from Russia and stemmed from the
two Kamchatka expeditions. The high estimation of the German colleague can
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be seen in the fact that Linnaeus named a plant genus, Stellera, after Georg Wilhelm Steller (Sytin 2002: 443).
Steller was still using polynominal names, such as Lilio reflexo flore atro purpureo for the rice root lily (Steller 1774: 90). Today this plant is known as Fritillaria camtschatcensis (L.) Ker-Gawl. Even though plant identification in the original
texts turns into a real challenge, most plants can be recognized by their German
or Russian names, the descriptions given and the context they are mentioned in.
Being familiar with the recent plant use and the vegetation of Kamchatka is of
great help, too. The attempts of other authors to translate Steller’s nomenclature
to modern plant names have been consulted, too. Nevertheless, some plants cited
remain unidentified. This is mostly the case for algae.
In total, 62 species could be identified. Some others could be identified down
to the level of their genus; others have to remain in categories like grasses or algae.
Seven accounts could not be identified at all. An analysis of the original manuscripts (if still available) together with herbal voucher specimens collected by
Steller (in case they still exist) would most probably close this gap a little bit more
(Strecker 2007: table).
Plant identification was further complicated by wrong reproduction of information recorded by Steller. The following case clearly shows such a situation: In
both texts (book and article) there is a mention of the use of schwarze Heydelbeere
(black blueberry, Vaccinium myrtillus L.); however, this plant does not grow on
the peninsula and there is no reason to assume that it grew there 300 years ago.
Still, there are strong arguments to exclude that Steller misidentified the plant:
Steller was familiar with the plant from his stay on Bering Island (where it occurs
naturally) and he was a professor of botany (Personal communication from O. A.
Chernyagina, Dec. 2011). Peter S. Pallas who was one of the first to use the accounts of Steller wrote in his Flora Rossica about V. myrtillus, referring explicitly
to Steller »According to the observations of Mr Steller it occurs only very rarely
at the Aldana River, from there on eastwards it is completely absent. Nor has it
been observed in the Kamchatka-regions« (Pallas 1790: 86).
Other publishers of Steller’s work have repeatedly complained about the author’s handwriting which was particularly hard to read and to understand. Therefore, it is most likely that reading and copying errors lead to nonsensical words
(and plant names) (Scherer 1774).
The plants in this chapter have been named according to Yakubov and
Chernyagina (Якубов and Чернягина 2004).
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Among Fishermen
and Horse Nomads
Johan Peter Falck in Russia and Siberia 1768–1774
Sabira Ståhlberg and Ingvar Svanberg

The eighteenth century was the time of encyclopaedias, in which all forms of
study were brought together into one, all-comprising Science. This so-called Enlightenment period required universal knowledge from its scientists. To become
a researcher, a student needed to be proficient in several fields, especially if the
main object of study was nature. In Sweden, Carl Linnaeus (1707–1778) was one
of the forefront figures of the new scientific movement. Many bright young men,
mainly from Sweden but also from Germany and other parts of Europe studied
for him and he sent several of them as natural science »apostles« to explore different parts of the world. The purpose of Linnaeus’s activities was to document
the utility of the gifts left by the Creator in Nature or a kind of economic utilitarianism, but he was also genuinely interested in learning from the people (Koerner
1999; Svanberg 2005a).
Carl Linnaeus himself was an excellent field worker and through the travelogues and diaries we can follow his methodology in detail. He travelled in his
youth throughout Sweden, looking closely at traps and fishing implements, tasting food prepared by reindeer herders and peasants and inquiring about household remedies. He peered into barns to see how vermin were battled against and
asked old women about plant names. Already in 1732 during a journey to Lapland, Linnaeus exerted himself in order to get acquainted with the knowledge
possessed by the Saami about plants and animals. Without hesitation or class
distinction he approached all kinds of people and made notes of matters both
large and small (Svanberg 2005a).
Already around the 1750s, a wealth of empirical data existed and was being
analysed by Linnaeus and his students. Much of it is of interest for ethnobiology as a science today. The narratives and reports of the Linnaeans provide us
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with first-hand observations of great value and several modern authors, including
Americans ethnobotanists Michael J. Balick and Paul Alan Cox (2001: 18–19)
and their Canadian colleague E. Wade Davis (1995:42), have pointed out the
importance of Carl Linnaeus for the development of ethnobiology. With his pioneering work the history of modern ethnobiological exploration begins.
Linnaeus’s travel narratives set an example for a whole generation of scholars
and developed into an international genre of topographical works, which always
included information about popular use and other aspects of ethnobotanical or
ethnozoological interest. Among Linnaeus’s »apostles« we should mention at
least Pehr Kalm (1716–1779) who travelled in south-western Sweden (1741), Russia (1744) and North America (1749–1752) before becoming a professor in Finland and supervising many interesting research projects. His Travels into North
America (1770) includes a wealth of data and he is sometimes labelled as the first
ethnobotanist of North America (Ford 1978: 34; Berman and Flanery 2001: 39).
A travelling »apostle« was also Johan Peter Falck (1732–1774) who headed a
Russian Imperial Academy expedition into Siberia 1768–1774 and recorded animal, plant, ethnographic, linguistic, economic and all kinds of other knowledge
among Russians and several Turkic and Finno-Ugric peoples (Svanberg 1987,
1998, 2007; Svanberg et al. 2011). From an ethnobiological point of view he is
probably the most important of Linnaeus’s students, but his work is almost unknown today. Falck’s rich data on folk biology, which includes records of local
names and information on the use and beliefs about various animals and plants,
could form the basis for a wide range of different research projects. After six years
in the field his work amounted to more than 1,400 pages in three published volumes in German. His handwritten notes in the archives of the Russian Academy
of Sciences in Saint Petersburg have not yet been studied by modern scholars and
might yield an even greater wealth of information.

Background
Johan Peter Falck was born on 26 November 1732 in Kockstorp (now Kåxtorp),
Broddetorp parish in the province of Västergötland, Sweden. His father Peter
Falck was judge-advocate of the nearby Skaraborg regiment and his mother Beata
Winge the daughter of a clergyman in the parish. The family was poor. The father
died early and Johan Peter as the eldest son was left in charge of the younger siblings. He was not interested in taking up ordinary work, however, but in studying. Also his younger brother Anders set his mind on science. After completing
school in Ulricehamn and Skara, Falck went to Uppsala University as a student
in 1751, where he devoted himself primarily to medical studies. An anonymous
biographer has left an idealised portrait of Falck (written after his death), which
can be considered an attempt to characterise the student during his Uppsala years:
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»He was tall, straight, strong and handsome; his face was oval, virile and attractive.
Most often he had a happy countenance, appeared candid, honest and aristocratic,
free from ingratiation, friendly and charming. Because he was cheerful, loyal and
honest, enjoyed jokes and amusing remarks, he combined the useful with fun and his
strength was in sharp-witted comments, wisdom and self-confidence. To some extent
a Democritus by nature, but with his lively fantasy he found absurdities in others and
scoffed at them just for the fun of it« (Svanberg 1987: 54).

Soon Falck became interested in natural science. Linnaeus noted both his diligence and poverty and employed him as tutor to his son Carl. The teacher had
great plans for his gifted student and supported a botanic excursion to Gotland in
the summer of 1760. Falck discovered several new plant species on this Baltic Sea
island, but the findings were published by his teacher. Linnaeus also tried to send
Falck on a foreign mission in the autumn of the same year. Together with another
»apostle«, Peter Forsskåhl (1732–1763), Falck departed for Copenhagen to enrol in the Danish scientific expedition to southern Arabia (now Yemen). While
Forsskåhl had already become an appointed member of the expedition, Falck was
rejected despite a recommendation letter from Linnaeus. He returned by foot
through Sweden and gathered botanical material on the way. In his home province, which he passed through on the way to Uppsala, he found European feather
grass, Stipa pennata L., a common plant in Siberia, but found nowhere else in
Sweden. Back at the university, he defended an academic thesis for Linnaeus on
the South American plant genus Alstroemeria (Martinsson and Svanberg 2010).
The failure to send Falck on the expedition did not discourage Linnaeus. He
had many scholarly acquaintances throughout Europe and was always on the
lookout for work positions for his students. When he received an enquiry from
the Royal Physician C. F. Kruse in Saint Petersburg about a curator for a natural
history cabinet, Linnaeus recommended Falck. In September 1763 Falck departed for the Russian capital. A storm wrecked the ship and he lost most of his possessions, but arrived nevertheless in the Russian capital and took up his position.
After a couple of rather isolated and frustrating years, Falck was offered a chair
in medicine and botany at the Collegium Medicum in 1765. He had now the
opportunity to lecture students and being responsible for the medicinal garden,
he arranged for rare plants to be obtained for the collections and exchanged seeds
among others with Linnaeus.
Since its foundation in 1724, the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Saint Petersburg had sent out several expeditions and explorers to the vast territory of
the Russian empire. Vitus Bering (1681–1741), after whom the Bering Strait is
named, was probably the most famous. Central Asia was not yet part of the empire, but consisted of the free states of Bukhara and Khiva, three Kazak Hordes
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and several others. Even though the heartland of Russia had been explored by the
1760s, Siberia, which was being slowly conquered by the Russians since the end of
the sixteenth century, remained mostly unknown territory. After Empress Catherine II took power in 1762, new expeditions led by prominent natural scientists
were planned. Among the leaders starting out in 1768–1769 was the well-known
researcher Peter Simon Pallas (1741–1811), some other Germans, a few Russians
and Johan Peter Falck, who explored the southern parts of Volga, Siberia and
Ural mountains (Berg 1954: 258–262).
The so-called Orenburg expedition of Falck started on 5 September 1768
from Saint Petersburg and stayed the winter in Moscow. The team consisted of
Falck, Greek physician and heavy drinker (the drinking caused a lot of trouble for
the expedition) Christoph Bardanes and Russian students Ivan Bykov, Mikhail
Lebedev and Stephan Kashkarev. The artist Peter Gregoryev documented the
biological, physical and ethnographic observations in drawings. Falck also obtained some Cossacks for protection and a Prussian hunter, Karl Plamaski, who
also acted as interpreter and assistant. In the first year Johann Gottlieb Georgi
(1729–1802), a German chemist and student of Linnaeus, joined the group. The
team grew on the road. At a later point twelve Tatar and Armenian traders joined
the caravan, counting 106 horses and several sheep which were butchered for
food on the road (Falk 1785: 3–7, 13, 18).
The Orenburg expedition travelled down the Volga, went into Kazak territory
and as far as the Chinese border. The main bulk of work was done in southern
Siberia and Ural. After the first years in the south, the expedition turned north
and passed the Baraba marshlands, where it met with Barabin Tatar fishermen,
and the foothills of the Altai Mountains, where Falck explored the growing mine
industry in Barnaul. When Falck was told to return to the capital in 1772, Georgi
transferred to Pallas’s expedition and travelled in eastern Siberia and especially
around the Baikal Lake. Falck sent back the other expedition members, but delayed his own return. His health was failing and he decided to travel down the
Volga to cure himself in mineral baths at Terek in the Caucasus Mountains. Bathing restored his health, but not for long. After a meeting with Georgi who was
returning to the capital in March 1774, Falck who was weakened by illness and
the opium he took against pain, committed suicide in Kazan (now the capital of
Tatarstan). Georgi took care of his materials and published them in 1785–1786.

The Researcher and His Editor
According to his publisher, Falck was always dissatisfied with himself, despite the
fact that he was a hard-working and successful researcher and a diligent, attentive
and capable observer. He tried to teach his students during the inactive winter
period, but they were not interested. Georgi noted:
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»From every place he touched upon, he sought to answer the questions in the fashion
of the expedition, looked through the answers and mostly found reason to ask more
questions or put them in another way. He did not trust his memory, wrote everything
down, not in a continuous diary but on papers where there hardly was any space, in
Swedish, German or Latin, with or without noting the date« (Falk 1785: IV–V).

Falck looked for information in all possible places and spent considerable time
talking to previous explorers and academicians and local officials, doctors and
priests. He met and befriended seasoned travellers and other persons who could
be of use and especially old people. Among his informants he mentioned the old
Bukharan Kiritschebey and a baptised Kalmyk, Andreas Feodorov, who had been
a nomad in China, elderly Russian traders, Gregoryev and Potanin, the smith
Titov and an Ural Cossack, Selnikov, who had journeyed far and wide with caravans. One of his main sources was Kosma Tscherepanov, a horse driver who had a
library of 400 books at home and wide technical and historical knowledge. Kosma
was also an architect and wood carver and had made a globe to explain the Earth
to his friends. His brother had written a Siberian chronological history. Several
Russians, Tatars, Bukharan traders, Kazak nomads, Kalmyks etc., who will forever remain anonymous, also provided Falck with much interesting information.
In the eighteenth century, society in Europe was strongly conscious about
class and clearly distinguished ordinary folk from higher class and educated persons. Falck had to keep up his image as a leader, although his own background
was more similar to the ordinary peasants’ whom the expedition met on the way.
He rode through Siberia with a wig and hat in the fashion of the day and always
received the best places to sleep and the best food. Yet, unlike his German colleagues, he let an emotional bond grow with the local peoples, the history and the
environment in Siberia. He grew up in a slightly similar landscape with forests,
agricultural fields and open meadows, near the prehistoric settlement of Ekornavallen where stone slabs still stand erect. His greatest hope was to get acquainted
with »the Asian peoples«, in which he partly succeeded. Falck was particularly
fond of slate, which was common around his home (personal observations April
2010, cf. Falck 1785: 19, 1786: 37).
The expedition leaders were provided with instructions and research questions
by the Imperial Academy. No complete questionnaires have survived, but there are
hints that lists existed with topics to be explored. The published results differ from
each other in structure and form, but the travellers worked with similar questions.
The main aim was to map out the biological environment, including botany, zoology, mineralogy and hydrology. Most reports are written in the form of diaries
with biological, ethnographic and other data embedded in a mixture of general observations, discussions, history, personal opinions and travel descriptions. Georgi
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used a more user-friendly (at least for the modern user) structure for Falck’s notes.
The official reason was that his friend’s papers were in great disorder and he could
not reconstruct the journey as was expected, but in fact he had already used a similar structure for his own works a few years earlier (Georgi 1776).
Georgi’s edition work both helps and hampers the modern reader. His main
task consisted in gathering the facts from hundreds of pieces of paper. Interesting
drawings of plants and animals and of some traps and tools were chosen from the
best depictions of the team. Georgi created a map of all the expeditions’ routes,
which was published with the book. On the other hand, he cut out general or overlapping news about the peoples the expedition visited and information which the
colleagues already had published. He also left out data that did not agree with other
pieces of information, concentrated on the previously unknown and added moral
judgements on the behaviour or beliefs of the local peoples, which are expressed already in his own books and apparently do not originate from Falck (Falk 1986: IV).
Georgi did not need to explain Falck’s scientific methods or the Linnaean
theory to the intended readers, who were primarily Academy members and European researchers at the top of contemporary science. A modern reader would
require a clear analysis, statistics and source criticism, but in the eighteenth century they existed only in a rudimentary form. In most cases with Falck, we do not
know who provided the information and where or when he talked to the informants. Falck often provided data also about places he did not visit. For instance
he never travelled to the independent countries of Bukhara or Khiva, but wrote
complete country reports about them, as well as the caravan routes from Russia
through Inner Asia (cf. Falk 1785: 200).

Research Questions
The first volume of Johan Peter Falck’s Beyträge zur Topographischen Kenntniss des
Russischen Reichs [Contributions to the topographical knowledge of the Russian
Reign] gives a chronological account of the journey and a physical description of
the areas the expedition visited. It includes the diary of Christoph Bardanes, who
followed Russian troops through what is now Kazakstan in search for Kalmyk
nomads, who defected to China (cf. Khodarkovsky 1992). The second and third
volumes list minerals, waters, plants and animals with names in several languages,
detailed descriptions, occurrence areas, usage and any kind of information Falck
obtained about the specific topic. At the end of the third volume the ethnic groups
of the visited areas and Inner Asia are described in great detail, including their
character, dress, food, health, dwellings and economic occupations.
Similarly to Linnaeus, Falck strove to obtain a total perspective, »to carefully
observe everything, not as the simple masses, the common crowd, the multitudes
do, but so that nothing escapes his sharp sight and curiosity« (cf. Linnaeus 1759).
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He was a meticulous student of Linnaeus and well-trained in theory and practice by the great teacher. Georgi was acquainted with the methods, because he
also trained under Linnaeus, but Falck embodied Linnaean thinking with his
detailed analyses and manifold working methods, which aimed at knowing, documenting and cross-checking all things he found (Koerner 1999).
Modern source criticism could be applied to Falck’s materials, but it would
declare most of it scientifically not valid or at best, highly suspect. Therefore another approach is needed. Comparison and analysis can be done with older materials if we build up a dialogue between the eighteenth-century researchers’ and
our criteria. As a result, we find that Falck in several ways bears similarity to a
modern researcher, albeit in difficult working conditions. He visited factories,
trade centres and state and church offices, where he gathered population figures,
economic and administrative data several decades before statistics was invented
as a modern scientific tool. Botanical and private gardens were of great interest
to him and he spent days exploring them. Whenever possible, he acquired maps
and interviewed people who had been to the area. Falck was also conscious about
the ecological consequences of extensive forest use, hunting of fur animals and
the changes in the natural conditions, which was especially visible in southern
Siberia where lakes and marshes were increasingly drying out (cf. Falk 1785: 337).
Still, Falck was a typical researcher of the Enlightenment period. He was a
keen explorer-tourist in unknown regions and often visited locally famous caves
or ruins which he described in great detail. He wrote extensively about history,
mostly based on oral communication and legends, but did not check the facts.
During the scientific excursions in the field he gathered plants, but also hunted
steppe animals and studied the industries in the neighbourhood. Like his contemporary colleagues, Falck was a kind of universal genius. For a general geographical survey, which was one of the topics on his list, he observed and analysed the soil for different sorts of mud and minerals, the waterways, lakes and
the biodiversity of the region in all ecological niches he could find. He was also
expected to bring back detailed information about the industry, which brought
him to the gold, silver and iron mines and salt lakes in southern Siberia, where he
documented the mining processes.
Before photography, telephone and recorders, documentation work was slow,
the artist had to draw all the plants and animals by hand; communication with
the Imperial Academy or local authorities took weeks or months; transportation
was difficult because of non-existent roads and travelling dangerous due to nomad
incursions. Accidents happened, one of the students fell under a cart and once a
Tatar soldier, who had lost a silver rouble the previous day disappeared from camp.
His knowledge of the local conditions was so good that he found both the coin
and his way back to the expedition in the never-ending steppe (cf. Falk 1786: 123).
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Topics covered by Falck, related to human activity in the environment, are
plants and wild animals, agriculture, hunting, gathering, fishing, domestic animals and animal fodder, food preparation and conservation, textile industry and
dyeing, clothes and ornaments, transportation, technology and tools, medicine,
parasites, hygiene and cosmetics, calendars, child care, housing, gardening, religion, celebrations, language and everyday life of the local peoples. All these data
provide us with a fairly accurate picture of the situation and the books are a highly valuable source of ethnobiological information about Russia and Siberia.

Field Methods
During the journeys, identification of animals and plants kept Falck and the students busy. Every day the gathered materials had to be compared to the descriptions in books of Linnaeus and other botanists and zoologists. When Falck had
no possibility to acquire specimens himself, he asked informants for details. He
identified several new species, but many of them were later found to be already
known, for instance the blue-berried honeysuckle, Lonicera caerulea L., which
Falck called Lonicera praeputiata. Falck listed no less than 222 bird species,
recorded by himself or by his companions, and none of the birds were new to
science. A partridge from Bukhara was recorded only by hearsay and Falck described it on the basis of reports by informants. The partridge, actually a chukar,
was called kakelik by the Bukharans and Falck therefore named it Tetrao kakelik.
The subspecies was called Alectoris graeca falki after Falck by Harfert in 1917,
but the Czech ornithologist Jiří Mlíkovský has more recently stated that Falck’s
scientific name must be valid and all other names given to the species are junior
synonyms. The Chukar is therefore today called Alectoris kakelik (Falck) in scientific literature (Mlíkovský 2006).
Observation and documentation were Falck’s main working methods. Observation was seasonal, as the long Siberian winters kept the team in one place,
but immediately when spring came they went out to study migrating birds, plants
and animals. Plans were sometimes changed in order to maximise the possibilities for study in nature. Falck carried out his research usually from April to October, but then transportation was slow. In Siberia the best period for travel was
during winter with sleighs; during other seasons the roads, if there were any, were
covered with deep mud. Some places were more easily reachable after snow fell
and the soil froze, for instance the Bashkir settlements in the Ural area.
All biological materials were measured, described, opened, cut down, dug into
and explored in detail in many ways. Smaller plants were dried and sent to the
Imperial Academy for further research, but bigger plants or trees had to be investigated on the spot. For the Russian olive, Eleagnus angustifolia L., Falck noted its
growth area, trunk height and diameter, the white wood structure, annual circles
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Fig. 1. Marbled polecat, Vormela peregusna, was used as pest controller in Inner Asia. (From
J.P. Falk, Beyträge zur Kenntnis des russischen Reichs, vol. 1786.)

and its similarity to willow, as well as its bark, leaves, flowers and fruits, which are
similar to olives but smaller and rounder. Taxonomy posed a problem, especially
with similar grasses. Hawthorn, Crataegus, grew by rivers and Falck found different variations of it, some with yellow, and others with black berries. Also the area
of growth was important: in the desert the tamarisk, Tamarix gallica L., which
usually grew like a small tree, hardly reached more than the size of a bush.
Measuring was included in the research programme and Falck counted distances by the horses’ trot, although his primary goal was not mapping out the
regions. The team rode 1 verst (1.067 km) in 13 minutes exactly. Wild animals
were bought from local hunters or hunted by the team and killed to facilitate
the study. The small pygmy shrew, Sorex minutes L., and its different body parts
were measured from all sides and weighed. Falck’s Linnaean training shows in
his preferences for buying or catching several of the same species to be able to define size, colour and length variations. Some animals were stuffed and sent to the
Academy and others were fed to animals Falck kept in cages, baskets or jars with
the caravan. Like Linnaeus, who kept a vivarium in Uppsala for the close study
of animals, Falck carried at least lizards, spiders and different kinds of rodents
with him for several months. He also kept a couple of colourful marbled polecats,
Vormela peregusna (Güldenstedt), in a cage during his journey in the Volga re-
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gion. Falck’s caged polecats were fed with meat and the bowels of preserved birds.
They ate well and seemed to thrive, but were still very ferocious and could not be
tamed (Ståhlberg and Svanberg 2012b; cf. Akthar 1945).
The most important aspect of Linnaeus’s biological exploration activities and
the goal of the Imperial Academy’s expeditions was the economic use of natural
resources. Falck concentrated on the economic aspects, but he was also enthusiastic about nature itself. In Moscow he visited the bird market where he noted that
a greater variation of birds was offered there than a researcher could hope to find
anywhere in nature. In Siberia, economic activities included fur animals, which
Falck could find both in nature and in the imperial fur tax collection centres. Furs
were collected from local peoples as tax or so-called tribute to the Russian state
and the fur trade provided Siberia’s main income for centuries (Fisher 1943). Falck
had the possibility to explore fox furs in a centre in Tomsk and could, on the basis
of them, identify a great variation in colours, age, subspecies and time of hunting.
Chemical, physical and medical knowledge was used for experiments in the
field. A Tatarian honeysuckle, Lonicera tatarica L., was relieved of its flowers and
Falck tested their colouring capabilities on paper. He squeezed out some juice
which made white paper red and after mixing in some potassium alum, the colour
became purple. The furs of Russian desman Desmana moschata (L.), were tested
by touching, as they were electrical and gave small sparks and the hairs moved as
if they were alive. Of mezereon, Daphne mezereum L., Falck tried to make paper
from the root bark, crushed it with water into gruel, pressed and put it out to dry.
The paper became grey and tenacious and the paper did not absorb the ink he
applied to it when writing. Yet Falck realised that creating paper on an industrial
basis of this plant, the ultimate aim of the experiment, would not be profitable
due to its relative rarity and the intricate process.

Local Folk Knowledge
Falck always kept the economic usefulness of folk knowledge in focus. He looked
for materials and information that could be further developed into national industries and lessens the expensive import from abroad. Linnaeus had the idea
that Sweden, or all nations, should be able to live on the natural resources they
had in their own country. Falck’s work therefore provides a wealth of information on the significance and usage of different types of plants and animals among
various ethnic groups and for most of them also the local names, legends and attitudes. In addition to Russians and Cossacks, he mostly visited Finno-Ugric and
various Turkic groups, but he also noted words in Armenian, Persian, Tibetan
and in different Indian, Caucasian and Mongolian languages.
Travelling through Russia and Siberia, Falck stopped for shorter or longer
periods in villages and gathered information about and from the local peoples.
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Different ethnic groups lived as neighbours, sometimes in the same village or in
neighbouring settlements. From Yekaterinburg to Kungur there were Russian,
Tatar, Bashkir and Cheremiss (Mari) villages, which »gave much entertainment
to the traveller« (Falk 1785: 41). Often he chose one: of the Tatar, Russian and
Teleut villages near Kusnetsk, the Teleut provided the greatest interest for him.
Many of the studied peoples were nomads who lived in portable dwellings, yurts.
Falck paid for instance visits to royal members of the Kalmyk Horde, who lived
in yurts near the Caspian Sea. He was cordially welcomed by the Kalmyks, who
were as curious about him as he was about them. An effort to meet with a Kazak Khan did not succeed, the two Tatar soldiers Falck dispatched were entertained by the Kazaks with cooked meat and kumis (fermented mare’s milk), but
returned without attaining an audience for the expedition leader.
In the villages, and from other travellers and nomads, Falck gathered ample knowledge about the environment. Plants, animals and food products sold
in markets and town centres where nomads or local peoples traded goods were
studied and prices and the use of the products noted. Most notes have a medical
or economic purpose. For example Artemisia santonica, which was gathered in
Bukhara near Tashkent and used as an aphrodisiac, was sold at a price of 5 roubles
for 1 pud (16.38 kg). Tatar thistles, Haloxylon tamariscifolium (L.) Pau, were used
to produce soda as well as for dyeing among the Kalmyks. An important industrial aim was to find plants for dyeing textiles, for instance Galium-species and
common madder, Rubia tinctorum L. He also found vitriolic soils and larvae of
the felt scale insect Eriococcus uvaeursi (L.) which could be used in the textile
industry.
Medicines, cosmetics, hygiene and aphrodisiacs were of special importance to
the physicians Falck and Bardanes. Several plants had vast use and were known
among many peoples under different names. Greater plantain, Plantago major L.,
was used for wounds by all ethnic groups in the steppe; the Kalmyk used crushed
fresh leaves and the Kazak mixed leaves and fat from the Saiga antelope, Saiga
tatarica (L.), for an ointment. Jimsonweed, Datura stramonium L., which grew
from the Don River to Siberia, was in the Volga region used against tooth-ache.
Seeds were roasted on embers and the smoke led into the mouth. The plant seeds
were also eaten for fever attacks, but it had an inebriating effect and Cossacks
put it in beer. Already half a glass made the person drunk and the next day the
drinker would wake up with a terrible headache.
Falck’s Selkup linguistic materials have been studied by Lieselotte Schiefer
(1973), while Lars-Gunnar Larsson (1999) has discussed the Finno-Ugrian bird
glosses. German scholar Gerhard Doerfer (1965) has published the Kalmyk Mongolian words and noted that many of the terms are very valuable. The same may
be said of the significantly greater number of Turkic and Finno-Ugric terms Falck
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provides (Svanberg 1987). Recently Gregory D. S. Anderson and K. David Harrison have made use of Falck’s Chulym glosses in their research (Anderson and
Harrison 2006). Although Falck was foremost a natural scientist, recording ethnographic information in his free time was according to Georgi a great source of
amusement (Svanberg 1987).
In the following we will in brief analyse three cases, fishermen, bee-keepers
and horse nomads, from an ethnobiological viewpoint, to show by examples
the character of Falck’s materials, his working methods and the significance of
Falck’s observations for the understanding of the history and ethnobiology of
this part of the globe.

Chulym Fishermen
The Chulym Tatars, a small Turkic-speaking ethnic group, took their name from
the river, on the shores of which they lived. They were divided into small villagelike settlements or jon and lived in cubic huts with a broad bench called the ‘Tatar
bench’, a brick stove and a pot walled up in the stove. The Chulym Tatars, who
nowadays form a part of the Khakass people (Svanberg 2005), had been baptised
in the 1720s, but their Orthodox Christian faith was weak. Falck noted that they
were mostly pagans and believed in their so-called shamanistic traditions, which
could be seen from their calendar. From the first snow in autumn (usually September) they counted the new year. The spring months were named after the fox,
eagle, crow and cuckoo, the others after the length or climatic character of the
month (cf. Harrison 2007: 69–72).
The Chulym Tatars slept on birch bark and covered themselves with their
nettle-woven clothes for the night. Babies slept in birch bark baskets with shredded wood as a kind of diaper. Most Chulym Tatars dressed like poor Russian
peasants except in winter, when their ragged sheep or other furs made them look
like Yakuts (now Sakha, a neighbouring people).
The main natural resource was fish and the Chulym Tatars fished all year
round in rivers and lakes. They used burbot, Lota lota (L.), skins to cover the
windows in summer and in winter often ice, like many groups in Siberia. The skin
was placed over the window openings and it let in as much light as oiled paper.
The Chulym Tatars also made summer garments and bags for keeping furs from
different fish skins. This custom of using fish skins has been recorded in several
regions in Siberia (Berg 1984). In winter they also hunted and in summer some
Chulym Tatars cultivated a little land or kept cows and sheep.
Falck noted that their daily fare was fish, often dried in the air without salt.
Like their neighbours, the Ostyaks, they called the dry fish ping. They often also
consumed the fish raw or cooked it in water with wild roots as a kind of soup.
The fish was sometimes crushed in wooden mortars, called like in Ostyak pors
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and eaten like bread. Another part of the fish, the back sinew which was popular
among their Russian neighbours, was often consumed and the caviar mashed and
cooked, because there was no salt to preserve it.

Barabin Marsh-Dwellers
A very little known Siberian people, the Barabin Tatars, were described in greater
detail by Falck than by other contemporary travellers. They were a group of Turkic-speakers living in the Baraba marshes, like Loplyks in the Lop Nor-area in
what is now western China and the Marsh Arabs in Iraq (Ståhlberg and Svanberg
2010b). Taxes were levied on the Barabins for 2,316 men, which would mean
that there were probably about 5,000–6,000 people. They made their living as
fishermen and herders. In the summertime they resided in beehive-shaped summer yurts, while they occupied small huts made of light blocks during the winter.
The houses were similar to the Chulym Tatars, but they had, instead of windows,
an opening in the roof. The summer houses, tamak ugli which meant a sewn hut
and sometimes also were similar to a halved egg, they covered with mats of clubrush, Schoenoplectus lacustris (L.), or other grass which were neatly plaited. The
Barabin Tatars were divided into seven groups or aimak, which were independent
and paid tribute to the Russians. They had a kind of nobility, but could not find
a person to represent them in Saint Petersburg and chose a Tatar Mullah from
nearby Tara. Every aimak was governed by three men.
Falck noted that the Barabin Tatars were similar to other Tatars, but almost
all were pale as if they were ill, very phlegmatic and almost stupid. The air in the
marshes was heavy with fog and smells, which he identified as a possible reason
for the lethargy. The women were dirty and quite ugly in the expedition’s eyes.
Many had skin diseases or suffered from animal plagues, oedema or unknown
illnesses, which they called jul auru, »weathering disease«. Their lifestyle was
similar to the Bashkir (see below), but they were poorer and they moved between
winter villages and summer camps. Their garments were usually shirts of nettle
(Urtica), the women wore a cloth on their heads and the men high caps. In their
ears they had corals or rings and on the fingers brass rings, some up to twenty.
The clothes were used until they fell off, and all Barabin Tatars were dirty and
hosted many insects and parasites. In summer they used hats made of horse hairs
to protect them against the mosquitoes and other insects, especially black flies,
Simulium reptans (L.).
Except for three species of fish (Perca fluviatilis L., Esox lucius L., Carassius
sp.), which they dried unsalted for winter and ate regularly, the Barabin Tatars
kept horses and cattle, about 50–70 horses and half the amount of cattle per family head. Many had no animals at all and the animal breeders often lost their
herds due to plagues. The sheep did not survive in the region. A little hunting,
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mostly water birds which were caught with snares, provided summer food, especially grebe species. These birds’ stomach feathers provided for many Barabins
furs and an item for trade. The feathers were tanned and sewn together into sacks,
which were sold. In the year 1772 1 to 1,5 roubles were paid for such a sack in
Tobolsk. Bird skins were used in many places in Siberia (cf. Granlund 1953).
A hunter brought Falck a striped dwarf hamster, Cricetelus barabensis (Pallas),
which nest they had filled with water and thus easily caught it. Falk stuffed it for
scientific study purposes.
A few Barabins tried agriculture with rye, barley and oats and some with
hemp. Officially, the Barabins were Muslims, but Falck was told that due to poverty they often consumed what was available, also animals that had died a natural
death. Dried and cooked fish, fish soup and wild roots were their main courses.
Sarana or Lilium martagon L., roots of ladybell, Adenophora lilifolia (L.) A. DC.,
tubers of dog’s tooth, Erythronium dens-canis L., and the underground organs
of other plants were gathered and although the agricultural efforts were meagre,
their winter food consisted of much roasted grain, flour soups and porridge (cf.
Ståhlberg and Svanberg 2006, 2012a).
Falck received much information on their traditions during weddings and funerals, which were similar to the Bashkir but poorer. The bride was sold for 10–
50 roubles, but mostly the price was set at 3–5 roubles. The »tribute« or tax to
the Russian state consisted of fox, stoat (Mustela erminea), red deer and roe deer,
beaver, sable and other animals, which in Tara were sold for 1–4 roubles apiece,
but the whole people paid only 1,500 roubles in tax. The Barabins were nominally Muslims, but their Mullahs did not know Arabic and they had shamans, or
‘wizards’ as Falck called them. They kept a double calendar, the Islamic and their
own, which started in November and had similar time-counting names as the
Chulym Tatars, but from January the months were called ‘weather, eagle, crow,
fish, ploughing, warm, hot, harvest, yellow leaf ’ and ‘naked tree’ until October.

Bashkir Apiculture
The Turkic-speaking Bashkirs have traditionally lived south of the Ural and the
adjacent plains (Svanberg 2011). According to Falck, the Bashkir referred to
themselves as bashkurt, derived from the words bash ‘head’ and kurt ‘bee’, because
they had always been bee-keepers. This is a common folk etymology, but doubtful (Svanberg 1987: 116). The Bashkir were known as the best bee-keepers in the
whole of Russia and Siberia, but often also Tatars had beehives in hollowed tree
trunks their courtyards (cf. Tryjarski 1970).
Honeybees (Apis mellifera) in the Ural Mountains were often wild or feral
and probably originated from swarms lost by the Bashkir. The Bashkir comprised, according to Falck, around 30,000 households in Ufa and Yekaterinburg
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provinces and Perm, where they were settled after fighting with Kazaks and a
rebellion against the Russians 1735–1742. They were divided into Nogai and Siberian Bashkirs; the Nogai in the Ufa or southern province and the Siberian in
the north (Falk 1786: 527).
The Bashkirs were apparently of various ethnic origins, but they were warriors and had many great heroes, bagatir, amongst them. Parts of them were like
Cossacks doing military service, some were herders and others peasants, but all
kept bees and hunted. They paid for their own clothes, horses and weapons and
made up a colourful sight when going to war. The Bashkirs were nominally Muslims, but Falck noted that they were simple, dirty and unconscious about religious matters. They made their own textiles and beautiful household items. In
the summer most of them moved with the herds and lived in yurts. A poor man
had 10–20 horses, but many kept 1–2,000 horses, which roamed freely. Some of
the horses, Falck was told, had scars on their feet. They used to bite their legs until
blood trickled when it was too hot. Falck observed the same phenomenon on his
own horses supposed that the running sweat tickled on the skin, which is why
they gnawed on the legs.
The Bashkir kept almost as many sheep as horses, of Russian and Kazak breed
(short- and large tailed), which also mixed. Cattle were few, because they needed
winter care, but of the milk they made sour milk, airen. Bactrian camels were
kept only by the rich, they also roamed wild and their milk was mixed with horse
milk. Goats were few, no poultry could be seen, but everybody had hunting dogs.
The main household animals were bees. Every »real« father of a home had 100–
500 bee trunks called suluk, which they installed in the forests in strong spruce,
pine, larch, poplar or other tree trunks. Most of the honey was used for a honey
drink, but in 1770 Falck noted that they sold honey for 3–4 roubles per pud
(16.38 kg). Bee wax was bought by Russian tradesmen and most of the wax on the
Russian market came from the Bashkir bee industry.
Agriculture was not very developed, the Bashkirs planted some winter rye,
summer wheat and barley, oats, peas and spelt. In Orenburg the Russian local
government tried with red garments and other gifts to encourage more agriculture, but the Bashkir preferred their animals. Falck noted their tools, the great
plough saban with 4–8 oxen, small Russian plough socha and the sickle urak.
They let horses trample the grain, which was called orden. The men were heavy
drinkers of kumis, but the women milked, prepared skins, spun and weaved
hemp and nettles. Falck was impressed by the simple but efficient weaving
loom, which partly hung from the roof, and explained it in great detail with the
idea of transferring the technology to the Russian industries. He also watched
how Bashkirs tanned furs with a Rumex root and rubbed it chalk. Leather was
stained with sour milk. Bags for liquids called tursuk were sewn of skins which
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Fig. 2. Tatar hare trap. (From J.P. Falk, Beyträge zur Kenntnis des russischen Reichs, vol. 1786.)

hairs were removed and animal tendons, and soaked, filled with ashes and sand
and when dry, smoked over small holes in the earth on a slow fire. This made the
leather hard as horns.
The winter houses were like Russian huts, a few small holes which were covered with animal bladders functioned as windows and they had the Tatar bench
urunduk, the stove and the iron pot, but no other household items. Summer
camps had maximum twenty yurts, because of the scarcity of grass, and the Bashkirs used white or black felt walls and slept on felt. By the door hang the kumis
bag, sawa and in the yurt small chests kept their belongings in place. They had
different food bags, except for the kumis bag there were small tursuk, of horse
skins, which looked like flasks and were used for horse- and cow milk on journeys.
In the yurts they had a barrel for honey drink, pottery bowls and big wooden
tools, sara, middle-sized ajak and small tawak, which the rich carved from silver
birch (Betula pendula). The big ones were paid for with a good horse. Small bowls
were used for drinking and the honey drink was mostly served in teacups or tin
mugs. Falck also noted spoons, hand mills for grinding grain, wooden mortars in
which grain, hemp and nettles were crushed, and plaited sifts. Among the tools,
the Bashkirs had spades, hammers, nippers, scissors, knives, lighters which were
made of stone, and the women used spinning and sewing tools, knives, looms,
mirrors, combs and many bowls of birch bark. The Bashkirs travelled by skiing or
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used a sledge and small carts, arba. For all these implements Falck provided the
Bashkir name and the usage.
Bashkir clothes were similar to Tatar garments in Kazan and Orenburg, but
the men had a red cap on the head. The women carried dresses with many buttons and a belt, but on the chest they kept an intricate weave of small silver coins
and on their heads silver or gold coins. In the summer they carried crude nettle
dresses with embroideries in coloured wool. In the summer the Bashkirs lived
mostly on sour horse milk or kumis and the men who were lazy visited each other
and on most evenings they were all drunk. They consumed roasted grain like Tatars, but also »most wild fruits«, gathering sarana and other roots. In spring they
drank birch sap and all year the fermented honey drink. The bride price among
the Bashkirs was 10–500 animals; Falck met a young woman with a »price-tag«
of 200 animals or 60 horses, 40 cattle and 100 sheep. They danced and played
music on flutes made from plant stems, sang, wrestled and competed in horse riding and shooting. The Bashkirs carried their dead on two horses and everybody
rode to the funerals.

Teleut and Kacha Horse Nomads
Some nomads in southern Siberia had settled by the eighteenth century, but their
memories of horses and nomadic life in the steppe remained. Contrary to usual
belief that horse nomads lived only from their horses, Falck showed that they
used a wide range of natural resources from the environment and that horses
were only part of their livelihood. Teleut, also called Telengut, was a small and
unknown Turkic people comprising about 5,000 men. They were originally nomadic, but fled from conflicts to the north by the Ob River in Siberia and started
cultivating the soil in Russian fashion. They were extremely poor, dressed in rags
and according to Falck, they cooked and ate everything in a dirty fashion, even
animals that had died a natural death and predators. Many men hunted and paid
tribute in furs.
Falck was very interested in their religion and described the shaman, kam,
who could be either a man or a woman. They had a good god, kudai, and a small,
bad god called schaitan. Both received offerings and the shaman spoke to them
through his drum, which was painted with sun, moon, stars, horses, trees, people,
a devil, a frog, a rainbow and two snakes. Kudai often appeared in dreams and
asked for a horse of a certain colour and sex. A »god horse« or kutaimi could
carry a rider, but it could not be put before a cart or sold. During thunderstorms
the god rode over the sky and his horse’s hoofs created the sparks or flashes. By
the doors of the Teleut huts small offerings were put, hares, birds etc. They called
their months among others squirrel, wind, ploughing and other environmental
names.
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Around the Yenisey River, Falck became acquainted with some active Turkicspeaking nomads, Kacha or Kachins. The richest owned less than 1,000 horses, as
many sheep and about 250 cattle. They were capable herders and used, according
to Falck, the animals in the »best possibly way«, hunted and gathered wild roots.
They were well off, paid double tax in comparison to Barabins, but like other Siberian peoples they consumed everything the hunt could bring, including predators
and dead animals. These animals had been killed by the gods. They also gathered
wild fruit and berries, but in summer they lived on the milk products kumis and
airen. The Kachins lived in felt yurts similar to the Bashkirs, but some cultivated
cereals and hemp. Most clothes were made of nettles. They shared the calendar
with the Barabins and lived like Bashkirs, but their shamanistic practices were
the same as the Teleut.

Kazak Nomads on the Steppe
Falck was very interested in the Kazaks and hoped to visit them for a longer period, but it was impossible due to unrest in the steppe. Yet the amount of historical
and ethnographic data he could gather at the border near Orenburg is impressive. There were three Kazak Hordes; the middle and small Hordes lived close by
and shared administration. They amounted to several hundreds of thousands and
lived in groups in the steppe. A part was held up by the Chinese government for
agriculture in the border areas and had settled down. Even today there is a small
Kazak minority in China (Benson and Svanberg 1999).
A Kazak nobleman owned on average 100 camels, 3,000 horses and up to
1,000 cattle, 5,000 sheep, 1,000 goats and more than 100 donkeys. Around 50
slaves from other peoples were kept as servants. The nobility lived in beautiful
yurts and had fine horses and clothes. Most ordinary people were animal breeders and Falck heard that they also had big herds with good animals. Horses were
the most important; their quantity defined the wealth of a Kazak man. A herd of
50 horses could easily keep a family alive, but many of the ordinary folk owned
1,000–2,000 and rich men had 5,000–10,000 horses.
Most Kazaks owned two-humped camels, but preferred the one-humped because it ran faster, carried heavier loads and survived for a longer time without
food and water in desert areas. Trade caravans used one-humped camels (dromedary), but for Kazaks, the two-humped camels were more economical, as they
gave more wool and managed the cold better. Falck even heard of camels with 1
½ humps, but could not find one himself (cf. Menges 1935). All camels roamed
freely and only during winter the Kazaks put a protecting coat on them, which
they sewed together. Falck was told that the camels liked salt plants which made
them run around, and in the night the salty sweat was licked by themselves, cattle, sheep and goats. The Kazak intervened in camel breeding in different ways
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Fig. 3. Siberian crane, Leucogeranus leucogeranus. (From J.P. Falk, Beyträge zur
Kenntnis des russischen Reichs, vol. 1786.)

and trained the foals from small to obey humans. One camel gave as much wool
as four sheep.
Horse and camel milk was used for kumis, butter and cheese and both animals
were eaten and the skins used for many purposes. The cattle of the Kazak had
been robbed from neighbouring Kalmyks and Bashkirs. Cossacks tried to teach
the Kazak to make hay for cattle in 1770, but the results were meagre. The Kazak
used also milk, meat and hides and cattle as draught- and riding animals. Their
sheep were broad-tail, kuiruk, with hanging ears. They roamed freely and were
never fed or taken care of, but consciously bred. The sheep were almost as important as horses, the meat was consumed every day and the Kazaks had no salt or
fat except from the meat and tail of the sheep. One sheep gave according Falck’s
informants about 16 kg of fat, which was used by Russians as butter. In 1769,
140,000 sheep were brought to the border market in Orenburg.
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The Kazak were skilled hunters, who hunted for their own joy and more seldom for meat or furs and trade. With the help of their dogs, they killed wolves,
foxes and steppe foxes with their whips. They also used guns and traps for beaver
and otter. Their speciality was hunting with birds of prey, for instance berkut, the
golden eagle, Aquila chrysaëtus fulva (L.), which in Orenburg was sold for 6–7
roubles. Training a falcon, eagle or other bird of prey required about a month and
very close attention. A berkut could catch fox, wolf and hare for at least ten years
after it was trained, but it could also kill the master if he was not careful enough.
One such bird was sold for two camels. Another raptor, the white-headed sea eagle, Haliaëtus leucocephalus (L.), was called the White Prince, Ak Saltan. Raptors
are still used by Kazak nomads for hunting, especially in Mongolia and Xinjiang
(Simakov 1989; Ståhlberg and Svanberg 2012b).
The Kazak men were busy with the herds, trade and hunting, and the women
worked at home with child care, preparing food, washing, and gathering wood,
coarse plants and manure for making fire. Falck was very interested in women’s labour, because he knew from Linnaeus that women held much interesting knowledge and their work was different from the men. The Kazak women spun, wove,
dyed and prepared furs and leather, made felt covers, milked the horses, camels
and cattle, made butter, cheese, sour milk, distilled kumis, smoked the drink bags
and moved the yurts when the family took up another dwelling. They also cooked
soap, produced thread from animal tendons and did many other tasks. Falck noted that the Kazaks previously lived on what they could gather from the steppe,
but had become lazy after they started trading with Russia and enjoyed a luxurious life with animal breeding and trade. Their desire for manufactured clothes,
ornaments, household tools, weapons and other things grew when they learned
to know Russian products and Bukharan goods in Orenburg. Falck let the artist
depict some rich Kazaks in expensive garments.
The Kazaks were in principle Muslims, but their tables were filled with the
meat of ill or bad horses, camels and cattle. They did not fish and hunted very little and did not cultivate the soil, which limited the diet to sheep. The steppe was
not rich in roots or plants either. A delicacy was fat, smoked horse ribs cooked in
salt water, smoked horse ham and sausages. Fat was usually cut into small pieces
and salted and smoked in intestines and eaten as such by hand. Butter was eaten
in a similar way. Cheese and cooked cheese within sheep stomach were usually
made into a soup or cheese and flour, which Russians bought and ate instead of
porridge. A kind of porridge was cooked from milk, water and butter, another
from thick flour porridge was cooked with fat from sheep tails. The Kazaks also
prepared roasted wheat with butter into a kind of dough. They made cakes of
flour and butter and baked this bread in the ashes. They ate birds only during
hunger years or when caught during hunts. Falck mentioned that four hungry
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men could eat a whole sheep in one evening. They drank water, kumis, airen and
arrak which are a distilled brandy from kumis, and all kinds of meat bouillons,
sorpa. All, independently of age and sex, smoked tobacco or tamak from sheepbone pipes.
The Kazak had similar wedding rituals like the Bashkir and many rich men
had 2–4 wives. The first wife was cheaply bought with 50 horses and 100 sheep, a
few slaves or camels and a weapon. The second one cost more, because parents seldom wished their daughter to become a second wife, and the next ones were even
more expensive. The poor ones bought wives for ten horses and twenty sheep.
Falck noted that the climate was mild and healthy and the Kazaks lived a happy,
simple life until old age. If they became ill they used magic or medicine or both
(cf. Michaels 2003 for the survival of these ethnomedicinal customs until recently). They did not have much religious education, but men of the Abdal minority,
who practised circumcision, took a sheep for an operation. Many Kazaks did not
care about the ritual. A kind of shaman, baksa, could see the past and future,
show thieves and exorcise devils; diagsa could make rain, wind or thunderstorms
or stop them with a magic stone, which in Bukhara was sold for 10–12 horses.

Conclusion
Johan Peter Falck is one of the several forgotten scientists and travellers of the
eighteenth century. His early death, the fact that he hardly discovered any new
species or was late in getting attention, the lack of sensational information and
the activities of his German contemporaries in Russia contributed to this. The
Academy was the scene for hard scientific and personal competition where Germans ruled. Falck’s and his Russian colleagues’ travel accounts fell into oblivion
soon after they were published. Falck documented a wealth of information and
we have so far been able to analyse just a few aspects of his data in a larger scientific context (Svanberg 1987, 2010a; Ståhlberg and Svanberg 2006, 2010, 2012a,
2012b, 2012c). He gives us the opportunity to have a look at Siberian everyday
life in the eighteenth century. For ethnobiologists he provides an extraordinary
chance to understand local cultures and their complex relationship and use of the
biodiversity in their environment. Animals played for instance a very important
role in the cognitive reality of the Siberian peoples (cf. Jusupov 1968).
The amount of plant and animal folk names from a wide range of languages,
descriptions of biological resources and their use, and the detailed research results in Falck’s volumes are too valuable to be ignored (cf. Doerfer 1965; Schieffer
1973; Svanberg 1987; Larsson 1999). As a pioneer in the field later called ethnobiology, Falck was outstanding among the Linnaean »apostles« (Svanberg
1998; Svanberg et al. 2011). He encountered local societies which lived in a close
relationship with the surrounding landscape. They were dependent on the ani-
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mals and plants in their vicinity and had to know what the landscape could offer
and where the limits of usage lay. The understanding of biological resources was
essential for their survival. The various organisms provided also their cultural,
economic and medicinal needs. Therefore the fishermen, hunters, gatherers and
herdsmen in the marshlands, mountains, steppes and river valleys had acquired
an excellent familiarity with the environment (cf. Lévi-Strauss 1962).
Human use of natural resources in former times belongs to the fields which
are difficult to explore. Also the symbolic and religious significance of animals
and plants are problematic to study. In historically oriented studies the biocultural domains, which exist between humans and other organisms, a specific methodology is needed. Source criticism which takes into account the views, conditions,
environment and the readings of the historical researcher like Falck is required
(Svanberg 2010b).
As historical ethnobiologists we can usually find only some small notes or
singular data, sifting through great amounts of material looking for the scarce information hidden between other kinds of data (the criteria of the rare evidence),
such as historical observation, linguistic data, place names, material culture etc.
The analysis permits, as historian Janken Myrdal (2007) asserts, that indications
and clues are used and that the researcher accepts different degrees of uncertainty in the analysis and the conclusions. This is called by Myrdal the »pluralistic
sources method«, and it is used for the difficult topics in sources, especially for
human everyday life outside state power and control institutions.
The informed modern researcher discerns with knowing eyes the important
data in the material for the analysis which is to be made (the importance is defined by the topic of the research). Falck and his contemporaries can open up
many exciting studies about the activity contexts, relationships with the environments and other topics, if read and understood correctly. Archaeological finds,
ethnographic and historical data and studies from other centuries complete the
picture. This is a unique opportunity. Historical ethnobiology seldom can use so
much and such clear materials about hunter-gatherers, fishermen and shepherds
as Johan Peter Falck provided.
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The First Collector
of Plant Names in Russia
Nikolay Ivanovich Annenkov (1819–1889)
Valeria B. Kolosova

»We do not have botanical nomenclature yet: in Botany courses Latin names are
usually used, and the existing Russian names of flowers and plants are mostly known
to only common people and are particularly rude. The nobility uses, even in Russian
talk, almost only French flower names«, wrote an anonymous author of a romantic
book on love, published in Saint Petersburg in 1836 (Anonymous 1836: 44–45). The
person that was going to change that was the Russian botanist Nikolay Ivanovich
Annenkov from Moscow.

Nikolay Ivanovich Annenkov was born on 21 April 1819. His mother belonged
to a family of nobility, but his father was unknown; Nikolay was born illegitimate. The boy received his first education in a private boarding school in Moscow.
He went to the 1st Moscow gymnasium in 1834, left it in 1839 with only perfect
marks in the certificate, and entered the Moscow University without examinations (TsIAM: 1, 5). In the University, he chose the Philosophy department. As
a student, he was particularly good at Zoology and Botany. In 1843, he graduated from the University with specialisation in natural sciences. Having finished
the University, he became a Geography teacher in the 3rd Moscow gymnasium
(Polovtsov 1900: 197).
In the memoirs of one of his pupils in the 3rd Moscow gymnasium, N. Vargin,
N.I. Annenkov is described as a gifted story-teller; his Geography lessons glided
quickly, as he told various scientific facts. Pupils sympathized with him and easily
adopted the material (Vargin 1897: 85). A year later he became a Botany and Zoology teacher in the Moscow Agricultural College, the following year – a Geography and Statistics teacher in the 2nd Moscow gymnasium, and two years later –
a Geography teacher in Alexandrinskiy Orphan Institute (Polovtsov 1900: 197).
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Since then, all his life until retirement was connected with teaching in various
schools and colleges; nevertheless, he is still remembered and respected not for
this activity at all.

Teaching and Research
From the very beginning of his teaching activity, it was combined with scientific
work. In the latter, his name is very often associated with the word »first«. In
1844 he started his observations and phenology studies in the Moscow region.
During 5 years Annenkov conducted the first ever phenological observations
of the cultivated plants of Moscow flora (145 species) and in 1849 the results
were published in his article in Bulletin de la Société Impériale des Naturalistes
de Moscou (Annenkov 1849). They were also published in Moscow in separate
brochures.
Annenkov also studied wild flora in the Moscow area from 1844 to 1847 and
his observations were published in Bulletin de la Société Impériale des Naturalistes de Moscou in 1851 (Annenkov 1851a) and in Zhurnal Sel’skogo Khozyaystva
i Ovtsevodstva (1850a). His phenological observations of nearly 400 plants were
re-published abroad and made him widely known (Polovtsov 1900: 198). Annenkov conducted observations according to a wide program, noting for each species
researched the time of occurrence of leaves, their full development, occurrence of
flower buds, efflorescence, full flowering, blossom fading, the beginning of seed
ripening, and their full ripening (Shcherbakova 1979: 83).
Over three years, between 1849 and 1851, Annenkov researched and described
several hundred higher and lower cryptogams and phanerogams of the Moscow
flora. He published, also as the first in Russia, the flora of Moscow, titled Flora
mosquensis exsiccata (1849–1851) and documented it with 800 voucher specimens. They were given to the Petrovsko-Razumovskaya Academy, and are now
a part of the Herbarium of the Biology Department of Moscow University. For
this work, the Imperial Moscow Agricultural Society awarded Annenkov with a
big silver medal (Shcherbakova 1979: 85; Lipshits 1947: 63; Polovtsov 1990: 198).
By order of the Agricultural Society, in 1850 Annenkov went to Mohovoe village in the Tula guberniya where there was a model manor owned by Shatilov, to
study the ways of forest culture and survey nursery forests (Polovtsov 1900: 198).
The results of the trip were reported in the article ‘Travel to the Mohovoe village
of Tula guberniya, Novosil’skiy uyezd, charged by Mr. Meyer’, published in the
Journal of Agriculture and Sheep Breeding (Annenkov 1850b). In the article he
described 84 plant species from the estate (Shcherbakova 1979: 84).
In 1851 Annenkov started his work as an inspector of the Agricultural School
belonging to the Moscow Agricultural Society. At the same time he published
a textbook on forestry for agricultural school students. The book described the
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general meaning of forests in nature and in the economy and the importance of
their renewal. It also contained practical instructions on making boundary plans
and keeping a diary of plant propagation (Annenkov 1851b).

As Director of the Agricultural School
In 1851 Annenkov travelled abroad with the purpose of visiting the London Universal Exhibition as well as agricultural educational institutions of France, Germany, Italy, and other countries. His impressions were described in his articles ‘Letters from Abroad’ (Annenkov 1851c) and ‘Something about the Main European
Botanical Gardens’ (Annenkov 1857). Rather soon, he had a chance to apply all
his observations and knowledge in practice. On 11 November 1953 he was appointed director of the Agricultural School and he held this position for ten years.
The training of Russian specialists in agriculture had already started in the
1770s by the opening of the agriculture department in Moscow University. Late
in the 1830s, departments of agriculture and forestry were opened in Petersburg
and Kiev Universities and in Yaroslavl’ and Odessa lycées. The first higher agriculture Institute in Russia was the Gory-Gorki Agricultural Institute, opened
in 1848 and moved to St. Petersburg in 1864 (Shcherbakova 1979: 204). The
Moscow Agricultural School was a special educational organisation for training specialists in agriculture (founded in 1822). The schedule consisted of three
years and combined theoretical knowledge with practical training at the School’s
farm. Every year 80 new students, not younger than fifteen, came to the School
(Historical report 1896: 45, 158). The curriculum included Religion, Russian,
German, Geography, History, Design, Mathematics, Zoology, Botany, Mineralogy, Physics, Meteorology, Chemistry, Geodesy, Rural Building Art, Study of
Agricultural Instruments and Machines with Fundamentals of Mechanics, Agricultural Technology, Crop Production, Animal Breeding and Veterinary, Agricultural Economy and Book-keeping, and a brief course on Russian legislation
necessary for villagers (Historical report 1896: 160).
Just as in the previous period in the gymnasium, Annenkov enjoyed the great
love of the pupils and the respect of all the teachers. One of his younger colleagues
recalls that even pedagogical meetings presided by Annenkov were absorbing and
nobody noticed the time passing. He always had various and changing collections on him, which he often used for explanations. In summer he often went on
botany excursions; he also worked a lot in the University garden (Vargin 1897:
86). At that time he worked a lot on the acclimatisation of various trees, bushes,
and other economic plants in the garden of the School. The list of plants bred by
him was published in Zhurnal Sadovodstva (1856a) and awarded in Paris by the
French Acclimatization Society with a gold medal on the 12 of February, 1858
(Brokgauz and Efron 1890: 809).
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While director, Annenkov started foresting at the Butyrskiy Farm by founding a forest nursery-garden (Jubilee Collection 1897: 19). Thanks to some additional rights and privileges given to the School in 1850 as well as to the school’s
good reputation after Annenkov’s appointment, the number of pupils substantially increased.
However, Annenkov took the position at the school during a rather hard
period. Most pupils were serfs sent to the School by such landlords as Counts
Sheremetev and Strogonov (in 1860, there were 160 students at the School; 54
of them were serfs, the others state peasants; by 1861, 730 students finished the
course). They were very able and hard-working, and their teachers estimated their
level highly, though classes started at 8 a.m. and lasted till 6 p.m. Their owners
chose the best young people for future use in their manors, and the tuition fees
were serious support for the school. In 1861 Russian peasants were emancipated
from serfdom, and the number of serf pupils deeply decreased, which threatened
the School with the opportunity of bankruptcy. At the same time, the general
number of pupils even increased, which resulted in congestion in classes completed by the lack of visual aids and a poor set-up.
There were also organisational problems. The school administration asked the
owners sending peasants to the school to inform the authorities of their desirable future specialisation. But in reality very few landlords did it; though they
understood that it was impossible to learn everything, they still did not choose
one speciality, and wanted to see their future workers useful and experienced in
every occupation. This led the school authorities to pay attention mostly to the
general development of the students. Among 160 pupils (in 1860), only 54 belonged to landlords; the others had to look for their future workplaces themselves
and consequently at the School they had to acquire all the habits useful for their
future profession, including a detailed study of mathematics and natural sciences
in application to agriculture and the ability to combine theory and practice. So
Annenkov in his annual school report for 1859 offered to increase the educational course from three to five years and to increase the practical part of the course
for students (Jubilee Collection 1897: 20). In 1862 Annenkov made a report on
the issue of purchasing the same rights for graduates who left school in serfdom
as those in a free state had. In the same year by imperial decree these rights were
given, which, of course, increased the popularity of the School (Jubilee Collection 1897: 22).
It is astonishing that he could also find time for being the director of the Acclimatisation Committee (since 1857) and the Forestry Committee (Polovtsov
1890: 197–198), as well as for being editor-in-chief of several journals and a newspaper, and writing articles in a number of serial publications from 1860 to 1862:
‘Agricultural Journal’, ‘Newspaper for Agriculturists’, ‘Notes of the Acclimatisa-
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tion Committee’, and ‘Notes of the Forestry Committee’ in which he was also
the editor-in-chief (Polovtsov 1900: 199). The articles concerned, for instance,
problems of forestry, acclimatisation, horticulture, sheep breeding, sericulture,
and a description of the Botanic Gardens in Kew.
After Annenkov left the School, the quality of lessons significantly decreased.
During the announcement of his departure, »many pupils were crying, and
one of them was found in tears, hiding in the corner in the attic« (Vargin 1897:
85–86).

Researcher of Plant Names
Approximately during the same period, he started one more absolutely new project. For a long time, there had been a problem noted: in botany works, the described plants were named either only in Russian or only in Latin – the problem
already mentioned by the author of the lines opening the article. This problem
was partly eliminated by Annenkov. He published, in 1858, a collection of folk
names of Russian plants entitled Prostonarodnȳe nazvaniya russkikh rasteniy
‘Folk Names of Russian Plants’ (Annenkov 1858). This book, rather small in volume (it contained 159 pages), drew everybody’s attention, and the whole issue was
quickly sold out. Later it served as the first step to a bigger and much more famous
book – after its publication, Annenkov started to receive new materials from all
over Russia that motivated him to re-compose the book. This time, it was basically a different work. Besides numerous additions, it contained plant names in
Russian, French, German, English, as well as Polish and other Slavonic languages,
and in the languages of indigenous ethnic groups living in Russia. Besides, for
each plant the scholar planned to indicate its position in the scientific taxonomy,
its home country, usage in medicine, pharmacy, technical applications and everyday life, as well as the Biblical and sorcery names of many plants. Of course, some
collections of folk plant names from various provinces of the Russian Empire had
already been published, a good example being a work by Peter Simon Pallas in
the eighteenth century (Pallas 1784–1788). However, it was Annenkov who first
brought together all this information into a uniform system and published it in
a single book.
In this way, one of the most famous and significant works by Annenkov, ‘Botanical Dictionary’ (Annenkov 1859), was compiled – only one year after the previous book. It became a wonderful manual for reading works on Botany.
Both scholars and society greeted the book exceedingly favourably. During
the 29th delivery of Demidov’s awards, the Russian Academy of Sciences rewarded
Annenkov’s work with an honorary reference by the Demidov committee (Mezenin 1987: 73). The Demidov Prize was instituted in April 1831 and presented
by the Saint-Petersburg Academy of Sciences. It was the most universal scientific
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award. In 1832–1865, the Demidov committee examined 903 works, and 55
awards were presented (Mezenin 1987: 6, 8, 13).
Besides, Annenkov received a diamond ring with a ruby from Emperor Alexander the Second. The Academy of Sciences handed the author of the Dictionary
all the materials concerning names of the plants and their folk, medicine, and
technical usage (Brokgauz and Efron 1890: 810).
In his second book Annenkov mentioned 1679 plant taxa (400 more than in
the first one). Some species had only Tungus (or Mongolian, Tatar, and so on)
names. The author of the reference for the Botanical dictionary, the Germanborn botanist Franz Joseph Ruprecht (1814–1870), noted the comprehensive and
well-structured nature of the book and the good idea of indicating all the sources
and references at each plant name. He also noted the very high accuracy of the
work, which increased its importance and usefulness. For this reason, Ruprecht
offered the Dictionary with an Encouragement Prize within the framework of
Demidov’s awards (Ruprekht 1860: 3–4).
At that time, Annenkov already hoped and planned the preparation of the
third edition of the work, fuller and more accurate. Ruprecht advised him to
consider some more ideas: 1) besides increasing the basic part, the Russian dialectal names, to pay attention to the folk plant names of western Slavs, which
had been published before, but in many various small works; 2) to include local
information on plant features, which drew people’s attention and could explain
the genesis of plant names; 3) to add translations of Tatar, Finnish, Mongolian,
Georgian, Armenian, and other plant names; 4) to indicate the analysed sources;
5) to compare the Russian and foreign phytonyms, as some words are translations
or borrowings from other languages; 6) to indicate the Russian nomenclature of
the names of plants and show it in a special font; 7) to take into consideration old
sources – such as herbal books and healing books – which sometimes may explain
the genesis or step-by-step changes of phytonyms. At the end of his reference, Ruprecht recommended that the Academy appoint a special award for a dictionary
compiled according to the described programme (Ruprekht 1860: 5–6).
At the same time the Academy, in its reference, expressed a desire »to see
in the new edition of the Dictionary a philological explanation of the origin
of Russian names«. Inspired by his success, Annenkov planned to improve his
book according to a new and wider plan. The new one was supposed to satisfy
not only specialists in Botany but also common people interested in books on
plants (Brokgauz and Efron 1890: 810). Annenkov was full of determination to
consider the advice and to re-write his book once more. In 1861, he published in
Sel’skoe khozyaystvo his ‘Invitation’. The note is short enough to be cited in full:
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»Two years ago I published my ‘Botanical Dictionary or Collection of Names
both Russian and Many Foreign Plants in the languages of Latin, Russian, German, French, and Others, Used by Various Peoples, Living in Russia’.
In the beginning, the aim of this work first published under the title ‘Folk
Names of the Russian Plants’ was the wish to give the opportunity of understanding Russian local names and to define their Latin names. In the second
edition, this meaning was widened, and the Botany Dictionary was given a bigger purpose: to serve as an aid for reading Botany books, in whatever language
they are written – Russian, French, German, or Latin. Now the work consists of
the list of Latin plant names in alphabetical order. I used the most current Latin
names. Each plant has also its local, common Russian names with an indication
of territories where they are used, names of the people having given them or published sources; then French and German names of the plants are given, and, at
last, names in the languages of various indigenous groups living in Russia, for example, T
 atars, Finns, Mordvins, Cheremis (Mari), Chuvash, Estonians, Votyaks,
Tungus, Armenians and Georgians.
Besides, pharmaceutical names of medicinal plants and basic synonyms of the
plants having recently received new scientific names are given.
Since the Dictionary was published, I have had a chance to collect a lot of
new material that increases the sum of that published maybe twice, but I am still
far from the thought that I have exhausted everything. Knowing from my own
experience that the completion of editions like that is made very slowly and only
with the assistance of many people living in various Russian lands, I address a
request to all educated readers of Agriculture journal to contribute to the possible
replenishment of the Botanical Dictionary by reporting:
1. All local, folk plant names in whatever dialect, with indication, if possible,
of their features, usage, and all the data which drew common people’s attention to the plant and made them give them these or those names. Moreover,
I ask for information about the pronunciation of the name with the help of
accepted stress signs (Annenkov 1861: 1).
2. All names in languages of various peoples, living in Russia. I ask readers to
pay special attention to this very request. Most of our indigenous people,
particularly those living in Siberia, Caucasus, and Eastern Russia, having no
connections with other peoples and not knowing the scientific side of civilisation, naturally had to address nature to find satisfaction of their needs in
practical life and, by experience and observing, to research the advantages or
harmful aspects of various plants. For this reason, collecting plant names,
given by these peoples, has an investigative meaning for us, and I request, to-
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gether with each plant name, wherever possible, the meanings of these names
in Russian, not to mention the knowledge of these plants qualities and uses
by various natives is very interesting. Here, I also ask readers to pay attention
to the pronunciation of native words.
3. Indications of mistakes, having slipped into the present edition.
4. With the intention of including the names of plant parts into the next edition of the Botanical Dictionary, I ask readers to pay attention to folk names
of these parts, which perhaps are not the same in various provinces and which
remarkably do not always coincide with the scientific names. This is also an
important question. We say corona, bell, bract, stipule, umbel, cyme, etc., but
common people, perhaps, call these parts in another way.
All extra information and additions will be received with particular gratitude.
I ask everyone who wishes to render me service by giving the required information to address his letter to the following address: to Moscow, to the building
of Agriculture School, to Nikolay Ivanovich Annenkov.
If there are difficulties in how to term the plant in Latin, the local, dialectal,
Russian, or indigenous name of which is known, I ask the reader to send me a
dried specimen of the plant itself. I assume all expenses for correspondence and
sending, appreciating just the participation in this affair, useful for everyone«
(Annenkov 1861: 2).

Moving to Uman’
In February 1863, Annenkov was offered the position of Director of the Gardening College in Uman’, in Kiev guberniya. He had to put a lot of work into his
new position, as the college was shabby, and there were only nine pupils there. In
several years he managed to bring the college to a brilliant condition, having increased the number of pupils to three hundred. The college greenhouses became
exemplary ones, and Annenkov became the centre of Russian society in Uman’
(Brokgauz and Efron 1890: 810).
Having served in the educational department for thirty five years, Annenkov
left Uman’ college in 1875 for Saint-Petersburg. It is obvious that all the time in
Uman’ he was working hard at collecting folk phytonyms, as in 1878, revised and
considerably enlarged, Annenkov’s work was published again; this time it was
entitled ‘Botanical Dictionary. Reference Book for Botanists, Villagers, Horticulturists, Foresters, Chemists, Doctors, Druggists, Travellers about Russia, etc.’.
The purpose of the book was »to give everyone an opportunity, according to the
systematic plant name, to find all its folk or book names and vice versa« (An-
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Fig. 1. Ljvinyj zev ‘lion’s throat’
is a folk name from the Yaroslavl
area for Linaria vulgaris Mill.
It was so named so named because
its flower, when pressed from the
sides, opens like a mouth. In the
Vladimir province it was named
kukushkiny sljozy ‘cuckoo’s tears’
because the central part of a flower
has dark-yellow or orange colouring, standing out against the
light-yellow background. Several
flowers gathered in a cluster suggest the pied feathers of a cuckoo.
In many parts of Eurasia there is
a legend of a woman who turned
into a cuckoo crying over her lot.
(Photo Valeria Kolosova.)

nenkov 1878: III). The Dictionary consists of two main parts: in the first one all
Latin plant names are given in alphabetical order, and each of them also has all
its folk and scientific names; the second one, vice versa, contains in alphabetical
order all folk and scientific names, with an indication of the page where it is located in the book.
The dictionary, according to the unanimous opinion of specialists, was unique
and exclusive. The author cited phytonyms from Homer, Plinius, and other ancient authors, as well as names in Russian, French, German, English, Polish,
Czech and Serbian. Names of many plants are given in the languages of the many
peoples living in Russia: Armenians, Bashkirs, Buryats, Georgians, Kalmyks,
Kamchadals, Karelians, Latvians, Moldavians, Mongols, Nenets, Tatars, Turkmen, Finns, Maris, Chuvashs, Estonians, Yakuts, etc. For each plant, its place
in the scientific system was indicated, as well as its home country, synonyms, usage in medicine, technical applications, pharmacy, and everyday life; biblical and
sorcery plant names are given. The ‘Botanical Dictionary’ by Annenkov is a vast
code of folk plant names existing in the middle of the nineteenth century, unique
for Russian botanical literature. In this sense, its value as a major historical document is kept, up to our time.
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Table 1. N.I. Annenkov’s Awards
Big silver medal from the Imperial Moscow Agricultural Society – for exsiccata
(1849–1851)
Big gold medal from the Moscow Acclimatisation Society – for exsiccata
Honorary reference from the Russian Academy of Sciences – for Botanical Dictionary (1859)
Diamond ring with a ruby from Emperor Alexander the Second – for Botanical
Dictionary (1859)
Big gold medal from the Paris Acclimatisation Society – for work on the acclimatisation of plants
Middle gold medal from the Moscow Horticultural Society and big silver medal
from the Imperial Free Economic Society – for other works and achievements

Though the main purpose of the Dictionary was to compile plant names, Annenkov also gave a lot of information on folk medicine and veterinary medicine,
as well as some folklore texts. This work was more difficult as he was neither linguist, nor specialist in folklore or ethnography.
While compiling his botanical dictionary (1878), Annenkov used three healing books and about ten herbal and flower books, both hand-written and published (Ippolitova 2008: 117). However, in herbals »names of the plants, describing their appearance and features are so mysterious that it takes a lot of labour to
identify them« (Annenkov 1878: VII). Some plants from herbals were still identified by Annenkov and included into the dictionary. Unidentified phytonyms
were set apart into a special chapter ‘Sorcerers’ plant names’ (Annenkov 1878:
642–643). He also planned »to publish one of the Russian floral manuscripts at
the end of the dictionary«, but rejected the idea, as »to restore the original it is
necessary to have more variants, and we postpone this work to some other time«
(Annenkov 1878: 642).
Compiling this most painstaking composition, demanding a lot of time and
labour, affected Annenkov’s health, and doctors prohibited him serious work.
But, as a faithful scholar devoted to science, he went on collecting materials to
complete his work. The new edition of the dictionary could have been published
by the author himself. However, after a family tragedy, he lost his will to live. The
last three years of Annenkov’s life were full of suffering. He lost a seventeen-yearold son in whom he saw his successor. Not only this, but the youth perished from
diphtheria, which soon killed two of his grandsons, too. His work was stopped;
only from time to time did he got back to it again. On the 9th of August, 1889
he died in Saint-Petersburg from cardiac rupture (Obituary: 4). He was buried
in the Tikhvinskoe cemetery of Aleksandro-Nevskaya Lavra near his son, Ivan
Nikolaevich Annenkov (Saitov 1912: 72).
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Epilogue
None of Annenkov’s scientific undertakings were without successors. His herbarium »Flora mosquensis exsiccata« served as a prototype for a whole set of
similar editions (exsiccata), demonstrating the floras of Odessa, Orel, Mogilev,
Voronezh, and other Guberniyas of Russia, with explaining indexes. For example, Mogilyov specialists in study of flora, Robert Khristoforovich Pabo and
Konstantin Aleksandrovich Cholovskiy, in 1853–1855 published an exiccata of
Mogilyov flora. They described 400 plants in four parts (Pabo and Cholovskiy
1853–1855; Shcherbakova 1979: 85; Lipshits 1947 (I): 63; Polovtsov 1990: 198).
Aleksandr Stepanovich Tarachkov and Ferdinand Osipovich Poganka published
their exiccata of Orel flora (1850–1851). Their works were appreciated by N.I.
Annenkov who noted the importance of herbariums and published the list of
the first hundred of the plants described by Tarachkov and Poganka in his article
(Shcherbakova 1979: 88). In 1850s the flora of Voronezh province was researched
by a naturalist and professor of Voronezh Military School Nikolay Stepanovich
Tarachkov, who was Aleksandr Tarachkov’s brother. In 1852–1855 he published
exiccata of the Voronezh flora, describing in them 400 wild-growing plants of the
province. Annenkov welcomed the publication of the catalogue as a very useful
enterprise and annotated the edition in the Vestnik estestvennykh nauk (Annenkov 1856b). Annenkov’s herbarium also served as a prototype for the f lora of
Odessa (Lipshits 1947: 63).
In the outskirts of Orel, A.S. Tarachkov conducted phenological observations
over 3 years (1851–1853). In his articles, data on 471 plants are given. Following
Nikolay Annenkov, he noted the time of occurrence of leaves, efflorescence, full
flowering, blossom fading, and fruiting time (Shcherbakova 1979: 88).
Annenkov’s dictionary also gave a powerful incentive for similar editions.
So, Konstantin Stepanovich Gornitskiy published two additions to Annenkov’s
Dictionary, consisting of lists of Russian and Ukrainian plant names (Gornitskiy
1887; Gornitskiy 1890). At the turn of the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries Elizaveta Nikolaevna Zalesova and O. Petrovskaya published the ‘Full Illustrated Dictionary-Herbal Book and Flower Book, compiled from the Newest Botanical and Medical Compositions’ (Zalesova and Petrovskaya 1898–1901). The
edition consists of four volumes. The book is, basically, Annenkov’s dictionary,
re-written in Russian alphabetical order. These dictionaries are mutually complementary, as all folk names in Annenkov’s dictionary given under the same title, in
Zalesova and Petrovskaya’s book, are given in alphabetical order with references
to the Russian nomenclature name. The latter also contains a lot of coloured and
black-and-white illustrations.
Nowadays, almost no book on Russian ethnobotany does without a reference
to Annenkov’s opus magnum, be it research on one separate region, as, for exam-
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ple, a book about folk phytonyms of Ural (Konovalova 2000), or a comparative
study of many Slavonic traditions (Kolosova 2009). In more than 130 years after
being written, his work still remains the fullest and the best reference book on
folk phytonyms in Russia. Annenkov’s materials were used in the most representative and authoritative botanical dictionaries, for example, Serbian (Simonović
1959) and Czech (Machek 1954). In our time, it is one of the sources for the
Dictionary of Russian Dialects (SRNG 1965–), to being published in the Institute for Language Studies, Saint Petersburg.
Annenkov’s Dictionary is necessarily used in theses on dialectal phytonyms;
it is also very useful while preparing field researches, as it enables the comparison
of phytonyms of this or that region in their diachronic aspect.
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The Fortuitous Ethnobotanist on Ice
Frans Reinhold Kjellman (1846–1907) and his field
work among the Coast Chukchi at Pitlekay
Ingvar Svanberg

Knowledge about the surrounding biota is of course essential for traditional societies all over the world. It is the foundation for their survival. Gathering, hunting,
fishing and primitive horticulture require a deep understanding of the environment. With fast Western expansion during the nineteenth century, scholars came
increasingly into contact with indigenous societies, which sustained themselves
and depended on local biological resources. Some botanists became interested in
studying the economic potential of plants used in these societies. In 1873, Steven
Powers coined the term aboriginal botany for »all forms of the vegetable world
which the aborigines used for medicine, food, textile fabrics, ornaments, etc.«
and for the scholarly research of vegetation used as medicine, food, textiles and
ornaments in such societies (Powers 1873; Ford 1978; Clément 1998).
It was therefore hardly a coincidence that the botanist and phycologist Frans
Reinhold Kjellman conducted a copybook ethnobotanical survey in northeastern Siberia during a forced stay among the Coast Chukchi in 1878–79. Even
though Kjellman was an experienced member of scientific expeditions–he had
already participated in Arctic expeditions to Novaya Zemlya, the Kara Sea and
the mouth of the Yenisei River–his interest in folk botany did not develop until
his involuntary and unpredicted over-wintering outside the village of Pitlekay
during the Vega expedition. This essay is an attempt to discuss and evaluate this
pioneering but now forgotten work within ethnobiology.

Background
Prior to First World War most scientific knowledge was gathered by expeditions
and travellers to various parts of the world (Sörlin 1989). Sweden has a long tradition of scientific explorations, a practice that has been pioneered by Carl Linnaeus and his pupils. The Linnaean tradition of the eighteenth century, which
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also included the traveller’s interest in collecting useful knowledge of the utility
aspects of plants and animals in order to develop the national economy, often
resulted in a large amount of empirical data. A rich material with contextual information was actually therefore gathered by Linnaeus and his contemporaries.
Johan Peter Falck and Peter Kalm are certainly the most interesting of the Linnaeus pupils in these aspects. From an ethnobiological point of view, these data
are today of course of tremendously great value (Svanberg 2005).
The interest in economic aspects of wild plants was kept among botanists until the early nineteenth century. While the more systematic knowledge gathered
by the nineteenth century expeditions sometimes includes information on plant
usage, it very seldom reaches the richness and quality of the eighteenth century.
The long tradition of general botanical knowledge among Swedish intellectuals
emphasized plant taxonomy and plant geographical observation rather than anything else, although it was a matter of course that every enlightened Swede should
know elementary botany. When Erland Nordenskiöld, in 1908, published his
manual for collecting ethnographic objects for missionary workers and expatriates he also added a paragraph on »ethnobotanical collections« (Nordenskiöld
1908: 91), thereby introducing the concept ethnobotany to Swedish, a term coined
in 1895 by the American botanist John Harschberger (1895). This memo of Nordenskiöld actually resulted in ethnobotanical observations, especially from missionaries working in Africa and the Middle East.
However, before the ethnographer Erland Nordenskiöld introduced the concept to Sweden, very valuable ethnobotanical and ethnobiological data were gathered by Swedish scientists in Siberia. Probably the most important of all Swedish expeditions in the nineteenth century was probably the Vega Expedition,
incidentally headed by Erland’s father, Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld (1832–1901), at
the end of the 1870s. The expedition started from southern Sweden on 22 June
1878, and the vessel Vega rounded Cape Chelyuskin, the northernmost point of
Siberian Russia, in the following August. At the end of September the ship ran
aground at Pitlekay trapped in the ice not far from the Bering Strait. They completed the voyage successfully the following summer. Vega had sailed around the
north coast of Asia, thus being the first to make the whole length of the Northeast Passage, or the Northern Sea Route as it is called today.
The members of the expedition gathered a large amount of data and material,
especially during their involuntary winter stay at Pitlekay. The results were published in a two-volume travelogue in Swedish and in two volumes of scientific
results, as well as in numerous articles in various journals. There are considerable data given in the reports, which deal with zoology, botany and geodesy.
The travelogue, in particular, also includes geographical, meteorological and
ethnographical information. From ethnobiological and ethnological points of
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view the vast material on Coast Chukchi is the most thrilling. The crew stayed
ten months in almost daily contact with Chukchi hunters from villages in the
vicinity when Vega was stuck in the ice near Pitlekay. The explorers had lots of
opportunities to get acquainted with the natives of the coast. The Chukchi conducted frequent visits on board and bartered skin, cloth and skin shoes for food
items and tobacco.

The Field Botanist
The appointed botanist during the Vega Expedition was Frans Reinhold Kjellman from Uppsala. He was born in Torsö parish, Skaraborg County in 1846.
On his paternal side he originated from crofters, while his mother came from a
family of immigrant German glass-blowers. Kjellman came as a student to Uppsala University in 1868 and began with Classics. However, he soon shifted from
Greek language and culture to biological sciences. He got his doctorate in 1872
with a dissertation on two genera of algae, Bidrag till kännedomen om Skandinaviens Extocarpeer och Tilopterider (Uppsala 1872). He was appointed as docent of
botany at the Uppsala University the same year (Franzén 1975–77).
Unfortunately for the young Kjellman, the dissertation resulted in a conflict
with his supervisor, a rather familiar experience for many gifted young scholars.
However, through the Swedish Academy of Sciences Kjellman got acquainted
with geologist Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld, who was planning an Arctic expedition
to the Svalbard Islands. The twenty-five year old Kjellman was recruited and participated as a botanist 1872–1873 in the first of several expeditions to the Arctic
region. Due to severe storms and icebergs the members of the expedition could
not return and were forced to stay over winter in the polar areas, an important
experience for researchers in the Arctic. Kjellman was forced to adapt his research
to the given conditions and as a botanist he could continue to study the algae flora
of the Ice Sea during the entire winter. He was thus able to observe the course of
the lives of no less than twenty seven algae taxa on a day-to-day basis in the Arctic
Sea (Wynne 1995).
In 1873 he participated in an expedition to Novaya Zemlya and Yenisei, in
which the researchers encountered subarctic hunters and reindeer breeders belonging to the Yurak, Tungus, Dolgan and Ostyak ethnic groups. The next year
he went to Finnmark in northern Norway. Kjellman was an experienced field
worker and explorer when he boarded Vega in the summer of 1878. Adolf Erik
Nordenskiöld was the leader of the expedition, which was sponsored by King
Oscar II of Sweden and Norway, the Swedish merchant Oscar Dickson, and the
Siberian entrepreneur Aleksandr Sibiryakov.
Among the most interesting information about the Chukchi that the Vegaexpedition gathered is a survey of their utility plants published in a special essay
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by Kjellman (1882a, 1882b). His article might be regarded as the first real systematic study in ethnobotany published in Sweden. These ethnobotanical data are
internationally still very little known, although some information has been used
in a couple of works on food plants in the Arctic (Porsild 1953; Eidlitz 1969).

The Chukchi
At the end of the 1870s the numbers of Coast Chukchi were estimated at around
3,000 persons, distributed over a vast area from Bering’s Strait to Cape Shelayskoy, a stretch of almost 1,250 kilometres. The largest settlements were Uädljä,
Kengychkun, Enurmi, Chapka, Neychkayl, Koljuchin, Vankarema and Rinkajpia. During normal circumstances they had 35, 20, 20, 15, 13, 25, 15 and 18 tents
respectively. Most Chukchi coast villages had however no more than 4, 5 or 6
yarangas (Stuxberg 1890: 274).
In order to survive in this remote and harsh environment the Coast Chukchi
were almost exclusively dependent on hunting and fishing, especially the hunting of marine mammals. Their game was seals, walruses and polar bears. During
the summer season they also caught a lot of birds. Fish were mostly used as dog
food, although they also captured cod for their own consumption. The endemic
freshwater fish, Dallia delicatessima, found in a lagoon nearby, was regarded as
a delicacy among the Chukchi. The coast dwellers also bartered food with the
Reindeer Chukchi in the interior.
According to Stuxberg the Coast Chukchi did not store up for the future, as
they had a large ability to endure hunger. The winter season lasted for nine to ten
months. During the brief summer in August and September, the hunting was
most busy and gave the richest yield. Walruses and polar bears were hunted with
ingeniously constructed spears, while seals were captured with large-mesh nets
made of walrus-hide.
The Chukchi lived all year round in skin tents, yarangas, made of walrushide and reindeer skins. The Coast Chukchi used the dogs as draught animals. A
sledge with one man was drawn by 4 to 10 dogs, depending on the length of the
tour and the wealth of the Chukchi, according to Nordqvist (1883b:90). Nordenskiöld describes them as being of the same breed as the Greenland Eskimo dog,
but smaller. »They resemble wolves, are long-legged, long-haired and shaggy. The
ears are short, commonly upright; their colour very variable, from black or white,
and black or white spotted to grey or yellowish-brown«. They were considered
as good though slow draught animals, and being capable of long-continued exertions (Nordenskiöld 1881: 96).
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Encounter with the Coast Chukchi
Vega was trapped in the ice from 29 September 1878 to 18 July 1879, close to
the Chukchi village of Pitlekay. Chukchi hunters came out to the vessel in their
primitive boats. They asked the crew to come to their settlement, Pitlekay. Oscar
Nordqvist wrote about his first impressions from the visit. They met a woman
who scraped off the hairs from a seal skin, they saw children that played, and
outside a skin tent they made their first ethnobotanical observation: a Chukchi
woman was emptying the content from the stomach of a newly slaughtered reindeer into skin bags. The stomach content, which consisted of semi-digested lichens and other vegetable substances, has been widely used as food by the people
in the circumpolar region of Russia (Ngnasans, Evenks, Evens, Koryaks, Chukchi and Yukagirs), Greenland and in Arctic North America. It was eaten warm,
usually taken direct from the reindeer stomach, but in some places they let the
content stay in the stomach for a few days in order to start fermenting it (Weyer,
1969: 54; Eidlitz 1969: 51–52; Lindin and Svanberg, 1986: 68). It is described in
more detail among the Chukchi by Bogoras (1904: 197).
The Chukchi at Pitlekay called this food stuff houit-houit and it was eaten
raw. One of the members of the expedition, Ernst Almqvist, tasted the stomach
content, and according to his opinion it tasted like nettle stew. The content was
kept dried in small cheese-like cakes for the winter. Such cakes were stirred into
meat soup. »It was mostly used by Reindeer Chukchi, but the Coast Chukchi
did also appreciate it and bartered the dry cakes in large number«, annotated
Kjellman.
The largest Chukchi settlement in the vicinity was Uädljä with 40 tents and
200 inhabitants. The villagers kept contact with American whalers. These whalers communicated by a kind of pidgin, a kind of intermediary contact language,
with Russian, English, Chukchi and Hawaiian elements used in the Arctic at that
time. Most of the Chukchi in this settlement were dressed in cloths and shirts
of American fabrication. Also American tobacco pipes and rifles gave witness to
contact with the American civilization, at this time represented by the whalers
occasionally visiting the area. These American whalers brought and distributed
– despite the efforts of the Russian authorities to prohibit it – large quantities of
hard liquor to the Chukchi. Liquor was distributed from the settlement Uädljä to
other Chukchi settlements in the area (Stuxberg 1890: 294).
Vega had daily contact with the villagers in Pitlekay, but occasionally also with
inhabitants of other settlements as well. All members on board the Vega came in
contact with the Chukchi, and so did the crew who sometimes visited the natives
in their tents out of curiosity, for trade or for exchange. Chukchi hospitality was
sometimes turned down by the Swedes due to their narrow-mindness. Captain
Louis Pallander (1842–1920) writes: »We received a friendly invitation to share
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their meal, but as we had no taste for seal-flesh, we declined their offer under the
pretext that we had just had dinner« (Nordenskiöld 1881: 17).
From the diary of the carpenter Sven Andersson we get some insights into
how he and his mates regarded the encounter with the Chukchi. In his diary, Mr
Andersson tells us that on a day in February 1879 he visited a Chukchi tent where
he observed how the natives slaughtered a dog for food (Andersson 1979: 73).
Energy intake among the Chukchi was very high. Italian marine lieutenant
Giacomo Bove (1852–1887) and the hydrograph on the expedition made the observation one evening that eight persons, including one child, consumed almost
fifteen kilograms of food. The dinner consisted of raw fish, soup, boiled fish, seal
blubber and seal meat. The raw fish commonly consisted of frozen cod. The soup
was made of vegetables or seal blood. Vegetable soup was made by boiling equal
quantities of water and plant parts until the mixture formed a thick gruel. The
blood soup consisted of seal blood that was boiled together with water, fish and
fat. The seal blubber and seal meat was cut into suitable mouthful-sized pieces
with a knife.
The expedition members also collected a large number of ethnographic objects, and the collection, which is now an exhibit of the Ethnographical Museum
in Stockholm, is still waiting to be published. The number of tools and objects
from the Chukchi is so considerable that it definitely deserves to be published.
The sample of Chukchi material culture of the Vega expedition is probably one of
the finest collections in the museum (Van Stone 1990).

A Native Consultant
An important native teacher for Kjellman and the other expedition members was
a fairly young Chukchi named Notti. His age was estimated at between 25 and
30. Despite his relative youth, he was an experienced hunter who had even had
fights face to face with a polar bear, which he, with the help of a knife, could
win (Stuxberg 1890:270). All crew members on board Vega appreciated Notti,
declares Oscar Nordqvist: »His silence was marked, his weather bitten, broad
face, with a good-natured smile will be maintained in the dear memory of the
participants in the Vegas wintering« (Nordqvist 1880).
The scientists of Vega conducted intensive observations of the Chukchi and
contributed data from their own perspectives. The young Finn, lieutenant, interpreter and ichthyologist Oscar Nordqvist (1858–1925), learned rather soon at
least elementary Chukchi language. Nordqvist recorded a small word list with a
few grammatical annotations. He also published some ethnographical observations. They include information about handicraft, dances, tattoos and physical
anthropological data. However, he especially deals with interesting notes on the
world view of the Chukchi, such as their view of the stars and the firmament,
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Fig. 1. Notti and his wife Aitanga. (From The voyage of the Vega round Asia
and Europe 2, 1881.)

religious beliefs, geographical concepts and their notions of animal and plant life
(Nordqvist 1883).
Like the other crew members, Kjellman made numerous visits not only to
Pitlekay but also to other Chukchi settlements in the vicinity. He also urged the
Chukchi villagers to provide him with plants and plant parts, which they did.
Thanks to Kjellman’s field diaries we can also obtain additional information
about how he collected his data. Through these field diaries, which consist of cursory notes, we can get an insight into how Kjellman collected the information.
He noted the Chukchi names, and also provided information on the Chukchi
from whom he obtained the plants. It is clear from the notebook that the Chukchi provided him with a variety of plants, especially algae. Here and there in his
notebook we also find annotations about what Chukchi told him about plant
use. Other information was based on his own observations. He examined, in the
yarangas – their mobile tent dwellings – what they had gathered and what the
plants were used for.
Native plant names are also annotated on the voucher sheets in the herbarium
from the expedition.

Chukchi Folk Botany
At the time of the Vega Expedition the scientific world was convinced that the
hunting peoples of north-eastern Siberia coastal areas mainly lived on the meat of
reindeer, seals, walrus and bear, blood, blubber, fish and other animal substances.
The Baltic German naval officer and researcher Ferdinand von Wrangel, who had
led a Russian expedition in 1820–24 to explore the North East Passage, had de-
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clared that the Chukchi do not »claim any plant world; his forest, field and garden is the Arctic Ocean with its seals and walrus, which satisfy all of his needs«.
Elsewhere Wrangel argued that »the Chukchi food is always exclusively animal
products; boiled reindeer meat with seal blubber or train represents the ordinary
food« (Wrangel 1839).
Kjellman was able, through his field studies, to disprove this idea and he could
observe that the Chukchi at Pitlekay accumulated quite a sizeable winter supply
of vegetable food. He even claimed that the inhabitants of Pitlekay and surrounding settlements at the beginning of the winter in 1878 had accumulated a store
of plants that was fully proportional to their supply of meat and blubber. »In a
Reindeer Chukchi tent, which I visited during the month of March, I saw they
still maintained a considerable amount of vegetables gathered in the previous
summer and autumn«.
He noticed that the Chukchi along the coast could actually increase their supply of vegetables during the winter, by harvesting larger algae from the sea. Barter
with algae gathered during winter also occurred, with Chukchi households that
lived further away from the coast. Some plants were to be found very close to the
Chukchi communities, for instance Tephrosens palustris that grew in »fairly large
quantity near Chukchi settlements«.
Kjellman also observed that the Chukchi had detailed knowledge about
plants that were suitable to gather. The plants were collected for the hard winter
and stored in bags of seal skin, in which they underwent a fermentation process.
In this way they made various such fermented products, like sauerkraut, all with
different names, depending on which species it was made of. Parts of the harvested vegetables were consumed raw, without any additives, by the Chukchi.
Sometimes the raw vegetables were eaten with pieces of seal blubber, which were
embedded in the vegetables. Others were cooked together with reindeer or seal
meat into a kind of soup.
It was not the case that they used everything they could get access to in the
barren Arctic ecosystem that they lived there were actually a number of plant
taxa they preferred. Salix boganidensis was a kind of favourite. Others, which
were equally common and could be described as at least as nutritious, were rejected completely, for instance other Salix-species, tundra dwarf birch (Betula
exilis), mountain anemone (Dryas octopetala) and even scurvy grass (Cochlearia
fenestrata), all taxa, which were to be found in great number on the hills around
their settlements and which travellers in the Arctic regions happily utilised when
they came across them. It is uncommon to read in ethnobotanical studies about
potential species rejected by a community.
The Chukchi had, as Kjellman shows, an elaborate knowledge of when individual plant species would be best to harvest. Alpine bistort (Bistorta vivipara)
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required quite a large effort to gather. It should, according to the Chukchi, be
gathered shortly after the thaw, before the leaves had begun to appear. »It is the
rhizomes that are used, but to find them at this time is indeed a difficult job, but
the Chukchi, including the adults, do submit and perform the task with surprisingly good results«.
»You may assume that the Chukchi in their choice of nutritional plants were
guided by plants they know by experience were of good value, but also by their
taste preferences«, writes Kjellman. Especially sought-after plants were Rhodiola
rosea and Honckenya peploides. In the early summer the Chukchi gathered the
fresh leaves of marsh fleawort (Tephroseris palustris), which grew close to the settlements. They were partly used and, in seal meat soup, partly fermented.
The large leaves of Petasites frigida were collected in the late summer and were
fermented for winter consumption. The most used plant was Claytonia acutifolia,
whose roots, collected in early summer, was eaten raw, or cooked in soup. It could
be stored in a fresh condition throughout the winter. Pedicularis sudetica and Pedicularis lanata were gathered and cooked in seal blood soup. Roots and rhizomes
of Armeria sibirica were brought together during early summer and cooked in the
blood and meat soup. It was, however, not highly thought of. Also the rhizomes
of Potentilla fragiformis were eaten in soup during the spring.

Plants for Other Purposes
Kjellman also observed that it was not just for food that they utilized plants. The
Chukchi used clothing and many household items from the animal kingdom,
but some necessary resources were derived from the plant kingdom. Some household items were made of birch bark, a raw material they received from the south.
Wicks for their train-oil lamps were made of various kinds of Sphagnum moss.
The same moss (Sphagnum squarrosum, Spaghnum fimbriatum, Sphagnum strictum) was also utilised as diapers for the children. This usage of Sphagnum moss
is well-known from the circumpolar area (cf. Young and Hall 1969: 45; Oswalt
1957: 30; Tikhomirov 1958: 243; Nelson 1973: 42; Moerman 1998: 541; Svanberg 2004: 45).
The floors inside the yarangas were isolated partly with bushes and grass, while
the ceilings were covered with a layer of Arctic marsh grass (Arctophila fulva),
known as kadoajdlingen by the Chukchi. Dunegrass (Leymus mollis) was used as
a lining in clothes, shoes and gloves. Other grass was also used as shoe hay and for
the insulation of mittens. For the preparation of skins bark of alder (Alnaster fruticosa) was used as a tanning agent, and to decorate their costumes, certain parts
were dyed with substances taken from the plant kingdom. They seem to have used
the bark from a Pine species for this purpose, possibly Pinus alba, which arrived
as driftwood on their coasts.
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Fig. 2. Dog shoe made of skin.
(From A. Nordenskiöld, The
Voyage of the Vega round Asia
and Europe, vol. 2, 1881.)

The driftwood which was thrown up on the beaches was collected by Coastal
Chukchi. The wood was used for the framework of the yaranga and for boats,
oars, spear shafts, arrows, axes, stone hammers, sledges, and many household
tasks. If they ran out of seal blubber, which seldom happened, they could use
driftwood as fuel.
In order to find protection against the only wild animal they feared, namely
the polar bear, they turned to the plant world and also here found a useful substance. This was the root of an unidentified umbellifer, which had an odour that
should chase the bear away. The Chukchi hunters carry it and also bind a small
piece of it on the neck of his dog and »feel thereby security for their personal
safety and without concern for their precious pets«. In his field notebook he
writes on the 19th May that it »was used to keep bears away from dogs. It is tied
with a reindeer tendon on the dog’s neck. The strong odour of this plant is so
unpleasant for the bear, that it does not touch the dog«. Kjellman assumes that
the umbellifer plant used was probably a garden angelica (Angelica archangelica).
A tap root of Angelica archangelica preserved in spirit and gathered as a sample
of household plants at Pitlekay is still preserved in the collection of the Swedish
Museum of Natural History (S-A–1756). Kjellman noted äleütodlin as the Chukchi vernacular name of it.
The kind of algae the Chukchi preferred to use as food was Alaria esculenta.
It was eaten fresh during winter and spring, although not the plant as a whole,
but the midrib.
Kjellman’s report shows that the Chukchi were also engaged in some trade
in plants and plant parts. Edible algaes were transported over quite large areas
to be sold among the nomads. Reindeer-herders could, as mentioned above, dry
the stomach contents consisting of plant parts from slaughtered reindeer and sell
them to the Coast Chukchi.
The importance of driftwood for crafts cannot be stressed enough. In addition, the Chukchi used tobacco that they had to barter from others (cf. Bogoras
1904:201). Cereals, however, do not appear to have been traditional trade products, but we know that they appreciated bread, because the Vegas crew distributed
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lots of bread during the winter they spent with the Chukchi. Not less than one
tonne of baked bread was given to them. They did not hesitate to eat any food with
vegetables given to them by the crew members. Kjellman gave examples of not only
bread but also food items like pea soup, meat soup and semolina porridge.

Other Ethnobotanical Data
In the other expedition members’ reports, we also find some information on plant
uses. Ernst Almqvist (1882:189) states that the tanning substances exploited were
hematite (blood ore), ochre (yellow or yellowish red hydrated iron oxide), graphite and the red-coloured bark of Alnaster fruticosa, or a kind of driftwood probably belonging to the genus Pinus. The last-mentioned was locally known under
the names gyirgyir and gyirtamnodlin.
Driftwood, especially from Pinus species, was of importance for the Chukchi,
for making tools and household objects. The frame of the yaranga, their mobile
home, was made of driftwood and covered with a layer of grass. The floor consisted of a layer of twigs and grass, on which they spread a walrus skin. Their primitive lamps used for lighting and heating, were usually made of a kind of stone
called ukulši. As fuel they usually had train-oil, and Sphagnum moss was used
for the wick. These lamps required constant attention and the moss wick was
trimmed with a piece of wood. The women kept a watchful eye over the trimming
of the lamp and the guarding of the fire. Train-oil was kept in sacks of seal-skin
consisting of whole hides (Nordenskiöld 1881: 23,119).
The traditional way of making fire among the Chukchi was to use a kind
of bow-drill made of wood. According to observations made by the expedition
members, women were more accustomed than the men to the use of the fire-drill.
The men probably preferred flint and steel (Nordenskiöld 1881: 121).
Some tools were also made of wood. Nordenskiöld describes for instance
hide-scrapers made of stone or iron fastened to a wooden handle, ice mattocks
and stone hammers with the shaft of wood, as well as home-made vessels of
wood. The frame of their snow-shoes was also made of wood, while the crosspieces were of strong and well-stretched thongs. The only musical instrument
observed was a kind of simple tambourine or drum, called yarar. The main native consultant Notti was a splendid yarar-player. A yarar was made of a wooden
ring, about seventy centimetres in diameter. A skin of seal or walrus gut was
stretched over the ring. The yarar was beaten with a light stick made of whalebone (Nordqvist 1883:240; Nordenskiöld 1881:23). Beside the drum they also
used a kind of whistle-pipe as a music instrument. It was made of a piece of
wood, cloven into two halves, and again united after the crack has been somewhat widened in the middle. A piece of whalebone was inserted between the
two halves (Nordenskiöld 1881: 130).
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Discussion
Kjellman’s intention was to investigate and to gather voucher specimens of the
local flora along the Chukchi coast, while the ship was stuck there. He had described the local plant life in separate publications, but he managed to do this
investigation only with the help of Chukchi folk botanical knowledge (cf. Kjellman 1882c). Limited knowledge of the Chukchi language was an obstacle to the
research. Kjellman describes some plant parts that he received from the Chukchi
that had brought them from more southern areas. It tasted almost like almond,
but he was unable to identify it. »Further information was not possible to get
from them, because at that time we all had almost no knowledge of the Chukchi language«, he writes. A Russian colleague, professor Maximovics in St Petersburg, suggested later for him that it probably was Rhodiola atropurpuream
(=Rhodiola rosea), but it was never confirmed.
Kjellman conveys detailed information about which plants the Chukchi
used and he also provides data on the taxa that were not utilised by them, even
though they were known as food plants elsewhere. Besides food plants, Kjellman also writes about local plants used by the Chukchi as fuel, dyes and tanning agents, insulation materials, raw materials for handicrafts, wicks and plants
for hygienic purposes. On the other hand, Kjellman has nothing to say about
medicinal plants. Data from the nearby Kamchatka, St. Lawrence Island and
Nunivak Island shows that the Koryak and Inuit in the neighbourhood knew
of a number of local medicinal plants, so we would also expect such knowledge
from the Coast Chukchi (Anderson 1939:716; Lantis 1959:5; Young & Hall
1969: 49; Smith 1973: 325–326; Griffin 2001: 113–115; Strecker 2007). Also
from the Aleutian are a number of plants recorded as useful in traditional healing
(Bank 1952:425–428; Smith 1973:326–329). Nor do we not find any information about the Chukchi use of red fly agaric (Amanita muscarica) as a kind of
intoxicant, in the material from the Vega Expedition. This use has been described
by several other authors describing the local knowledge in north-eastern Siberia
(cf. Bogoras 1904: 203–207).
Kjellman is obviously amazed by the time and interest the Chukchi spend
on collecting plants as food on the tundra, where the summer season is short.
He assumed that plant gathering was a survival from a time when the Chukchi
lived farther south. Furthermore, he did some comparisons of plant use in other
circumpolar and Arctic peoples and came to the conclusion that they to a large
extent use the same plants or related species.
It is also interesting that Kjellman managed to do such an extensive documentation of the role that plants played in the Chukchi life. Other researchers
have played down the importance of plants for them. Irrespective of the specific
conditions that may have prevailed during the season that the Vega Expedition
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members lived among the Coast Chukchi, this was also due to Kjellman’s own
interest. He was simply more interested in these aspects than other researchers
who had stayed among Chukchi had been. For Kjellman as a scientific botanist
trapped in the ice it was a question of using all possible opportunities to find
plants. A prolonged winter season stay in an Arctic environment is hardly a favourable situation for a botanist. With the help of the Chukchi he could, from
their stored supply, find plants that he would not have come across otherwise.
Kjellman told them that he wanted plants, so they also gathered plants during
hunting expeditions and brought them back for him. At the same time, Kjellman
was apparently curious enough to also document what the Chukchi interest in
these plants consisted of.
This in many ways exemplary and detailed recording of Coast Chukchi
household plants became Kjellman’s only genuine study in aboriginal botany, as
it is was called in the United States at that time. The value of his data increases
when we know that voucher specimens of the plants and algae gathered from the
Chukchi are still kept in the herbarium of the Swedish Natural History Museum
in Stockholm. Kjellman’s observations among the Chukchi were also confirmed
by the Russian scientist Waldemar Bogoras (1865–1936), who spent several years
among them as a political exile. Bogoras (1904: 199) noted, however, that on the
whole it was mainly children and women, rather than men, who used vegetable
foods. Later studies and records on plant use in Chukotka verify and supplements
Kjellman’s observations (Tikhomirov 1958; Avtonova 1992; Bonneval and Malet
1993; cf. also Strecker 2007 for adjacent territory). These later studies show that
the Chukchi used more plant species as food, which Kjellman never managed to
make any records of, such as chives (Allium schoenoprasum) gathered by natives
during special harvest trips (Derviz-Sokolov 1969: 119). Bogoras (1904: 200) also
notes that the Chukchi could use Epilobium angustifolium L., cloudberry (Rubus
chamaemorus L.) and arctic bramble (Rubus arctica L.) as tea substitutes.
The plant usage among the Coast Chukchi at Pitlekay in the late 1870s is
comparable to what we know from other circumpolar peoples. Stefan Källman,
who has experience from the Russian taiga, writes that in the north the reindeer breeders tend to use about thirty plant taxa (Källman 2002:263). Kjellman
found that the Coast Chukchi utilized 23 taxa for food. Nine species dominated
at Pitlekay, namely Tephraseris palustris, Petasitis frigidus, Pedicularis sudetica,
Pedicularis lanata, Rhodiola rosea, Claytonia acutifolia, Honckeya peploides, Polygonum polymorphum and Salix boganidensis.
Berries were rare in the surrounding landscape. Several species rarely give fruit
on the tundra, but Kjellman noted that quite a few of them had local names, so
the Chukchi somehow drew attention to them. In addition, Kjellman listed a
number of plants that were used for other purposes. His data originate mainly
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from the Coast Chukchi, and he was of the opinion that investigations from other parts of the huge distribution area of the Chukchi people would increase the
number of used species significantly.
Even though he made an almost ideal, both methodologically and theoretically speaking, analysis of the economic plants among the Chukchi at Pitlekay,
Kjellman’s work did not have any consequence for the development of ethnobotany as a special research topic, either in Sweden or abroad. The data, which has
been readily available in Swedish and German, however, has caught the attention
of some researchers. To some extent they have been rendered in a couple of studies
of wild food resources in the Arctic areas. In this way, the data have, through the
secondary literature, also found their direction into the ethnobotanical literature, e.g. Daniel E. Moerman’s Native American Ethnobotany (1998).
We now also have access to good comparative data from neighbouring peoples, such as the Koryaks of Alaska, the Aleutians, the Inuit on St. Lawrence Island, and from Yupik areas in Alaska and Siberia. Their botanical knowledge and
usages show many similarities to the Chukchi. Kjellman’s study and other studies
from the circumpolar peoples have also inspired researchers interested in survival
techniques in Sweden, represented inter alia by Stefan Källman, a specialist in
survival techniques under severe conditions.
We can also establish that the winter stay of the Vega Expedition and the enormous publicity it received led to more general attention given to the Chukchi.
Later, the Russian scientists and ethnographers Waldemar Bogoras wrote extensively about their culture and living conditions, thereby increasing our knowledge
about the Chukchi way of life. Further works were done during the Soviet era.
The Vega Expedition was Kjellman’s last Arctic journey. Back home again,
he devoted his time to his scientific career. He published extensively, and soon
became an internationally recognised expert on algae and the arctic phanerogam
flora. From the Vega Expedition he published several important works on marine
algae in the Arctic, but also articles on the Bering Sea algae flora, descriptions of
the Japanese flora and a small study on the importance of kelp. He was not only
interested in systematic botany, but also in ecology and plant geography. He was
appointed Professor Extraordinarius at Uppsala University in 1883. After Tore
M. Fries’ retirement Kjellman was appointed to the Borgströmian Professorship
of Botany and Practical Economy in December 1899.
During the rest of his life he wrote and published fully, taught and was head
of the Botanical Institute in Uppsala. He contributed to the modernisation of
botany. When he celebrated his 60th year in 1906 he was honoured with a festschrift, to which several of his former students contributed with botanical articles. Despite serious illness, he maintained to the end his position as manager
»in which he literally fell on his position as Chief Representative for the science,
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which always remained his deepest interest«, writes Nils Svedelius (1908) in his
necrology. Kjellman passed away in 22 April 1907.
Kjellman contributed in many ways to the renewal of botany and phycology
in Sweden, but he never played any role in the development of ethnobotany. Pity,
because his essay on Chukchi food plants from 1882 is so interesting and path
breaking, not only for its empirical content, but also for its scientific approach,
that it deserves attention and respect when the history of our discipline is written.

Sources
Kjellman’s own diary and notebook with botanical and ethnobotanical information is available in the manuscript department, Uppsala University Library:
»Diary in the Vega expedition 1878 [–1879]« (UUB X 422b), and »Botanical
notes, etc. 1879. Vega Expedition« (UUB X 442c). Voucher specimens from the
collection are kept in the herbarium of the Swedish Museum of Natural History,
Stockholm.
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Table 1. Chukchi Plant Names
Oscar Nordqvist, who participated in the expedition as interpreter and ichthyologist,
compiled a Chukchi word list, which also contains plant names. Kjellman gathered most of
these plants.
Chukchi name				Scientific name
Tl’amkodlin,
Kadl’amkodlin,
Alakelkadl’,
R¢raut,
µnkaut,
Karayts¢padlin, apetala.
Eket¢dlin,
Yunaut,
Rititi,
Raaltadlin,
Etats¢padlin,
Gn tedlin,
Kat’opadlin,
Tl’katadlin,
r‚tli,
Lindon, Oare¢tedlin,
N tsakadlin,
Kan¢dlin,
O¢nedlin,
M¡miy,
Mim¡dlinen,
Pop¢kadlin,
Uet’out‚dlin (Uetjoutadlin)
Nerg tlin,
G£rgur,
Kokonadlin,
Kukatkokonadlin,
Kedoaydlinen,
Toaydlinen,
Tanruadlinen,
Guitguit,
U ttap,
M£rgitsitlin,

Petasites frigidus
Taraxacum officinale
Cineraria officinale
Pedicularis
Halianthus peploides
Potentilla emerginata.
Angelica
Rhodiola rosea
Rubus chamaemorus
Rubus chamaemorus
Armeria arctica
Hedysarum obscurum
Oxytropis
Saxifraga aestivalis
Saxifraga aestivalis
Vaccinium vitis-idaea
Rhododendron tormentosum
Andromeda tetragona
Empetrum nigrum
Polygonum polymorphum
Polygonum polymorphum
Claytonia arctica
Oxyria digyna
Rumex
Betula nana
Salix sp.
Salix polaris
Glyceria pendulina
Elymus mollis
Elymus mollis
Sphagnum
Lichen
Cladonia rangiferina

rgomr,

(Laminaria, Alaria)

(From Oscar Nordqvist. »Tschuktschisk ordlista«, in Vega-expeditions vetenskapliga iakttagelser, bearbetade af deltagare i resan och andra forskare, Vol. 1, ed. A. E. Nordenskiöld.
Stockholm: F. & G. Beijers 1882.)
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Petr Ostrovskikh (1870–1940) Contributions
to Khakas Ethnobotany
Aleksandra Ippolitova and Ingvar Svanberg

During the seventeenth century, several Turkic-speaking tribes inhabited the
Sayan Mountains and the Minusinsk Depression, the same area where most of
the contemporary Khakas still live. Some of these tribes have long traditions as
cattle breeders, whereas others were hunters and fishermen. Until the beginning
of the twentieth century, these Turkic tribes were divided into several territorial
administrative units, once created by the Mongols, to whom they were vassals
still in the seventeenth century. These Turkic groups were known as Beltir, Kacha, Koibal, Kyzyl, and Sagai, all of whom spoke their own dialects. Their dialects
belonged to the Siberian Turkic languages related to Chulym, Karagass, Shor and
Altay. The Russians in the nineteenth century categorized them all under the
umbrella denomination Abakan Tatars or Minusink Tatars. Nowadays they are
referred to as Khakas, which is a unifying identity created in the 1920s (Svanberg
2005).
In the late nineteenth century, actually at about the same time as the US botanist John William Harshberger (1869–1929) coined the term ethnobotany for
what he considered to be a new research field (Harshberger 1896), the Russian
ethnographer Petr Ostrovskikh (1870–1940) did pioneering field work among
the Turkic-speaking ethnic groups in Minusinsk region, thus providing an important model for later Russian and Soviet colleagues in the field. He was for
instance very interested in their plant use, and he also recorded data on local plant
names. Thanks to Ostroviskikh’s research in the late 1890s we nowadays have
access to valuable ethnobotanical information from otherwise very little documented specific ethnic groups in Southern Siberia. Their cultures and languages
are rapidly disappearing today, and the data are therefore also an important part
of a cultural heritage that soon will be lost.
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Early ethnobotanical investigations
The largest group among these Turkic tribes in the Minusinsk area was the Kacha
(nowadays regarded as a subgroup of the Khakas). The first ethnobotanical observations among the Kacha were made by travellers in the eighteenth century. For
instance, Peter Simon Pallas (1741–1811) went to Minusinsk Hollow in Southern
Siberia in 1771 where he visited some Kacha settlements on the shore of Lake
Tustukul. He collected some information on their plant use. Pallas noticed that
Kacha used various wild plants as food (Паллас 1786: 461–462). In addition,
the Kacha used a fumigate of fragrant wormwood (Artemisia tanacetifolia) – irven (Kacha) in the ritual initiation of horses (Паллас 1786: 464). Pallas probably
made a mistake here, see below about irben, Thymus serpillum.
In another volume of his travel report Pallas described plants used primarily
by the Sagai, but he has a few data from Beltir, Koibal and the Kuznetsk Tatars
(the Shor) as well (Паллас 1788: 489–494). He mentioned 19 plant taxa used for
food and nine for other economic needs and medications, as well as one species
with a common purpose. Pallas said that Sagai not only dug up roots from the
earth, but also gathered them from underground nests of voles, in the same way
as the Tungus did (cf. Ståhlberg and Svanberg 2010).
A few years later, the Swede Johan Peter Falck reported in his posthumously published travelogue a few notes from the Kacha. For instance he mentions
that the Tatarian honeysuckle (Lonicera tatarica) was known as taggus, the Siberian fawn lily (Erythronium sibiricum) as kandik, and the bog bilberry (Vaccinium
uliginosum) as tulga (Falck 1786: 128,158, 168).

Nineteenth century research
Petr Ostrovskikh had some forerunners also in the early nineteenth century. In
1818, the mining engineer Grigory Spassky (1783–1864), editor of the first Russian magazine devoted to local history, Sibirskii vestnik, published an article on
nomads of the upper reaches of the Yenisei, with detailed descriptions of the life
of these Turkic-speaking nomads. Spassky specifically focused on the wild plants
used by the nomads, mentioning 22 species, and he stresses that »a survey of wild
plants consumed as food among the nomadic peoples of the upper Yenisei, as well
as for the treatment of diseases and in general in their household, are not only curious, but can still be useful« (Спасский 1818: 29). The table of contents of the
plant section was very similar to the corresponding pages of Pallas, but with more
detail and presented in a more systematic way. All the plants are given their scientific names, botanical descriptions, and the author sometimes provides additional
information, apparently collected by Spassky and his correspondents (Спасский
1818: 29–40). The Finnish linguist Mattias Alexander Castrén (1813–1852),
who travelled through the Minusinsk region in the late 1840s, recorded some
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ethnographic information on the Koibal people. He also wrote a treatise on their
dialect, and rendered several plant names recorded by him.
In 1884 three articles, written by Gennady Potanin, Dmitry Karatanov and
Nikolai Popov respectively, dealing with folk botanical information from the Kacha were published. In the preface to the article ‘Kacha Tatars of Minusinsk district’ Gennady Potanin specifically focused on the importance of studying wild
plants consumed by Siberian peoples for food: »In Siberia there is still little information collected on plants used in food by foreigners, and yet for the history of
the rudiments of farming culture in Siberia, this information is very important«.
Potanin also outlined the various species that were used in food by different Siberian peoples (Потанин et al. 1884: 615).
In the article by Innokenty Karatanov wild plant species used for food by
Kacha were short-listed, for instance bulbs of Lilium martagon and Erytronium
dens-canis, and berries of raspberry, strawberry, kyzyrgan (Ribes altissimum), red
and black currant, cheremkha (Prunus padus) (Потанин et al. 1884: 621).
More extensive information about the plants in Kacha culture is available in
the paper by Nikolai Popov. He mentioned 18 species of plants and such groups
as coniferous, berries and mushrooms (Потанин et al. 1884: 652–653). Popov
used in general Russian plant names and only 7 Kacha names: kugurt-ody ‘thunder grass’ (Veratrum), koy-irben (Myosotis?), adai-ot ‘ dog’s grass’ (Stipa), jilan-ot
‘snake’s grass’ (Iris sibirica?), karlyk (Fagopyrum tataricum), ibsek (?) and kargana
(Salix). He does not provide scientific names for the plants. Popov’s work is interesting because it included plant-lore, beliefs and rituals associated with plants. For
example he tells a legend about why conifers are evergreen: they were bewitched
by a cuckoo (Потанин et al. 1884: 652).
In 1892 the book by Petr Argunov was published, devoted to agriculture
in the Minusinsk region. It also contains some ethnobotanical information
(Аргунов 1892). In 1893 Nikolay Martianov published a catalogue of remedies
in the Minusinsk Museum. Most of his published data are dealing with the Russian population of the region, but some examples of Khakas medicine are given
as well. Thus, Martianov mentioned that Hippuris vulgaris – tudan-ot in Khakas
– was used for curing fever and for fumigating, and roots of Aconitum lycoctonum, known as tazy-ot by the Sagai on Askiz River, were used to cure toothache
(Мартьянов 1893: 23).
Such was the state of descriptions of Khakas or Minusinsk ethnobotanical
knowledge by the end of the nineteenth century. This phase was completed by the
work of Russian ethnographer Petr Ostrovskikh.
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Biographical notes
Petr Ostrovskikh was born 1 (Gregorian time 13) November 1870 in Uzunjul, a
mining village in the Minusinsk district in the Yenisei province. His father Evgenii Ostrovskikh was an employee at the mine and his mother Natalia Petrova
was the daughter of a locksmith in Minusinsk. The father died early (1877 or 1878)
and his mother married in 1881 teacher, Nikolai Popov (1843–1921). He was the
closest associate of Nikolai Martianov (1844–1904), the founder of the Minusinsk
Museum. No doubt, Popov instilled his stepson’s interest in nature and antiquities;
he introduced him into the circle of people, who were enthusiasts of the history and
nature of Minusinsk region and Siberia as a whole (Вдовин et al. 2011: 97–98).
Petr studied at the district school in Minusinsk, than in Krasnoiarsk gymnasium until 1891. His first tutor in the field of archaeology and ethnography in
childhood was Nikolai Martianov, and later, the exiled ethnologist Dmitry Klements, geologist Innokentii Lopatin and archaeologist Ivan Savenkov (Вдовин
et al. 2011: 98).
Nikolay Martianov was the author of such works as »Fungi minusinensis
exsicatti« (Мартьянов 1880), »Materials for Minussinsk Flora« (Мартьянов
1882), »Catalogue of folk medicines remedies of the Minusinsk Museum«
(Мартьянов 1893), »Flora of South Yenissei« (Мартьянов 1923). Therefore,
we can assume that Martianov was a teacher of Ostrovskikh primarily in the
natural sciences, especially in botany.
From his childhood Ostrovskikh was an avid collector. He collected insects
for the Minusinsk Museum when he was only 8–9 years old (Вдовин et al. 2011:
98). Until the end of high school, he collected natural and archaeological items
near Minusinsk and Krasnoyarsk, subjects that later were transmitted to the
capital, to Siberian museums and collections and even to the British Museum
(Вдовин et al. 2011: 102).
Ostrovskikh received higher education at the natural history department of
St. Petersburg University (1891–1896). As a university student he was engaged in
anthropology and ethnography, under the guidance of Professor Edward Petri
(1854–1899). In this period he also met with Turkologist Friedrich Wilhelm
Radloff (1837–1912), and with the explorers of Siberia, Grigory Potanin and
Nikolai Yadrintsev (Вдовин et al. 2011: 102).
In the summer of 1895, Ostrovskikh went to Europe for work in ethnographical museums in Vienna and Berlin (Вдовин et al. 2011: 102–103). In 1894
and 1897 he also did two ethnographical expeditions to South Siberia: to Minusinsk region and to Tuva.
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Ostrovskikh’s expeditions of 1894 to the Minusinsk region
In 1894 Ostrovskikh was ordered by the Russian Academy of Sciences to the Minusinsk district in order to collect antiquities and ethnographical material from
the Minusinsk Tatars, as the Khakas were known at that time (Островских
1895a: 297).
Ostrovskikh explored the western part of the Minusinsk district, that is the
left bank of the Yenisei River, the south-west up to the village Ust’-Yesinskoe, the
west up to Sinyavino ulus, and the north-west up to Lake Shira. His research was
conducted primarily among the Kacha »as the tribe most escaped from the Russian influence« (Островских 1895a: 297).
The results of the expedition were published in Ostrovskikh’s first scientific
articles: »Ethnographical notes about Minusinsk Turks (Trip of 1894 report)«
(Островских 1895a) and »Über die Musik-Instrumente der Katschinzen« (Ostrowskikh 1895b). In these writings Ostrovskikh pays little attention to the folk
botany of the Minusinsk Tatars. He mentions some taxa of wild plants used for
food (13 species), for medicine (5 species), and plants used in economic activities
and rituals.
Ostrovskikh’s ethnobotanical data are relatively brief, but they favourably differ from the works of his predecessors. First, because he almost always gives the
scientific plant names as well as the local Turkic and Russian folk plant names.
Secondly, he not only gathered information about the plants but also collected
voucher specimens of these plants.
Among shrubs Ostrovskikh mentions only the bird cherry (Prunus padus).
He reports that Khakas were eating the fruits raw, as well as dried. They pounded
them in a wooden mortar, then this powder was fried in butter and made into
thin pancakes by the Sagai. He particularly notes that Khakas were often too
indolent to pick the berries, so instead they broke the branches full of berries
(Островских 1895а: 311). Ground bird cherries are still very popular in Siberia
(while in the European part of Russia it is not used). Bird cherry powder is sold
in the markets near the spices. With this powder the locals make pies and cakes.
Scones with bird-cherry filling are sold in stores.
Among the collections transferred from Ostrovskikh in 1893 to the Krasnoyarsk museum was berries of Prunus padus with note mumurt (Вдовин et al.
2011: 101). Mumurt is probably the name of the bird cherry on one of the Khakas
dialects; compare: nymyrt ‘Prunus padus’ in Khakas literary language (Баскаков,
Инкижекова-Грекул 1953: 120).
Among other edible plants, Ostrovskikh mentions two bulbs which were used
in food: martagon lily, Lilium martagon L., known as sarana in Russian, sargay in
Sagai, sarakhsip (‘yellow bulb’) and aksip (‘white bulb’) in Kacha; and the dog tooth
lily, Erythronium dens canis L. known as kandykh in Kacha. These two species were
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dug up in the taiga and were considered as tasty dishes, and dried for future use (cf.
Ståhlberg and Svanberg 2006, 2012). The bulbs of martagon lily were used in the
milk-porridge known as sip-botky, while the bulbs of kandykh were also used in a
milk-porridge called kandykh-botky and in soup. Bulbs of kandykh were threaded
like beads and hung from the ceiling of the yurt (Островских 1895а: 311).
Several plants were eaten fresh and not stored for winter, such as victory
onion, Allium victorialis L. or kalba in Kacha which was used raw and crumbled in soup, and Libanotis sibirica (L.) C. A. Mey. known as baltyrghan. It was
used only fresh and at an early stage, when it is quite tasty. Other plants eaten
raw and crumbled in soup were Paeonia anomala L. (roots), Orithia oxypetala
Kunt. (small bulbs) and Glycyrrhiza glabra L. var. glandulifera (Waldst. & Kit.)
(Островских 1895а: 311).
Ostrovskikh also recorded that the local Turkic groups used Filipendula ulmaria L. as tea. The plant was known as martkhaly-sigen in Kacha and akh-basod
in Beltir. Another plant used for tea was Saxifraga crassifolia L. (Островских
1895а: 311), known as badan in Russian. In 1893 Ostrovskikh brought a sample
of »taiga plant Padan, that was used instead of tea« to the Krasnoyarsk museum
(Вдовин et al. 2010: 101). In 2009 the first author observed that Filipendula ulmaria was still used in Khakasia as surrogate for tea.
Ostrovskikh collected data on medicinal plants among the Beltir of Opak
Asachakov ulus. Ostrovskikh mentioned five plants. Pyur’-odeh ‘wolf grass’, Goniolimon speciosum (L.) Boiss. The Beltir thought that this plant without flower
helped women and those with flower helped men: Kik-odeh ‘goat grass’, Conioselinum fischeri Wimm. & Grab. A tincture made of the rhizomes of these two plants
were drunk for bone fracture. It was a belief that wounded wolves and goats with
bone fractures grab one of these plants on the run. Tincture of the rhizomes of
Sanguisorba officinalis L., known as kara-bas-tykh-od (Beltir), was taken against
stomach ache. Filipendula ulmaria, akh-bas-od (Beltir), was consumed as tea and
perhaps as medicine. Against fever the Beltir used a tincture made of aspen bark
(Островских 1895а: 334–335).
Irben (Kacha), Thymus serpillum L., was of great importance in rituals. Before holy day tair in May men and boys washed and fumigated smoke of irben
(Островских 1895а: 337). Shamans fumigated their accessories and tambourine
with irben before the rites (Островских 1895а: 343). For non-serious diseases
shamans drove out the ghosts of ill (aina) with a branch of hawthorn (Островских
1895а: 341).
In the text of Ostrovskikh’s article there are scattered mentions of various
plants (especially trees and shrubs) as materials for various objects and buildings.
Thus, the construction of the yurt made early from birch bark, and in the late
nineteenth century mainly from larch bark (Островских 1895а: 315). Children’s
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cradles were made from birch, birch bark and bird cherry branches (Островских
1895а: 324). Millstones of terben were made from strong wood-larch or birch
(Островских 1895а: 313).
The boys cut from poplar bark various toys: boats, horses and little men. In
the spring flutes were made from poplars, by removing the entire tube from a
young stem. From flexible twigs of bird cherry bows and arrows for games were
made (Островских 1895а: 325). For the musical instruments symyskha and
byrgy, birch bark was used (Ostrowskich 1895b). Ostrovskikh suggested that the
nets were made f rom wild hemp, Urtica cannabina, and wild flax, Linum perenne
(Островских 1895а: 314).

The Expedition to Tuva in 1897
We shall mention also Ostrovskikh’s research on the ethnobotany of the Tuvinians, even though it was not fruitful. The Tuvinians are a Turkic-speaking cattlebreeding ethnic group in southern Siberia, in an area which can be considered
the very geographical centre of Asia. In 1897, together with a volunteer from
the faculty of Oriental Languages of St. Petersburg University, Mikhail Raikov, Ostrovskikh went to Uriankhai, that is, the Tuva area (Островских 1898;
Островских 1899; Райков 1898). It was the first specific ethnographic expedition to what is now known as Tuva (Иргит 2010: 143, 145). They studied the
north-eastern part of Tuva. Much of the material collected by the expedition is
still unpublished (Иргит 2010: 144).
A few data about Tuvinian ethnobotany can be found in the handful of publications from the expedition. Ostrovskikh reported that Tuvinians ate boiled
and roast meat, and different roots. He mentioned Polygonum viviparum (muriyak, probably of Mongolian myakir, in Tuvin) and Paeonia anomala (Tuvin chennya), as well as bulbs of Lilium martagon (Tuvin ai), and Erythronium dens-canis
(Tuvin uryun-ai). He noted that sarana bulbs (Liliium martagon) were dried for
the winter up to 4 poods (circa 64 kg) per person. According to the observations
of Ostrovskikh, Tuvinians used Chinese green and Russian black brick tea, but
also a surrogate called jerlik-tee (Russian Jerlik-chay) made of Geranium sylvaticum. In addition, he writes that Todzhans, a sub-group of Tuvins, put the bark of
honeysuckle Lonicera coerula in their boots (Островских 1898: 426).

Later works
After leaving university Ostrovskikh worked as a civil servant in the Turukhansk
region. The Ministry of Finance instructed him to study the economy of the Russian and aboriginal population, local trade and transport, while the Museum of
Anthropology and Ethnography, the Russian Museum and the Russian Geographical Society urged him to study the life of the Aborigines and collect ethno-
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graphic collections (Памятная книжка 1901: 9, 54; Памятная книжка 1903:
32, 73). Ostrovskikh spent five years (August of 1899–1904) in the Turukhansk
region. He travelled widely and became acquainted with the cultures of Kets,
Yakuts, Dolgans, Yuraks, Nganasans, Evenks and Selkups and made extensive
collections: more than 1500 objects and photos of ethnographic interest for the
Russian Museum and for the Academy of Sciences, craniological collections for
the Biological Museum of P.F. Lesghaft, zoological collections for the Zoological
Museum of the Academy of Sciences, and botanical collections for the Botanical
Museum of the Academy of Sciences.
Between 1905 and 1907 Ostrovskikh was stationed in Kustanai, where he
continued his ethnographical studies, this time among the Kazakhs. From 1908
to 1910 he lived in St. Petersburg and worked for the Ministry of Internal Affairs
and continued to analyze his material from the Turukhansk. From 1911 to 1915
Ostrovskikh lived in Kovno (Kaunas, Lithuania) and worked as inspector of public schools. He gathered collections of Lithuanian ethnography for the Rumyantsev Museum in Moscow and for the Hamburg Museum of Ethnology.
In 1915 Ostrovskikh evacuated to Moscow. In 1920 he returned to ethno
graphy: in particular, he was involved in the organization of the Central Museum
of Ethnology in Moscow, where he worked until 1928 or 1929 in the Siberia
department. He retired before 1934 and died in Moscow in February 1940
(Ипполитова 2013).

Aftermath
Ostrovskikh’s research on the Khakas ethnobotany was an inspiration for many
others, and also moved the research on folk botany to a new level. Soon after his
publications, detailed works by A.A. Kuznetsova (Кузнецова & Кулаков 1898)
and Ye.K. Yakovlev (Яковлев 1900: 41–43, 52–55, 78–80) appeared with information from the Minusinsk area of interest for ethnobotanists. Just before World
War I, the Finnish scholar Kai Donner (1888–1935) recorded language samples
from the Kacha and Kyzyl groups, which included a few plant names (Joki 1953,
1956). During the Soviet period an important article by N.P. Dyrenkova and L.
Potapov describing the tools for obtaining sarana among the Shors was published
(Dyrenkjova and Potapov 1928). Some information about Khakas and Tuvinian
folk biological knowledge has recently been published in works by K. Patachakov
(Патачаков 1982) and Yekaterina D. Prokofieva (Прокофьева 2011: 335–338,
346).
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A Pastor who loved Blackberries
Jozef Ľudovít Holuby (1836–1923)
Rastislava Stoličná

Only a few countries were lucky enough, at the end of the nineteenth century, to
have ethnographers who would write down local plant lore in great detail, providing Latin names. Jozef Ľudovít Holuby (1836–1923), a Slovakian Renaissancetype scholar, was a prime example of such an ethnographer. He not only left us detailed accounts of the use of medicinal and wild food plants in western Slovakia,
but he was also the author of the first ethnobotanical account of local children’s
plant knowledge.
Jozef Ľudovít Holuby (1836–1923) belongs to the most important personalities of science and culture born in Slovakia. He was one of the protagonists of the
Slovak national revival movement of the nineteenth century, as well as a Lutheran
pastor, biologist, historian, archeologist, ethnographer and writer. But first and
foremost, he was one of the best experts on Slovak flora.
Holuby was born on 25 March 1836 to the family of Lutheran pastor Juraj
Holuby in the village of Lubina near Trenčín in Western Slovakia. It was his
father who, from Holuby’s early childhood, inspired his love of nature. As a boy
he collected the plants that his mother used, either in the kitchen or in the form
of herbal medicines. He went to secondary schools in Modra and Bratislava. As
a student he had some important encounters with Dionýz Štúr, who was at that
time already a well known scientist at the Institute of Geology in Vienna. From
1850–1855 Holuby studied at the Evangelical Lutheran Lyceum in Pressburg,
present-day Bratislava. There his interest in natural sciences, especially in botany, deepened thanks to the influence of German Professor Karl Csader. Holuby spent a lot of time with him, collecting and classifying plants. As a student,
Holuby could use his professor’s library and there he discovered the passion that
was to accompany him throughout his life, alongside his role as a pastor. During
his studies in Bratislava, Holuby would regularly go to collect plants on the outskirts of Bratislava, and systematically identify them according to the guide of the
Czech botanist Daniel Sloboda (Schidlay 1953).
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Theological and botanical studies
In 1885 he continued his studies of theology in Bratislava. In the same year the
Bratislava Medical and Natural Science Society was founded, and he became a
member. Through botany he gained contact with Andrej J. Kornhuber, the chair
of the Society, and other botanists and natural scientists. Holuby published three
articles in the first yearbook of the Society (1856). In the first of them, entitled
»Weitere Beiträge zur Presburger Flora«, he reported 22 plant species, for the
first time, new to the local flora (Holuby 1856a). In his second article »Vegetationsbeobachtungen zu Presburg wärend des Jahres 1856« he presented his
phenological observations (Holuby 1856b). The findings of his research on the
Javorina hill and the geological characteristics of this location were published in
an article in 1857 (Holuby 1856a).
In 1860, Holuby went to Vienna to study theology and he carried out his botanical research in the vicinity of the city. After finishing his studies he became a
Lutheran pastor in the village of Zemianske Podhradie near Trenčín (present day
Slovakia), and he lived there for forty-eight years, until his retirement in 1909.
This period was the most prolific with respect to his scholarly work, and he gradually became an outstanding European botanist. From 1865 until 1885 he regularly contributed to the journal Österreichische Botanische Zeitschrift, published
in Vienna, in which he published mostly about the flora of western Slovakia. He
sent thousands of specimens of desiccated plants to various botanists and institutions. He delivered a number of specimens to »Herbarium Europaeum« and
»Flora exsiccate Austro-Hungarica«. He was in touch with about 150 natural
scientists all over the world.
In the context of the former Hungary he was the first specialist on plants of
the genus Rubus, that is, brambles or blackberries. He was the first to study this
genus, the taxonomy of which is very complicated, and he studied it with much
enthusiasm. In 1897 he gave a speech about these plants at the XXIX Congress of
Physicians and Natural Scientists of Hungary. It was published in the collection
of papers from the congress. Holuby described a number of new species of the Rubus genus. His work was appreciated by Hungarian botanist Vinče Borbás, who
in 1897 wrote: »Luckily, an outstanding botanist, Josef Holuby, has appeared
on the scene and introduced the flora of western Slovakia to European science«.
Holuby’s Rubus taxonomy was basically accepted also by other botanists. Under
the abbreviation Hol., German botanist Wilhelm Olbers Focke, in the third volume of the monograph Species Ruborum (1914), which covers the whole worl
d, presents 15 types and varieties described by Holuby. Focke also personally
visited Holuby in his home village to meet him and to have the opportunity to
observe the described plants in their natural setting. From the seeds he got in
Slovakia he grew some plants in his garden in Bremen.
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Researching Slovakia’s plants and fungi
However, the main focus of Holuby’s scholarly study was the study of flowers. He
was the best expert of his times on the flowers of Slovakia. As the Czech botanist
Karel Domin stated: »All central European scholars in this area of study would
address Holuby as the most competent expert regarding the questions and issues
about the flowers of Slovakia« (Domin 1920).
Holuby’s greatest opus in botany is Flores des Trenncsiner Comitates (1888),
published by the Trenčín County Society for Natural History, of which he was
an active member. This work, of 151 pages, contains the findings from his 25 years
of study of the region in which he lived. This publication is remarkable for the
exactness of its data. It presents all the vascular plants, both wild and cultivated,
known at that time in the given region. It contains descriptions of their precise
locations, and is information also provided on their local Slovak names, as well as
on their use in traditional folk medicine.
He also devoted himself to mycological research. In an unpublished manuscript, ‘The List of Fungi from the vicinity of Zemianske Podhradie’, he describes
638 species of fungi collected from 1876 to 1884, including truffles.
At the end of 1909, Jozef Ľudovít Holuby retired and moved with his wife
Emília to their daughter Božena’s home in the town of Pezinok, located in the
foothills of the Lesser Carpathians near Bratislava. He was very active there, collecting and systematizing plants, writing botanical and other articles, studying
local history, and preparing lectures. He carefully examined the surroundings of
the town including an interesting marshy area called Šúr. Holuby put together
»A List of Higher Plants from the Vicinity of Pezinok«, (of about 1200 species)
containing all the plants he found in the swamp, but the work remained only in
manuscript. This list also mentioned the local, Slovak names of the plants.
Jozef Ľudovít Holuby is the author of three herbariums. He sold the first one,
with more than 12,000 specimens, to the collector L. Richter, who merged it
with his own and offered it to the Hungarian Museum in Budapest. However,
the Museum did not purchase the herbarium, instead it was bought by a Romanian consul for a museum in Bucharest. Holuby collected his second herbarium,
containing mostly plants from the surroundings of the town of Trenčín. He donated this herbarium to the Slovak National Museum in Martin when he retired.
He started his third herbarium during his retirement when he was 74. He focused
mostly on the flowers of the vicinity of Pezinok, and it contained 12,000 plant
specimens. Holuby gave this herbarium to the Institute of Botany of Charles
University in Prague. His collection of mosses (3,000 specimens), nowadays located in Cluj in Romania, is also an important part of his heritage.
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Ethnobotanical documentation
Due to his deep knowledge of medicinal herbs, people would often contact Holuby and ask him for medical advice. When was not sure about the diagnosis he
would consult with specialists. In his articles he also published information about
home remedies, and tried to debunk traditional magical practices, which at that
time were often used in folk healing.
As an ardent Slovak patriot he also devoted himself to ethnographic research, historiography, archeology and the history of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church (in 10 volumes with 4,756 pages yet not published). He wrote a number
of articles about his historical and archeological studies, and in the village of
Zemianske Podhradie, where he was a pastor, he initiated archeological excavations exploring the Paleolithic, late Stone and Bronze ages, Celtic, Roman and
Slavic times.
He also carried out his ethnographic research in Zemianske Podhradie, and
he published its findings in various Austro-Hungarian journals. He was especially interested in folk knowledge of plants and their uses. This topic was central to a number of his articles, such as »Die gewöhnlichsten wildwachsenden
Genusspflanzen des Trencsiner Comitates« (1887–1891) and »Aus des Botanik
slowakischer Kinder« (1896). The latter is probably one of the least known and
most valuable of Holuby’s contributions to ethnobiology. It is an article on children’s use of plants. Although this article is one of the earliest on this subject
in the history of ethnobotany, it is a very detailed one. The author starts from
describing children’s uses of black elder (Sambucus nigra L.), made into bird traps
or pretend guns. Then he describes the uses of hazel (Corylus avellana L.), e.g.
treating worm-containing empty hazelnuts as musical instruments. Other musical instruments were made using empty onion stalks and some Apiaceae plants
(e.g. Heracleum sphondylium L. and Angelica sylvestris L.). He also describes in
detail how young herdsmen made flutes from long hazel branches.
Futher winter amusement for boys was provided by catching birds using glue
made of Loranthus europaeus L. fruits. In early spring, childen eagerly sought first
signs of spring: the fruiting bodies of the Peziza aurantia mushroom (= Aleuria
aurantia (Pers.) Fuckel) and the flowers of daisies (Bellis perennis L.) and coltsfoot
(Tussilago farfara L.). In March, boys collected and drank the sap from maples
and birches. They also collected violets (Viola odorata L.). Here Holuby emphasizes parallel knowledge transfer, saying that »younger children learn from the
older« about the location of violet fields. Other decorative flowers used in spring
by children were Viola hirta, Vinca minor, and willow twigs and catkins used at
Easter time. Another important plant to play with was dandelion (Taraxacum officinale), with its flowers and clocks. Feathery spikes of the grass Stipa pennata L.,
white in colour, were dyed yellow by boys who dipped them in lime water.
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Holuby also lists a variety of children’s snacks: sorrel (Rumex acetosa L.) leaves
and stalks, Lamiaceae and comfrey (Symphytum officinale L.) flower nectar, stalks
of Tragopogon orientalis L., tubers of Lathyrus tuberosus L. and Chaerophyllum
bulbosum L. and immature fruits of mallow Malva rotundifolia L., not counting
numerous species of wild berries. Children often even applied medicine to themselves – the leaves of ribwort plantain Plantago lanceolata L. for wounded fingers,
and parsley leaves on places stung by bees or wasps. Children also wove small
baskets from the leaves of rushes ( Juncus glaucus Ehrh. and Juncus effusus L.) and
stalks of ribwort plantains. Rose hips (Rosa canina L.) were used to make necklaces and the large leaves of butterburs (Petasites officinalis Gaertn.) as umbrellas
against sun and rain. The article is full of such interesting details, and deserves to
be more widely recognized even today by ethnobotanists and ethnologists.
»Die gewöhnlichsten wildwachsenden Genusspflanzen des Trencsiner Comitates« is another very detailed ethnobotanical account. In the article Holuby not only gives an account of nearly 50 taxa of wild food plants eaten in the
Trenčin area, according to his 29 year observations, but also mentions the times
of famine in 1871 (caused by an extremely late frost) when he could personally
observe how people tried to supplement their nutrition by foraging. Rumex acetosa L. was commonly eaten either raw or in sauce, while Urtica dioica L. and
Plantago major L. were used in stews. Several plants were used in soup or salads,
for instance Glechoma hederaceum, Veronica beccabunga L., Ranunculus ficaria
L., Cardamine amara L., Portulaca sativa L. and Taraxacum. He also includes
information about the use, mainly culinary, of twenty taxa of mushrooms. In
the southern part of the region, black truffles (Tuber cibarium), known locally
as jelenia huba, were harvested in oak woods and, according to Holuby, trained
dogs were used in order to find these fungi. Some plants were only used by children, which he carefully notes. Birch (Betula alba) sap was, for instance, gathered
and utilized by children. Here he also recorded that the peasants in olden times
used to make a strong alcoholic drink of his beloved blackberries. Some plants
were also used as tobacco substitutes, such as Tussilago farfara L. and Melilotus
officinalis L..
He started to study superstitions and magical practices used in folk medicine,
both human and veterinary. He recorded folk terms and practices related to the
use of plants in necromancy, astrology, occult healing and other magical practices. He also published several articles on these topics, for instance in Slovak:
»Domáce lieky ľudu slovenského« (1872), where he supplies a long list of locally
used medicinal plants, or in German: »Aus der hexenapotheke des slowakisches
Volkes« (1883) where he also writes about the origin of Slovak ethnomedicine,
including the influence of old herbals on one side and Gypsy (Roma) healer-magicians on the other.
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Ethnographical and paleontological studies
He collected other ethnographic data too. He was interested in traditional material culture and its artifacts, he wrote about various methods of soil cultivation
and about traditional costumes and textiles. He published his findings about traditional customs and rituals, which at that time were part of everyday country
life. He recorded local folklore: folk fairy tales, legends, proverbs and sayings.
Holuby’s ethnographic and folkloristic records are rich and varied. Besides long
scholarly papers, there is a lot of scattered material in almost every one of his
publications in his botanical works as well as in travelogues or memoirs. He paid
attention to the social conditions of the people he lived among, pointing out their
poverty. In 1892 Český lid, the first journal of ethnography of Bohemia, Moravia,
Silesia and Slovakia, was founded and Holuby was a frequent contributor. Thanks
to the initiative of Ján Mjartan, most of Holuby’s ethnographic works were published in one collection Jozef Ľudovít Holuby – Národopisné práce (1958), and
hence made easily available. To the present day they provide invaluable ethnographic data.
The writings of Holuby also attest to his interest in paleontology. The collection of Malokarpatské múzeum (‘Museum of the Lesser Carpathians’) in Pezinok contains a petrified tooth that was found in a brick-clay hole. The fossil was
lent to Holuby for study purposes in 1913. He was captivated by the finding and,
having consulted a number of scholars, he correctly attributed the tooth to a prehistoric elephant of the genus Deinotherium. He also visited the director of the
brick workshop in Pezinok who showed him some identical, just a little smaller,
teeth. It became apparent that the brick-clay hole contained fossilized teeth, and
probably also bones, of at least one Deinotherium. Holuby also prepared a report
about his discovery for the journal Zborník slovenskej muzeálnej spoločnosti, but it
was never published as typographers were drafted to fight in the First World War.
Holuby published his writings in several languages, in Slovak, Czech, German and Hungarian. He contributed to 59 journals, of which 48 were Czech and
Slovak, and to eleven German and Hungarian ones. He published about 250 articles and scholarly papers. His botanical writings in Czech and Slovak appeared
in the journals Slovenské pohľady, Časopis muzeálnej slovenskej spoločnosti, Věda
přírodní, but also in various newspapers. Articles written in German or Hungarian were published for instance in Österreichische botanische Zeitschrift, Deutsche
botanische Monatsschrift, Magyar botanikai lapok, Magyar nővénytani lapok and
also in various yearbooks of natural history societies.
Holuby did not observe nature and people only through the lens of a scientist.
He loved people and admired nature, he was fascinated by its beauty. Holuby
was a humble and well-balanced person always willing to give a helping hand,
happy when people around him were happy. Until his death he was in good men-
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tal and physical health, and always in a good, even humorous, mood, which is also
evident in many of his (also scientific) writings. At the age of 84 he would still
undertake several hour long, botanical excursions. Holuby knew how to popularize his research findings and attract the interest of the public by using an entertaining writing style. J. Ľ. Holuby lived to see the creation of the Czechoslovak
Republic and as a Slovak patriot he welcomed it.

After death
Historian František Bokes wrote about him: »After the death of Matej Bel, the
European-level historiographer of the Hungarian Kingdom and the Age of Enlightenment scholar of the eighteenth century, it was in the personality of J. Ľ.
Holuby that Slovakia found a scholar reaching Bel’s importance«. He belonged
to the most outstanding Slovak natural scientists and best botanists of his era.
In 1922, Charles University in Prague awarded him an honorary doctorate
for his extraordinary scientific work. Holuby was the first honorary chairman of
the Czechoslovak Botanical Society, a member of the Czech Academy of Sciences
and Arts, a founding member of Matica Slovenská, the educational society of Slovaks, and a member of many scientific societies in Slovakia and abroad.
From 1989 onwards the Slovak Botanical Society has awarded a memorial
medal, The Holuby Medal for Extraordinary Work in Botany, in his memory.
As homage to him, his native village of Lubina founded a museum, opened in
1992. In Zemianske Podhradie, where he was pastor, a Memorial House was established, opened in October 1994. It contains a deposit of a large number of
documents from the long and prolific life of an extraordinary man, who brought
knowledge and enlightenment to the region.
Since Josef Ľudov Holuby lived in the towns of Modra and Pezinok in the
Lesser Carpathians, for a large portion of his life, an educational tourist trail
named after him was demarcated in their vicinity. In 1996 The Ministry of
Transport, Postal Services and Telecommunications issued a memorial postage
stamp, Jozef Ľudovít Holuby, in the series Personalities.
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An Involuntary Ethnobotanist?
Józef Rostafiński (1850–1928) and his research
in Poland
Piotr Köhler

Józef Rostafiński was an eminent Polish naturalist of his time. Although his
initial interest was in slime-moulds and algae, he soon turned his attention to
the history of botany, to which he devoted most of his scientific work, eventually becoming one of its foremost authorities in Polish science. Among his many
achievements, comprising 573 publications, some are devoted to folk knowledge
of plants and others to what these days would be classified as ethnobotany, that
is research into the history of cultivated plants, the history of Polish vernacular
botanical nomenclature and the origins of certain folk customs.

Historical Context
Since the political and social situation of his time played a crucial role in
Rostafiński’s life, it is discussed in more detail than is usual below.
In 1795, due to the backwardness of political life and economic weakness, Poland was partitioned for a third time, lost its independence and its territory was
divided between Austria, Prussia and Russia. At the Congress of Vienna in 1815
following the Napoleonic wars some adjustments were subsequently made to the
partition boundaries. The partitions developed independently of each other.
The Congress also established the Polish Kingdom (later known as the Congress Kingdom), on part of the territory belonging to the Duchy of Warsaw,
which had been created by Napoleon Bonaparte in 1807. It was a small state,
with limited freedom to act independently, in personal union with the Russian
Empire. However, this autonomy was gradually reduced, primarily as a result of
two failed uprisings of 1830–1831 (the November Uprising) and 1863–1865 (the
January Uprising). Both uprisings were disasters and brought about numerous
executions, deportations to Siberia, the confiscation of hundreds of estates and
increased Russification. Finally, in 1867, the independent status of the territo-
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ry was formally abolished, its name was changed to Privislinskiy Kray [‘Vistula
Land’], and up until Poland regained its independence in 1918 the use of the Polish language was banned in administration and education.
Prussia, meanwhile, created the Grand Duchy of Poznań, which was renamed
the Poznań Province in 1848. Prussia also designated some of the Polish territories it had acquired as West Prussia. Although the Grand Duchy of Poznań initially enjoyed a certain degree of autonomy, it was brought under tighter control
during chancellor Otto von Bismarck’s Kulturkampf in the second half of the
19th century. As a result, by 1876 the Polish language had almost been entirely
banned from public schools, municipal offices, and the legal system. In 1885 the
Prussian evictions began, and all Poles without Prussian citizenship were forced
to evacuate the Eastern Provinces. In 1894 Deutscher Ostmarkenverein (the German Eastern Marches Society) was set up, whose main aim was the Germanization of the Polish population living in the Prussian area.
The area under Austrian control was officially called The Kingdom of Galicia
and Lodomeria. In the first half of the nineteenth century, during the time of
Chancellor Metternich, this was subjected to particularly strong Germanization.
Not until internal changes in the Austrian Empire itself had taken place (the
transformation into the dual monarchy of the Austro-Hungarian Empire), did
Galicia gain in 1861 some limited form of autonomy (further expanded in 1867).
This included the establishment of a provincial parliament, with Polish as the official state language. This period of beneficial autonomy lasted until the demise of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Peasants were the lowest social class. At the crossover between the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries they had been oppressed, living under serfdom and were
not even allowed to leave the villages in which they lived. Serfdom was abolished
in the Prussian sector between 1807 and 1823, in the Austrian in 1848, and in
the Russian partition not until 1863–1864 (Davies 2005: 137–143). Despite
their newly-gained freedom, the life of the average peasant did not significantly
change. As Davies writes:
»Material conditions of peasant life did not improve essentially after the abolition
of serfdom. In many regions the ancient three-field system lasted until the turn of
the century. Potatoes, black bread and cabbage formed the basis of the diet, supplemented with dishes made of turnips, beans, nettles, millet, buckwheat, couch grass,
common lambsquarters, and even birch bark, and on Sundays sometimes with meat.
Dairy products were most readily sold at markets in towns, while plain water was
drunk more often than milk, beer, coffee or vodka. Colourless, homespun clothes
were the norm. Men wore linen shirts hanging loosely over trousers and women wore
linen shawls. The magnificently colourful regional costumes, which became fashion-
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able after 1870, were reserved for Sundays and other feast days. Shoes were taken off
on leaving the church or the market in all but the harshest weather. The timber-built,
thatched cottage, with its wood-burning stove and its single room sparsely furnished
with primitive furniture, provided shelter but a minimum of comfort. Manufactured
goods were expensive and unobtainable to those sections of the rural population
which lived largely outside the money economy. Purchases were almost entirely limited to agricultural implements« (Davies 2005: 671–676).

Peasants saw themselves as a race apart. They unconditionally believed in fairies,
folk-magic, incantations, rituals, potions, faith-healing, and all manner of superstitions. All these factors made for an ultra-conservative culture, whose values
were obstinately preserved in spite of the attempts of well-intentioned reformers
(Davies 2005: 140–141). For the first generation of peasants born in the Russian
partition the end of the nineteenth century, life differed little from before the
abolition of serfdom, as was masterfully described by Władysław Stanisław Reymont (1867–1925) in his epic novel Chłopi [‘Peasants’], for which he received the
Noble Prize for literature in 1924.
When Poland regained its independence in 1918, the newly formed state
came into possession of the entire Austrian annexation, almost the whole of the
Prussian sector (minus Danzig and Ermland), and the western part of the Russian partition.

Scientific Background
Polish science in each of the three annexations developed under different conditions (Brzozowski et al. 1987; Michalski 1977). At first the best conditions were
those in the Russian section. In Wilno (now Vilnius, Lithuania) the university
gave lectures in Polish. The University of Warsaw was founded in 1816 and in
Krzemieniec (now Kremenets, Ukraine) the Liceum Wołyńskie (college) was established in 1805. All these institutions represented the highest level of education
in the Russian Empire. In the repression after the November Uprising these institutions were shut down in 1831 on the orders of Czar. The University of Warsaw
reopened in 1862 but was active only until 1869 when, it was shut down again
(on the orders of the Czar) and in its place the Imperial University of Warsaw was
established (with Russian as the language of instruction).
At a time when Poland did not exist, the majority of Poles were not allowed
to speak their own language nor learn it in school, and two out of the three partitioning powers had established policies deliberately designed to eradicate Polish
culture, educated Poles understood the necessity of preserving what could still be
salvaged of their identity. Violent uprisings had only made the situation worse, so
by the 1860s Polish intellectuals began taking a new approach, called »Warsaw
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Positivism«. Warsaw Positivism consisted of legal, well-organized initiatives with
the aim of defending Polish cultural and scientific heritage. It quickly grew into a
mass movement, involving thousands of Poles determined to resist German and
Russian influence, especially in the sphere of education.
By the end of the nineteenth century, Warsaw Positivism had proved to be
a tremendous success. The greatest achievement of the Positivists took place in
1882–1883, with the establishment of the »flying university« in Warsaw. This
was a degree-granting underground movement involved in higher education. Its
most famous graduate was Maria Skłodowska-Curie (1867–1934)—known in
the West as Marie Curie—who won the Noble Prize twice, in 1903 and again
in 1911 (Davies 2005: 173–177). An important outgrowth of Positivism was the
development of regional amateur folkloristic movements. These groups were primarily interested in the customs, habits and folklore of individuals living in the
regions that had once been Poland.
In 1857 the Poznań Society of the Friends of Science was set up in the Prussian sector. The establishment of this Society was an extremely important element in the fight to preserve the Polish identity of Wielkopolska (Greater Poland). At first, the society was chiefly concerned with the humanities and the
arts but quickly expanded to incorporate the natural sciences, conducting regular
research in these fields. The department of Natural Sciences studied the Prussian
partition in its physiographic aspects and the society also established a chemical
laboratory (Piotrowski 1983).
Once Galicia had gained autonomy, the most advantageous conditions for the
development of Polish science were in the Austrian partition. This was due to
the functioning of two Polish language universities (The Jagiellonian University
in Kraków and the University of Lwów), as well as the Academy of Sciences and
Letters (1873). In the second half of the nineteenth century it had scholars of
European renown.

Polish Studies on Peasant Culture
Interest in folk culture in Poland began well before Rostafiński’s time (Bieńkowski
1967, 1974, 1977; Jaworska 1982; Kapełuś and Krzyżanowski, 1970; Klimaszewska 1967; Posern–Zieliński 1973; Sokolewicz 1987). As far back as the fifteenth
century the greatest Polish historian of the time, Jan Długosz (1415–1480) published his Historiae Polonicae libri XII, which contains some materials on religious
and folk beliefs, customs, songs and stories. Folklore materials, mainly legends
passed down orally from generation to generation and an imaginary pantheon of
supposedly Slavonic deities, flowed from the pen of Długosz to the literature of
subsequent generations, confirming their place in the national tradition. While
the sixteenth century inspired an interest in the countryside through an idealised
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version of peaceful rural life, in the consequent Baroque period, interest in rural
life was a result of the growing cult of the native soil. During the Renaissance
and Baroque periods there was also an interest in religion which resulted in an
attempt to reconstruct the old »pagan« beliefs and superstitions from contemporary peasant customs. The latter trend continued for a remarkably long time,
into the late nineteenth and even early twentieth century.
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, there was a significant increase
in interest among the colonial powers in conquered peoples. Not possessing any
colonies, this interest in Poland turned towards the exotic in its own indigenous
rural population. As a result, in the seventeenth century, the first Polish folk song
anthologies began appearing. Scientific interest in Polish folk culture and art
in Poland started in 1802 with a letter written by Hugo Kołłątaj (1750–1812),
politician, publicist and geographer, on the future of ethnographic research
(H.K. 1810). This letter was not just a proclamation calling for a comprehensive
collection initiative but also constituted a directory of future folklore research
problems. Its author advocated the use of direct observation, proposed the idea
of distributing a questionnaire among local informants and also stressed the importance of proper documentation. In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries there was a strong correlation between on the one hand, the degree of
more intensive collecting initiatives and research endeavours, and on the other,
with the loss of independence and the deteriorating conditions of creative freedom under the domination of the invaders. This gave ethnographic research from
the outset a patriotic nature, which was synonymous with the high social esteem
in which the discipline was held. The post-partition situation in Poland meant
that there was all the more interest in its own countryside, whose dwellings had,
as it were, become the repositories of ancient Slavdom.
Conditions after the loss of independence (1795) meant that Polish science
was set new goals and tasks, namely to maintain the spirit and tradition of the
nation. The ideology of defending the nation and its most precious spiritual values took first place. The implementation of these lofty ambitions therefore meant
both cultivating national traditions and studying their origins. Science during
the partitions became the factor shaping public awareness, and awakening patriotic feelings. Historians sought out new sources, including folk legends. In this
way knowledge of folk culture gradually became an element in the study of the
nation’s history, and information gained from villagers was seen as well-preserved
remnants of the pre-Christian era. Thus, ethnographic material, which was considered to be the core of the original national culture, became an authentic historical source. Moreover, folklore research cultivated within a historical framework
was intended to lead to the reconstruction of the most distant past of the nation
and the country and show the values of tradition to modern society.
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The main objective of the first collection initiatives was to gather legends
and folk songs. In 1805 the journal Nowy Pamiętnik Warszawski [‘New Warsaw Diary’] published a form of questionnaire addressed to citizens with the aim
of gathering information regarding spells, witchcraft, drugs and other aspects of
folk culture. In 1827 the Warsaw Society of the Friends of Learning announced
a contest for the collection of songs and rituals (Wojciechowski 1970: 22, 56).
During Romanticism the primary interest was in collecting examples of folk
art. The continuity of the historical tradition was seen as being of the highest social value and a precondition for future national revival. Therefore, protecting and
strengthening the historical continuity became an essential patriotic duty. The
study of folklore was thus pressed into national service and the aim of each and
every act of collecting was chiefly to find a national tradition seemingly inherent
in indigenous folklore. The theoretical and practical foundations of Romantic
folklore studies were laid out in »O Słowiańszczyźnie przed chrześcijaństwem«
[‘On pre-Christian Slavdom’] (Dołęga-Chodakowski 1818). The paper contained
a critique of the cosmopolitan element in Polish culture, the standard bearers of
which for centuries had been the church and the nobility. However, the paper
also suggested that the true »national« essence, coming directly from the preChristian era had not been completely lost but could still be found among the
peasantry. In this way, what was »national« and what was »folk« merged into
one. The victory of the Romantic idea fused together the relationship between
the study of folklore and a specifically perceived national history. At that time the
most important thing was above all to look for traces of the most distant Polish
and Slavonic past in order to create an idealized image of the initial stage of the
nation’s history, a stage which could and should be invoked. Romantic folklore
studies were brought to an end by a sequence of political events starting with a
peasant uprising in Galicia in 1846, which visibly weakened enthusiasm for folklore studies, and then by the Spring of Nations (1848), and finally the defeat of
the January Uprising (1865).
During Positivism, the dominant direction in Polish ethnography was evolutionism. A Polish version came into existence very quickly, in which, in addition
to the evolutionary description of general phenomena, attention was drawn to
specific processes and their possible variants. This led to the intensification of
work on the collections of materials. To this end a booklet was published, Poradnik dla zbierających rzeczy ludowe [‘A Guide for collectors of folk material’]
(Karłowicz 1871). Under the influence of evolutionism, Polish ethnography continued into the beginning of the twentieth century. At this time, oral folk creations were still the most popular. Despite preferences for chants, the scope of
matters relating to so-called spiritual culture significantly expanded. The number
of studies on folk knowledge and religion increased.
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In the beginning of the 1870’s scientific societies of a markedly ethnographic
nature were established, the first specialized periodicals came into existence, and
a regional amateur folk movement developed. In 1873 the Academy of Sciences
and Letters in Kraków established an Anthropological Committee in its Mathematics and Science Department (the Committee was constituted on 23 March
1874). This Anthropological Committee contained an Ethnographical Section.
Its broad and ambitious programme was concerned mainly with the recording of
slang and folklore, the latter mainly those of an archaic and disappearing nature
(Anonym 1874: LXXXI–LXXXII). The Ethnographical Section was the first
institution initiating and coordinating research into folk culture in Poland. Methodical assistance outlined in the fieldwork programme was the »Instrukcja do
badania właściwości ludowych« [‘Instruction for the study of folklore properties’] (Sadowski 1874) and subsequent methodical guidelines (Kopernicki 1877:
111; Zawiliński 1887). After the theoretical and methodical basis of ethnographic research had been developed, the Committee brought out the periodical Zbiór
Wiadomości do Antropologii Krajowej [‘A Collection of Information for National
Anthropology’] from 1877, transformed in 1896 into Materiały Antropologiczno–Archeologiczne i Etnograficzne [‘Anthropological, Archaeological and Ethnographic Materials’], which finally became Prace i Materiały Antropologiczno–Archeologiczne i Etnograficzne [‘Anthropological, Archaeological and Ethnographic
Works and Materials’] (in 1920). These played a crucial role in the development
of ethnographic research in Poland. The work of the Ethnographical Section relied throughout its existence on field contributors.
In addition to magazines and other publications by the Ethnographical Section of the Anthropological Committee of the Academy of Sciences and Letters in Kraków, the ethnographic monthly Wisła was published in Warsaw between 1887–1905 and again from 1916–1917. From 1895 to the present day the
Folklore Society in Lwów (now transferred to Wrocław) has been publishing an
ethnographic magazine entitled Lud [‘Folk’] (Gajkowa 1967). There was also a
development in Polish ethnographic museology. In 1880, Count Włodzimierz
Dzieduszycki (1825–1899) made his rich collection available to the public by
opening a museum in Lwów with an ethnographic department (Brzęk 1994;
Köhler 1989). The Ethnographic Museum opened in Warsaw in 1888 and the
Ethnographic Museum in Krakow in 1911.
By the end of Józef Rostafiński’s life, ethnology was being taught as a discipline at universities. The first Chair of Ethnology was established in 1910 at
the University of Lwów, the Chair of Ethnology and Folklore at the University
of Poznań in 1919, the Chair of Ethnology and Ethnography was set up at the
Jagiellonian University in Kraków in 1925, and in 1926 also at the Jagellonian
University, The Chair of the Ethnography of the Slavs, while the Chair of Eth-
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nography and Ethnology was set up at the Stefan Batory University in Wilna in
1927 (Jasiewicz 2006: 67; Klimaszewska 1967: 315–318; Kwaśniewicz 1967).
Before the creation of the Anthropological Committee and its Ethnographical Section, ethnobotanical works had been sporadic. It is however possible that
there is some ethnobotanical information already included in the source material in the previously-mentioned works of Długosz. Among the publications of
the Anthropological Committee several ethnobotanical papers were published,
including ‘Legends, Superstitions, Folk Tales and Names in the Field of Nature’
(Gustawicz 1881, 1882), ‘Tales and Legends of Animals, Trees and Plants’ (Siarkowski 1883) and ‘On Ideas Regarding the Plant World, Beliefs and Legends
of Ruthenian People in Jurkowszczyzna Village in the Volhynia Region, in the
Zwiahelski Powiat’ (Rokossowska 1889). In 1880’s ethnobotany became a subject of interest for the well-known Polish novelist Eliza Orzeszkowa (1841–1910)
(Jankowski 1979: 315). Between 1888 and 1891 she wrote a series of articles entitled ‘The People and Flowers of the Niemen’, on the customs, beliefs and folk
medicine of the people in the vicinity of Grodno (now: Hrodna, Belarus), which
was then published in the magazine Wisła.

Education
Józef Rostafiński was born in 1850 in Warsaw (Zemanek 2000). He spent his
childhood in Kłódno near Grodzisk (near Warsaw), where he first came across
folk beliefs, including plant folklore. As an 11-year-old boy, he began to put together his own herbarium. From 1866–1869 he studied the natural sciences at the
University of Warsaw. One of his teachers there was Edward Strasburger (1844–
1912), who later became one of the greatest botanists of his age (Z.P. 1987).
During his studies Rostafiński conducted botanical research, which gave him
another opportunity to observe rural life, the role plants played in it and the
beliefs associated with them. The closure of the University of Warsaw in 1869
meant that Edward Strasburger left Warsaw and became a professor at the University of Jena. Józef Rostafiński followed him there. In Jena he studied for two
semesters from 1869–1870 under Strasburger and the famous zoologist Ernst
Haeckel (1834–1919). He then moved to the University of Halle, where he studied from 1870 to 1872 under Anton de Bary (1831–1888), microbiologist and
mycologist, and Hermann zu Solms-Laubach (1842–1915), palaeobotanist and
morphologist.
When Anton de Bary moved to Straßburg (then: German Empire, now: Strasbourg, France), Józef Rostafiński moved after him to the University of Straßburg,
where in 1873 he defended his doctoral dissertation Versuch eines Systems der
Mycetozoen. In 1873 he became co-worker at the Physiographical Committee at
the Academy of Sciences and Letters in Kraków (Köhler 2002: 300). In Janu-
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ary 1874 he became de Bary’s assistant, and in December 1875 Privatdozent of
botany at the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences at the University of
Straßburg. During this time he published a world-renowned monograph entitled
‘Slime Molds (Mycetozoa)’ (Rostafiński 1874).

Inca Plant Remains
In 1876 he transferred his tenure to the Jagiellonian University and moved to
Kraków. In the same year, the Anthropological Committee of the Academy of
Sciences and Letters in Kraków was presented with three Peruvian mummies by
Władysław Kluger (1849–1884), who spent a few years (1874–1878) in South
America, where, among other things, he designed and built the Trans-Andean
railroad for the Peruvian government. Rostafiński analysed the botanical matter found during the unravelling of these mummies’ bandages. He presented his
findings at a meeting of the Anthropological Committee of the Academy of Sciences and Letters (Majer 1877: LXXVI–LXXIX).
He categorised a few small corn cobs, whose seeds were surrounded by membranous chaff into the species Zea mays L. The varieties of corn grown in Europe
are solely bare grain, which would indicate that the cobs found in the mummies
probably belonged to the wild form of corn. Rostafiński also indicated the use of
corn as food among the American people and for making an intoxicating drink,
called chicka (a type of beer). He identified the remains of chaff and the husks of
corn grains in a piece of cake. He decided that this piece of cake, found next to
one of the mummies, had a sacrificial function. In the mummies’ bandages he
found large quantities of Podocarpus fruit (Podocarpus taxifolia or P. rigida—according to Rostafiński). This mystified him and he was unable to explain it from
a botanical point of view.
He also found seeds, the carved husks of larger fruits, and two fully-preserved
Crescentia fruits, probably Crescentia cujete. All the subsidences in the mummies
were crammed with cotton (Gossypium sp.) containing a lot of seeds. Some of the
skeins of thread were stained red. As Rostafiński suspected, this turned out to
be dye obtained from Bixa orellana. Among the identified taxa, two important
species were missing which today, as in Inca times, are in common use: the seeds
of Chenopodium quinoa L., which was the most fertile crop in Inca lands and
Erythroxylum coca Lam. leaves, which, when seasoned properly, are chewed as a
substitute for other drugs or to make a beverage similar to tea. Rostafiński did
not attempt to explain the absence of these two species.
The research report was Rostafiński’s first publication containing ethnobotanical data and at the same time touching on non-European cultures. All his
further studies related only to his native culture and were associated with his research into the history of cultivated plants and the history of Polish plant names.
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Researching Polish Folk Plants
In 1877 he was elected a correspondent–member of the Department of Mathematics and Natural Sciences at the Academy of Sciences and Letters (approved
1878)—at 27 years old he was the youngest member of the Academy in its history (Köhler 2002: 34). He was also chairman of the Botanical Section of the
Physiographical Committee at the Academy of Sciences and Letters (up to 1903)
(Köhler 2002: 55). In 1878 he was appointed professor extraordinarius for the Department of Botany at the Faculty of Philosophy at the Jagiellonian University
and director of the university botanical gardens. It was then that he became interested in the botanical publications of the Renaissance and began to study medieval manuscripts relating to the natural sciences.
He presented the first results of his historical–botanical studies in 1880 at a
meeting of the Language Committee of the Academy of Sciences and Letters.
This work was entitled »Burak i Barszcz« [‘Beetroot and Hogweed’] and contained ethnobotanical data (Rostafiński 1880). Based on a broad spectrum of
sources ranging from ancient authors to publications of the eighteenth century,
Rostafiński traced the evolution of the meanings of the words given in the title.
He came to the conclusion that until the end of the sixteenth century in Poland,
both Heracleum (common hogweed) and sour soup made from it, had been called
barszcz, Borago (borage) was called burak, and Beta (beetroot) ćwikła. In the seventeenth century, at least before 1660, barszcz was already widely made from fermented rye flour, while the names for Borago and Beta were unchanged (respectively, burak and ćwikła), and then a newly introduced variety of Beta was called
botwina. This lasted at least until 1735. By the end of the eighteenth century Beta
has become burak (instead of ćwikła), while the term ćwikła is retained for a particular garden variety of beetroot and for a particular side dish for meat, botwina
(chard) is another variety of beetroot, though only the petioles are eaten. Borago
was named boraks and then ogórecznik. Rostafiński was unable to establish exactly when barszcz [‘borsch’] stopped being made from rye flour and started to
be made from beetroot. In this publication, in addition to the semantic evolution
of terms in the title, the information drawn from old botanical publications and
even cookbooks regarding the culinary usage of Heracleum and Beta in Poland
are also interesting from an ethnobotanical point of view. By way of example,
there follows a quotation from the 1613 Herbarium by Szymon Syreński (1541–
1611) on the use of Beta at the end of the sixteenth century:
»ćwikła [garden beetroot] is a poor man’s vegetable. White ćwikła [i.e. garden beetroot with hard roots] is used as a condiment: lightly boil or bake the roots in the oven
or put them into the glowing embers, then peel the skin off and slice the vegetable and
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transfer it to a faseczka [a kind of a small wooden barrel for butter] and either cover
it with layers of finely-diced horseradish or use pepper and vinegar. In Lithuania it
is acidified [lactofermented] by adding layers of turnip, garlic, onion, cabbage and
biela [a species of mushroom, according to Rostafiński: the plum mushroom Agaricus
prunulus Scop.]«

Rostafinski’s findings revealed that Heracleum sphondylium had been used in the
past in Poland for, among other things, the production of okowita (an old name
for a variety of strong Polish vodka), and that in the sixteenth century its use in
making sour soup and salad was widespread, both being made from the leaves of
this plant, which was collected in May. Due to the nature of the sources he used
»Beetroot and Hogweed« can be classified as historical ethnobotany.
In the spring of 1881 Rostafiński married Maria, nee Ebert. They had two
children. In 1882 he was appointed professor ordinarius for the Department of
Botany at the Faculty of Philosophy at the Jagiellonian University.

A Questionnaire on Peasants Plant Knowledge
In 1883 he embarked on a survey, which was his greatest ethnobotanical project
to date. The impetus for this may have come from a monograph entitled Origine
des plantes cultivées (1883) by Alphonse Louis Pierre Pyram De Candolle. In the
year of its publication Rostafiński reviewed the book (Rostafiński 1883d) stating
that he was able to name many more plants cultivated in »our country«, than
de Candolle had listed in his monograph (Rostafiński 1883d: 355). Reading the
paper might have given Rostafiński the idea to write a history of plant cultivation
in Poland. However, to write such a history he needed to acquire a considerable
amount of data on the names and uses of plants. This information could only be
supplied by locals in the towns and villages, and an ideal method of collecting it
was by questionnaire.
Before Rostafiński issued the survey, he published a paper »O znaczeniu
naukowem nazw roślinnych i potrzebie ich zbierania« [‘On the scientific significance of plant names and the necessity to collect them’], in select periodicals
(Rostafiński 1883a, b, c). He described the source of his inspiration, and outlined
how he imagined the data would be collected, what it should consist of, and what
the results would be:
»Our ladies are beginning to busy themselves with collecting folk songs, so they
might also turn their involvement in this other direction [i.e. the folk names of
plants], and I can ensure them as well as all others who undertake this that the harvest will be more plentiful and the results for science more significant«.
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The questions indicate that Rostafiński hoped to collect extensive material embracing both the contemporary and historical use of plant names by the peasantry. The project also included questions on the industrial, medicinal, dying,
ornamental and ornamental applications of plants. It was written in Polish, and
the plant-names given as examples were also Polish.
The questionnaire survey was published on several occasions by various Polishlanguage journals, appearing in Galicia, the Poznań Province, and the Congress
Kingdom. The answers he received twice forced Rostafiński to make changes to
the questionnaire. The most comprehensive version of the questionnaire consisted of 70 questions (for about 130 species), divided into 11 chapters bearing
the titles: 1. cereals, 2. vegetables, 3. greens (i.e., wild and cultivated plants with
leaves of culinary usage), 4. fruits (Rostafiński, in accordance with botanical classification, also included some species nowadays classified as vegetables, such as
cucumbers, pumpkins, whose fruits are eaten), 5. flowers (i.e., ornamental plants),
6. fibers, plants used in weaving, braids and down (mostly fibrous plants), 7. oil
(oil plants), 8. dyes, 9. practical applications (i.e., medicinal plants and those used
in rituals and magic), 10. mushrooms, 11. wood (i.e., species of trees and shrubs
used for their wood).
Between July 14 and November 9 1883, the questionnaire was published at
least 58 times. It was published five times as a pamphlet, and entitled Odezwa do
niebotaników o zbieranie ludowych nazw roślin [‘Appeal to non-botanists to collect the names of plants used by the peasantry’]. The last two editions, which appeared in September, 1883, were the most extensive. The due date for replies was
1 March 1884. The survey involved almost 370 people sending nearly 860 letters.
The first arrived on July 14, 1883, the last in autumn 1888, although one was sent
in 1909. Only 359 letters from 227 correspondents have survived.
The survey comprised a rich collection of material. Despite the difficulties
in gathering information, the letters contain an outstanding number of around
25,800 items, including around 25,300 folk names for plants. Each of the 130
species, which Rostafiński inquired about, deserves a detailed study from an ethnobotanical point of view (Köhler unpubl.).

Some Results of the 1883 Survey
The questionnaire included a large number of inquiries concerning vegetables.
Rostafiński mentioned the names of 22 species. He asked about common vegetables planted in rural gardens and stored over winter, for instance parsley (Petroselinum sativum Hoffm.), red beet (Beta vulgaris ssp. vulgaris convar. crassa var.
conditiva), and was also interested in the less common vegetables, planted in manor gardens, such as salsify (Tragopogon porrifolius L.), broccoli (Brassica oleracea L.
convar. botrytis (L.) Alef. var. italica Plenck), and cultivated plants which though
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popular in the Middle Ages, were not as well-known by the ninteenth century,
such as cardoon (Cynara cardunculus L.), garden artichoke (Cynara scolymus L.)
or skirret (Sium sisarum L.). The 4,537 names of vegetables were sent in, among
which were 983 denoted species cultivated sporadically.
Rostafiński obtained more names (4,663) from answers to questions regarding
fruit plants, which included both the commonly cultivated varieties for instance
garden plum (Prunus domestica L.), common pear (Pyrus domestica Medik.), and
those which were rarer or grew wild e.g. barberry (Berberis vulgaris L.), cornelian
cherry (Cornus mas L.). The author was, above all, interested in gaining knowledge
of varieties. For example, he listed the names of 22 types of pear, and requested
information on »species [i.e. varieties] so mean and old that they are eaten only by
the peasantry or the undemanding«. In response he received 1,693 names. Considerably fewer names were sent in answer to a question regarding the species of
wild plants whose juicy fruits were gathered e.g. red whortleberry (Vaccinium vitisidaea L.), huckleberry (Vaccinium myrtillus L.), or raspberry (Rubus idaeus L.).
A sizeable number of questions (10) were devoted to wild plants that bear
no juicy fruits. Rostafiński inquired about fifteen species, including floating
manna-grass (Glyceria fluitans (L.) R. Br.) and foxtail millet (Setaria italica (L.)
P. B.), used in preparing dishes, highly appreciated by the peasantry, and about
plants collected sporadically, such as when there was a scarcity of food before the
harvest, or during famine for instance wood sorrel (Oxalis acetosella L.), nettles
(Urtica dioica L. and Urtica urens L.), and fat-hen (Chenopodium album L.). He
received 1,078 names in response to these questions. This shows that in the second half of nineteenth century, plants gathered in their wild state were still an
important component of the rural population’s menu, and were a primary source
of nutrition in times of hunger (Łuczaj et al. 2012, Łuczaj et al. 2013).
The questions regarding ceremonial and magic plants form an interesting
group (the questions are numbers 62, 63 and 66). They are included in the ninth
section of the questionnaire, entitled »Środki« [‘Remedies’]. These questions
concern plants connected with the ceremonies of Corpus Christi Day, the eve
of St. John’s Day, Pentecost and Assumption Day, as well as plants which were
significant due to their association with various superstitions. The borderline between these categories was not necessarily clear. For example, one correspondent,
F. Wodecki (Warsaw, August 7, 1883), wrote:
»On Corpus Christi, the peasantry gather sedum [Sedum sp.], thyme [Thymus sp.],
periwinkle [Vinca minor L.] [...]—and make wreaths which the priest blesses on the
octave of Corpus Christi. The blessed wreaths are hung over the doors or windows, to
ward off lightning and evil, also as a cure for toothache, and especially two or three
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weeks before calving, each cow must be fumigated by a burning wreath so that the
cow shall give issue successfully«.

Rostafiński obtained 1,564 names altogether, and the proportions in each category are not surprising. Answers given to questions regarding plants used in
ceremonies performed during church holidays contained 1,142 names, but there
were only 79 names for magical plants. This probably resulted from the great difficulty in obtaining such information due to peasant mistrust of strangers, and
unwillingness to give information concerning magical practices.
The most common ceremonial plants blessed during church celebrations
included thyme, sedum, mugwort (Artemisia sp.), yarrow (Achillea millefolium
L.), elder (Sambucus nigra L.), perennial quaking grass (Briza media L.)—called
‘tears of Our Lady’, and scabious (Scabiosa sp., some of them may refer to Knautia
sp.) known as ‘walking sticks of Our Lady’. Among magical plants one frequently
encounters St John’s wort (Hypericum sp.) was used to »drive off a bad nymph
(dziwożona)«, fern (unidentified species) was the source of all-knowledge, southernwood (Artemisia abrotanum L.) served as protection against lightning (»when
the plant grew near a house, that house would not be struck by a thunderbolt and
during a storm even a devil would take shelter under the plant«), or asafoetida
(Ferula asa-foetida Spreng.), called ‘devil’s dung’, which was planted as an ornamental and healing plant and to protect houses against spells.
Through the survey Rostafiński gained a wealth of information regarding the
folk names of plants, the methods and history of their cultivation, the prevalence
of individual species, as well as the customs and beliefs associated with them. Although he never made complete use of the data, in the whole of his scientific work
the survey is mentioned several times. During the first 17 years

he relies on the
data obtained from the survey in at least eight publications, stating that he will
elaborate on the results and he even printed more questions (Rostafiński 1899b:
118–119). In the preface to the first volume of Medieval Natural History he mentions the survey: »In 1883 I also started publishing An appeal to Non-Botanists
to Collect Plant Names. The results exceeded even my wildest expectations as I
received about 1,000 letters, among them some so comprehensive that they were
almost small, local monographs on a given subject«. He then stated that they
would serve to write a book. He also adds that he had already used much of the
data in the Medieval Natural History. He then describes the difficulties of elaborating on the correspondence:
»For nearly a year and a half from morning till night, I was almost constantly busy
answering letters and requesting various explanations. From my correspondents I also
gathered the seeds of many plants cultivated by the peasantry, which then for two
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years I sowed in the botanical gardens [of the Jagiellonian University in Kraków] and
compared them. In this way more than one mystery was unravelled« (Rostafiński
1900: VIII).

Indirectly, some of Rostafiński’s remarks on the names of particular species,
where he states that a particular name is used up until the present, indicate the
results of the questionnaire (Rostafiński 1900: 125, 133, 255, 318).
Later, after 1900, he uses the results in just one work, »O nazwach oraz
użytkach ćwikły, buraków i barszczu« [‘On the names and uses of garden beetroot, beetroot and common hogweed’] published in 1916. Rostafiński never
completely used the whole of the data obtained through the survey. There was
no synthesis of the history of the cultivation of plants in Poland, which he had
mentioned that there would be in the preface to the third edition of the Appeal.
Certainly there were many reasons that prevented him writing the aforementioned work, among them his broad interest in botany, history, linguistics, et al.
along with his extremely time-consuming research in the these fields, and his professional duties (lectures at university and directorship of the botanical garden)
and social obligations (lectures at the Baraniecki Higher Courses for Women, his
membership of the Academy of Sciences and Letters and other scientific societies). It seems however that the main reason was a change in his views regarding
the origins of beliefs and rituals, as I write more about at the end of this paper.
Rostafiński’s survey of 1883 is one of the largest surveys in Polish science in
the nineteenth century. Today, these materials are of particular importance. The
material was collected in a period in which the knowledge of the rural population
of this part of Europe had not yet been strongly influenced by outside sources
(such as official science and medicine). The information gathered thus reflects the
state of knowledge mainly due to centuries of experience and tradition. They may
therefore be of particular interest to among others ethnobotanists. The survey
was conducted at a time when the large scale migration of the rural population
had not yet taken place. This population, until recently, lacking even the right to
leave their villages, and still mostly inhabited the areas where they had lived for
centuries. The results obtained reflect that period, both in terms of traditional
local names, as well as the use of plants.
After Rostafiński’s death sent letters came into the possession of Władysław
Szafer (1886–1970), the long-time director of the Institute of Botany and the Botanical Garden of the Jagiellonian University (Köhler 2009). Not yet catalogued,
they were then stored in the library of the Institute of Botany at the Jagiellonian
University, where they were completely forgotten about. Some of them were rediscovered in the early 1980’s and handed over to the Museum of the Botanical
Garden. This part was partly processed (Köhler 1986, 1987, 1993a, b, c, 2007,
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2010; Köhler, Piekiełko-Zemanek 1986; Łuczaj 2008, 2010). At the beginning
of the 21st century, the remaining letters were transferred from the Library of
the Institute of Botany to the museum collections of the Jagiellonian University
Botanical Garden. All the surviving letters are currently being processed and the
part of the questionnaire concerning wild leafy vegetables was analysed in the
paper by Łuczaj and Köhler (2011).

Origin of Skirret
Another work inspired by De Candolle was »Kucmerka« [‘Skirret’] (Rostafiński
1884). Contrary to the views of many botanists, Rostafiński hypothesized that
the land of origin of skirret (Sium sisarum) was not East Asia. Based on the
analysis of literature and specimens obtained from Kiev and Kharkov, he stated
that skirret occurs in the wild in parts of Siberia, northern Persia, and Europe,
reaching as far as the western Ukraine. Based on analysis of ancient authors, he
concluded that the plant they called siser, and identified by the Renaissance (and
later) botanists as skirret (Sium sisarum), was not this species, but a very different one, Campanula rapunculus. He assumes that skirret was brought from Kievan Rus to Germany in the tenth or eleventh century and from there spread
to other European countries, including Poland, where, in the Kraków region it
was recorded by sixteenth century herbalists (»Here in Poland, and especially in
Kraków it is oftentimes sown in gardens. The people do not know this plant«).
Rostafiński quotes the culinary use of this plant given by the old Polish herbalists, such as:
»It is sown in the autumn and used very often during Lent. Sometimes it’s fried in
butter or olive oil instead of fish, but before cooking it is covered in wheat flour or
in egg then boiled and placed in hot butter or olive oil and sprinkled with salt and
pepper. Others do not cook it before frying, fry it until it browns, then put it on meat
and boil until soft, and to thicken the sauce add a little wheat flour or grated white
bread, beaten with sugar and a little grated pepper. All this having been cooked, there
is a very good dish«.

Rostafiński also cites, among other things, a recipe for skirret salad: »wash the
roots, boil them well, remove the cores, cool in water, add salt and vinegar to taste,
and season with olive oil«. In Poland, Rostafiński concludes, skirret was used
until the end of the eighteenth century. Its advantage was that it could be stored
underground during winter, while in the spring it was a fresh and tasty vegetable,
and was the only fresh vegetable, which in the absence of hotbeds was available
at an early time of the year. Not until the potato was it replaced. In the survey of
1883 Rostafiński also inquired about skirret. It turned out that while the name
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was known to the peasantry, it was actually given to a different species of plant—
Stachys palustris L. (marsh woundwort)—whose swollen tubers were commonly
known as ‘pig tails’. In Galicia, Stachys palustris was used in the making of vodka,
while its roots were consumed during pre-harvest (Łuczaj et al. 2011). One of the
correspondents provided this interesting piece of information: »The peasantry is
greedy for this food that is sometimes thrown up by the plough. The poorer ones
send their brood to gather the pig tails for food, but the wealthier are ashamed
to do so. They gather it surreptitiously, perhaps at night in order not to be seen«.
Rostafiński devoted a separate article to this species (Rostafiński 1888). The use
of marsh woundwort as a food source confirmed the folk names of this plant,
bearing a Latin scientific name, and live specimens were sent to Rostafiński in
response to the survey. Intrigued by his discovery, he wrote to the British journal
Nature inquiring about the use of Stachys palustris in other European countries,
signing himself Wentz’l, after his mother’s maiden name (Wentz’l 1883). The
reply from the Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, William Turner
Thiselton-Dyer (1843–1928), published in Nature showed that in the British
Isles skirret was no longer used at that time (Thiselton-Dyer 1883).

Further Ethobotanical Research
In a later work Rostafiński described folk remedies against rabies (Rostafiński
1886). This resulted from the fact that he had several times been sent from Podolia the plant that the local people used against rabies. He determined this plant
to be Euphorbia pilosa L.
By way of comparison Rostafiński cited information published in a Warsaw
magazine that since 1849 three other plants had been used to treat rabies: white
swallow-wort (Vincetoxicum officinale L.), star gentian (Gentiana cruciata L.) and
liquorice milkvetch (Astragalus glycyphyllos L.). From one of the participants in
the survey of 1883, the naturalist Władysław Dybowski (1833–1910), he obtained the information that the local people in Belarus also still used yet another
species, the common water-plantain (Alisma plantago-aquatica L.). These species,
as Rostafiński noted, had been used against rabies since ancient times, as noted
by Pliny and Dioscorides.
The 1880’s were a difficult period in Rostafiński’s life as he had to cope with
his wife’s illness. At the beginning of 1886 Maria Rostafińska went for treatment
to Algiers, where she remained until 1888. Rostafiński visited her twice, from
July–September 1886 and in August 1888. As she did not get better, she went
for further treatment to Madeira (September 1888 – March 1890). Her husband
stayed there with her for seven months (September 1888 – April 1889). Unfortunately, the treatment was unsuccessful and Maria Rostafińska died in October
1890 after returning to Kraków. In order to repair his finances, which had been
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significantly impaired by his wife’s illness and treatment abroad, he wrote school
textbooks on botany, which in the future brought him fame (Zemanek 2000: 233).
Around 1886 he gave up empirical botany and took up the history of botany,
the history of cultivated plants and the history of botanical nomenclature. He
did not, however, break contact with empirical botany completely—in 1886 he
became chairman of the Physiographical Committee at the Academy of Sciences
and Letters and held this position until 1903 (Köhler 2002: 54). From 1890–
1907 he was Secretary of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences at the
Academy of Sciences and Letters (Köhler 2002: 54), and in 1893 he became a
member of the Anthropological Committee at the Academy of Sciences and Letters (Köhler 2002: 129). Rostafiński remarried in 1895 with Maria Tomaszewska. They had three children. In 1897 he began preparations in the Botanical Section of the Physiographical Committee aimed at creating a massive project called
Flora polska [‘Polish Flora’], which started in 1919 with the release of the first
volume, and which was not completed until 1995 (Köhler 2002: 142). In 1899
Rostafiński was made a member of the Language Committee at the Academy of
Sciences and Letters (Köhler 2002: 159).
The impetus to write his next work came from reading a short article entitled »Odmiany i formy maku ogrodowego« (‘Varieties and forms of the garden poppy’), published in the Wszechświat (Dybowski 1898). In it is described
a poppy with small poppy capsules with opening pores and dark seeds, which the
peasantry in Niańków near Nowogródek (currently: Navagrudak, Belarus) called
‘widuk’. This article originally appeared on 27th November 1898, and soon after
on 2nd January 1899 Rostafiński presented his treatise on the poppy at a meeting
of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences of the Academy of Sciences
and Letters (Rostafiński 1899a). In the first part, starting with ancient authors
and ending with his contemporaries, Rostafiński analyses the biological classification of the taxa within the poppy genus (Papaver). Then he reviews information
given by Polish botanists on the poppy, paying particular attention to the names
of its different varieties, and folk names, for example, on p. 306 he writes that »in
the vicinity of Ciechanowiec, they also call this poppy [the simple white poppy,
whose capsules open while still on the stalk] patruch« and on p. 307, »in some
areas of the Wilna gubernya, the peasantry call the poppy widok [...] while in
Weleśnica, they say widak«. The extant letters do not contain this information.
He received the information, Rostafiński says, from Maria Twardowska, a participant in the survey of 1883. He then explains the etymology of the folk names of
varieties of poppy. The next part of his work contains information derived from
the literature on poppy cultivation in the west of Europe and in Poland. Due to
the fact that the name mak (poppy) is common to all Slavic languages, Rostafiński
derives it from the Greek μήκον, μάκον and assumed that the cultivation of this
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plant came from Greece along with the name. The plant became widespread a
long time ago, and was originally used with honey as a dessert and as an additive
to farinaceous (flour-based) dishes. The use of the poppy since olden times is testified to by its being a traditional Polish folk dish—kluski z makiem (noodles with
poppy seeds)—which as tradition dictates, is served on Christmas Eve. Varieties
of poppy with self-opening capsules, and thus self-seeding, could have been used
as a vegetable during pre-harvest. At this point Rostafiński mentions two other
plants used in times of famine: the common polypody (Polypodium vulgare) and
the inflorescences of the flowering hazel (Corylus avellana). Following the introduction of Christianity, oil began to be extracted from the poppy. Local people
must have been taught this by the monasteries. In Poland oil poppy cultivation
started in the fourteenth century and was widespread between the sixteenth and
eighteenth century but had already fallen by the early nineteenth century, having
been replaced by olive oil.

On Medieval Plant and Animal Knowledge
In 1900, the Jagiellonian University in Kraków celebrated the 500th anniversary of its renewal. On this occasion Rostafiński brought out three books. One
of them is the previously mentioned two-volume work Symbola ad historiam naturalem medii aevi. Plantas, animalia, lapides et simplicia medicamenta quae in
Polonia adhibebantur inde a XII usque ad XVI saeculum. Średniowieczna historya
naturalna. Systematyczne zestawienie roślin, zwierząt, minerałów oraz wszystkich
innego rodzaju leków prostych, używanych w Polsce od XII do XVI w. (‘Medieval
Natural History, a Systematic Listing of Plants, Animals, Minerals and all Basic
medicines of other kinds, used in Poland from the twelfth to the sixteenth century’). This book received a very favourable review in Nature (Anonym 1901). In
the book he used about 40 sources of different types: natural and medical manuscripts from the twelfth to the fifteenth century, notes in the margins of old Polish prints, and other medieval documents such as bills from the court of King
Władysław Jagiełło (reigned in Poland 1386–1434).
The chapter »O roślinach. De plantis« in the first part of the book (pages
86–365) is dedicated to plants. It describes 638 taxa, of those 398 wild and 110
cultivated and 130 known to olden times authors only by hearsay. For each species names are given in Medieval Latin and Polish. Rostafiński often added his
own comments on the etymology of the old names or on the application of plants
in the Middle Ages, and sometimes even their contemporary uses, though unfortunately he does not quote the sources of his information. One can only guess,
when he writes that the name »is used to this day«, that he drew the information
from the letters received as a result of the survey of 1883, or that he knew that
based on his own experience.
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For ethnobotany of primary importance were Rostafiński’s data on the use of
different species in his times: for 60 species where ethnobotanical information is
given mainly on uses or folk names, as many as 24 were still used in Rostafiński’s
times, for example, Saponaria officinalis »still used today for washing wool«,
Barbarea vulgaris »used to this day instead of a cress salad«, Hypericum perforatum »in the Cracow region, there is the belief that when evil nymphs kidnap
a woman in confinement along with her bed, and they are carrying her over the
hedgerows marking the boundaries of her land, her only hope (then) is to touch
this plant, for then they must leave her«, and Sonchus oleraceus »used to fumigate
cows from spells, which is still practised to this day«.

Research after Retirement
The years 1901–1906 were another difficult period in the life of Rostafiński. He
was in growing conflict with the main gardener of the Botanical Garden of the
Jagiellonian University, which ended in a trial in front of the University Senate.
In protest Rostafiński resigned as director of the Botanical Garden, and in 1910
went into early retirement.
In 1903 the Encyklopedja staropolska by Gloger was published, for which
Rostafiński wrote the entry »Rośliny miłośnicze« (‘Love plants’) containing an
overview of plant love magic. He had collected information on plants used in
love magic from medieval and Renaissance works. From fifteenth century manuscripts, he drew information regarding, among other things, a particular lichen,
which hangs in the shape of a beard in the forests on the branches of dying trees
and is called ‘kiss me’, adder’s-tongue (Ophioglossum)—the main magical herb of
love, and lovage (Levisticum officinale). In medieval gardens ‘love roses’ (Rosa sp.?)
were cultivated, while there was no lack of ‘flower of love’ (Amaranthus) in the
mansion gardens of the nobility. Rostafiński cites examples of plants that were associated with love magic until the end of the eighteenth century. In his day they
were only used by the peasantry. All the beliefs surrounding plants used in love
magic alive in the 19th century among the peasants can be traced to sixteenthcentury literature.
In 1910 Rostafiński was elected chairman of the History of Mathematics and
Natural Science Committee at the Academy of Sciences and Letters; a function
he held until 1925 (Köhler 2002: 132).
During World War I Rostafiński returned to the issue he had already developed (in 1880), namely the problem of the evolution of Polish names and the
use of Beta cicla, Beta vulgaris and Heracleum (Rostafiński 1916). His richer life
experience and extensive analysis of sources, enabled him to see the problem from
a different angle. Compared with his findings of 1880, certain differences can be
seen in the work of 1916. According to this work, only Beta cicla was cultivated in
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ancient times. It was then used as a medicinal plant while its leaves and petioles
were used as a vegetable. All the information regarding beetroots in Poland before the sixteenth century refers to this species. It was occasionally grown even up
to the early nineteenth century, and could have reached Poland very early on from
Byzantium, during the pre-Christian era (σεσκλο, σευκλον) via Russia (свекла),
which is indicated by its then-Polish name ćwikła (garden beetroot). In the Middle Ages Beta cicla was a very important plant that provided food in early spring.
In the sixteenth century, it was eaten either baked, or mixed with horseradish as
a side dish. These dishes were named after the whole plant, ćwikła. Beetroot (Beta
vulgaris) was grown because of its edible magenta roots, and had arrived in central
and northern Europe from Italy during the Renaissance. It is possible that it came
to Poland in the first half of the sixteenth century with the coming of princess
Bona Sforza d’Aragona (1494–1557) from the Duchy of Bari on the Apennine
Peninsula, who from 1518 was the queen of Poland, wife of King Sigismund I
(reigned 1506–1548). These beetroot were also called ćwikła (garden beetroot).
When beetroot (Beta vulgaris) appeared it began to be added to sauerkraut to give
it a pink colour and a new dish was created, known as buraki. Rostafiński solved
the problem of the origin of the buraki name through the following experiment:
he had the roots of the Beta vulgaris soured in the seventeenth-century manner,
and then boiled them. It turned out that, contrary to expectations, their amaranthine colour did not survive, but took on a fawn colour with fox-red coloured
spots. In Latin, this colour is called burrus. Hence the Polish name ‘burak’. The
name for beetroot (burak) is similar to the name for a dark grey colour in Polish
(bury). Rostafiński conducted his experiment as beetroots are not in fact dark
grey in the raw state. Between 1660 and 1745 the name of the dish buraki was
given to the plant Beta vulgaris, and the previous name of the plant—ćwikła—
was used only for the dish.
In this article Rostafiński lists 82 folk names for Beta vulgaris used in different parts of Poland, which he had received in response to his questionnaire of
1883. One chapter was devoted to Heracleum sphondylium. In contrast to the
previous work, Rostafiński gave an entirely different etymology for the word
‘borsch’. Whereas in the previous work he had given the word as being of German origin, he now (following philologists) derived the word from the old Slavic
barszcz, referring to green, above-ground shoots. One chapter he devoted to soups
made from Heracleum sphondylium. These soups were originally called, like the
plant, barszcz. These had a sour taste. With time, all sour soups came to be called
barszcz (‘borsch’). Borsch made from red beetroot spread in Poland as late as the
end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century, gradually replacing the Heracleum borsch. The whole article is peppered with information
about the use of different plant species drawn from old literature or of unknown
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origin, for example, »Even today, when a Norwegian or Icelander encounters garden angelica [Archangelica officinalis], he cuts the leaves, peels the skin from the
thick petioles and eats it [leaf or petioles—original not clear] and finds it delectable eaten raw«.
In 1917 Rostafiński was elected a member of the Faculty of Philology at the
Academy of Sciences and Letters (Köhler 2002: 157) and between 1918–1921
he was a member of the Committee for the Work on Contemporary Polish Language at the Faculty (Köhler 2002: 163). In 1919 he was re-appointed to the Jagiellonian University as professor ordinarius of the history of the biological sciences
and botany. Deteriorating health meant that he lectured on these topics only to
the end of the academic year 1922/1923. From 1920–1923 he was director of the
Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences at the Polish Academy of Sciences
and Letters (Köhler 2002: 53).
Then came his last publication, which may be classified as an ethnobotanical
work: it was an article discussing the origin of the customs regarding the consecration plants in Germany and Poland during the feast of the Assumption of the
Blessed Virgin Mary (Latin Virginis Mariae Assumptio Beatae in coelum), which
is celebrated on 15th August, and called in Poland święto Matki Boskiej Zielnej
(‘the Feast of the Herbaceous Mother of God’) (Rostafiński 1922: 22–36). According to Rostafiński the Eastern Church derived the custom of consecrating
plants from the Jews. In sixth century Constantinople, the feast of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary was introduced into the church calendar on the fifteenth
August and on that date plants were consecrated. Independently from the Jews,
the Romans also consecrated agricultural produce. The Germanic tribes derived
this custom from the Romans. Following the adoption of Christianity by the
Germanic tribes, the Western Church adopted the consecration of agricultural
produce. Already around the twelfth century, knowledge of the healing properties of plants could have been disseminated among the peasantry in the vicinity of
monasteries. At that time, wild plants would also have been incorporated into the
sheaves of consecrated crops. In pre-Christian times, the last sheaf and the last
ears of grain were usually ritually reaped and then carefully stored in the house
and their seeds were sown in the spring to ensure continuity of vegetation and
a successful harvest.
After the invention of printing, from the moment when popular literature
regarding medicinal herbs began to spread through the country, wild plants were
also incorporated into the sheaths of consecrate ones. Because of literature, superstitions about plants also started spreading. Belief in witchcraft gradually obscured knowledge of plants, which during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance,
had spread among the peasantry. As a result, the peasantry started using herbs
from the consecrated sheaths mainly for fumigation and against witchcraft. The
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peasantry also gradually started to lose the sense of the original use of the herbs
consecrated for the Feast of the Herbaceous Mother of God. This was the genesis
of three groups of plants consecrated on 15 August: 1 ears of grain (previously
the whole harvest »sheaf«), 2 all cultivated plants, 3 the fruit of wild shrubs and
field herbs.
Rostafiński spent his last years housebound suffering from a heart condition.
He devoted his last complete publication to the seventeenth-century royal botanical gardens in Warsaw.

Conclusion
Throughout many years of work Rostafiński acquired a vast knowledge of cultivated plants and their origins, traditional knowledge regarding plants, folk customs and superstitions related to the plants and the folk usages of many of species. The turning point was in 1883 with the survey. It answered the requirements
of the Anthropological Committee of the Academy of Sciences and Letters on
collecting folk nomenclature (Jaworska 1982: 142, 143, 209–210). However,
Rostafiński never used the collected data in its entirety.
In about ten of his publications there can be found ethnobotanical data.
Analysis of his work can trace the evolution of his views on the origins of folk
beliefs and superstitions associated with plants. Initially Rostafiński was a supporter of the thesis, in Polish culture dating back to Renaissance and Baroque
times, and further enhanced during Romanticism (as mentioned above) which
stated that ancient, »pagan« beliefs and superstitions could be reconstructed
from the rituals of the peasantry. In one his earliest works, Noc świętojańska i
kwiat paproci (‘Midsummer’s Eve and the Flower of the Fern’) from 1879, he gave
emphatic expression to this belief when he wrote:
»Only the peasantry have retained the ideas and customs of their distant ancestors
while that part of the population under the influence of mental cultivation [education], have lost them entirely. Therefore folklore tradition is nothing but a living
chronicle, which tells us about sometimes ancient ideas, which passed down from
mouth to mouth for many generations took on fabulous form. In the same way, in the
majority of cases, folk customs stretching back to pagan times have the same importance. In order to explain folk myths surrounding the fern, we have to go back to the
days when this legend came into being, that is to the pre-historic era, in order to recreate the beliefs and views regarding the natural world of pagan Slavdom. The history
of those times has only been written in the recent decades of this century, and to do
so it two types of material were used. Critical analysis of folk legends and comparative linguistic studies [...] This research allows us to delve into the character, customs,
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degree of education, lifestyle, facilities, social views and the natural environment of
the pagan Slavs« (Rostafiński 1879: 18–19).

This was how a young, 29-years old Rostafiński described the matter of ethnographic sources for historical research.
Preparing the survey of 1883, and above all the questions regarding medicinal
plants and their answers, drew his attention to the interesting group of plants
and the folk beliefs and superstitions surrounding them. This in turn led to extensive research into the origins of these beliefs and superstitions. At the beginning, Rostafiński was convinced, as he himself says, that he would be able to demonstrate the ancient nature of the folk beliefs regarding the plants. However, as
subsequent analysis of the works of old authors showed »the further the analysis
developed, the less there were of these plants, known and used by the peasantry
up until the introduction of Christianity«. Even in an article in 1886 on the
plants used by the peasantry for rabies, one can notice the first outline of the
thesis of secondariness (in relation to the ancient authors) on the folk beliefs in
the power of the plants:
»we are part of Latin civilization, and its writings come to us and are disseminated
in printed materials in the 16th century. Herbaria are printed in large numbers of
copies. In every nobleman’s house, medicines can be found which, once the herbaria
have been worn out, become household remedies: tradition passes them from generation to generation, from large manor houses to small ones, to the servants quarters, to the peasantry. And when among the educated part of society they have been
forgotten about and the medicine cabinets have disappeared, these remedies survive
among the commoners and have all the features of being their own genuine remedies.
From the commoners, they return along the same pathway to the educated classes«
(Rostafiński 1886).

In the end Rostafiński became convinced that »Christianity and those cultures
following in its wake [Mediterranean and Western] had completely obliterated the
original beliefs of the pagan peasantry«. Rostafiński introduced this thesis into
his work, »Zielnik czarodziejski« (‘Magic Herbarium’) (Rostafiński 1895: 1–2).
This publication, which includes about 1,500 superstitions concerning plants, includes data that was noted down from old scientific and medical works. Since the
separatum of the Magic Herbarium, was published in 1893 (Köhler 2004: 114),
Rostafiński’s change in views must have taken place between 1883 and 1886, and
their full crystallization must have occurred prior to 1893. His next works are
written from a new perspective. In 1899, the publication »O maku« (‘On the
Poppy’) repeated the argument that the original pagan beliefs of the peasantry
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had been almost totally destroyed by the Catholic Church, and that current folk
»superstitions« regarding plants were actually the result of the impact of the
Polish monasteries on the peasantry, especially those monasteries dealing with
herbal medicine and promoting methods of treatment taken from herbaria containing information about plants from ancient authors (Rostafiński 1899a: 318).
In an entry published in the Encyklopedja Staropolska in 1903 regarding plants
associated with love magic, Rostafiński presented the probable sequence of events
leading from the Natural History by Pliny the Elder, »that mine of the classical world’s superstitions«, as he called the treatise, to folk beliefs. This sequence,
especially when it comes to plants associated with love magic, looks as follows:
»Superstitious beliefs regarding plants of love, as in general all superstitions, spread
across Europe hand in hand with civilization, not only through literary means, but
oral also, by contact between the Romans and conquered barbarians, who took the
beliefs from their masters. These beliefs came to us from the West, and from us,
spread further to the East. They reached the educated classes first, and from them
spread to the peasantry. Nowadays, we have no idea how prevalent the diverse superstitions regarding plants were among the educated strata of society for the centuries
up until the end of the 18th century« (Rostafiński 1903: 177).

He presented a similar sequence of events in one of his last works, which analysed
the origin and evolution of the customs and uses of consecrated plants in Germany and Poland during the feast of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
As can be seen, the analysis of many works of ancient, medieval and Renaissance times brought a startling revision in Rostafiński’s opinion on the origin of
what at that time were commonly thought of as ancient, »pagan« customs and
peasant superstitions. Rostafiński, one of the first in Poland, drew attention to
the convergence of beliefs of the Polish peasantry and the content of medieval and
Renaissance herbaria. After stating that the beliefs and knowledge of the Polish
peasantry associated with plants were not of local origin, but derived from ancient knowledge transmitted by the church, it was as if the matter of the botanical
origin of folk knowledge ceased to interest him.
On the question posed in the title as to whether Rostafiński was consciously
an ethnobotanist or not, there is no clear answer. The folk knowledge of plants,
the importance and use of plants in the lives of the peasantry, or elements of flora
in folk culture interested him for the greater part of his life. He certainly acquired
a lot of knowledge on the subject. In this sense, he could be considered to be an
ethnobotanist, and certainly one of the subject’s precursors. In his publications,
however, he does not use the term ‘ethnobotany’, so he was probably unaware of
the work of John Harshberger (1896), in which the objectives of ethnobotany as a
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science were first formulated. Even before the publication of Harshberger’s work,
Rostafiński had already changed his views about the antiquity of the beliefs and
peasant knowledge of plants and their origins: Rostafiński was convinced that
they had formed relatively recently in Christian times as a result of cross-cultural
influences. Perhaps in Rostafiński’s last years, the works of American ethnobotanists were on a comparable level to our scholar’s. Since then a huge advances have
been made (Cotton 1996). For this reason, I would not consider Rostafiński to
be an ethnobotanist in the sense that we use this term at the beginning of the
twenty-first century. Rather he walked his own path.
The history of cultivated plants, folk beliefs regarding plants, plant myths and
superstitions were of interest to him in terms of the history of culture. Research
and analysis of old works convinced him that the superstitions of the Polish peasantry are relatively recent, and not, as originally thought, of ancient, »pagan«
origin.
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Folk Biology of
Slavic-Speaking Peoples
Kazimierz Moszyński (1887–1959)
and his comparative studies
Monika Kujawska

»Some of the greatest troubles for peasants have always been parasites, insects
and rodents. Ruthenian and Belarusian farmers had a strategy for killing insects
based on climatic advantages, namely very cold winters«. This wrote Polish ethnologists Kazimierz Moszyński in 1929 discussing the use of repellents by Slavic
peasants (Moszyński 1929: 609). The discussion is found in the first volume of
his major book on Slavic peasant culture. The volume is a comprehensive ethnographic work replete with topics of ethnobiological interest.
Kazimierz Moszyński, was born in Warsaw, Poland, in 1887 and grew up in
the same city. At that time Poland was a non-existent country, divided between
Germany, Russia and Austria, and Warsaw (with parts of central Poland) was a
part of an artificial kingdom, the Kingdom of Poland, which was completely dependent on the Russian empire (for more details see the chapter on Rostafiński in
this book). Education, however, was in Polish. Moszyński studied in a grammar
school, called gimnazjum realne, which was a new type of secondary school. The
pupils there learned modern languages instead of Latin and Greek. Moreover,
there was an emphasis on the practical aspects of education. These schools were
mostly frequented by merchants and clerks’ sons. Moszyński was one of them.
While studying at grammar school, he published in local magazines, revealing
his interest in natural science. His early predilections determined his choice of
academic career.
Thanks to a private scholarship, Moszyński went on to study biology and general physiology in Switzerland: for the first two years in Bern and then another
two in Freiburg. While he did not complete his career, that experience gave him a
solid background in the ethnobiological approach to some aspects of folk culture,
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and in analysis of the relationship between humans and the biota (Klimaszewska
2002: 209).
Moszyński left Switzerland for Cracow in 1910, following the call of art, his
other passion. He passed the entrance exam to the Fine Art Academy and was
admitted as a student of the renowned professor and painter Józef Mehoffer,
disciple of Jan Matejko. His adventure with painting did not last long, however. Moszyński soon recognized the limitations of his artistic talent and realized
that he would never become a distinguished painter. While studying in Cracow,
Moszyński visited picturesque villages in the area, and was seduced by folk art,
narratives and music. He decided that he would dedicate himself to research on
folk culture and the reconstruction of its distant past. That resolution was put
into practice with rigorous consistency (Klimaszewska 2002: 209).

Becoming an ethnographer
After this decision, Kazimierz Moszyński started travelling as a private tutor to
country manor-houses in areas which are nowadays Ukraine, central Poland and
in Samogitia (nowadays in north Lithuania). While he was working in the countryside, he took the opportunity to investigate folk traditions. In a few years he
got to know a great number of peasants and collected many field data, which he
published under a pseudonym in the two journals Ziemia and Materiały Antropologiczno-Archeologiczne i Biograficzne (Klimaszewska 2002: 209).
Finally Moszyński’s efforts were acknowledged. He achieved a grant for extensive ethnographic field research in Polesia in 1914. That year he travelled along
the Pripyat River, a tributary of the Dnieper. It was a forested and swampy region,
with a very small population. There he stayed in a few manor-houses, from which
he launched his expeditions to villages. He used to travel on horseback or on foot.
His method of interviewing had a definitely qualitative character. Moszyński
would choose a few knowledgeable informants among elderly people and conduct exhaustive interviews touching on many different subjects. While doing
his fieldwork, he made drawings of constructions, tools and objects (Moszyński
1928: III).
His research in Polesia remained unfinished, as the outbreak of the First
World War forced him to return to Poland. He commented these unfortunate
circumstances:
»Unexpected events of August 1914 thwarted all my intentions. On the second day
after the announcement of the war, policemen visited me in Dziakowice, investigated
my belongings closely and ordered me to leave the neighborhood immediately under
the threat of arrest. [...] At the same time, as I learned, the weirdest news about me
began to circulate in the villages. No productive ethnographic work could be done
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in Polesia under such conditions. So I returned to Dereszewice and then to Warsaw.
Much of the notebook remained empty; photographic plates – almost untouched«
(Moszyński 1928: IV).

Moszyński spent war-time as a private tutor. At night he would study classical
ethnographic works and analyse data from his own field work. In 1917 he finished his book Polesie Wschodnie (‘Eastern Polesia’), which was to be published
only in 1928. It included a chapter on wild food gathering, but the information
presented gave the impression of being quite superficial. The author mentioned
only well known fruit species, nuts, mushrooms and a few weeds to be collected
on a regular basis and during food shortage periods. He did not explain, however,
if this scarcity of information was due to a decline in foraging among the Belarusian peasants of Polesia, or the incompleteness of his data. On the whole, this ethnographic volume had a descriptive character, where the author tried to embrace
all aspects of the folk culture of Polesia. Nevertheless, Moszyński’s background
in natural sciences had been revealed in a long and detailed introduction into the
geography of the region; a description of the landscape showing his admiration
for that place, and its characteristic flora and fauna.
Kazimierz Moszyński also had a bellicose episode in his life. In 1918, Poland
gained independence after an over 200 year period of being colonized by neighbouring empires. In 1920, Moszyński actively engaged himself in the defence of
the newly formed country by taking part in the war against the Bolsheviks. He
was decorated with a medal for his action in the Household Cavalry (Klimaszewska 2002: 210).
In the independent Poland of the 1920s the career of Moszyński was developing at dizzy speed, considering that he was self-taught in ethnography and had
not pursued an academic career. In 1925, Moszyński moved from Warsaw to
Cracow where he was acknowledged with the title of vice-professor and offered a
chair at the Slavic Ethnography Department – the first institution entirely dedicated to Slavic folk culture in Poland and, indeed, in the whole central-eastern
Europe.
In 1934, he was conferred the title of professor by the Senate of the Jagiellonian University. This set a precedent in the history of Polish academic life – a
person without a scientific degree was conferred the title of professor. On the
other hand, Moszyński’s career was symptomatic for his generation, a generation
of »masters« who studied abroad and developed their professional ethnographic
skills within individual searches and work. These scholars, such as Kazimierz
Moszyński, Jan Czekanowski, Stanisław Poniatowski and Jan S. Bystroń were
organizing a proper academic life in the field of ethnology in Poland (PosernZieliński 1973: 96–103). The career of Kazimierz Moszyński, in this aspect, re-
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sembles those of nineteenth century English and American evolutionists, especially that of Edward Tylor (Kuper 2005: 82–85).
Moszyński’s background in the natural sciences was not unique among Polish ethnographers. In last decades of the nineteenth century a growing interest
in ethnography could be observed among doctors, physiologists and physical anthropologists. It was in that circle that the idea of funding an Ethnological Society was raised (1891), and a few outstanding ethnographers were actually physical anthropologists, such as Izydor Kopernicki and Julian Talko-Hryncewicz
(Posern-Zieliński 1973). The interdisciplinary approach of early ethnographers
was something intrinsic to the formation of the discipline. Ethnographers actively collaborated with archaeologists, physical anthropologists, linguists (dialectologists), art and music historians, architects and geographers (Posern-Zieliński
1973: 94).

Field Work and Methods
Nevertheless, Moszyński’s approach was quite unique considering his efforts to
research what we would call today Slavic ethnobiology. He himself admitted
that the presentation of material folk culture in Polish and foreign ethnographic
books was chaotic, and topics other than constructions and costumes were treated
very sparsely or completely neglected (Moszyński 1925: 3; Posern-Zieliński 1973:
96–97). In his own compilations he tried to make up for these defaults. Hence,
Moszyński discussed foraging, fishery, hunting, woodworking, hygiene and cosmetics, natural repellents, dyeing resources and phytotherapy. Although he did
not collect voucher specimens, his species determination is of high credibility. In
many places he consulted the works of botanists, especially Józef Rostafiński, for
whom he showed much regard.
Moszyński’s work was not a continuation of any of the prominent nineteenth
century Polish ethnographers: Oskar Kolberg, Jan Karłowicz or Zygmunt Gloger. In some aspects, his early writing shows the influence of Oskar Kolberg. For
example, the part in his work Polesie Wschodnie (1928) dedicated to medicinal
plants is organised identically to Kolberg’s works. But still, Moszyński’s approach
was fresh, pioneering and inspiring for others.
From 1926 onwards, Moszyński directed and conducted numerous ethnographic field works in Bulgaria, Serbia, Croatia, Hungary and Austria. His field
experience, together with an extensive reading of Slavic ethnographic works was
the basis for his greatest achievement, the volumes on Slavic folk culture. Volume one came out in 1929. It embraced mainly biocultural domains. The second
volume appeared in the 1930s, composed of two parts, which concentrated on
spiritual entities. Moszyński planned to write a third volume on social issues, and
describe all aspects of peasant culture within it. Nevertheless, the war prevented
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him from concluding his enterprise. During World War Two Moszyński suffered
from a very precarious material situation and sold off most of his library. Then,
he could not finish the writing, which was based both on his own field experience and the extensive study of ethnographic, linguistic, botanical and historic
sources.
Earlier, in 1935, Moszyński moved to Vilnius to become the principal of the
Department of Ethnology and Ethnography at the University of Stefan Batory.
He remained in this position until the beginning of the war in 1939. During
the war he did not leave Vilnius, although he suffered tremendous poverty there.
Moszyński devoted his free time to the exploration of his interests in natural sciences, history, sociology and psychology. The outcome of these versatile explorations was a comprehensive scholarly work called Człowiek, (‘Man’), an introduction to general ethnography and ethnology, published posthumously in 1985
(Klimaszewska 2002: 211).
After the war, Moszyński returned to Cracow and continued to write on
various aspects of human economic adaptations. In 1951, he published Ludy
zbieracko-łowieckie (‘Hunters and gatherers’), Ludy pasterskie (‘Pastoral groups’)
appeared in 1953, and Zarys etnografii Górali Assamu (‘Ethnography of Assam
highlanders) came out after his death in 1977 (Klimaszewska 2002: 211). The
core idea that had driven Moszyński’s scientific activity was a search for regularities and principles in the development of human societies. His greatest interest
was man as a biological and cultural being.

Moszyński’s Impact
The success of Kazimierz Moszyński as a researcher and scientific writer was
reflected in his popularity as a lecturer. His lectures on Polish and Slavic ethnography, as well as on non European cultures, attracted a great deal of students
from different departments of the Jagiellonian University, such as archaeology,
linguistics, geography, and even students from other universities. Moszyński
had a large group of disciples. Most ethnologists researching in the 1950s were
his students, or belonged to his school at least for some time. Among his followers who conducted research in Poland and other Slavic countries, were Jadwiga
Klimaszewska, Józef Obrębski, Mieczysław Gładysz, Zofia Szromba-Rysowa,
Danuta Tylkowa, Aleksander Nasz and Barbara Bazielich. Moszyński also had
disciples abroad among prominent researchers: Christo Vakarelski from Sofia
and Milovan Gavazzi from Zagreb (Klimaszewska 2002: 213).
Nevertheless, none of his students dedicated as much space to ethnobotany
and ethnozoology in their works as he did, although the observations of foraging
practices made by Zofia Szromba-Rysowa remain among the most interesting of
the post-war ethnographic monographs (Kujawska and Łuczaj 2010).
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In the 1950s, there were two methodological options prevailed in ethnographic research. One represented by Kazimierz Moszyński and the other by
Professor Witold Dynowski, who gave importance to the sociological aspects of
ethnographers’ work and contemporary subjects, namely changes in folk culture
which was the result of modernization of the country. Moszyński was more interested in investigating vestiges of traditional aspects of folk culture and the ethnogenesis of the Slavic peoples.
Only after Moszyński’s death, in the 1959, was a new perspective adopted,
promoted by a new generation of scholars. Some investigations on foraging took
into account economic and social changes and reported on new phenomena with
respect to wild food gathering activity (Wacławski 1965; Szromba-Rysowa 1966;
Kujawska and Łuczaj 2010).
The validity of Moszyński’s achievements is consolidated in his effort to systematize and synthesize thousands of dispersed cultural facts, described on the
pages of literature which was very hard to access. Many of these facts have been
verified and complemented with his own field data (Gładysz 1976: 8). No Slavic
investigator has dedicated as much attention to biocultural domains, folk taxonomies, and discussed interactions between nature and humans, as Moszyński.
Among his achievements of lasting value is the widening of the scope of ethnographic research methods (Klimaszewska 1976: 29; Sokolewicz 1973: 190).

A Platform for Collaboration
Kazimierz Moszyński has been described as a generous and versatile researcher
and a titan of work by his students and collaborators (Klimaszewska 1976). From
1929 onwards, he was a co-editor of an annual journal called Lud Słowiański
(‘Slavic Folk’). It was the first Polish journal with an international scope, dedicated to the dialectology and ethnography of Slavs. Lud Słowiański was a good
example of direct collaboration between linguists and ethnographers in their
attempts to achieve a synthesis of Slavic ethnography (Sokolewicz 1973: 187).
The journal served as a platform for communication between the investigators.
The papers, which appeared there, served as additional sources of information,
which Moszyński used in the writing of Kultura ludowa Słowian. It was a mutually inspiring cooperation. Investigators delivered data from their field work
to Moszyński, and he synthesized it and drew conclusions, which inspired and
stimulated debates among the wider group of researchers (Gavazzi 1976: 47–55).
Many modern scholars from different Slavic countries have recognized
Moszyński’s contribution to their country’s ethnography. Belarusian researchers
acknowledged that out of a numerous group of Polish scholars, who since the early nineteenth century had studied the folk culture of Belarus, the greatest credit
should be given to the work of Kazimierz Moszyński:
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»He carried out systematic field research throughout western Belarus, having begun
in 1914 with the Eastern Mazyrian Polesia, and ending up in 1922 with his study of
Polesian folk music and song. Apart from his own field research, professor Moszyński
also organized a questionnaire inquiry into the Midsummer night rites in Poland, as
well as team research to get material for the Atlas of Poland’s Folk Culture, extending
to western Belarus part of Volhynia and Mazovia« (Pieciukiewicz 1976: 71).

At one conference organized in the memory of Kazimierz Moszyński, one of his
foreign disciples, Christo Vakarelski, emphasized the significanse of Kazimierz
Moszyński’s research for Bulgarian ethnography.
»Besides his own investigations carried out on Bulgarian territory, Professor
Moszyński instigated some of his pupils’ (J. Obrębski) work on several problems connected with the country folk culture. Moszyński’s observations have great value, particularly in the field of material culture. Among them: wooden architecture in some
regions of Rhodopes, fishing appliances in the Pleven district, some details of folk
costume, agricultural tools« (Vakarelski 1976: 62–63).

Combining ethnography, history and linguistics
Moszyński called the theory, which he used and developed, critical evolutionism.
It was a mixture of, and a selective approach to, classical nineteenth century evolutionism and diffusionism. He took from evolutionism a conviction of the necessity to investigate fundamental matters for man, without illusive attempts to
reconstruct and describe the whole of reality. Moszyński understood the analysis
of Polish ethnography as just a contribution to the general theory (Sokolewicz
1973: 159).
He proposed to narrow the researched field to just one ethnic entity, existing
in a given time and space. Moszyński acknowledged the important role of diffusion in the process of cultural development and pointed out the significance of
geographical conditions in the diffusion of cultural artefacts. However, he explained that diffusion could not be the only explanatory model in the culture
development analysis. Moszyński widened the research on cultural dynamics by
introducing linguistic methods (dialectology, onomastics) as well as historical
ones. In the process of synthesis, Moszyński used comparative methods. He gave
preponderance to ethnographic field research in the cognitive process (Klimaszewska 2002: 212; Sokolewicz 1973: 159).

Foraging
Moszyński was certainly under the influence of Adam Maurizo when he was
working on wild food gathering practices. He even admitted that Maurizio had
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done an interesting exploration of the history of foraging, though he exposed it
in a chaotic way (Moszyński 1962).
The first thing Moszyński pointed out was the relatively little historic material on foraging among Slavs. Plant names and terminology related to wild foods
had never been collected and studied systematically, and neither had the tools
used to pick or dig wild food resources. Moszyński concentrated on the territory
of present Poland and western Ruthenia (western Ukraine, Belarus and Russia).
His choice was based on his estimation that these were the original territories of
the pre-Slavic groups (Moszyński 1962: 100).
Based on ethnographic evidence, Moszyński noticed that apart from berries,
nuts, mushrooms and sorrel, consumed on regular basis by the rural population
in Poland and western Ruthenia, other wild food plants used in times of food
shortage and famine were limited to a few onerous weeds, for example couchgrass (Elytrigia repens), nettles (Urtica), fat-hen (Chenopodium album), wild radish (Raphanus raphanistrum) and charlock (Sinapis arvensis). Couch-grass has
been used for its rhizomes and the rest of the species for their leaves and shoots.
Moszyński wondered why so little of the available edible flora had been used,
bearing in mind that Slavs from the Vistula and Dnieper basins were swine breeders, and pigs were excellent wild edibles indicators (Moszyński 1962: 102–103).
The flora of Poland and its neighbouring countries contains a few dozen
species, whose seeds are edible when processed, and can be used to make bread
and gruel, for instance Fagus sylvatica, Quercus spp., Rumex acetosella, Bistorta
major, Persicaria maculosa, Persicaria hydropiper, Polygonum aviculare, Fallopia
convolvulus, Fallopia dumetorum, Chenopodium album, Nuphar luteum, Papaver rhoeas, Capsella bursa-pastoris, Lotus corniculatus, Digitaria sanguinalis and
many more (Moszyński 1962: 103–104).
There are several species whose underground parts, rich in starch, are suitable
for making flour. In this group of edible species the most important are: the fern
Pteridium aquilinum, Bistorta major, Caltha palustris, commonly eaten by Finns
in the past, Sanguisorba officinalis, Butomus umbellatus, Stachys palustris, Elytrigia repens, Typha latifolia and Typha angustifolia, and some others (Moszyński
1962: 106–108). Furthermore, there are around 40 species, whose underground
parts are a good source of food, though not suitable for making flour. The wild
flora of Poland and western Ruthenia also contains species, which are good
sources of edible oils, like Fagus sylvatica, Tila spp., Sinapis arvensis, Thlaspi arvense, Galeopsis tetrahit and Galeopsis ladanum, as well as seeds of Onopordon
acanthium. This list completes a great number of species producing edible buds,
shoots and leaves; followed by hazelnuts, beech nuts and water chestnuts of Trapa
natans, then wild berries and fruits (pear, apple, etc.). If we add mushrooms to
this list, then we obtain a great variety of wild food resources, which could feed a
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Fig. 1. A memory sign made on a branch. (Collection of the Polish Folk Society in Wrocław.)

considerable population of people, provided they were able to make use of them
(Moszyński 1962: 112).
That was the core of Moszyński’s considerations: the discrepancy between the
number of available wild food plants and the number used. Moszyński asked if
this phenomenon was relatively new one or if it had already been proper to preSlavs.
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In order to answer this question, first he compared patterns of edible flora consumption by hunter-gatherers, shepherds and agricultural societies. No unique
pattern of resource use among hunter-gatherers existed, Moszyński argued, but
those groups that had lived a considerably long time in one territory could make
use of the maximum number of available plant resources. As for shepherds, they
made the most use of dairy and meat in their diet, which they complemented with
wild food plants. The amount of wild plants incorporated in a diet depended on
the group and the ecosystem of which this group formed a part. For example, in
Mongolia shepherds used a few species of grasses such as Elymus giganteus and
Agriophyllum gobicum, underground parts of Bistorta vivipara, Lilium sp., Peonia sp. and seven species of wild garlic, which they loved, but they made no use
of wild berries, fruits or mushrooms (except champignons) growing in northern
Mongolia (Yunatov 1950: 202–203).
With these examples, the author tried to show that the incorporation of wild
foods in a diet might also indicate taste preferences. Agricultural societies, stated
Moszyński, logically should make use of only a minimum number of species,
gathered mainly in times of bad harvest and food scarcity. But reality proved to
be different. For example, wrote Moszyński, inhabitants of New Guinea, who
cultivated impressive looking gardens, still gathered a relatively high number of
wild plants (Aufenanger and Höltker 1940: 177). Amongst European societies,
Moszyński indicated Finns (Maurizio 1916: 55; Manninen 1931: 31) and Herzegovinians (Ćurčić 1913) as an example of a nation that retained wild vegetables in
their food (Moszyński 1962).
In an attempt to resolve the problem posed above, Moszyński underlined the
importance of ethnographic, botanical and linguistic (wild plant nomenclature)
indications. He saw the main task as researching pre-Slavic appellatives of wild
plants, which had been used as foods by pre-Slavs. One of the difficulties, which
he noticed, was that some species were used for multiple proposes. For example,
the local names of greater burdock (Arctium lappa) were similar in all Slavic languages. There is no doubt that the species had been used by pre-Slavs, but it is
difficult to say if it had been used as a medicinal or food resource (Moszyński
1962: 117).
In twenty pages Moszyński presented an ethnographic and linguistic analysis
of edible plants, which might have been used by pre-Slavs, providing pre-Slavonic
names for some of them. He concluded that botanical nomenclature did not contain any appellatives for the starch rich underground or kernel plant species used
by pre-Slavs (Moszyński 1962: 131).
He then analysed historical textbooks, which described periods of bad harvest and famine, and numbered foods consumed by peasants in those stressful
times. Both Polish and Russian sources mainly mention usage of tree leaves, rot-
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ten wood, moss, straw, and unidentified weeds and roots. However general the
information on the subject provided by historical data may be, it becomes clear
that no starch rich plant had been used widely and commonly enough to be mentioned. The analysis of botanical, ethnographic, linguistic and historical information led Moszyński to the conclusion that pre-Slavs had not made use of wild
starchy plants because they had cultivated cereals, some of which they domesticated themselves. But apart from cereals, they cultivated very few vegetables,
hence they procured leafy vegetables in the wild (e.g. Rumex spp., Aegopodium
podagraria L., and Heracleum sphondylium L.). This custom has survived until
modern times (Moszyński1962: 138–140).
»Nature offers a great deal of possibilities for humans, but man, coexisting with nature, uses only a portion. What he uses becomes a historical fact. Therefore, based
solely on nature’s indications, without being aided by other data, it is impossible to arrive at reliable conclusions about the coexistence of humans and nature« (Moszyński
1962: 141).

Slavic Folk Culture in Comparative Perspectives
Moszyński’s work on Slavic folk culture was an enormous enterprise. It was an
attempt to summarize previous investigations into the whole ethnography of
Slavic-speaking communities. Three published volumes present an analysis of a
huge range of material of very different characters: archaeological and toponymic
sources, and data from ethnographic literature complemented with the author’s
own field research and observations. Moszyński made a great effort to present
a comprehensive picture of folk culture, which included similarities and differences between regions. The cultural facts presented were supported by a historical analysis of their variations. This work contains a valuable series of analytical
discussions.
Thanks to the ordering of terms, introduction of typology, taxonomy, establishment of influences and dependences and presentation of the range of occurrence of cultural facts, Moszyński’s work has become the base of national Slavic
ethnographic works and an important phase in the reconstruction of Polish folk
culture (Posern-Zieliński 1973: 101–102).
The three volumes of Slavic folk culture contains altogether 2300 pages, 2500
figures and drawings – most of them made by the author, maps and musical notes.
It was the first synthetic presentation of a large ethnocultural area in Europe (Klimaszewska 2002: 210).
The first volume, dedicated to material folk culture, is actually dominated by
topics which form a part of the ethnobiological field, such as foraging, hunting,
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fishery, woodworking, natural dyes, natural glues and grease, as well as body care
and natural repellents. This volume was warmly received and widely discussed by
ethnographers, specialists in Slavonic peasant culture. In 1936 the volume was
translated into Swedish, although it was never published, and the German translation was interrupted by the outbreak of World War II (Klimaszewska 2002: 210).

Fishery
A topic of great interest for ethnobiologists is Moszyński’s discussion of the importance of fish among Poles and other Slavic peoples. He was interested in the
local ways of categorization of various fish species, tools and fishing techniques.
Moszyński stated that fishery must have been practiced among Slavs for a long
time, since there are a lot of fish names which sound similar in all Slavic languages.
Among Polish names of fishes, which are the same or similar in most Slavic languages are: jaź (Leuciscus idus), jesiotr (Acipenser), karaś (Carassius carassius), karp (Cyprinus carpio), kleń (Squalius cephalus), lin (Tinca tinca), mieniak
or mientuz (Lota lota), okoń (Perca fluviatilis), piskorz (Misgurnus fossilis), płoć
(Rutilus rutilus), podusta (Chrondrostoma nasus), sum (Silurus glanis), szczupak
(Esox lucius), ukleja (Alburnus alburnus) and węgorz (Anguilla anguilla). Some
of the common fish names have much wider reach, like karaś (Carassius carassius)
and karp (Cyprinus carpio). Some of them are shared by Slavs and Germans:these
include: guściora (Güster), łosoś (Lachs), piskorz (Peisker), płoć (Plötze), sandacz
(Zander) and ukleja (Ukelei), but it is difficult to settle the direction of borrowing for all of them. According to Moszyński, a considerable amount of fish names
were borrowed from Slavs by Hungarians and Romanians (Moszyński 1929: 63).
Fishery has acquired more importance in the Slavonic peasant economy than
game hunting, but its significance has been uneven for different groups. There is
some historical and ethnographic evidence to claim an extraordinary abundance
of fishes in the rivers of Slavic territory in the past. Periods of the most extensive
fishing were late spring, which coincides with spawning, and winter, especially
when stagnant water was covered with ice. Then, fishes gathered in large numbers
just under the surface, were an easy catch for fishermen (Moszyński 1929: 64–65).
Simple fishing techniques practiced by Slavs include catching by hand, beating or stunning with stones, clubs, hammers; pricking and water poisoning
(Moszyński 1929: 66). Pricking has been practiced with specially designed pitchforks, ending with two, three or many prongs. At the time of writing of Kultura
ludowa Słowian, fishing with this kind of weapon was forbidden, hence fishing by
pricking was becoming less and less popular (Moszyński 1929: 67).
Another primitive technique used by Slavs was based on the use of haulm.
Stems of peas and beans were put into an air-hole for a night. Then fishes swam
into them and were caught by surprise by a skilful fisherman, who pulled the
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haulm out of the water with one move and with fishes entangled in it (Moszyński
1929: 75). Information about homemade poisons is very scarce. Moszyński wrote
that data about some herbs used for this purpose were so unreliable, that he preferred not to repeat them (Moszyński 1929: 69).
Slavonic fishery can be characterized by some extensive constructions, such as
dams made of a few lines of reed »fences« (Moszyński 1929: 70–72). In some
Russian rivers even walls made of logs could be seen. Some reed fences had a form
of labyrinth, which made escape impossible for stray fishes. Use of these kinds of
traps has been recorded, apart from Slavic countries, in Finland, Sweden, Estonia, Hungary, Romania and southern France. According to Moszyński, the Swedish had borrowed them from Finns, and the Finns from Slavs (Moszyński 1929:
72–74).

Hygiene and Insect Repellents
The uses of natural resources such as protecting oneself against insects form part
of the biocultural domains, which have developed in the encounter between humans and other organisms. Moszyński began discussing this topic with the bold
thesis that Slavs had never been fond of bathing and had not shown a passion
for cleanliness in general. Nevertheless, the measuring of cleanliness, Moszyński
underlined, was always relative, and should be made in comparison with other
ethnic groups. He observed a gradient of hygiene importance, which started in
the north and central Asia and grew towards western Europe. The Kirghiz people
in Central Asia, for instance, wrote Moszyński, never washed their clothes and
wore them until they tore apart on their body; while the Khanty (Ostyak) in
northern Asia not only neglected household cleaning but did not even bother to
take their children’s excrement outside. Therefore, Moszyński claimed, Slavs were
somewhere in the middle, concerning hygiene and the cleaning of households,
but their flaw was body care (Moszyński 1929: 590).
According to Moszyński, men hardly ever washed their hair, and if so, they
did it to remove parasites. On the other hand, women washed their hair quite
often, especially young unmarried ones. In Poland, Polesia and the Kiev region
babies and toddlers were washed very often, but as they grew up, baths became
rarer and rarer, especially amongst boys. Youngsters, however, often bathed in the
summertime in rivers, but with a different purpose than washing – to get some
refreshment and fun (Moszyński 1929: 592). Peasants from northern-eastern Belarus and northern Ruthenia held a different attitude towards personal hygiene.
There, the ancient wet sauna survived until the 20th century, the same one, which
had been encountered in other parts of Slavic territory in older times. Little can
be said about teeth and ear care among Slavs. Moszyński mentioned a custom of
larch resin chewing by Ruthenians. However, this was not a typical Slavic custom
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but a practice adopted from Siberians and Ural highlander peoples (Moszyński
1929: 593).
As for the customs of washing and maintaining clothes, while conducting his
field research in the Carpathians the author observed that shepherds used to impregnate underwear with animal fat in order to deter insects, protect the body
from humidity and to make it softer (Moszyński, 1929: 596). The most common
washing detergent was alum, made of wood ashes mixed with water. Soap was prepared from fat and alum made of some specific herbs. Ethnographic and historic
sources say very little about the production and use of soap among Slavic peasants.
Moszyński claimed, based on his field observations, that in some parts, like Bosnia and Belarus peasants hardly ever used soap, and if so it was rather bought in
towns. Nevertheless, in Slavic languages there are many names for plant species,
which derive from the word ’soap’. The great majority of these species belong to the
botanical family of Caryophyllaceae. Among them are Dianthus superbus, called
’wild soap’ in southern Ruthenia, Gypsophila muralis, Lychnis chalcedonica, Lychnis flos cuculi, Viscaria vulgaris, Melandryum album, called »dog’s soap« in western Belarus; finally Herniaria glabra, and H. hirsuta. These species were all used in
the past. When Moszyński and his colleagues were conducting their field studies,
people were still using Saponaria officinalis in Bulgaria and Belarus, and Herniaria
glabra L. in Ukraine and Belarus. Girls and young women used Saponaria to wash
their faces to make them more delicate and paler (Moszyński 1929: 602–605).
In Bulgaria Moszyński observed that people used a kind of clay (slate containing salts of sulphur acid) as detergent. It was used as a hair and skin softener.
Before applying it to hair, the clay was baked and mixed with vinegar to make a
kind of gruel. Another soap substitute was rye bran, used in Polesia in Belarus
(Moszyński 1929: 606).
Some of the greatest troubles for peasants have always been parasites, insects
and rodents. Ruthenian and Belarusian framers had a strategy to kill insects based
on climatic advantages, namely very cold winters. In the beginning of wintertime
they used to leave their houses for some time, leaving the doors and windows
open so all insects inside the house froze. Bug plagues have been rarer since households started to be cleaned more frequently. Still some natural methods have been
used. To fight fleas, cut wormwood (Artemisia absinthium) was scattered over the
house floor. Corners where bedbugs and cockroaches would dwell were poured
with boiling water, incensed with herbs and bird cherry (Padus avium)flowers, or
alternatively smeared with the fruit of henbane (Hyoscyamus niger). Some farmers used charms to get rid of bothersome squatters (Moszyński 1929: 609–610).
To deter mosquitoes, Slavs first used smoke. In Polesia, at the time Moszyński
was doing his field work, people used to smoke oak bracket fungus (Daedalea quercina) inside houses. If this resource was not available, pine cones were
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Fig. 2. Plants stuck in thatched roofs.

smoked. In some places, wrote Moszyński, people lit great fires near their households, which from a distance gave the impression that the whole village was on
fire. Farmers would also build fires near pasturing animals. The author made the
bold conclusion that lighting fires, which protected from mosquito attacks, must
have favoured animal domestication (Moszyński 1929: 611).

Ritual Plants on St John’s Day
While working for the Warsaw Scientific Society in 1923, Moszyński designed
a questionnaire containing numerous illustrations and conducted extensive field
work on folk material culture in 100 evenly distributed villages in Poland. The
planned outcome of that enterprise was to be an ethnographic atlas. In 1929, he
designed another questionnaire on spiritual entities in peasant culture. With the
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help of a few of his colleagues and some students, Kazimierz Moszyński carried
out systematic field studies in 1930/31. The data were gathered during interviews
with approximately 200 peasants, the majority elderly people. Before the Second
World War, 36 maps concerning spiritual lore were published. The ethnographic
atlas had a pioneering character for all Slavic countries (Klimaszewska 2002:
210). Volume two from 1935 contains three maps, unusual among the set in
which they appear, presenting plant species stuck into thatched roofs, walls and
the like on Midsummer Day (Fig. 1). This subject had not occurred to Moszyński
before – the information was gathered while interviewing on herb divination on
St. John’s day. It was then put on the map, showing quite interesting results, but
it was not complete enough to be published. Consequently, Moszyński searched
out the literature and sent a questionnaire to village teachers and touring circles,
after which the maps were completed and published (Moszyński 1935).
The main purpose of sticking plants in roofs, walls, windows, etc., was to protect
belongings from the evil powers of witches, who were believed to be exceptionally
active on midsummer night. Poland could be divided into two major territories,
concerning the use of particular species and plant forms, namely the north-east region and the rest of the country. The north-east region was characterized by prevalence in use of nettles and other species, whose apotropaic powers could be easily
explained. Nettle stings, so a witch was to be stung with it; juniper, dog rose and
thistle prick, so a witch was supposed to be pricked with them, Rhododendron tomentosum (Syn. Ledum palustre) intoxicates, hence it was to make a witch dizzy. In
the rest of the country numerous species were used, with more obscure apotropaic
genesis, dominated by burdock, mugwort and lime tree (Moszyński 1935).
Moszyński’s initiative of making the atlas was continued after World War II
by a group of researcher concentrated around Józef Gajek.

Cosmetics
Cosmetics constitute another biocultural domain discussed by Kazimierz
Moszyński. He interpreted cosmetics as a part of folk aesthetics and body
adornment, rather than body care, and included them in the volume on spiritual culture of Kultura ludowa Słowian. However, the author pointed out that
fashion and cosmetics could be also related to magic and medicine (Moszyński
1968: 48).
Moszyński discerned three principal areas of cosmetic treatments: 1) skull
deformation, 2) tattooing, 3) skin, hair and teeth colouring. The first one was
performed on children, the second among youth and the third was practiced by
adults (Moszyński 1968: 48–49). Tattooing among Slavs has been limited to
some parts of the Balkan Peninsula, mainly to Bosnia and Herzegovina, performed generally by girls and women (Moszyński 1968: 51).
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While body tattoos were limited to a few parts of Slavic territory, body colouring was practiced commonly throughout this territory. Colouring agents
were dominated by plant resources. Many different herbs were used by peasant
girls and women to produce »lipstick« and colour cheeks. Lipsticks were made
from the roots of Anchusa officinalis, Lithospermum arvense, Onosma echioides,
Echium rubrum and Echium vulgare. Plant species with rubefacient properties
were applied to provoke cheek colouring. Principally Polygonatum officinale,
Convallaria majalis, Listera ovata and Daphne mezereum were used for this purpose. The most popular lipstick producing plant was Lithospermum arvense, and
among rubefacient species Moszyński distinguished mezereon as most often used
(Moszyński 1968: 54–56). As natural perfume, girls employed a few aromatic
herbs. In the Volhynia region young women before going out used to put a few
leaves of mint or Tanacetum balsamita inside their bras, the latter was cultivated
exclusively for this purpose in home gardens (Moszyński 1968: 59).

Conclusions
The theoretical contribution of Kazimierz Moszyński to European ethnobiology
rests in his attempt to discuss large questions, and to embrace wide topics, like
foraging, fishery and the like, practiced by a very large and diverse ethnic group –
Slavs. His evolutionary and diffusionist theoretical background manifested itself
in this attempt. Moszyński used many methods in his research of the ethnobiological aspects of peasant culture, both in the field: qualitative interviews, illustrations, observation, as well as during analysis: mapping, comparative methods,
use of historic sources, linguistic methods in the discussion of plant appellatives,
use categories and taxonomies.
Moszyński’s merits for ethnobiology lay in his enormous compilation work
of dispersed sources, some of them very difficult to access. In his synthesis,
Moszyński drew some interesting conclusions, for example on fishery and hunting practices among Slavs, as well as on plant gathering. And he discussed these
subjects in wider cultural, historic and geographic contexts. However, his own
field data related to ethnobotany are not as exhaustive and complete as those of
his contemporary Seweryn Udziela, who investigated narrower and more local
subjects like medicinal plants in the Cracow area or plants blessed on Assumption Day in the same region. Therefore, it is difficult to make diachronic comparative studies based upon Moszyński’s field data.
From Moszyński’s analysis of biocultural domains we learn that at the time
of his research, folk culture was passing through dynamic changes, and most
of the practices he described already held the status of past use. In this sense,
Moszyński did an important work in documenting practices, which were in the
process of being abandoned or transformed. Therefore, his papers provide a his-
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torical background, and his bold theses offer a challenge for a new generation of
ethnobiologists.
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A Schoolteacher with a Mission
Gustav Vilbaste (1885–1967) and ethnobotany
in Estonia
Raivo Kalle and Renata Sõukand 1

»Kaebtus (evil eye) [Polygala amarella]. There are three kinds – with blue, red
and white flowers. In Torma they are called seebililled (soapflower), because they
are used for washing hands. This plant is used if the milk of a cow goes bad, becomes watery – that means some stranger has looked at the milk or the cow with
an evil eye, which has made the milk go bad. Then the kaebtus is used to wash or
steam the milk churns: kaebtus is boiled in a pot and then the steam or the hot
water is used to heat the churn. Also cows are given the decoctions to drink and
people use it against internal diseases« (Vilgaste TN 1, 302(2)).
This is a small part of a report sent in 1929 by a correspondent Mihkel Sild
from Torma parish in answer to the request to collect data about folk use of plants
made by a man we now know as Gustav Vilbaste. However, most of his life he was
known as Gustav Vilberg. The name-change took place during the nation-wide
campaign of Estonification in 1935. Gustav was born on the 3 September 1885 in
Kuusalu parish, Northern Estonia, as the fifth child in a family of tenant peasant
fishermen. He received his primary education in the four-year school in his home
village, Saunja. At twelve Gustav had to start working, but he returned to school
when he was fifteen, graduating in 1903 with a teacher’s diploma. For ten years he
worked as a teacher and later attended high-school in Tartu, interrupted by the
mobilization for the First World War.

As a Student in Tartu
He went to Tartu with a clear goal: to become a university student. He was already attending lectures at the University of Tartu while still at high school, at the
The authors thank Cultural Endowment of Estonia for financial support and Ilmar
Part for the language editing.
1
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age of 32. Before matriculation he fought in the Estonian War of Independence
in the school teachers company. Only after the war ended, in 1919, was he able
to start his studies at the University of Tartu in the department of mathematics
and life sciences. He studied there until 1926. In addition to all this, he found
time to travel in the space of a few years through all of Estonia. He also promptly
reported the results of his journey to the readers of the national newspaper Postimees and later published a three-volume illustrated book. This was the beginning
of Estonian nature tourism (Vilbaste and Sarv 2005). At the same time, to pay
for his living expenses and studies, he continued working as 1) a language teacher
(1919–1920), 2) a private teacher, 3) a junior assistant at the Institute of Botany
of the University of Tartu (1920–1923), 4) the editor and later senior editor of
Loodus (‘Nature’), then the first and only Estonian journal of natural sciences,
published 1922–1924, and 5) finally the director of the Virumaa Public University (1925–1927).
Later, Vilbaste continued his botanical education at his own expense at the
University of Vienna, where he graduated and some months later received his
doctorate degree in botany with the dissertation Erneuerung der Loodvegetation
durch Keimlinge in Ost-Harrien (Estland) (1929). By this time he had already
become the best specialist in Estonian vegetation and on returning home was
awarded a scholarship from the University of Tartu to prepare himself for future work at the University. He used this scholarship to study floristic works and
vegetation in Sweden, Finland and Latvia. He also had a chance to take part in
expeditions in Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Germany and Lithuania in the
1920s and 1930s. However, after the end of the scholarship he was not offered
the job he hoped for despite the support of the Baltic German professors. The job
was given instead to another candidate, supported by Estonians at the University.
Frustrated by such a setback, Vilbaste never applied for a university position
again. Instead, he returned to his old profession and served as a teacher in natural sciences and geography in two high schools in Tartu in between 1931 and
1936.To publish his works, which often were in disagreement with mainstream
academic thinking in Estonia, Vilbaste established his own publishing house
Loodusevaatleja (‘Nature Observer’). Here he published a popular-scientific
journal from 1930 until it closed down in 1938 due to financial problems. This
journal and (ethno)botanical and other books on natural sciences published by
Loodusevaatleja had a great impact on the formation of Estonians’ cognition of
nature, the understanding of natural sciences and their study.
A great change in Vilbaste’s life occurred in 1936, when he was chosen, from
among 22 candidates, as the first and the only inspector of nature conservation
in Estonia. He served in this position, supported by a network of volunteer trustees all across Estonia. The nearly ten years in this position were Vilbaste’s most
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productive years. His important contribution to nature conservation in Estonia
included the compilation of the inventory of protected species and objects, the
popularisation of nature conservation and other activities, including participation in the establishment of Tallinn Zoo in 1939 (Hang 1985, 1986, Tõnisson
2010). The Soviet regime closed the position for the first time in 1940 and Vilbaste had to work at a high school in Tallinn for a short time (1941–42), until the
Nazi German occupation regime reopened the position.
In 1945 the position was ultimately closed by the Soviet regime and Vilbaste
worked in some temporary positions until the botany department of the Estonian Museum of Natural History was established and he was asked to become its
director. Although this was his last position before retirement in 1950, he started
several practices there that still continue to this day, gave numerous lectures, curated many exhibitions about nature and was one of the most popular lecturers
on nature and nature conservation (Jõe 1991, 1994). Those last five years of his
professional career (1945–1950) were the only time in his life when he was working as a professional botanist.

The First Steps in Ethnobotany
Already in his childhood, Vilbaste was interested in folk songs. So, until 1916
Vilbaste mostly collected folk songs and this aspect of his life is well researched
(Oras 2006, see also Vilbaste 1965). He recalled that three languages were spoken
in his home: his mother spoke maakeel (inland language), his father spoke the
coastal dialect and a housemaid, originating from Kolga, spoke the Kolga dialect.
In addition, his paternal grandmother also spoke the northern coastal dialect. He
noticed and learned to appreciate such a difference in dialects (Vilbaste 1965). In
his teens he wrote down several stories retold in different dialects in his home and
sent them to the Estonian folklorist Matthias Johann Eisen. His first installment
bears the date 20. September 1902 (Hiiemäe 2005).
Vilbaste was fond of his native region, which can be extended to include the
whole of Eastern Harjumaa, North Estonia. He became the most productive correspondent from this region. Collecting folklore in his long summer vacation
(teachers were employed only from October until April), he compiled a dictionary of the coast dialect.
Until the very end of his life, his greatest passion and hobby was vernacular
names of plants. He started to systematically collect plant names in 1907 in response to national vernacular plant name collecting campaigns organised by the
Estonian Students’ Society (cf Postimees 1907, Postimees 1912). The idea of the
campaign was to create in Estonian a unified list of plant names derived from the
binominal system. Vilbaste became one of the most productive correspondents
for the Estonian Students’ Society for this call. Although he lacked botanical
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education, his self-learning abilities helped him learn how to identify plants in
the field using a Russian translation of the plant atlas by the botanist Heinrich
Moritz Willkomm (Laasimer et al. 1994).
By 1915 he had gained enough self-confidence to discuss in public the ethymology and use of the seaweed Fucus vesiculosus in a respectable journal Eesti
Kirjandus (‘Estonian Literature’). He suggested using the generic names atru,
adru for seaweed, but not muda [mud], by which it was known to this time in
literature. Later during the same year he already published a follow-up article
about his research, which he had conducted among schoolteachers in the region,
on the suitability of this name (Vilberg 1915a, 1915b). He preserved the letter
of a schoolteacher, V. Oja, sent in response to his questionnaire. Those were his
first insights in the field of ethnobotany and also a valuable contribution to the
development of Estonian botanical vocabulary. Before immatriculation to the
University of Tartu he also managed to publish ethnobotanical articles on birch
sap (Vilberg 1918).
The first list of Estonian plant names for official use was published in 1917,
as a supplement of the journal Eesti Kirandus. In the foreword to this list, Vilbaste was listed among the four most productive correspondents. The publication
also contained a new appeal for future contributions and corrections. Vilbaste
responded to this as well, and his contribution is mentioned also in the foreword
to the final list (KT 1918, Nenjukov 1928).
He had himself characterized the end of this period with the following words:
»In language studies there is enough manpower to conduct research in dialects
and collect the corresponding data. I can now proceed to my most direct task [as a
botanist], but for my hobby I have selected a task needing philological knowledge
as well. This is the collecting of plant names« (Mäger 1967).

A Network for Collecting Plant Names
The Estonian Mother Tongue Society was created in 1920 and Vilbaste promptly
became its member. Participation in the society increased his professionalism in
collecting dialects and research on them, although at that time he mostly concentrated on research and collection of vernacular plant names.
A great change in his ethnobotanical collecting activities came with the calls
he published in nation-wide periodicals: Vikerkaar (‘Rainbow’), Eesti Mets (‘Estonian Forest’), Loodus (‘Nature’) and Kasvatus (‘Education’) (Vilberg 1923a–d).
In his first calls he was asking for vernacular names and their equivalents in Latin, German or Russian and suggested the use of his key book published the year
before (Vilberg 1922). The call ended with the first report, in which he acknowledged help from two correspondents. This call was also published in the nationwide newspaper Postimees in the abridged form (Postimees 1923).
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Vilbaste repeated his call after about five years in the journals Eesti Keel (‘Estonian Language’), Eesti Kirjandus (‘Estonian Literature’), Noorusmaa (‘Land
of youth’), as well in the nation-wide newspapers Postimees (Vilberg 1928c) and
Päevaleht (Vilberg 1928a–e). In the journal Noorusmaa he also published a list
of vernacular names of plants common in his native village, for 215 taxa altogether. In this article he recognized that pupils know 50–100 plants, and only
few, the ones most interested in the plants, knew more than 100 taxa (Vilberg
1928f).
Already next year he published in the journal Eesti Mets (Vilberg 1929a)
and the newspaper Postimees (Vilberg 1929b) a new, improved questionnaire, in
which the emphasis had moved from plant names to the use of the plants. He
asked detailed questions on the following subjects: for what purpose the plants
were used in previous times (for medicine, dyeing, witchcraft, food etc), what fairytales are known about the plants, what work is done while plants are blooming
or ripen, etc. In this call he already sets higher standard for the correspondents.
Now he was asking not only for vernacular, Estonian and Latin names, but also
for a voucher specimen. He also mentioned in this call that his new and improved
key book could be used for better identification of the plants (Vilberg 1925). It is
difficult to say how many voucher specimens he recieved, since he combined them
with his own herbaria of about 14,000 specimens, which in turn is now combined with the Estonian Herbarium in the Herbaria of the Estonian University
of Life Sciences. Small plant parts that correspondents glued or sewed on the side
of their reports were left in the manuscripts and some of them are still preserved.
Some of the correspondents added, for better recognition, drawings of the plants,
some of them quite recognizable.
The next call and the report were published two years later in the journal Eesti
Kirjandus (Vilberg 1930a) and the newspaper Postimees (Vilberg 1930b). He
started this report on a pessimistic note: »Written language powerfully invades
every scientific field and destroys carelessly all that is indigenous in the expressions of ones thoughts. School unifies the language, literature supports it and
the naming of all that appears becomes slowly homogenous/unvaried, book like,
where ancient words alternate with artificially modified words« (Vilberg 1930a).
As usual in his reports, he gave an overview of how many data he had already received (Table 1). He structured his report according to schools, stating the name
of the teacher and the number of pupils responding to him. According to this
report, the most productive schools were Kohtla-Järve school (29 pupils), Silla
school (22), Valtu school (20), Rootsiküla school (19), Jõhvi school (17), Anija
school (16), Narva-Jõesuu school (16) etc. There is no correlation between the size
of the school and the number of pupils sending plant-lore, as small village-schools
sent in similar amounts as city schools.
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Vilbaste also published a separate call for children in a journal addressed to
them, Eesti Noorus (‘Estonian Youth’) (Vilberg 1933d). From 1934 onwards
Vilbaste sent his correspondents the third, updated version of his questionnaire,
published in full in his book (for example see Vilberg 1934c, 1935a). The next
report was published in 1934, mostly listing correspondents sending plant-lore
for the second or the third time (Vilberg 1934a). This was to be expected, as Vilbaste’s manuscript reveals that he responded even to small messages, commenting
on every note, identifying every vernacular name sent to him (indicating Latin
and Estonian official names) and thanking the correspondent. If, with the data
received, identification was not possible, he asked for additional information and
a voucher specimen. All his letters ended with the request to send more.
The participation of pupils in the process of the collecting plant-lore depended
greatly on the activity of the teacher. In Vilbaste’s manuscript we can find dozens
of answers where teachers have responded to personal requests just saying that,
unfortunately, in their region people do not know plants.
The pupils’ responses can be roughly divided into two groups. Most of the responses bear the heading »In our area plants are named«, which is followed by a
long list of plants, divided into such categories as trees, bushes, herbaceous plants,
food plants etc. They generally contain very little information on plant use, if at
all. Such responses were sent mostly as an answer to the earlier calls. Another
group of pupils’ letters can be characterized by the heading »The use of plants in
previous times«, in which greater emphasis is placed on the medical and food,
as well as dyeing, magical and ceremonial use of plants. Those responses were,
as a rule, not accompanied with a separate plant list. The responses with such a
structure were usually a follow-up to the previous plant-list or a single response to
the later questionnaire. Vilbaste acknowledged and expressed gratitude for even a
small contribution and teachers communicated this to the pupils. Often this gave
great outcomes, resulting in a second response from the same school.
From the 1930s, when he started to publish his journal Loodusevaatleja (‘Nature Observer’) he also added to his responses a fresh number of the journal. If
he had recently published something related to ethnobotany, he also sent out an
offprint of it, to show how important the contributions of the pupils are. Such
targeted distribution of the journal served three purposes: as advertising for the
journal, as an inspiration for future collecting and as a means to increase interest
toward nature. As a sort of reward, Vilbaste sent his publications on plants to his
collectors as well.
To collect ethnobotanical resources, he also used his position as a teacher, giving the collection of plant names as homework to his pupils in both Tartu high
schools where he was teaching. With this he gathered several manuscripts worth
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of more data (for example see Vilbaste, TN 5), and the reports from his own students are detailed than the responses from other schools.
Vilbaste acquired almost half of the correspondents through a personal approach. It is difficult to tell how long the list of the teachers was to whom he
initially sent requests for collaboration, as he did not archive the fruitless correspondence of the first years of collecting. We only know that in 1929 he sent a
repeat call to more than 60 teachers, who did not answer to his first letter.
Through the personal approach he got data from well-known folklore collectors who had already sent data to other collectors of folklore (like Jakob Hurt,
Matthias Johann Eisen and the Estonian Folklore Archives). Other collectors
first sent the original data to Vilbaste, but later resent it to the Archives as well.
For example, the plant lore sent by the school teacher Julius Lunts to Vilbaste in
1931 is duplicated in the material sent to the Estonian Folklore Archives in 1937.
The number of active people in every society is limited and at this time there was
no guarantee that one or another archive will survive.
All of Vilbaste’s ethnobotanical correspondence is preserved, according to his
will, in the Estonian Folklore Archives in 11 manuscript volumes as a part of the
fund bearing Vilbaste’s name (Vilbaste TN), altogether 8319 pages. Vilbaste collected plant-lore until the end of his days and stayed in touch with his correspondents, who numbered up to 1500 (including pupils). The list of correspondents,
provided in the first volume of his TN manuscript, might even be longer, as Vilbaste did not always preserve data on the information source, sometimes adding
to the data only general information like »women selling at Tallinn market«
(see also Vilberg 1935e). This list written by Vilbaste also contains reference to
other literature, including other manuscripts, and archive data copied. Table 1
indicates the amount of ethnobotanical data in specific moments of the collecting process.
Table 1. Amount of ethnobotanical data in specific moments of the collecting process.
Composed according to the data presented on pages 1205–1284 of Vilbaste TN 1. The numbers are cumulative. ERA – data copied from manuscripts of Estonian Folklore Archives
Date

1.II.30 27.XI.30 10.XII.33 20.I.37 ERA 31.V.39 1944

Plant
uses

4562

6381

Plant 23839 28228
names

24.VI.66 1967

8227

13305

3129 14540

15168 16885

16891

31086

36521

168

79966 100790

100842

46643
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Publisher of Ethnobotanical Data since 1930
By the 1930ies Vilbaste already had a considerable collection of ethobotanical
data and, as could be expected, he started to analyse and publish this data. The
most important bibliography of Gustav Vilbaste in botany, ethnobotany and
natural sciences in general is published in the book written by botanist Toomas
Kukk (Kukk 1999: 440–443). It contains altogether 175 records. For this overview we have selected only those works that reflect on the use and naming of the
plants. Vilbaste’s full bibliography reaches over 1400 items (Hang 1985: 410).
The first article »Taimed arstirohuna aegade kestes« (‘Plants as a medicine
in the course of times’) (Vilberg 1932a) integrated the knowledge he received
from his correspondents with already published data: works concerning Estonian data, like a book by doctor and writer Johann Wilhelm Ludwig von Luce
(Topographische Nachrichten von der Insel Oesel…, 1823) and an article by ethnographer Ilmari Manninen (Üldjooni meie rahvameditsiinist, 1925), but also old
international publications on the use of medicinal plants, such as Otto Brunfels’s
Contrafayt Kreuterbuch nach rechter vollkommener Art (1532) and Gaius Plinius
the Elder’s Historia naturalis from 78 A.D. The article is easy to read and greatly
generalizing.
Already next year he published two ethnographic articles in the journal Eesti
Kirjandus. The first analysed names of Primula veris (Vilberg 1933a) and is based
on the data collected mostly through a personal approach to schoolteachers, of
whom he asked just one question: How is P. veris named in your region? Over 40
teachers throughout Estonia answered this question.
He seemed to be using the linguistic-geographic method created by the linguist
Andrus Saareste to arrange the data on the genus Primula, proof for which can
be found in the draft pages of this article (Vilbaste, TN 1, 1195–1201). With this
thorough research Vilbaste received over 100 vernacular names for P. veris, which
is a record in the Estonian context. It has remained unclear why he chose this specific plant and why such a method of data collection. Probably he wanted to get
quickly all the information about one specific feature of one plant, which was an
impossible task with the wide-based collecting methodology he generally used.
In the next issue of Eesti Kirjandus Vilbaste published an article about the
origin of Estonian plant names (Vilberg 1933b). This article has not lost its actuality and use even now; it was later partially re-published in the introduction of
his monograph Eesti taimenimetused (‘Estonian Plant Names’) (Vilbaste 1993).
His next article, about the plants cultivated over 300 years ago, he published in
his own journal Loodusevaatleja. There he explored which Estonian plant names
were present in the three earliest Estonian vocabularies and grammar books published in the mid-seventeenth century and suggested that if the name existed,
then the plant was also cultivated, although in manor and church gardens, since
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peasants had no access to nor knowledge of exotic plants. The main goal of the article was to give a good overview of the history of the names of cultivated plants;
although the compliers of those grammars, not the peasants, have created quite a
large number of those names (Vilberg 1934b: 14). The limited number of grammars used indicates that Vilbaste did not intend to give a fundamental overview
of an actual history of the use of cultivated plants. Estonian science historian
Vaike Hang commented on the great number of Vilbaste’s articles, that »every
born idea, research result, interesting observation had to reach the wide circle of
interested readers as soon as possible« (Hang 1985: 409–410). Probably he was
keeping the same in mind when writing the abovementioned article as well.
In the same year he published two sections (first volume) of his planned fivevolume grand ethnobotany book Meie kodumaa taimi rahva käsitluses (‘Popular
views on plants native to Estonia’) (Vilberg 1934c). The next volume was published
in the following year (Vilberg 1935a). In those two volumes he gave an overview of
the herbaceous pants growing in meadows. Unfortunately, due to financial problems he was not able to publish the last three volumes (about trees, bushes, forest
and bog plants etc). Those self-published and self-financed books were very thorough and contained a chapter for every plant, with detailed ethnobotanical explanation of the plant’s use in Estonia and abroad, its vernacular names, the origin of
the names, legends about the plant, chemical compounds of the plant and their use
in medicine, and its cultural importance. Plant chapters also contained detailed
plant descriptions, drawings and data on plant geography; also other, less known
members of the family were named. The published first two volumes received positive reviews (for example Hindrey 1934, Reeben 1934).
In addition to this, Vilbaste also wrote numerous smaller articles in newspapers, educating a wider audience. Before Christmas he wrote about the ethnobotany of nuts, including a description of the kind of games played with nuts during the holidays, an overview of the nuts available in the local markets and shops
and also explained the origins and botanical features (Vilberg 1934d). Although
this newspaper article was a shorter version of an already published article, it contained more of ethnobotany and less of botany (Vilbaste 1937).
In fact, he published articles in newspapers rather often; for example, in 1935
he wrote two overview articles about plants used for witchcraft in Estonia (Vilberg 1935b, 1935c). The last article ended with: »using plants for witchcraft
makes no-one happy, their user becomes ill-intended and others start to hate and
despise them and their end is miserable. Let’s also finish dealing with witchcraft
plants this time, because it also probably won’t lead to anything good«.
To counterbalance the article on witchcraft, Vilbaste gave a presentation
»Where to find happiness. Plants as foretellers of happiness and the future« at
a meeting of the Academic Folklore Society. This presentation was transcribed
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by a journalist and published between two articles on witchcraft (Postimees
1935). Later, Vilbaste himself wrote a scientific article about fortune and foretelling plants in the yearbook of the Estonian National Museum (Vilbaste-Vilberg
1937). This article explains that among Estonians the best-known fortuneteller
plant is the blue fleabane, Erigeron acer, although its use is unknown in other
countries. Altogether he gave an overview of eight plants or plant products. Vilbaste also often published shorter one-plant or one phenomenon describing articles in newspapers and journals (for example see Vilberg 1933c, 1935d, e).
His wider interest toward the interaction of humans and plants was also
demonstrated through the publication of two articles in his journal. The first,
‘Plants in proverbs’ (Vilbaste 1937), analises the presence of plants in proverbs.
Some of those proverbs were already published in earlier literature, but some of
them were collected by Vilbaste himself. Another article, published a year later,
explores plants in riddles (Vilbaste 1938b). In it he refers to Matthias Johann
Eisen’s riddle book from 1890, containing 35 plant taxa. He finds that the plants
most often featured in riddles were nuts, peas, hops, cabbages, strawberries, lentils, linen, cranberries, and beans; the samples provided in the articles are just a
few examples of the numerous texts.
Vilbaste published a scientific article about dyeing with plants in the yearbook
of the Estonian National Museum (Vilbaste 1939). He described numerous possibilities for dyeing with native and cultivated plants, dyeing technology, colour
tones, mordant etc. For this research he studied all the available literature and his
own ethnobotanical collection as well. It is still the most important work in this
field in Estonia.
During the Second World War, he received a scholarship from the Estonian
Learned Society and the Society of Nature Researchers in 1942 to update and
improve his manuscript on plant names. He used this scholarship to partially
cover the expenses of his fieldworks conducted all over Estonia, most of the cost
of which he still had to pay himself. The idea of the fieldworks was to check and
identify the plant names sent to him earlier. Because of the wartime, he needed
a special permit for such a journey. He travelled by bike and bus, covering over
4000 km and collecting almost 25,000 plant names and over 300 uses in two
years (EKLA f 152, M 67:4). The first draft of his most important book was ready
in 1944.

Linguist and Ethnographer
Although in Vilbaste’s own opinion the monograph was ready, the war and the
difficult times following it in Estonia did not permit publication on ethnobotanical subjects. Thus he continued to improve the manuscript until the end of the
1950s. Later, with the help of the Estonian Mother Tongue Society, the original
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manuscript was reproduced in five typewritten copies, bearing the date 1960. One
copy is stored in the Folklore Archives of the Estonian Literary Museum in the
fund bearing his name and contains 1227+54 typewritten pages (Vilbaste, T).
In 1959 the Estonian Mother Tongue Society formed a commission to edit this
voluminous manuscript. The commission consisted of well-known linguists and
natural scientists, but their resources were limited. Only for nine months in 1961
did they have funds to employ someone for the editing work. The manuscript
turned out to be more complicated than originally thought, and the editing lasted for more than thirty years. Finally, the manuscript was published in 1993.
Twenty recognized Estonian scientists edited it altogether. It is difficult to tell
what exactly was edited. The greater changes carried out by the editing committee are discussed in the first chapter of the book composed by the chief editors:
linguist Heino Ahven and natural scientist and academician Erast Parmasto
(Vilbaste 1993: 7–14).
The committee decided to take out of the manuscript plant names used by
ethnic minorities in Estonia (Russian, German, Latvian, Swedish, Romanic, and
Yiddish), and even Estonian kindred languages (Finnish, Izhorian and Votic) although Vilbaste also collected all of them. In addition, the list of mushrooms,
mosses, lichens and algae, collected and composed by Vilbaste, have never made
into print. Both omitted subjects are stored in the Estonian Mother Tongue Society as well as in the Estonian Literary Museum (Vilbaste, T).
After retirement he returned to the hobby of his twenties: collecting folklore
and linguistic research in Kuusalu parish. He stated: »I am one of those people
who cannot be without work, so I had to find some task for myself. I was convinced at my last place of work at the Museum of Natural History that in my
profession (botany), I can achieve quite little, because botany as a science has
changed; young botanists have created new methods to study vegetation and I
can not imagine myself applying them with full enthusiasm« (Mäger 1997).
Regardless of his age, after retirement, he took part in several expeditions to
Estonian settlements dispersed in the Soviet Union. Academician Paul Ariste invited him in 1956 to the Leningrad region where the Izhorians and Votes lived.
This expedition was followed by a report with plant vernacular names and other
Votic botanical vocabulary (Vilbaste 1957a). Izhorian plant names are preserved
in manuscripts stored in the Estonian Literary Museum and dated 1956, altogether 362 pages (Vilbaste, T). In 1956 Vilbaste published voluminous research
about the attempts to collect plant names in the previous centuries (Vilbaste
1956). Here he stated that the most astute peasants in the second part of the
nineteenth century knew at least 200–250 plants. The main emphasis of the article, however, is to give an overview of the occurrence of Estonian plant names
in the works of Baltic Germans from the seventeenth until the twentieth century,
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the relations of the authors to botany and the evolution and change of the plant
names in their writings. This article was later republished in full (Vilbaste 1993)
He also did research on the plants mentioned in the national epos Kalevipoeg,
indicating not only trees and plants, but also their habitats and other botanical
terminology (Vilbaste 1957b). This manuscript is also preserved, is dated 1952,
and contains 46 pages. In addition, Vilbaste studied plant names listed in Estonian folk songs; the 104 page manuscript’s titlepage is dated 1953 (Vilbaste, T).
His last expedition was in 1959, when he was already 74 years old, to Estonian
villages in the Northern Caucasus, for research on the vocabulary of Caucasian
Estonians. Before the trip he confessed: »I have travelled criss-cross through Estonia, but have never visited the Estonians in Caucasus! Now I have to go!« Later
he wrote a report on this expedition and an article (Vilbaste 1960). The voluminous research contained not only the results of the fieldwork, but also the analysis
of available literature, archival data and Vilbaste’s personal correspondence (Ahven 1965, Ahven 1968).
The most important co-authored book during his retirement was the only
herbal published in the Soviet period (Kook and Vilbaste 1962). For this book,
Vilbaste wrote the botanical descriptions of the plants, vernacular names, and the
use in folk medicine. By that time most of the numerous vernacular names given
there were already forgotten, but now they are remembered and partially in use
just thanks to this book. The book was re-published in five editions, but only the
fifth contained the whole chapter on non-official medicinal plants (Tammeorg
et al. 1984). Vilbaste wrote this chapter already for the first edition, but since
the academic opinion regarding medicinal plants in the Soviet Union was rather
negative, this chapter was in disgrace until the very end of the Soviet Era.
Being a freelance collector and researcher of folk heritage, folk botanical
knowledge, and Estonian dialects, he was a long time correspondent of the Estonian Mother Tounge Society and the Estonia National Museum, and also took
many photographs. He stayed in touch with his correspondents until the end
of his life. Vilbaste’s photo archive in the Estonian National Museum contains
6,145 pictures, negatives and postcards; 1,156 of them he took himself on expeditions and trips abroad, 846 pictures were taken already in the 1920s. His collection is outstanding because he photographed natural objects and landscapes,
botanical objects (remarkable trees, marsh meadows, flood plains etc), places of
cultural importance, architectural and ethnographical objects, ethnobiological
activities (like hay-making, mushroom picking), etc. His contemporaries rarely
noticed such subjects, so now his pictures are very popular and rare.
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Bridging Science and Simple People
The beginning of Vilbaste’s collecting activities coincides with the time when
young urban intellectuals began to discover and value folk heritage. In the search
for their roots, they began to participate in fieldworks to collect folklore. On the
other hand, the rural population had rather despising attitude toward folklore
collectors and often did not welcome them. Vilbaste stood out from the locals, as
he was an intellectual and teacher, but also from other collectors, because he lived
in the community; thus he received the best results. The longer he worked on collecting, the better his methods and analytical abilities became.
To become a grand master it is not enough to be hard-working, educated and
enthusiastic, the times also have to support your endeavours. Vilbaste’s lifetime
encompassed several important dates in Estonian history, affecting the course of
science and culture in the country. The establishment of the Estonian National
Museum, the development of Estonian botanical nomenclature, establishment of
the practice of nature conservation in Estonia, the first nature journals in Estonian, to name only some, in which Vilbaste participated in full.
Vilbaste’s contribution to the collecting of Estonian local plant names and
to research in this field is invaluable. Although most of his life he was a simple
schoolteacher, he influenced through his publications the knowledge of nature
of at least one generation of Estonians. Estonian Academician Viktor Masing
points out that linguists would never be able to feel the meaning of dialectal plant
names, in the same way that Vilbaste was able to do with his botanical background. Vilbaste collected plant names until the end of his life, understanding
well the never-ending character of such an activity (Vilbaste 1962). Even his last
call was published after his death (Vilbaste 1968).
Being most of his life only a humble schoolteacher, he nevertheless had a very
high scientific qualification. The integration of scientific knowledge into everyday life and the popularisation of such integration could be named the mission
of his life. Nature conservators have to learn how to broadcast their activities and
the need to protect nature to simple people, and Vilbaste knew how to do that.
He noted that he had two goals in his life: to learn to know the nature of his
homeland and give back the knowledge he gained in a way that even his father, a
simple villager, would understand (EKLA f 152 M 139:5, 1).
Ethnobotany is a good tool for explaining how a lay-person understands and
approaches nature. Although in his lifetime the popularisation of science was an
unknown concept, he was able to make understandable even the most modern
scientific news of his time and integrate this in his everyday activities. His work
as a teacher helped him in this task even more than if he had been just a scientist.
With his activities Vilbaste emphasized the ecological relations between humans and nature, preceding, with this, all his contemporaries. Unfortunately,
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there were no followers among linguists or botanist willing to take over his work.
We want to end our insight with a citation from Viktor Masing:
»He succeeded to collect and document with the help of correspondents at the last
moment before its disappearance the plant knowledge of Estonians, although as often happens, much was already gone. If someone would now wish to find and record
the old plant knowledge, it would no longer be possible. Old folk heritage has disappeared together with the folk plant knowledge that was transmitted from generation to generation. Even the oldest people today have gained their knowledge about
plants from school or work, doctor or pharmacist, but mostly from books, radio and
other mass media and all this has suppressed and modified oral tradition in the places
where it was still present. /---/ For many nations, who have not had their own Vilbaste, such knowledge, which was part of life and the general worldview, has been
hopelessly lost« (Masing 1985: 599).

Sources
EKLA f 152, M 67:4 = Aruanne rahvapäraste taimenimede korjamise üle kodumaal [Report on collection of plant vernacular names in the homeland] 1942 summer and
1943 summer 1 X 1942–27 XI1 943. Fond 152 G.Vilbaste. M 67:4. In Estonian Cultural Archives, Estonian Literary Museum.
EKLA f 152 M 139:5, 1 = Vilbaste, Gustav 1950. Oma töö sihtidest. [About the objectives of my works]. Fund 152 G.Vilbaste. M 139:5, 1. In Estonian Cultural Archives,
Estonian Literary Museum.
Vilbaste TN and T = Gustav Vilbaste rahvaluulekogu. [Folklore collection of Gustav
Vilbaste] 1907–1966. In Estonian Folklore Archives, Estonian Literary Museum.
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Hunting, Gathering and Herding
Béla Gunda (1911–1994) and other
Hungarian ethnobiologists
Dániel Babai, Zsolt Molnár and Antal Filep1

Professor Béla Gunda was on his field trip to Gypsies (Roma) in Debrecen, eastern Hungary. When he visited the family of an old storyteller, they were just
baking a káralo bálo (a hedgehog). He was cheerfully offered a meal, which he
accepted. Gunda always loved to have new experiences, and thus many similar
stories are known about him. But who was he?
Béla Gunda was born in Temesfüzes on December 25th, 1911, and died in
Debrecen on July 30th, 1994. The Hungarian folk tradition holds that a child
born on Christmas day will have a life filled with happiness. The rich life of
Gunda attests to this belief. He was a significant figure in the study of Hungarian
culture and in (comparative) ethnobiology. One of his main goals was to survey
the past and present of ancient vocations (gathering, hunting, fishing, herding)
throughout the entire Carpathian Basin (Lukács 2011).
From the beginning of the 1940s, Hungarian ethnography (such as research
organizations within the Teleki Institute: Táj és Népkutató Központ, Néptudományi Intézet (Research Centre for Landscape and People, Institute of Folk
Studies)) was in general interested in folk knowledge, knowledge about the nature of communities leading a traditional way of life. Aurél Vajkai published his
review on folk knowledge of nature in the yearbook of the Néptudományi Intézet (Institute of Folk Studies), in which he evaluated the research in this field
from Mátyás Bél (eighteenth century) to 1945 (Vajkai 1948). He also meant this
study as a guide for the future, as he aimed to orientate the national ethnographic
research towards European trends. The communist dictatorship, however, abol-
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ished the Teleki Institute, and thus this field suffered serious losses (a series of
syntheses could not be completed or were left in the form of manuscripts).
Gunda was not a professional ethnobiologist, though he published perhaps
the greatest number of studies on ethnobiology of all Hungarian scientists besides
Attila Szabó T. While studying the various archaic features of folk culture, Gunda tried to find out more about the origin of various cultural characteristics (i.e.
plants used as fish poison and, plants used for curdling milk, and herding vocabulary) by investigating parallel features in different cultures. He was consciously
ahistorical, although he liked to think out evolutionary scenarios. When he used
historical data, they were always taken from the literature (his students, however,
turned more often to history, and archival research). As a successor of Zsigmond
Bátky, the geographical factor was emphasized – perhaps even too much – in his
views. He shared the opinion of Lowie (1951) that if we know nothing about the
distribution of a phenomenon, then we know nothing significant.
Gunda worked at many locations: in the Romanian, Slovakian and Polish
Carpathians, in Transylvania, Dobrudja, and Bulgaria (the Rhodope and Rila
Mountains), in the Alps, in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, France, and Germany,
on the Greek islands, and in the USA (Arizona, Nevada). He studied wild and
domesticated plants, as well as hunting and extensive animal husbandry, but he
also studied the traditional trade.

From the world of servants to international fame
He spent his childhood in the environment of the Hungarian plains, in manors.
His father initially had a hard servant’s life, but arrived at the Dreher holding in
Martonvásár as a recognized dairy specialist, and was placed in charge of Augusta, the award-winning Hungarian mixed cow variety with record high milk
yields. As a child, Gunda learnt a lot in Albanian, as he was one of the keepers of
the cow together with an Albanian servant, who stayed in Hungary after World
War I. His interest in farming, gathering, fishing and hunting may have come
from his experience with husbandry and servant life. In this manor he also got
acquainted with some well-known figures of Hungarian culture. So for example
he exchanged letters with famous Hungarian poets (e.g. Attila József) and writers
(e.g. Gyula Illyés). After the years in a rural school he attended a secondary trade
school in Budapest (see Gunda 1988a).
He began his studies in 1930 at the University of Economics in Budapest.
His dormitory was the so-called Soli Deo Gloria Protestant Collegium, where
students followed modern sociological trends. He joined the vibrant atmosphere of the times by getting acquainted with the views of radical leftist and
rightist groups, while undergoing significant literary experiences (Attila, József,
R imbaud). He wrote poems and short stories, and studied the works of Lenin.
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He joined the movement for the exploration of rural life that was launched between the two World Wars. Together with his fellow students (Péter Elek, Zoltán
Hilscher, Sándor Horvát, etc.) he prepared the monograph of a vanishing south
Hungarian village (Kemse, 1935). His major at the university was geography and
chemistry, as he was preparing to become a geologist. He also studied literature,
Turkic and Slavic cultures, archeology of the Stone Age and the Migration Period, as well as plate tectonics, and even continued to learn Albanian. Following the advice of Pál Teleki, a geography professor, he began to get familiarized
with the Balkan Peninsula. He was greatly influenced by the work of the anthropogeographer Jovan Cvijić (unfortunately we do not know which of his works
Gunda read). According to Cvijic, the Balkan landscape is determined by the
past history and behavior of the people living in it; that is, the essence of the
landscape is Man. As he later wrote, it was during this reading that he first sensed
the intimate relationship of landscape and man, the various cultural streams and
landscapes (Gunda 1989d). This ecological-cultural worldview accompanied him
throughout his entire life (Gunda 1986).
He received a scholarship to go to Stockholm in 1938 and 1939 (and later
1947–48). Before heading to Sweden, he took part in the International Ethnological and Anthropological Congress in Copenhagen, where he met Petr Bogratyev, Sigurd Erixon and Niels Bohr. In Sweden he attended Erixon’s lectures and
made contact with the Russian Dmitry Zelenin. He also traveled around Scandinavia, and learnt about almost all facets of modern ethnography (Gunda 1989d).
István Györffy and Pál Teleki promoted his journey, who – despite economic
then political hardships – tried their best to secure rather long-term scholarships
for their postgraduate students. This is how Gábor Lükő got to Romania, László
K. Kovács to Finland and Estonia, Edit Fél to Croatia, France, and Switzerland,
and István Tálasi and István Balogh to Austria.
Between 1939 and 1943 Gunda worked in the Ethnographic Museum in Budapest. He began his intensive field work during these years in the Carpathian
Mountains and Transylvania, where he studied Hungarian and Romanian villages. He also prepared the first outline of the Ethnographic Atlas of Hungary,
and from 1940 was the editor of the journal Ethnographia. He did everything to
broaden his international relations, and intentionally searched for opportunities
to make contact with ethnographers of neighboring countries (Gunda 1989d).
His field experience in Transylvania in the 1940s was perhaps the most influential to his career. After being appointed as a professor to the university in
Kolozsvár (today Cluj-Napoca), he could study the famous Transylvanian folk
culture rich in archaic cultural features for five years. He realized how important the geographical environment may be for the economy and culture of local
people, and that adaptation also makes the preservation of archaic features pos-
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Fig. 1. Béla Gunda during field work in the Carpathians in 1939.

sible. As he wrote: »One may consider the Carpathian Mountains as one of the
large live museums of Europe, where the past retreated to the mountains, where
the original ecosystems are still rather untouched« (Gunda 1986).
Besides his field works, he got acquainted with some prominent figures of
Transylvania, such as the architect Károly Kós, and the linguist Attila Szabó T.
He launched a series entitled Transylvanian Ethnographic Studies, and invited
researchers of neighboring countries to publish in it (Gunda 1989d).
In 1948 – as a Hungarian citizen – he was expelled from Kolozsvár. He went
to the Department of Ethnography in Debrecen. Here he started the yearbook
Műveltség és Hagyomány (Culture and Tradition), in which studies of Soviet, Romanian, Slovenian, Czech, Bulgarian, Polish, and Finnish colleagues were also
published (among them was the study of Thor Heyerdahl on Easter Island).
In 1965–66 Gunda went to the United States with a Ford Scholarship, where
he worked at the University of California at Berkeley, and studied the relationship of Native Americans to semi-domesticated animals and plants. He was primarily interested in the beginnings of agriculture and questions of domestication
of animals (Gunda 1969, 1973a, 1975a, 1980, 1988c).
In the second half of his life, he considered Seminarium Ethnologicum and
the International Hungarological Congress held in Vienna in 1986 (where the
interactions of people living along the Danube were investigated) as important
international milestones (Gunda 1989d).
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There are several anecdotes about Gunda as a teacher. On one occasion –
trying to liven up the monotony of the seminars – he sent two students to the
university buffet during class. There thirty pieces of freshly made lángos (round
and deep-fried bread) were waiting for the students, which had been ordered
by the professor. The atmosphere of the unusual seminar was so good after having eaten the fried bread that it ended at ten at night. One could learn a lot
from him during such discussions. Moreover, when he customarily invited two
or three students to take a walk in nature with him, he cut off roots, fruits,
and various types of tree bark with his pocket knife and showed them to the
students talking at length about their use. Everything had to be smelled and
tasted. He talked a lot about his trips and experiences in Transylvania and the
Slovakian Uplands, too.

Famine Foods and Poisonous Plants
That Gunda was well-informed is visible in his ethnobotanical works. His writings show knowledge of not only Hungarian, but international literature. At the
same time, he also kept track of the results of Hungarian botanists (see, for example, Gunda 1971 on the accomplishments of Vince Borbás and Rajmund Rapaics). Unfortunately, however, he did not use this enormous data set and knowledge to analyze his own results. Most often he only reported them.
He studied wild and domestic plants alike. In his papers he discussed plants
used as medicine, as food, as dyes, as poison for fish, or used in magic rituals, and
even mythological aspects and beliefs did not escape his attention. He investigated the botanical knowledge of rural people in relation to the various means of
husbandry and gathering. His research focusing on gathering and on the aforementioned archaisms could not be complete without a detailed exploration of
traditional folk knowledge of plants.
He worked a great deal on staple foods during famine. Referring to contemporary sources he reported the consumption of oak bark and the chewing of
wood, stray, carrion, buds (ground buds of hazel), acorns and beech nuts, as well
as cattail roots, water caultrop (Trapa natans) and manna grass (Glyceria). Another important food plant during famines was Tatarian sea kale (Crambe tataria), a strictly protected plant today. Referring to 18th century sources, he wrote:
»peasants, wranglers and stockmen were feeding themselves with the rootstock
of Crambe tataria for weeks«. The note of Pál Kitaibel, an eighteenth century
botanist, in which he described the occurrence of Crambe on the plain as follows,
did not escape his attention either: »the numerous specimens of Crambe on the
puszta looked white, like a herd of sheep« (Gunda 1988a). Gunda also published
a map of the entire Carpathian Basin, on which he indicated locations where he
observed the species during his field trips (Gunda 1988a).
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Considering the reliability of his data it is important to note that Gunda had
broad knowledge of plants. During his field work, most often he identified the
plants, and turned to botanists for help only in the case of studies of greater significance and books, usually asking them just to check the correctness of his own
identification.
His works are of monographic structure and style, although he prepared regional monographs in exceptional cases. He published a detailed description of
his field work carried out in the valley of the Lápos River in the Gyalu Mountains
(Romania), including utilization of wild plants and plant knowledge (Gunda
1966a). Wild plants played a particularly important role in the life of people living in the Lápos-River valley. This is attested by the large number of plant species
that he listed in the discussion of their diet. He mentioned the consumption of
dogwood (Cornus mas), blackthorn (Prunus spinosa), whitebeam and mountain
ash (Sorbus spp.), wild apple (Malus sylvestris) and wild pear (Pyrus pyraster), dog
rose (Rosa canina), raspberry (Rubus idaeus), dewberry (Rubus caesius), strawberry species (Fragaria vesca, F. collina), as well as bilberry and cowberry (Vaccinium myrtillus, V. vitis-idaea), elderberry (Sambucus nigra), dwarf elder (Sambucus ebulus), beech (Fagus sylvatica) and common wood sorrel (Oxalis acetosella),
specifically emphasizing the related customs of Hungarian and móc (Romanian)
people living in the area. His data on the consumption of couch grass (Elytrigia
repens) and Lilium martagon are also interesting (Gunda 1966a). He also presents a detailed description of spring vegetables, which also played an important
role in the diet of the people living in the mountains. Such plants include nettles
(Urtica dioica, Urtica urens), sorrels (Rumex acetosella, R. acetosa), lesser celandine (Ficaria verna), goatsbeard (Tragopogon sp.), coltsfoot (Tussilago farfara), etc.
(Gunda 1966a).
He specifically discussed a very interesting plant species, Allium obliquum.
This very rare onion species grows on unapproachable cliffs in the Turda Gorge,
and is regarded as a glacial relict. It was discovered there by Gábor Wolff, a pharmacist in Turda, in 1857, when he spotted the unusual onion with strip-like
leaves in the hands of herdsmen just eating bacon. At his request, they brought
a sample from the cliffs, and it turned out that it was a then unknown species of
onion. Talking to the Hungarian and Romanian herdsmen of the neighboring
villages, Gunda collected data on the consumption of this special species of onion
(Gunda 1966a).
In his works, he equally presented Hungarian and Romanian folk names of
plants. He examined Romanian historical sources in many cases, such as in his
paper on the written records on food plants (Amaranthus, Anchusa, Rumex and
Tussilago) consumed by Romanians during the 19th century famines (Gunda
1966a).
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His field research conducted in Dercen in 1940 also has to be mentioned,
where he studied the practices of folk medicine in a village inhabited mostly by
Hungarians. There he recorded the local names of medicinal plants and their ways
of utilization. Altogether he distinguished 36 species with some medicinal use in
addition to another three folk taxa that he could not identify. He also described 31
species that played some role in animal feeding or the human diet. He discussed in
detail for example, the significant role of beech in the diet of local people:
»they eat beech nut raw after removing the skin, but also add it to sweet bread for
flavoring. The skin can be peeled off easily after rinsing it in hot water. It was also
collected, together with acorn, for hogs. In the 1930s, picking beech nut was only a
pastime activity of children. It was also stored for winter consumption in bags. In the
1920s, even oil was pressed from beech nut« (Gunda 1988b).

Instead of preparing regional monographs, he published thematic works focusing
on certain selected topics using field and literature data, and discussing their international relevance. His writings on fishing with poisonous plants (Gunda 1966b),
on plants used in milk curdling (Gunda 1967) or in the human diet (Gunda 1938,
1988a), and on issues regarding the origin of spelt (an old wheat variety) (Gunda
1989a, 1996 in Hungarian) and tomato (Gunda 1969) are examples of this.
He wrote about fishing with poisonous plants based on his field data collected in the Gyalu Mountains. He focused mainly on two genera, the species of
Verbascum and Euphorbia, as it seemed that representatives of these genera were
used all over Europe as fish poison. Numerous species of these two genera were
used for fishing (there are data on Euphorbia cyparissias, E. villosa, E. angulata,
E. helioscopia, E. amygdaloides, E. palustris, E. esula, as well as Verbascum phlomoides, V. thapsus, V. blattaria, and V. glabratum). Species of several other genera
were also suitable for fish poisoning. Gunda also mentioned some of them, such
as Datura stramonium, Hyoscyamus niger, Conium maculatum, etc.
One of his outstanding syntheses was published in 1988 under the title ‘Natural vegetation and man’. He depicted an almost complete picture of the relationship of humans and the plant world, in which he considered a very broad spectrum of plant species using a large amount of data. Unfortunately, the sources of
these data remained largely unknown, and details of the use of plants were not
discussed in detail.
As research topics on ancient vocations and questions concerning the ancient
history of Hungarians were not free of political notes during the twentieth century, Béla Gunda turned his attention later in his career to issues that were not
influenced by the heavy weight of political debates. He devoted the last years of
his life primarily to ethnobotany. He left several boxes filled with unprocessed
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notes on ethnobotany including collected data, ethnobotanical data found in literature, bibliographical notes, etc. (Institute of Ethnography, Gunda-heritage).
Sadly, the same applies to the heritage of his colleague and contemporary, István
Tálasi, too.

Beliefs Across Europe
Of his ethnobotanical accomplishments, his study written on folk beliefs related
to fern »flowers and seeds« is particularly significant (Gunda 1989b). Ferns are
strange plants: they are common, visible, sometimes harmful when overgrowing
pastures, obviously easily spreading and difficult to control, but have no flowers. As a plant, a fern must spread by seeds, according to ordinary thinking, and
before producing seeds, it must have flowers. As no one has ever seen the flowers,
and many cannot find even the »seeds«, interesting explanations have arisen. In
the Eastern Carpathians, for example, we were told the following story:
»In early summer, I was looking many times at it, as it has those tiny dots on its back.
Those itsy-bitsy berries. Could there be the seeds in them? Whether it reproduces
from them or not, I don’t know. There may be a kind of seed in it. Cause it spreads
fairly well«. Others said: »It does not have a seed. It grows out of the dirt itself. Later
we directed our question on its flowering. The answer was that the devil’s rib (the
local name of Pteridium aquilinum) must be picked at night on 24 of June, just before
midnight, and has to be taken indoor. It blooms at night, but sheds the flowers by
morning« (Molnár and Babai 2009).

According to our informant, Károly Prezsmer, a circle has to be drawn around
the fern at midnight, and one has to step into it. But because the devil comes at
midnight, one steps out of the circle, and thus cannot see the flowers. We asked
Uncle Károly later, on a field trip of an international conference, when the devil’s
rib flowers. He gave us a surprising answer: »Yeah, what lie did I tell you the
other day?« It is interesting that exactly the same »lie« is spread across Europe,
according to Gunda. Let us see the details.
Gunda collected Romanian, French, German, Serbian, Bulgarian, Russian, Finnish, Polish, Chuvash, Votyak (Udmurt), English, Estonian, Bosnian,
Azorean, and African (from the USA) data besides the immense amount of Hungarian examples on the characteristics and effects of fern »flowers and seeds«.
He found that the most important elements of the beliefs concerning ferns were
as follows (Gunda 1989b). When the fern flowers, or the bud pops open, it emits
a wonderful light. It glitters gold, and shines as if glowing. The time of flowering
is the eve of Saint George’s day or Midsummer Day (sometimes it is Christmas,
Pentecost, New Year Eve, Holy Trinity day, or the eve of St Thomas’s day), but
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the flower cannot be seen or cannot be taken off, because the devil takes it immediately, or a fairy or a little bird picks it before men, or because the fern emits a
warm glow upon flowering, which makes people fall asleep. Sometimes the flower
stays fresh only for moments, then withers and vanishes. It is difficult to obtain
fern seeds, too, because the seeds fall immediately , and can be caught only in the
Christmas tablecloth, or on the Holy Bible. One who once caught sight of the
flower will become an omniscient sage, or will understand the speech of animals
and birds, of foreigners, and even of witches turned into hogs or cattle.
Fern seeds not only protect people from witches and illnesses, but also make
them invisible. Such a human is capable of doing all evil, and may milk the cow or
sheep of others, may steal, or at other times may find out the cause of illnesses. It
is well known that treasures are in the flames of bonfires on midsummer’s night,
and one can obtain them if one throws fern flowers into the flames. By burning a
flower, the fate of a distant friend may be seen in the ashes. There are cases when
a herdsman understands the call of a raven, but does not know why, as he is not
aware that a fern flower has been caught in his sandal. According to others, anyone who steps on a fern or has a fern seed in their shoes, will get lost. During a
wolf attack, a fern seed thrown into the corral makes the entire herd invisible. It
is said that men have not been able to pick fern seeds, but if even a single seed gets
into someone’s shoe, he will be able to see all the treasures in the ground.
Gunda was preoccupied with the origin and spread of these beliefs. According
to his literature survey, ferns were not mentioned in the classical world. Ferns appeared first in the work of Hildegard von Bingen on natural history, but one can
read about the seed only in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The strength
of beliefs associated with ferns is attested by early ordinances. Collecting fern seeds
was prohibited with various decrees by the church and the ruling powers in the seventeenth century. In Bavaria, for example, an ordinance was passed in 1611 to prohibit the belief in the magical power of fern seed (Gunda 1989b). »The explanation
of beliefs about the flowering fern is a difficult task for folklorists«, Gunda wrote.
He assumed that beliefs concerning ferns in Europe may be traced back to
an old common source. The basal stratum, originating from old knowledgeable
men, was later transmitted back and forth in waves, underwent variations and got
mixed with other beliefs. Nevertheless, fern beliefs were widespread in Europe at
the end of the nineteenth and at the beginning of the twentieth centuries, they
were surprisingly similar, and even the core ideas were essentially the same. Ferns
are known even by people who had not ever seen them, and flower at places where
they do not even occur. Gunda argues that ferns originally may have been the
magic plants of devils and witches, and it was only later that the related knowledge entered the world of ordinary people. He also assumed that the fifteenth
and sixteenth century herbals may have gotten into the hands of people, although
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even the ancient authors may have taken some of the folk knowledge (Gunda
1989b). Gunda had a strong faith in the eastward spread of western culture. As
he wrote, the stories concerning ferns are mirrors of the waves of beliefs moving
from west to east over many centuries (Gunda 1989b).
He credited the beliefs concerning woodpeckers and common verbena (Verbena officinalis), which are associated with fern beliefs, to antique authors, from
whom they got into the early German literature on natural history, and spread
all over Europe, not stopping as far as the Ural Mountains. However, Gunda also
supposed that readers of Plinius (teachers of old colleges, clergymen, students)
talked to so many people about this antique botanical-zoological piece of information that it may have become a tradition even without written sources. He
generalized this line of thought elsewhere:
»We may rightly assume that lots of information may have been passed on by people
in villages from educated people – via various intermediate steps – reading foreign
and domestic printed and handwritten herbals and witchcraft books. Ethnobotanical information may have flown back and forth via priests, students, herbalists,
beggars and the unknown ramblers of the roads and not the least foreign settlers,
and may have intermingled with the prior knowledge and direct experience of rural
people« (Gunda 1989c).

Gunda cited, but did not consider the opposing argument of Moszyński. The Polish ethnographer held the opinion that even though the western medical books
and herbals of the old times and the Middle Ages are rich in reports on medicinal
plants, and the medical procedures in Eastern Europe are indeed somewhat similar to these descriptions, one should not automatically conclude the antique or
Middle Age origin of the latter. It is more likely that the written sources were earliest in the south and west (Moszyński 1967). Gunda does not accept this view,
and regularly refers to a cultural cline of great significance directed from west to
east (Gunda 1989c). He wrote, for instance:
»Perhaps I managed to show to what degree the (Hungarian) beliefs and medical
practices associated with plants are rooted in the belief system of the antiquity, Middle Age and contemporary Europe. We may recognize the late glitter of the antique
world in these legends, advice, and mythical ideas« (Gunda 1989c).

Cultural Connections Between Nations
As shown above, Gunda was deeply interested in the cultural connections of different nations. Herding in the Carpathian Basin (and the wanderers discussed
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Fig. 2. Gunda with three Roma informants.

below) proved to be useful case studies. He used to hike in the Carpathians before his years in Kolozsvár. He carried out comparative studies on herdsmen’s
shelters and their shape and materials, and on constructions restraining animals
(from cut spruce trees through reed corral to sheds). He studied the varying roles
of dogs from place to place (guarding and protecting where wolves and bears had
been present, herding where absent) and the variation of herding tools (i.e. whips,
crook, whistle). He showed to what degree physical conditions and biogeographical characteristics influenced the culture of herdsmen, through, for example,
trying to adapt to these conditions. He emphasized the importance of information exchange between nations: Hungarians often hired the excellent Romanian
shepherds for their sheep, and thus a great deal of information was also taken
from them to the benefit of Hungarian sheep industry. In turn, the móc learnt the
Hungarian techniques of cattle herding and breeding. He found that Hungarian, Polish, Ruthenian and Romanian herdsmen grazed their animals together in
mountain pastures (Gunda 1940b).
He worked a lot on transhumance, which was still actively practiced in his
time. He came across literature data from the 16th century on summer/winter
transhumance spreading over several hundred kilometers. In 1711, for instance,
an entire cattle herd from Kecskemét was herded in Moldova (700 km), probably
because of severe drought at home. He also collected data from the sixteenth to
nineteenth centuries showing that Romanian shepherds regularly over-wintered
their herds on the Eastern part of the Great Hungarian Plain. There were no
data, however, on whether Slovakian or Ruthenian shepherds did the same. In
his opinion perhaps they did not, because they collected hay for winter, whereas
Romanian shepherds did not (Gunda 1940b).
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In his analysis of herding words, Gunda presents a nice example of his geographical view. According to his statements, herding words often exist only
within a very narrow geographical area (endemic varieties are common), yet conspicuous similarities occur between distant areas and nations. As an example,
here we present the calling–herding words for sheep. Gunda compiled the following list from a large number of studies: High Tatra Mountains: tbprŕŕ, Romanian: brr, bâr, br, bir, pru, tru, Macedonian: prrr, prâ, Transylvanian: bri, brrr,
ber-nye, prie-nye, Hortobágy steppe: prrri, prrru, Gömör county: prruuk, Zemplén county: prrk nye. According to Gunda, the words brr, prr and their allies in
the Balkan, Carpathians and the Northern Slavic Region are obviously related,
and their distribution was explained by the movement of herdsmen. He, however, collected more distant examples, too: East-Prussian: prrr, purr, Vallon: bara,
Basque: brrrra, bri, French: prrr, Italian: prrr, Albanian: berr, Swedish: perr, pirr,
purr, prrr, Ukrainian: brr, Holland: brrr-brrr, British: brrr-brr-burr, Beduin: brrr,
Kurd: pr-pr, Kirghiz: prrr, Samoyed: prr, Turkish: bre, and Arabic: bir bir. Concurring with Hubschmid (unfortunately not cited in his paper), Gunda regarded
the berr terminology of the Romance languages and their Eurasian and African
equivalents as an ancient herdsmen terminology that reached the west during
the Neolithic. »It is impossible – he wrote – that the berr and its allies are young
words developed independently of one another. According to Hubschmid, these
terminologies may change by themselves independent of others, but also have a
very strong potential to survive«.
Gunda considered them ancient European, not (pre-)Indo-European words,
that may have been in existence since the Neolithic Age. He thought that these
words primarily indicate the migration of sheep and goat breeding peoples, and
the connection of herding peoples (Gunda 1982).
We realized with great surprise that Gunda never mentioned whether he or
someone else ever asked a herdsman why these brr, prr words are so important
during herding their sheep. Unfortunately it is a common problem that the anthropological approach is absent in the Hungarian ethnographical studies (but
a refreshing exception among others is the life accomplishment of Edit Fél and
Tamás Hofer (Fél and Hofer 1969). During the preparation of this very manuscript we interviewed a few shepherds working in the Hungarian Plain, asking
what they think the origin of these words is. According to their uniform opinion
the prrr, brrr are the call of the ewe when she calls her lambs to suckle. A blind,
and for this reason probably keen-eared, shepherd could even distinguish the ewes
by their calls. Shepherds often use these words when they want to calm down or
silence their sheep: »when we go among them, we say prrr bari«. We also asked
where they learnt this method. They answered that »anyone living with these
animals learns it, not from humans. Every good shepherd knows it«.
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Herding in the Puszta: a Remainder of Nomadism?
Gunda paid particular attention to grazing on the puszta – the only large steppe
area in Central Europe (Gunda 1968, 1970). This lowland-type herding is unknown elsewhere in Eastern Europe and has kept many nomadic traditions. He
sought reasons in several factors: (1) geographical environment (treeless steppe),
(2) during and after Turkish occupation (sixteenth to eighteenth centuries) only
extensive animal husbandry may have existed on the distant pastures of the surviving large cities, (3) in the thirteenth century nomadic Cumans settled on the
plains reviving the vanishing nomadic traditions.
Gunda, however, did not regard herding on the Hortobágy continuous with
that at the time of the Hungarian Conquest (895 A.D.), because the landscape
there was rather forested with interspersed marshes, and grazing may have taken
place mainly in forests.
Here Gunda was misled by the then leading hypotheses on vegetation history.
Following the leading botanists, Gunda also claimed that the Great Hungarian
Plain was in the past 2000 years (up to the seventeenth century) a significantly
forested marshy area, where forests and marshes disappeared during the Turkish
occupation and because of the nineteenth century river regulation, respectively.
According to this view, the extensive salt and sand steppes suitable for nomadic
herding are secondary in origin. For this reason he assumed only a very weak
continuity between nomadic and twentieth century herding, and explained the
similarities mostly by geographical features (large, treeless steppe). His two false
statements regarding herding traditions may also indicate the low number of his
own field observations: one is that the puli (the most typical Hungarian herding dog) has been »degraded« genetically and functionally by today, and the
second that the hook on the herdsman’s stick is no longer a tool (to catch the leg
of the sheep), but only a symbol (Gunda 1989e). But he also drew attention to
an interesting contradiction: in Hungary, the most important refuge for traditional animal husbandry is the Hortobágy steppe, which belongs to Debrecen,
a strongly west-oriented city (called the Calvinist Rome, with famous schools,
Gunda 1940b).
After surviving the enforced land conversion program during communist
times, the large saline areas made survival of many elements of extensive animal
husbandry possible up until today. Now nature conservation management programs and protection of traditional breeds necessitate extensive herding. Preservation of traditional herding techniques is explained by Gunda by two additional
factors: the vocation was inherited from generation to generation, and occupational endogamy was also widespread.
His interest in nature also manifested itself in the fact that Gunda was stimulated by the possibility for human communication on an extensive, flat landscape.
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He devoted a detailed study to the signaling of herdsmen on the plains. How do
they indicate danger to each other (a city controller, policeman, stranger), an occupied pasture, how does the herdsman call his young helper for lunch, how do
they direct the dogs, or how did they express without words that »I was here«,
»come over to my place«, or »you may see your lover«. He found the following
tools for nonverbal communication: hand waving (even with a stick or hat), positioning of the lever part of a draw well, tying up a bunch of wool or hay, flaring
up fire, etc. (Gunda 1975b).

On the Wings of Water Birds
Gathering, fishing and hunting, as ancient occupations, have been exceptionally
important topics in Hungarian ethnography, and kept the eminent members of
the scientific community busy for a long time. Among them was Gunda, who
repeatedly studied the inhabitants of the extensive marshlands on the Hungarian plains subsisting exclusively by gathering (Gunda 1975c, 1988a). As for fishing, the so-called passive preying methods caught his attention. He published the
most on fishing with poisonous plants in both Hungarian and English, which was
mentioned earlier for its ethnobotanical relevance (Gunda 1966b, 1974b, 1984).
In the case of hunting, he again studied the passive preying methods. Methods of
catching wild game with various types of noose, snares and traps all belong here.
These were of great importance in folk culture as techniques that helped obtain
supplementary food. He presented the different types of noose and traps characteristic of different regions in several papers and book chapters (Gunda 1939a,
1939b, 1940a, 1942, 1966c, 1972, 1973b).
These preying methods and procedures, as well as the people using them,
Gunda regarded as keepers of the ancient traditions of Hungarians. This was
particularly true for marshmen, whose everyday life, often depicted as overly romantic, raised the interest of Gunda. These people were the most knowledgeable
about the huge marshlands on the plains. Water regulation in the nineteenth
century, however, made wetlands, and together with them, the marsh-dwellers,
disappear. So, as he could not encounter a genuine marsh-dweller, he had to rely
on literature data when describing their life.
The marsh-dweller tried to utilize the resources of the immense marshes in
the Great Hungarian Plain as efficiently as possible. These people made their living by practicing all branches of preying, and what is more, sustained their family
utilizing nature’s goods. In terms of their way of life, there are many unclear details and poetic overstatements. Sadly, however, these people vanished, with the
water, before their way of life could be studied in more detail. A consequence of
this is that only very few reliable descriptions of their life are available, and even
those emphasize the exotic, unusual aspects of it.
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Many ethnographers including Gunda himself reported on how marsh dwellers collected the eggs of water birds (Szűcs 1977, Györffy 1984, Gunda 1974a).
Water bird eggs were collected by the hundreds in spring by people living around
marshes. A part of the collected eggs were eaten, another part was traded, and
some of the huge amount were even left for fattening of pigs. A portion of the collected eggs of wild geese, duck and swan was hatched by domestic hens and ducks,
and the hatchlings were raised. Often hatchlings were collected in the wild and
sold to people in the villages, who raised them. Eggs of wild ducks (Anas spp.),
greylag goose (Anser anser), lapwing (Vanellus vanellus), coot (Fulica atra), crane
(Grus grus) and water hen (Gallinula chloropus) were the most often collected,
although there are also reports on the consumption of spoonbill (Platalea leucorodia) eggs (Gunda 1975c).
As far as marsh-dwellers are concerned we may often read that they collected
medicinal plants, and sold them to villagers. We do not know what species were
used for this purpose. Even Gunda does not name species. We may report only on
a single species that has remained known due to some highly valued notes. This
is the currently strictly protected bogbean (Menyanthes trifoliata). It was long
collected as an ingredient of appetizing tea mixes and as a tranquillizer. According to Ádám Boros (1936), the largest bogbean habitat was the moors around
the town Kiskőrös. The yearly marketed amount was estimated by herb traders
to reach 6–12.000 kilograms in dry weight around the turn of the century. The
domestic demand was about 1000 kilograms, and the rest was taken abroad. By
1928–29, the collected amount decreased to 1000 kilograms after the beginning
of draining of marshes. Ádám Boros said that »no data exist with regards to the
collection of this plant elsewhere in the entire country«. Today, some ten or hundred plants may still live in a few small patches in the vicinity of Kiskőrös. Their
full dry weight is at most 5 kilograms.

Wanderers and Wandering
When studying the spread of ethnographical phenomena and relations between
peoples, Gunda’s attention was raised early by wanderers. Let us begin with a delightful story. Gunda wrote: »it is part of the humor of wanderers that it is said
about Christopher Columbus that when he stepped on the land of America he
first met women from Kiskundorozsma (a Hungarian village) and cabbage sellers
from Aranyosszék (Transylvania) on their way home« (Gunda 1977).
The research of Gunda was based on participatory observation to a large extent,
because he got to the Kismarton and Szentlászló manors in the early 1920s at the
age of ten, where he lived with the children of servants. The farm was visited regularly by wanderers who were consciously observed by Gunda from the beginning
of the 1930s. He regarded wanderers as service nomads. He listed and described
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the following wanderers in his study: a Serbian paprika seller, fruit (grape, plum
and melon) vendors on wagons, a Ratz (Serbian) man selling fish, Gypsy blanket
and carpet vendors, Vallachian (Romanian) gypsies selling frying pans and cooking spoons, Gypsy tinkers with their little anvil, a Gypsy grinder (he claimed to be
a Vend), an umbrella repairmen, a Croatian babkáros (he sold soap, mirror, boot
laces, scissors, combs, and every year he claimed to be from a different place), a
potter (as a payment, the pot had to be filled with wheat twice, and with corn
three times), cow bell vendor, Jewish metal and tatter collector (he entertained
the youths with music), a canvas vendor, a Swab medicine man (had »fine forest
herbs«, sold the plants not by name but by effect), and a bookseller (sold calendars, religious books, Indian stories). The farm was also visited by egg traders (who
purchased eggs), Ratz cattle herders (who purchased fattened oxen and beef cattle,
and lived on bread, bacon and palinka), »Italian« tooth extractors, a Franciscan
monk (he taught singing and collected gifts), an agitator from the Nazi ArrowCross Party distributing fliers, a fortune teller (she was about to be warned off the
premises, but servants patronized her), comedians (in winter, the entrance fee was
10 cobs), and prowlers dressed in tatters. In every 3–4 weeks an old beggar also arrived (he was entrusted with news to be taken from one place to another).
Most of the wanderers slept in the shed for oxen, and customarily received a
jug of milk every morning. The head of the servants had to keep an eye on them.
Matches, pipes and tobacco were taken away from them to prevent fire. They were
not allowed to bathe in the drinking trough, or to drink from the well bucket.
Gunda noted that wanderers and service nomads still existed, but the goal and
ways of wandering had changed: hitch-hiker hippies, serious university students
wishing to travel cheap, traveling prostitutes (Gunda 1983).
The other large group of wanderers Gunda studied was the Slovakian olejkars.
There are data already from the 17–19th centuries that Slovakian olejkars went to
Switzerland, Sweden, Holland, France and even to Turkey with their often ineffective remedies. They sold among others a Hungarian Balsam distilled from Pinus
cembra, and made love-philtres with various roots, practiced fortune telling and
hypnotism, and sold lard as the grease of bears and badgers, supposed to be a healing ointment for wounds (Gunda 1940c). Their knowledge was acknowledged,
and they were asked for advice even in letters. At the end of the eighteenth century,
about 3000(!) olejkars wandered all over Hungary and Europe, and reached Asia
Minor and as far as Siberia and China, from where they smuggled tea into Hungary. They spoke 5–6 languages, and were called Hussars across Europe. They knew
post stations, names of the settlements and even the names of the local noblemen.
Their cart was driven by a single horse, and they called themselves doctors. They
may have stayed away from home for several years. They kept wandering up until
the end of the First World War, when border crossing became difficult.
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However, other wandering vendors also appeared in the Carpathian Basin.
Those coming from the Bihar Mountains were root-dealing healers (râdâcinari
in Romanian). They arrived with a load of 40–50 kilograms of roots (Tamus communis, Symphytum officinale, Helleborus purpurascens) and stayed for 2–3 weeks
(Gunda 1949). Ruthenians exchanged woolen clothes, wooden materials, medicinal plants and nuts for fish with the fishermen of the Ecsed moor, harvested grain
crops, and sold medicinal plants in large quantities to pharmacists. On the Great
Plain, Transylvanian (or even Moldavian and Bukovinian) cattle and Slovakian
sheep were traded for vine, palinka and tobacco. From the Slovakian Upland,
metal, clay and wooden pots and pans, and linen materials arrived on the plain in
exchange for maize, bacon and vine.
»These movements of the Carpathian Basin are of course not only significant from
the economic point of view – wrote Gunda; they entailed at the same time an exchange of cultural values which has not yet been explored. These wanderers are figures symbolic of the interdependence and homogeneity of the Carpathian Basin«
(Gunda 1940c).

Beliefs on Origin and Tradition Keeping
Béla Gunda voiced his firm opinion and criticism several times on the following of
traditions, the major characteristics of Hungarians, and the origin of the Magyars.
Although the dance-hall movement in the 1970s successfully revived Hungarian
traditions, Gunda did not consent that Hungarians are only willing to notice the
Hungarian character in the deep past or in surviving functionless relics. He stated
that in our age it is anachronistic to search for the essence of Hungarians in those
remnants of the past that peasantry had already irreversibly rejected, and which
are today only factors hindering progress. »Progressive traditions should not be
confused with regressive ones«, he warned (Gunda 1989e). UNESCO, however,
has a different opinion: in November 2011, the Hungarian dance-house movement became a UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage Best Practice.
He confessed that Hungarian folk culture is European in its entirety:
»We can say without exaggeration that our working people have been marching towards Europe for over a thousand years, and could not be turned away from this road
even by esteemed Friar Julian. I cannot deny, of course, that certain very narrowed
threads of our folk culture lead to the direction of Finno-Ugric or Turkic people. Our
folk culture, nevertheless, also preserves a connection with the long buried, multicultural Ancient Europe via hardly traceable paths« (Gunda 1989e).
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He thought that the search for connections to the culture of the distant FinnoUgric and Turkic people did not usually yield results, even though it is still
ongoing with impressive philological apparatus. »Even I am conducting such
research«, he wrote. »Frequently, however, we will be disappointed. A good example of this is our relations to the Estonians and Finns, which is based not on a
connection and similarity in folk culture, nor on similar history, but on a belief
of common origin, which is attested only (and weakly) by language structure. The
rest of the evidence has vanished in the blurred historical past or did not exist at
all« (Gunda 1989e).

The Quiet Contemporary of Gunda: István Tálasi
István Tálasi (1910–1984) was a contemporary of Gunda, but did not assume
public roles as frequently as Gunda did because of his personality and relation to
socialist politics. At the end of his high school years, Tálasi was unsure whether
he should choose botany, medicine, or philology as his profession. Finally, he registered to the major of Hungarian and German language and literature. At the
same time he was also admitted to the Eötvös College, where would-be philology
and natural science teachers were educated together.
Members of the college were expected to educate themselves in research topics. Tálasi chose Turkology. Besides ancient Greek, he had an excellent command
of Latin and was familiar with the Latin literature. He continuously followed the
French, English, Croatian and Russian literature, and spoke Croatian well. He
soon became aware of Swedish ethnography due to his background in Germanic
studies. In the last third of his student years he decided that he would devote the
rest of his life to ethnography and European ethnology. His leading principles
were systemic thinking and philological objectivity. Tálasi studied folk life in an
interdisciplinary framework (linguistics, archeology, sociology, psychology, philosophy, religious studies), and cross-checked contemporary observations with
historical sources. He repeatedly experienced that an ethnographer heading out
to the field may find the right questions more easily if the historical sources of the
research topic had been thoroughly reviewed.
As his interest centered on agroethnography, ethnobotany the biology of
animal husbandry and folk plant knowledge occupied a significant part of his
work. He thoroughly studied folk diet (preparation, preservation and ingredients
of food). Sadly, he could publish little on this topic, in his bequest, folk plant
knowledge, and folk information on animal husbandry, hunting and fishing take
up a significant part of his lecture notes.
He was particularly interested in the forests of the Carpathian Basin. His
conviction was that the Magyars lived and migrated prior to the Conquest (895
A.D.) in the northern periphery of the steppe belt, and arrived in the also par-
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tially forested Carpathian Basin. For this reason, he explored the folklore of forested areas in more depth than his contemporaries (Tálasi 1939, 1942a). He was
convinced that forests were utilized as pastures and wintering grounds for farm
animals continually from the Middle Ages. His students (i.e. Imre Hegyi, Edit
Kerecsényi, Zoltán Erdélyi) continued this research. The analysis of landscape
history and the evaluation of the relationship of man and his geographical environment played an outstanding role in the university lectures of Tálasi.
The text of his lectures shows that from about 1950 he placed great emphasis
on the analysis of the historical-ecological changes in the Hungarian speaking areas. Besides tracking historical development he also studied environmental conditions and activities changing the landscape of traditional local communities.
He also examined the changes that have taken place in husbandry as an outcome
of river regulations on the plains, and traced back the replacement of animal
breeds kept in captivity as a result (Tálasi 1942b). This research program of his
even drew the attention of technical and economic circles during the planning of
the country’s reconstruction after World War II.
The books of Tálasi on animal husbandry (Tálasi 1936, 1939, 1977) are of
great significance in terms of science history, due to their methodology and
approach. They have become classics in their field. Tálasi reviewed the animal
husbandry of the entire Hungarian speaking community and the neighboring
people, and identified European parallelisms.
As a scientific organizer Tálasi promoted and lived up to the principle that
research be harmonized and effectively planned, and suggested that the adaptation of domesticated plants from the Americas adopted for large-scale cultivation
be studied by preparing a series of monographs. He was particularly interested in
the folk plant knowledge aspects of cultural acceptance.

Predecessors, Contemporaries and Successors
Ethnobiological curiosities in Hungary were first observed during the Renaissance period by Nicolaus Olahus (1493–1568), a Hungarian writer of Romanian
descent, and later by a Transylvanian humanist, Johannes Sylvester (1504? –
1551?), who also launched something which could be called the first »Hungarian
Ethnobiological Research Project« 1536/1539.
The project was completed in Pannonia by a Flemish botanist and medical doctor, Carolus Clusius (1526–1609) and his Hungarian friend, Stephanus Beythe
(1532? –1612?), by printing the first fully ethnobiological book Stirpium nomenclator pannonicus in 1583 in Németújvár (now Güssing, Austria). This book had a
lasting influence on European and especially Hungarian ethnobiology.
Meanwhile, Péter Melius prepared the first multilingual (Hungarian-GermanLatin and Greek) Hungarian Herbal, which was published in 1578 in Kolozsvár
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(now Cluj-Napoca). The leading scholars interested in ethnobotanical issues in
the Carpatho-Pannonian area following this line were József Benkő (1740–1814),
Paul Kitaibel (1757–1817), Sándor Jávorka (1883–1961) and Alexandru Borza
(1887–1971).
We should also mention Otto Herman, who, in the second half of the nineteenth century prepared a monograph of fishes and traditional fishing in Hungary. In this work he made numerous observations on the habit and lifestyle of fish,
besides compiling their traditional folk names (Herman 1887). He also collected
bird folk names, and sayings and proverbs related to birds (Herman 1901).
Taking advantage of his training in medicine, Vajkai studied traditional folk
knowledge in biology. In addition to his aforementioned work, his monograph on
Szentgál, a Hungarian village in the Bakony Hills, represents another contribution to this (Vajkai 1959). He was also interested in folk medicine and traditional
veterinarian practices. László Timaffy was specialized in animal husbandry and
pastoral life along the upper section of the Danube (so-called Szigetköz), where
islands, forests, meadows and the bush were used as grazing fields. The herds
crossed the river from island to island by swimming, while herdsmen followed
them in boats (Timaffy 1941, 1961, 1980, 1991).
The results of western ethnography, which were indispensable to doing ethnographical science on a foundation of coherent European methodology and systemic thinking were transferred to Hungarian ethnographers by Edit Fél and István
Tálasi. Lajos Takács devoted much of his research to the study of ethnobiology
and ethnobotany (i.e. his monograph on tobacco (Takács 1964)). He repeatedly
turned his interest to questions of what the vegetation of ancient Transdanubia
looked like, how and in what ways forests were felled, and how the abandoned
landscape changed after cultivation had ceased (Takács 1976, 1978, 1980). He
also published in foreign languages. Iván Balassa prepared monographic works on
the Bodrogköz and on land cultivation in the Hegyköz, as well as on maize, and
the grapes and wines of Hegyalja (Balassa 1960, 1964, 1975, 1991).
Bertalan Andrásfalvy studied traditional systems of farming and husbandry
on river floodplains in the Great Plain and Transdanubia (Andrásfalvy 1973).
He documented the broad knowledge, and long-term and landscape-scale thinking, of people living on the floodplains. Attila Paládi-Kovács (1979) did research
on folk knowledge of meadows and their dynamics, their dominant species and
hay, as well as the spatial pattern of the observed phenomena in the entire Carpathian Basin. Imre Hegyi investigated the traditional forest-related knowledge
and practices in the Bakony Hills (Hegyi 1978). The archeobotanical studies of
Ferenc Gyulai (Gyulai 2010) contributed to our studies on traditional botanical
knowledge. A great number of ethnobotanical data is included in the work of
Antal Filep on the forests in Békés county (Filep 1989). Mihály Hoppál studied
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the use of medicinal plants in the Zemplén Hills (Hoppál 1968), and later wrote
an excellent review on folk knowledge of nature (Hoppál 1982). Maria Kresz investigated the appearance of the semiotics of flowers in folk art (Kresz 1979).
Miklós Szilágyi collected greatly valued ethnobiological data on traditional fishing (Szilágyi 1995). The ecological anthropologist Balázs Borsos investigated the
possibility of unifying the views of cultural anthropology and ecology (Borsos
2004). He concluded that cultural and ecological phenomena may be studied in
a uniform way only with great difficulty because of their differing spatial and
temporal scale.
Others approached ethnobiology, mainly under the direct or indirect influence of Andor Jánossy (Gyulai 2000), from the direction of studying genetic
resources. Diversity of cultivated plants in the neighborhood of traditional communities was studied by István Szabó (Szabó et al. 2000) and Attila T. Szabó (for
instance, eincorn wheat alakor (Triticum monococcum) (Szabó T. and Hammer
1996), old and new world beans (Vicia faba, Phaseolus spp.) (Szabó T. 2011)).
Due to these works, the ethnobotany of cultivated plants has become a separate chapter in the series of The Cultivated Flora of Hungary (see, for instance,
Szabó T. 2011). Ferenc Nagy-Tóth published a pomological monograph (NagyTóth 1998), and László Kósa a monograph on potato (Kósa 1980). The significance of the domestic environment (flower and vegetable gardens, orchards, cemeteries) in maintaining biological diversity was pointed out by Szabó T. (2003),
who also recognized the interdependency and interrelation of (agro)biodiversity
and ethnic diversity. He suggested the integrated research and protection of the
two phenomena during the preparation of the Rio Convention in 1990, then introduced the term ethnobiodiversity (i.e. Szabó T. 1976, 1990/1993, 2006).
A movement called Ezerjófű (»herb with thousands of uses«), launched by
Attila Szabó T. and János Péntek in 1976, for volunteers, was explicitly concerned
with folk plant knowledge and studying the use of herbs. Many people began collecting data on folk plant knowledge across Transylvania and even in Hungary,
including Géza Kóczián (Kóczián 1965), Tamás Grynaeus and Gyula Szabó L.
(Grynaeus and Szabó 1993), János Rab (2001), János Péntek (Szabó and Péntek
1976), and Jenő Gub (Gub 1996b), who even collected folk names of animals
(Gub 1996a). Being a family physician, Andor Oláh carried out research on folk
medicine (Oláh 1986).
Finally, those who studied folk knowledge on vegetation and habitats also have
to be mentioned: János Péntek and Attila T. Szabó (1985), who called this branch
of ethnobotany ethnogeobotany, and János Rab (Rab 2001), who collected geographical names of selected regions in Transylvania and analyzed them linguistically and botanically. They showed that local communities possess very broad
knowledge about vegetation. They were even able to track approximate changes
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in the vegetation over the past centuries with the help of such names. Recently,
live folk knowledge of the vegetation has been studied by Dániel Babai and Zsolt
Molnár (Babai and Molnár 2013, 2014) in the Eastern Carpathians (Gyimes),
Zsolt Molnár in the Hortobágy (Molnár 2011a, b), and Anna Varga in relation
to wooded pastures (Varga et al. 2013), primarily for application in conservation
management and vegetation science. These works shifted the emphasis from a
linguistic to an anthropological and ecological approach (Molnár et al. 2008).
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From Enchanting Rose Gardens
to an Ethnobotanical Dictionary
Alexandru Borza (1887–1971) and the
Transylvanian ethnobotanical school
Attila Szabó T.

Εὐρύαλε Γλαυκέων Χαρίτων θάλος, Ὡρᾶν καλλικόμων μελέδημα,
σὲ μὲν Κύπρις ἅ τ› ἀγανοβλέφαρος Πει-θὼ ῥοδέοισιν ἐν θρέψαν
(Transl. Euryalus, offshoot of the blue-eyed Graces, darling of the lovely-haired Seasons,
the Cyprian and soft-lidded Persuasion nursed you among rose-blossoms)
Ibycus: A pretty boy
Sixth century BC

By definition, ethnobiology deals with interrelations between cultures and biology, that is, nature in its broadest sense, including microorganisms (ethnomicrobiology), animals (ethnozoology), mushrooms (ethnomycology), plants (ethnobotany), plant cover and its mineral substrate (ethnogeobotany), as well as how
human groups understand and use the environment around them (ethnoecology)
(Molnár et al. 2009, slightly modified). Conversely, local folk traditions may also
influence biodiversity, and from this fine interplay between natural and cultural
heritages emerge what we may call agrobiodiversity and ethnobiodiversity (Hammer et al. 2012).
Ethnobiology is therefore interested in all aspects of peoples’ life, both at a
spiritual level (e.g. beliefs connected with life) as well as in material, environmental sense. A very special, but often neglected, chapter of ethnobiology is of the
utmost practicality: the culture of cultivation, that is, selection, propagation, culture/breeding, use and conservation of germ-plasm (genetic stock) of different
domesticated plants and animals in traditional societies. The founder and martyr of this field, the Russian Nikolai I. Vavilov (1887–1943), was arrested near
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Borza’s homeland, in the Northern Carpathians by KGB and sentenced to death
in 1943 for ideological reasons (Hawkes and Szabó 1994, Leppik 1999).
Vavilov and his followers were fully aware of the fact that all pre-scientific
human knowledge, and accordingly all domesticated animal and crop (agrobio)
diversity has been accumulated by different ethnic groups distributed in more or
less patchy environments. The question as to whether the environment or the culture (knowledge) is more important, is still debated and the concept of ethnobiodiversity remains controversial for scientific and/or political reasons (cf. Hammer
et al. 2011, 2012; Szabó 1992, 1996, 1999, 2009). The concept of agrobiodiversity
has no political load and is much largely accepted, accordingly.
The life and work of Alexandru Borza (1887–1971), the founder of modern
Transylvanian ethnobotanical school, is connected to the Carpathian area with
high ethnic and cultural diversity. This school is deeply rooted in the geographical, biological and cultural conditions of Borza’s homeland.

Historical background
Alexandru Borza was a native of Transylvania, the gratuitously infamous Dracula Land of many West-Europeans which deserves our ethnobiological interest
here explicitly not for the many (mis)beliefs dispersed worldwide by modern media (film, television and internet) about the crazy count, but for its plural ethnic
traditions. The post-war emergence of stories on Transylvanian »blood-drinking
behaviour«, symbolised by Dracula is to be mentioned here not as an ethnobiological topic, but just to illustrate the European superstitions, misbeliefs and legends regarding the time and space considered in this study.
Transylvania deserves attention because here we face on the field a still active (or even conflicting) contact zone between western and eastern Christianity,
between Eurasian and Mediterranean cultural heritages, and ultimately between
the alternatives of migration vs. diffusion theories of ethnobiological knowledge.
The Romanians were considered here to be of classical Roman descent beginning with sixteenth century, for instance by Farkas Kovacsóczy in his dialogue
De administratione Transylvaniae (1584) written exactly in Gyulafehérvár/Alba
Iulia, i.e. in the home town of Al. Borza. This theory was partly denied, partly
developed later in the official concept of Transylvanian Daco-Roman continuity,
accepted after 1919 as a Romanian state ideology, and declared a political dogma
under the dictatorship of Nicolae Ceauşescu.
The Proto-Romanians have complex and deep historic roots in the Alp-Balkan-Carpathian (ABC) Area, reflected also in their pastoral traditions of transhumance and in their knowledge of wild plants. The Hungarians arrived in the
region about 1120 years ago (discarding here the early Avar Empire and its protoHungarian components). Beginning with 1000 A.D. the Hungarians organised
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Fig. 1. Statue of Alexandru Borza in Cluj-Napoca Botanical Garden. (Photo: Ana Maria
Catalina, wikicommons.)

here a powerful Christian Kingdom. Until 1919, that is, until the end of the First
World War, a relatively peaceful interethnic coexistence was a rule among the
inhabitants of the area.
Germans were invited in Transylvania under King Géza II of Hungary (1141–
1162) first from Franconia, but the really settled Transylvanian Germans (called
here Transylvanian Saxons) arrived later in large groups from the present-day
Luxemburg area during the rule of Andrew II of Hungary. These Saxons received
from the king of Hungary legal rights and privileges (constitutional autonomy)
in 1224, and survived here for about eight centuries, but practically disappeared
from Romania in the least eight decades. Fortunately, the now extinct Transylvanian-Saxon ethnobotany is well documented, at last in part (Krauss 1943).
Many other ethnic groups, such as Armenians, Jews, Slovaks, Gypsies and
others – were accepted, or even invited here by the Transylvanians during the
centuries. They were Catholics, later also Protestants (Lutherans, Calvinists,
Unitarians), Greek-Catholics (united with Rome) and Orthodox’s. Beginning
with the sixteenth century the Jewish religion was practiced here not only among
the Jews, but also among a small group of Hungarian-speaking Székelys.
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Transylvania, once an autonomous Principality, which paid tributes to the
Ottoman Empire for centuries, received Turkish (cultural, botanical etc.) influences, as well. In this early ethnic plural society the very first European state decrees on some basic human rights, such as the liberty of worship and freedom of
religion have been declared repeatedly in the sixteenth century exactly in Turda
(legalised in 1568), in the very home town of the young Alexandru Borza.
After 1945 the Greek-Catholics were forced to join the Orthodox Church
which was considered a state religion in Romania. This affected also the Borza family. Why Alexandru Borza lost his university positions after the Second
World War is not a subject of this paper. But his focus on ethnobotany after 1945
was perhaps a side effect of his official underplay and neglect, religious oppression
and political suspicion experienced by him during these times.

Early studies on traditional plant knowledge in Transylvania
A kind of proto-ethnobiology emerged in this area in early 16th century. The
Transylvanian Johannes Sylvester published a multilingual Latin-HungarianGreek-Hebrew grammar in Sárvár, Grammatica hungaro-latina (1539), teaching
Latin, Hungarian, Greek and Hebrew science texts, too. This book has a brief,
but separate chapter about plant names, with a clear reference on the need for
collecting vernacular plant names, as well (Szabó 2001).
The next step was done by a student of the Sylvester’s brother, Peter Melius,
who became later an influential Calvinist bishop. The multilingual Herbal of Peter Melius was printed in Kolozsvár (now Cluj-Napoca, Transylvania, Romania)
in 1578 with hundreds of Hungarian, German, Latin and Greek vernacular plant
names (Melius 1578; Szabó 1978/1979; 2002). This Herbal was influential in the
birth of the second Hungarian Herbal (A. Beythe 1595), and of the very first
printed multilingual European ethnobotanical field research report, Stirpium
nomenclator pannonicus, supposedly written by István Beythe and Carolus Clusius together, and printed in many different editions (Clusius and Beythe 1583;
Szabó 1992). It is preserving old Latin, Hungarian, German, Slovak, Slovenian
and Croatian plant names of the time. Stephanus Beythe contributed also to the
birth of mycology (Bagladi 2012).
Melius was later followed in Transylvania by Josephus Benkő (1740–1814), a
Székely-Hungarian polymath, the very first regular collector of Romanian vernacular plant names (cf. Benkő 1788/1834, 1781, 1783, 1792 and 1796; cf. also
Zsoldos 1815). His works were valued and used also by Alexandru Borza (Borza
1921c, 1944b, 1957, 1959).
The multilingual ethnobotanical dictionary of Alexandru Borza may be regarded, accordingly, as a result of secular evolution of (proto) ethnobiology in
this part of Europe.
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The Borza family
The genetic and memetic life of a scientist generally begins generations before
his birth. (Memes i.e. »cultural genes« are the units of knowledge and behaviour
inherited through learning by a person.)
The genetic backgrounds are quite obvious: without good ancestral genes an
intellectual power hardly emerges. The memetic backgrounds, that is, knowledge
and confidence are strongly connected with cultural traditions, such as learning,
behaviour, mentality of a family or an ethnic community. The interplay between
genetics and memetics, between ethnicity, culture and knowledge is complex and
poorly studied.
The family name of Borza may be regarded as an interesting example for
complex memetics. The ethymology of the Romanian word borza is unclear, as
opposed to the Hungarian, wich has a double ethnobiological significance, borz
meaning both ‘badger’ (Meles meles) and ‘elder’ (Sambucus sp. i.e. bodza or borza).
The Borza family was severely affected by the ethnic conflicts during the
revolution of 1848/1849 (Resmeriţă and Tarnavschi 1976: 7). This was a quite
conscious »moţ« family belonging to a very proud Romanian ethnic group of
Transylvanian West-Carpathians living in village Berchiş. The Hungarian name
of the village was Berkes between 1025 and1922. This name also has some ethnogeobotanical significance, meaning a ‘marsh with groves’ in Hungarian (cf. also
the Hung »barka« meaning the inflorescence of different Salix, Populus etc. species). The village is situated in the Arieş/Aranyos valley named after the auriferous sand of the river and got its new Romanian name (Borzeşti) in 1922 after
Ignat Borza a Ursului, the father of Alexandru Borza.
Ignat Borza became literate as a soldier of the Austro-Hungarian army in
Alba Iulia, the former political capital of the Transylvanian principality. Later,
he founded in Borzeşti the first school and library of his native village. Ignat was
strongly attached to folk traditions, to the plants and the animals of his mountains. In 1905 the family moved to Turda/Torda, a Transylvanian town, were the
very first European state law regarding the freedom of religions was proclaimed.
In Turda Ignat Borza organized a rose garden and an apiary. This rose garden was
determinative for Alexandu Borza (see also Ibycus in the motto).
Valeria Raţiu, the mother of Alexandru, was also a self-conscious Romanian
from the same area. In the family the parents were educating their clever son in
the spirit the »moţ« traditions. Beside this the boy was really »multicultural«;
he followed the German elementary and the Hungarian high schools of Alba
Iulia and Budapest.
Are all these details relevant for the topics dealt here? Let us cite some lines
from the autobiography of Alexandru Borza: »I express my posthumous thanks
to my dear father for introducing me so tenderly to the fragrant world of roses.
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I am convinced that the Romanian horticulture is indebted to him for my later efforts in creating the large rosaria in the Botanical Gardens from Cluj and
Timişoara« (cit. by Resmeriţă and Tarnavschi 1976: 10.). Surely, not only the
»Romanian horticulture«, but also the European ethnobiology is indebted to
him (and them), as well.

As a student in Central Europe
Neither the space nor the scope of this paper is suited to review here the exciting
life and work of Alexandru Borza. His activity exuberated in an important period for Romanians: in the time of the emergence of the so called Great Romania.
His infancy, his youth, his theological and botanical studies in Budapest, Vienna,
Berlin and Breslau (now Wroclaw) and his years as a school teacher in Blaj – the
former cultural capital of the Transylvanian Romanians – are full of excitement.
The same is true for his life between the World Wars, his political role during the
split of Transylvania and Banat from historical Hungary and the attachment of
these regions to the former Romanian Kingdom (Vechiul Regat) emerged during
the nineteenth century.
Borza played a key role in the transformation of the Hungarian university of
Kolozsvár/Cluj to the first Romanian university of the so-called »Dacia Superior« (i.e. Transylvania). He was also instrumental in the expropriation of collections of the (Hungarian) Transylvanian Museum Society – a story which is still
debated.
Beginning with 1920 Alexandru Borza became a professor and chair of the
university and started to (re)organise the botanical garden and botanical museum from Cluj founded around 1867. He became the first Romanian director of these institutes for the next two decades, i.e. between 1920–1940/1945
(Boşcaiu 1972, Buia and Ghişa 1945, Ghişa 1967; Pop1972; Ţopa 1972). We
can not deal here neither with the professor of botany, with the influential
teacher writing many handbooks, nor with the founder of the Romanian school
of geobotany and phytosociology. There is no place here for his contributions to
the advancement of Romanian floristics, botanical systematics, phylogeny, phytogeography and history of botany (with impact even in China, cf. Borza 1987).
We can just mention his huge work in organising a completely new botanical
garden (including an instructive ethnobotanical garden, as well) and a garden
for experimental ecology. He was an European pioneer of nature protection
and organiser of the first Romanian national parks and nature reserves (details
not cited here).
Professor Borza was a prolific author writing more than 500 scientific papers
and books, as well as editing a monumental series of herbal exciccats (Flora Romaniae Exsiccata). He organised many national and international botanical con-
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ferences, congresses and excursions, founded different professional societies. His
interest in archaeology, history and linguistics is also out of our subject, except for
the ethnobiologically relevant aspects.

The Ethnobotanical Life and Works of Alexandru Borza
The ethnobiological papers and books written by Alexandru Borza were published
between 1908 and 1971 mostly in Romanian, in places regarded now by international science as »grey literature«. But the results published are not »grey« at all.
A chronological list of these works is put here with some keywords indicating the topics dealt with (for the original Romanian titles see the references):
healing plants (Borza 1908, 1912, 1917a); vernacular plant names (Borza 1910);
tapping of trees for resin in the West-Transylvanian Carpathians (Borza 1911);
how to make a herbal (Borza 1915); cultivation of medicinal plants (Borza 1917b,
1918a); Nicotiana surrogates (Borza 1917c); peasants gardens in Munţii Apuseni
i.e. West-Transylvanian Carpathians (Borza 1918b); ethnobotanical notes from
Scărişoara, Munţii Apuseni (Borza 1918c); plants used for washing, as surrogates
for soap (Borza 1919a); healing plants and their importance for poor people (Borza 1919b); the first Romanian natural histories (Borza 1921a); the flora of the
Romanian peasant gardens: 1. The pears (Pyrus communis L.); 2. Plants for ornamentation, healing and beliefs (Borza 1921b, 1925); materials for the botanical
thesaurus of the Romanian language (Borza 1921c); instructions for the »Great
Herbal« and the »Small Herbal« (Borza 1922a, b); ethnobotanical notes (Borza
1931a); about flowers (Borza 1931b); the story of plants cultivated by the Romanians (Borza 1931c); Syringa josikaea by the Romanians (Borza 1936a); old wives’
pharmacy (Borza 1936b); correlations between the Romanian flora and population (Borza 1943); ethnobotanical data from Naidaş (Borza 1944a); the first
publications dealing with Romanian plant names (Borza 1944b); the einkorn
– Triticum monococcum by the Romanians (Borza 1945a, b); Ephedra distachia
in Romania (Borza 1955); history of ethnobotany in Romania (Borza 1957);
Romanian plant names in XVIIth – XVIIIth century dictionaries (Borza 1959);
flowers of my garden (Borza 1960); ethnobotanical studies from Oaş, NorthEastern Carpathians (Borza 1966); finally in 1968 his ethnobotanical magnus
opus named Dicţionar etnobotanic cuprinzînd denumirile populare româneşti şi în
alte limbi ale plantelor din România (‘Ethnobotanical Dictionary of Plant Names
from Romania in Romanian and other Languages’ ); and a posthumous volume
about his trips in three continents (Borza 1987).
Borza published an ethnobotanical paper in co-operation with Valer Butură
(1910 – 1989), who became himself a monographer of the Romanian ethnobotany, about the traditional Moldavian medicinal plants (Borza and Butură 1938).
Papers published with his colleagues from the Botanical Garden on Transylva-
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nian apple varieties cultivated in the Botanical Garden (Borza and Gürtler 1931),
trees and shrubs cultivated in the Botanical Garden (Borza, Gürtler and Trif
1957) and about the Rosarium of the Botanical Garden from Timişoara (Borza,
Trif and Wendelin 1941) are of relevance both for ethnobotanical traditions in
the Borza family and for germ-plasm science, as well.

Borza’s sources
Before Borza there were few ethnobotanical studies in the Transylvanian area –
except perhaps the works of József Benkő (1781, 1783, 1788, 1792, 1796) and Pál
Kitaibel (1802–1812 not cited here). Nevertheless, Borza was aware of the value
of the old dictionaries of George Bariţu 1858 and 1899, Timotei Cipariu 1847
and Gheorghe Şincai for Romanian ethnobotany (cf. Borza 1921a), as well as that
of the old books in related subjects. In the Romanian principality of Moldova
ethnobotany emerged first due to Jacob von Czihák (1837 and 1857, for references not cited by the following items see Borza 1968!), Czihák and Szabó (1863),
in the other Romanian principalities (Muntenia, Oltenia) due to Balaban (1904),
Brandza (1882), Gorovri and Lupescu (1916), Morariu (1904), Leon (1903),
Lupaşcu (1890), Lupescu and Teodorescu (1904), Mîndrescu (1892), Panţu
(1902, 1906/1929) and others. Any case, we can hardly speak in these times, i.e.
before Borza, about a Romanian ethnobotanical school.
This situation changed considerably around 1930, largely due to the ethnobotanical interest of Alexandru Borza, and his journal Buletinul Grădinii Botanice
Cluj open for such topics. Accordingly, Alexei Arvat (1937) published notes on
medicinal plants and folk pharmacy of Nicani (now Bessarabia, Republic of Moldova); Gheorghe Bujoreanu (1936) published a general paper on a similar topic.
Valer Butură (1933) a student of Borza focused on the Arieş Valley, the home land
of Borza, wrote two papers about the traditional plant use among the Transylvanian Romanians. There were papers focused on Atropa belladonna from Munţii
Apuseni (Butură 1935, 1936a, b). Butură (1937) was interested in the folk beliefs
connected with the Romanian wheat cultivation, published local and regional
data, as well as a paper on the theoretical aspects of the ethnobotany (Butură 1938,
1939). He wrote a separate study on the folk knowledge of Symphytum officinale
and wrote again on Atropa (Butură 1940, 1945), participated as ethnobotanist in
field studies of the famous Romanian »ethnosociological school« of professor
Gusti (Butură 1943a, b). His ethnobotanical activities culminated finally in the
Enciclopedie de etnobotanica romanesca ‘Encyclopaedia of the Romanian Ethnobotany‘, published eleven years after the ethnobotanical dictionary of his master
(Butură 1979).
Another Romanian botanist interested in ethnobotany was Emilian Ţopa.
He was also one of the followers of Borza not just in ethnobotany, but also as a
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director of the Botanical Garden from Cluj (Ţopa 1937, 1945, 1947 with ethnobotanical data; on the botany and folkbotany of Calluna vulgaris; collection of
vernacular plant names, etc.).
Borza influenced directly or indirectly also many of his contemporaries,
for example A. Coman (1942), who collected Romanian plant names from
Maramureş (Northern Carpathians), where Paul Kitaibel also collected ethnobotanical knowledge two centuries before. Unfortunately this collection was not
available neither for Borza, nor for Coman in the time of writing their works (cf.
Lőkös 2001).
All these eloquently demonstrate that Borza was influential not just by working with, but also by honouring ethnobotanical topics. A series of younger Romanian botanists followed him, accordingly. For example Gheorghe Dihoru
(1953) in data collection; Ioan Morariu (1938, 1948) in searching for traditional
dye plants; and many others. The Ethnobotanical Dictionary of Borza (1968) was
highly influential both for scientific and political reasons during the preparation
of the first Hungarian ethnobotanical guide book (Szabó and Péntek 1976) and
of the comprehensive ethnobotanical survey on »Plant Kingdom and Traditional
Human Life In Calata Area« covering both Hungarian and Romanian aspects
(Péntek and Szabó 1985).
Borza’s pupils, becoming later very »academical« botanists and world-famous in different fields, such as palynology, were also interested in ethnobotany
in their early years. So for example Emil Pop published papers about the history of Romanian ethnobotany (Pop 1930a, b), collected ethnobotanical data
on Vitis silvestris (1931), and honoured repeatedly the memory of his teacher
(Pop 1972)
Quite strangely, the homologue of Borza as professor and head of the Chair
of Botany at the Agronomical University of Cluj, Iuliu Prodan (1875–1959), the
author of the first Flora of the post-war (Great) Romania and who also studied
in Hungarian schools and universities, did not share with Borza his interest in
traditional botany, in spite of their similar backgrounds. Prodan was a very prodigious (agro)botanist, but almost completely indifferent to ethnobotanical issues
(Prodan 1924, 1946).
Borza was well informed in Transylvanian Saxon, as well as the Hungarian,
Austrian, German and other sources, too. He was among the first Romanians
showing interest toward disciplines we call today economic botany and genetic resource research. He paid a special attention to fruit trees, as well as to the
Transylvanian Neolithic relic wheat alac (Hung. alakor) , i.e. Einkorn (Triticum
monococcum), a topic to large to discuss here (Borza 1945a, b; Pének and Szabó
1981).
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A multilingual dictionary
Some Romanian, Hungarian and German authors cited by Borza as sources for
his multilingual ethnobotanical dictionary are presented in this chapter in order
to illustrate his multilingual skills and multicultural mentality.
Alexandru Borza was a very devoted Romanian, fighting consequently, sometimes even cruelly, for the interests of his nation at a very difficult time. He participated actively in issues relating to science matters during the national struggles,
first for the human, cultural, ethnic and scientific rights of Romanians in Transylvania, but then after 1920 he fought against the same rights of Hungarians
from the same area. But he never forgot the debt he owed his Hungarian and German school-teachers and university professors from Alba Iulia, Turda, Budapest,
Berlin and Breslau.
Borza used first in Romanian ethnobotany the early multilingual Romanian
dictionaries with plant names (e.g. Bariţiu 1858/1859, 1899). An interesting early
Transylvanian source of ethnobotanical importance cited by Borza, but neglected even by Hungarian botanists is a doctoral thesis on spontaneous and cultivated medicinal plants (Balogh 1799). Borza, as well as his very successful pupil
prof. Emil Pop, appreciated the value of the first printed sources of Romanian
ethnobotany (Benkő 1781, 1783, 1788/1834, 1792, 1796).
Borza paid tribute also to his predecessor, former head of the botanical chair
of the University of Cluj, Vince Borbás (1844 –1905), a prodigious botanist, regarding data on the folk botany of Dianthus , invasive species and magic plants
(Borbás 1889, 1894, 1896; Borza 1915, Bauer et al. 2000/2001).

Instead of Conclusions
One of the reviewers of this retrospection missed from this paper the main messages of the work of Borza, the main results of his work, that should be added to the
European ethnobiology. What he proved first or in which topics was he the first in
Europe?
The main message of his life and work is tightly related with the time and
space when and where he was active: a period of collapse of two multiethnic Central-European Empires (the Hungarian Kingdom, as well as that of the Habsburg
Empire in which this survived in symbiosis). The states of these empires represent
recently about one third of the states of the European Union and still carry similar burden the Empires carried around 1900. Even more: the cultural isolation
of the new »national« states seems to grow due to the lack of »multiethnic«
personalities. Alexandru Borza was instrumental in the emergence of modern
Romania, but looking back on his personality, he was more (Central)-European
as many »European« scientists of the new EU-states.
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The main results of his work, that should be added to the European ethnobiology derives also from his multiethnic personality. Even if he always addressed to
his German or Hungarian students in Romanian, he compiled the first modern
multilingual ethnobotanical dictionary focused on Central-European languages
(Borza 1968). So we may regard him as a true follower of Clusius and Beythe
(1583), bridging here a time gape of about four centuries.
In which topics was he first in Europe, or in the world in science of ethnobotay? This is a question, which needs further studies.

Epilogue
The author of this paper is much indebted to his former tutor, professor Alexandru Borza, for his role in the emergence of the modern Romanian (Transylvanian)
ethnobotanical school. His dictionary and this school made possible the publication of the first Transylvanian Hungarian ethnobotanical guidebook (Szabó
and Péntek 1976/1996), and the large bilingual (Hungarian and Romanian)
ethnobotanical monograph (Péntek and Szabó 1985), both of which appeared
in a period of economic, political, intellectual and ethnic oppressions in these
parts of Europe. The Dictionary of Borza (1968) has a lasting impact not only on
Romanian, but also on Hungarian (ethno)botanical lexicography (e.g. Stirling
1995–1998, Vörös 1996, Priszter 1998, Molnár et al. 2008, 2009, etc.).
Alexandru Borza, and especially his ethnobotanical garden from Cluj/Kolozsvár, was influential also in our struggles for creating (ethno)botanical gardens
and herbals in West-Hungarian University, in Arboretum of Kámon and Open
Air Museum in Szombathely, but also beside the late Biological Institute of the
University of Pannonia in Veszprém. The efforts and failures of these struggles
illustrate for me most eloquently the human strength and scientific force of Professor Borza.
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Pioneering Ethnobotanists in Italy
Early studies on folk plant uses in Piedmont
(1880–1960)
Andrea Pieroni and Cassandra L. Quave

It has always been a tricky exercise to clearly trace the starting point of ethnobiology in Southern Europe given the fact that written annotations on plant uses
by humans have existed since ancient times (Svanberg et al., 2011). The works of
the great early authors of botanical and pharmacological texts, such as the Greek
physician Pedanius Dioscorides’ (40–90 AD) De Materia Medica and the Persian polymath Avicenna’s (980–1037 AD) Kitab Al Qanûn fi Al-Tibb (‘Canon of
Medicine’) unarguably played a significant role in the content of the many European herbals that later emerged especially during medieval times.
The crucial point in our opinion, however, is the empathic attitude through
which the first ethnobiological scholars attended to folk practices. Here, we use
the lens of ethnobiology to examine the development of the first folkloric studies
recorded during the second half of the nineteenth century in Italy. The first of
these studies which used plants as a focal point were conducted in the Piedmont
region of northwest Italy. Thus, in this chapter we illustrate a few exemplary case
studies carried out in this region and then expand our focus to studies conducted
in other regions of Italy during the period ranging from 1880 to 1960.

Giuseppe Ferraro Who Studied His Homeland’s Plant Folklore
Giuseppe Ferraro (1845–1907) is arguably one of the most important Italian folklorists, or, as we used to say in the history of the study in Italy, demologi. Ferraro
was born in Carpeneto, in the Province of Alessandria, Piedmont. He studied at
the prestigious School of Letters and Philosophy of the Scuola Normale of Pisa,
where he specialized in philology. In 1871, Ferraro began a long-career as a middle and high school teacher, and then later, a dean of studies.
Although he also visited different parts of Italy (Ferrara, Parma, Sassari, Reggio Emilia, Cuneo and Massa) throughout his years of work in education, Fer-
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raro kept his home-area Monferrato as the focus and ideal centre of gravity for
his research. While his activities broadly spanned general folkloric studies, his
real focus was on folk songs, which he began to record in his home-area in July
1868. However, in 1884 Ferraro also began to write a series of articles in the Italian folkloric journal Archivio per lo Studio delle Tradizioni Popolari (‘Archive for
the Study of Folk Traditions’) dealing with the ethnobotany of his hometown of
Carpeneto d’Acqui (Alessandria Province, Piedmont).
In his introduction to this pioneering survey, he clarified the importance of studying folk botany: »Not only the songs, tales, fables, riddles, proverbs passed from people to people; also passed the first and elementary notions, certain or uncertain, good or false, of medicine, surgery, and botany«. He
also added: »The books can be found and can be multiplied; but the same cannot
be said for traditions, if we do not collect them [...]. Certainly this is not an easy,
happy and profitable work« (Ferraro 1884).
This second statement should resonate especially with modern-day ethnobiologists, as the loss of both traditions and traditional knowledge in the ethnobiological domain is something that we deal with around the globe. Moreover, the
challenges of such studies, which range from access to funding and other logistical hurdles are still an often encountered problem even today.
In his survey, Ferraro reported the local names, uses and beliefs with regards
to plants – both cultivated and wild – that he recorded in his hometown of
Capeneto. At times, these accounts were enriched with news on historical uses or
mythologies related to the species of interest. Latin names of the described plants
were not given, however, but only local and Italian common names.
Among his most interesting findings (unusual plant uses) in Carpeneto, he
recorded the following plant uses:
Cornockle (Agrostemma githago L., Caryophyllaceae). Local name: giutun:
»when the women gather it in large amount, they use it in their illnesses and also
for taking out the spots from the face, and to clean the hands, together with fava
bean meal«.
Danewort (Sambucus ebulus L., Adoxaceae). Local name: u lebu; »the farmers
fabricate a kind of tent with the green branches of this plant and they put it in
front of the windows of the stables, and they believe that when eating the berries
of this plant they cannot become drunk«.
Caper spurge (Euphorbia lathyris L., Euphorbiaceae). Local name: rugna:
»the young men say that the milk of this plant, and not others, produces the iris
or rainbow on a blade of grass, bent in a circle, not larger than a coin, wet with
saliva, as it in fact happens«.
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Giovanni Pons and His Work in a Waldensian Valley
The botanist Giovanni Pons (?–1900) from Florence obtained his degree at the
Regio Istituto di Studi Superiori. As a secondary school teacher, he then moved
to the little town of Colonia Valdense (mainly inhabited by Waldensian Italian
immigrants) in Uruguay in 1899, where he unexpectedly died one year later of a
contagious disease.
In his early years spent in Italy, Pons investigated the folk botany of the
Waldensian Valley of St. Martin (Western Alps, nowadays known as Vallone di
Massello, a lateral valley of the Germanasca Valley), where the local language is
Franco-Provencal/Occitan. In his contribution, published in the Bollettino della
Società Botanica Italiana (‘Bulletin of the Italian Botanical Society’) in 1900, he
introduced the importance of these studies with these words: »A local folk flora,
in its humble and modest dress, can serve not only to popularize the science, but
also to linguistic studies, not to talk about all the prejudices, which are always
deeply rooted in the consciousness of the commons, which can be successfully defeated«. He also wrote about the difficulties of ethnobotanical work: »However,
a similar task requires a great dose of patience and abnegation, in order to collect
here and there data, indications from the mouth of the elderly men or woman,
where better the ancient cognitions are preserved« (Pons 1900).
Among his most interesting findings in St. Martin Valley, the following plant
uses were recorded:
Fumitory (Fumaria officinalis L., Papaveraceae). Local names: fümëntero or
simëntèro: »It has a terrible reputation; it is believed to be a lethal poison for the
pigs«.
St. John’s Wort (Hypericum perforatum L., Hypericaceae). Local name: trafurelo: »This little plant with leaves that seem to be perforated, because of the
transparent drops they contain, has the reputation of not letting penetrating
witches and sorcerers in the house, if it is put behind the door!! And I know old
ladies, who believe in this!«.
Long-spurred Pansy (Viola calcarata L., Violaceae) and Heartsease (Viola tricolor L., Violaceae). Local name: viul’etto blancio (Viola tricholor): »The flowers
of these species, which are carefully gathered, serve both to prepare a soup (V. calcarata) and as a medicine in a few diseases, especially affecting nurses (V. tricolor).
The former aforementioned use is very old in these mountains«.

Oreste Mattirolo on Wild Food Plants in Piedmont
The physician, naturalist and mycologist Oreste Mattirolo (1856–1947) from
Turin obtained his two university degrees in Natural Sciences and Medicine and
Surgery at the University of Turin in 1876 and 1879, respectively. He was a full
Professor of Botany at the University of Bologna (from 1894) and, later, at the
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University of Turin (from 1900). He also served as the President of the Italian
Botanical Society and of the Agricultural Academy of Turin.
His research focus was on the anatomy of lichens and mushrooms (especially
truffles). His most memorable contribution was a comprehensive review of the
wild edible plants of Piedmont, Phytoalimurgia Pedemontana. Censimento delle
specie vegetali alimentari della flora spontanea del Piemonte, published in 1918.
In the introduction to this pioneering work, Mattirolo describes the need for researching neglected food plant resources and famine plants, given the problematic circumstances of the post-1st World War times, when food security was again
becoming a problem for the population. In this reflection, Mattirolo’s ethos for a
science and knowledge, which should serve societal needs, is clearly expressed and
we believe that in a sense this may still represent an important approach in the
future of ethnobiology as a field.
Following Galen’s classification in his Trattato degli alimenti, Mattirolo described plants and their local names and food uses in the following groups: plants
providing food rhizomes, tubers, and bulbs; plants providing food roots; plants
providing edible shoots; plants, of which leaves are consumed in salads; plants, of
which leaves are consumed in soups; plants, which are used in omelettes and pies;
flowers as food; oleaginous plants; plants, which can substitute coffee and tea;
mushrooms, seaweeds, and lichens.
In the introduction, the author explains why he decided to exclude from the
review plants to be used in alcoholic beverages or for substituting wine and beer:
»Even in this time, I have not found it convenient to treat these topics, since here
in Piedmont, classical home of the wine, these would have not found proselytes«
(Mattirolo 1918:11).
For each described species, Mattirolo reports the local vernacular names, the
food uses quoted in the European literature, and its local uses and availability in
Piedmont. It is, however, not clear where the information on local food uses came
from, although it is possible to imagine that the author collected this information
during his field studies as a botanist and mycologist in Piedmont. Despite this
likely scenario, since no clear indication of a field study occurs in his book, we
believe that it would be more correct to label his work as an example of economic
botany, rather than ethnobotany. Among his most interesting reports:
Rampion (Phyteuma orbiculare L., P. michelii All. and P. spicatum L., Campanulaceae). Local names: rampoun, garell: »These Campanulaceae, which are
pretty common in the Pre-Alps and Alps, are consumed cooked, as spinach. The
edible parts are the spring shoots and the young inflorescences. They are also eaten,
chopped, in soups. In the Biella area (Oropa) the plant is because of this much
sought; I have eaten it many times and I found it very tasty. The leaves and big roots
of these Campanulaceae (as the ones of the true Campanulae) are eaten in salads«.
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Salomon’s seal (Polygonatum multiflorum (L.) All., Asparagaceae). Local
name: Sigil d’ Salumoun: »The young shoots of this Smilaceae, which is common
in Piedmont in the hilly and mountains regions, are consumed cooked as asparagus. This use was still common in Piedmont and Savoy until a few decades ago. As
the shoots of the spears of Asparagus and Ruscus were eaten, so it was natural to
use also the shoots of this species and of the close Polyganatum verticillatum All.,
also common in Piedmont«.
Goatsbeard (Tragopogon pratensis L., Asteraceae). Local names: barbabouch,
barba d’ bouch; erba bouch, cournabech, scanabech: »Who does not know in Piedmont the use of this species? Among all substitutes of the spinach, it is the most
valuable and delicious. The young shoots are gathered at the beginning of the
spring in the fields and a great trade is done with them« (Mattirolo 1918:88).

The Beginning of Modern Field Studies in Italy
Caterina Chiovenda-Bensi (1927–2010) was born in Premosello, a small town in
Northern Piedmont. In her early years as a pharmacist and local historian, Chiovenda-Bensi conducted studies focused on the folk medicinal plant knowledge
of Northern Piedmont and Eastern Liguria, while she later dedicated her time
mostly to local historical and folkloric (especially costumes) studies.
In her early years, she was affiliated with the former Hanbury Botanical Institute in Genoa, and the outcomes of her field research in the Ossola and Sesia
valleys (and their related lateral smaller valleys) in Northern Piedmont were published in 1955 and 1957 in the Atti dell’Accademia Ligure di Scienze e Lettere
(‘Proceedings of the Ligurian Academy of Sciences and Letters’). Indeed, they
represent two pioneering works, since for the first time in Italy a field study was
conceived and conducted following certain principles, which we believe are still
crucial in current day ethnobiology:
•

•
•
•

Research design: the researcher selected diverse locations inhabited by diverse populations (Italian – Lombard and Piedmontese - communities vs.
German-speaking/Walser communities).
Interviews were conducted primarily with elderly people (mostly living in
isolated Alpine summer settlements);
Precise botanical identification of the quoted taxa (the researcher was trained
in botany);
Sound data analysis was conducted via: 1) a comparison of the collected data
with those arising from »official« treatise of medical botany, pharmacognosy, or phytotherapy, in order to point out unknown medicinal plant uses;
2) Comparison of the recorded uses among the diverse considered locations;
and
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•

Detailed description in the introduction of the disseminating writings (articles) of the geographical, environmental, historical, and ethnographic background of the study site.

However, even in Chiovenda-Bensi’s studies, a clear indication of the collection
of voucher specimens and herbaria deposits was missing, and sometimes her description of local uses was very concise. Among her most interesting reports were
the following plant applications:
Alpine yarrows (Achillea moschata Wulf. and A. atrata L., Asteraceae). Local names in the middle and upper Formazza valley (German-speaking): Wildli,
Epfelebliemii; »The whole plant: in tea against head-ache and neuralgias«. Local names in Val Grande (both German- and Lombard-Piedmontese speaking):
Ewulebi: »Flowers: in decoction [to be used] for every winter disease«.
Edelweiss (Leontopodium alpinum Cass., Asteraceae). Local name in the middle and upper Formazza valley (German-speaking): Edelweiss: »The flowers: in
grappa, against bad colds«.
Velevetbells (Bartsia alpina, L. Orobanchaceae). Local names in Val Grande
(both German- and Lombard-Piedmontese speaking): Germandia: »Flowering
plants: decoction against fever«.
Moehringia muscosa L., Caryophyllaceae. Local name in Strona Valley not
given. »The whole plant: diuretic decoction«.
Agarikon (Fomes officinalis). Local name in Rimella Valley: stambu.
»Powdered in hot water or coffee. Drunk on empty stomach. Ecbolic« (Chiovenda-Bensi 1955 and 1957).

Ethnobiological Studies in Italy beyond Piedmont
Of course, near the end of the nineteenth century, the beginning of folkloric
studies and the associated interest in recording medicinal plant knowledge and
uses was not restricted to Piedmont and/or the Italian North-West. Here, we will
discuss a few important studies focused on the medical folklore of other regions
of Italy that were published between1890 and 1920 in Italy.
Caterina Pigorini-Beri (1845–1924) was daughter to a physician and sister
to the well-known palaeontologist Luigi Pigorini. Exposure to the research and
work of her father and brother likely had an impact on her own research path.
After teaching in a girls’ school in Parma, Pignorini-Beri later became one of the
most prominent protagonists of the beginning of the folkloric studies in Italy.
She described the local folk religious and medical practices within a specific chapter in her 1889 publication Costumi and Superstizioni dell’Appenino Marchigiano
(‘Costumes and Superstitions of the Apennines in the Marche region’). However
no plants uses were mentioned in this work.
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In an analogous way, the anthropologist Paolo Riccardi’s article Pregiudizi e
superstizioni del popolo modenese (‘Prejudices and superstitions of the people in
Modena’), published in 1890, described in a specific paragraph a few illnesses and
the local curing rituals. However, no plants are quoted in this work.
Zeno Zanetti’s La Medicina delle Nostre Donne (‘The medicine of our women’), published in 1892, is a remarkable work, which focuses on folk healing in the
Umbria region (Central Italy). In this work, folk remedies and healing practices
for many different pathologies are listed in a very detailed manner. Zanetti was
a physician who had attended the anthropological classes of Paolo Mantegazza
(1831–1910). Mantegazza was a very well known Darwinist physiologist, criminologist, anthropologist and traveller of the time, who in 1969 established the
first Italian Chair of Anthropology and the National Museum of Anthropology
and Ethnology in Florence. This might represent the first time that a number of
medicinal plants (reported in local and Latin names) are quoted and for which
folk medical uses are described in detail.
One of the first very complete ethnobotanical surveys on medicinal plant uses
is the linguist Gaspare Ungarelli’s work (1921) on folk medicinal plants uses in
the Bologna area. The work was intended for those stakeholders, which were at
the time involved in the growing herbal industry. Although a description of his
methodology was absent, Ungarelli reported local names and uses of more approximately 400 taxa.

Giuseppe Pitrè on Sicilian Folk Medicine
Giuseppe Pitrè (1841–1916) is renowned as the largest scholar and collector of
folklore in Sicily. In collaboration with Salvatore Salomone Marino, in 1880 he
founded one of the most important folkloric journals of that time: Archivio per lo
Studio delle Tradizioni Popolari (‘Archive for the Study of Popular Traditions’),
which he also directed until 1906. His landmark work, Medicina Popolare Siciliana (‘Sicilian Folk Medicine’), whose first edition dates to 1896, is an impressive treatise on the aetiology and healing strategies of folk-illnesses adopted by
a number of diverse actors in Sicily. In the second part of his work, this Sicilian
physician and father of the Italian folkloric studies lists different pathologies and
defines hundreds of healing practices, ritual, manual, and also herbalistic in nature (Pitrè 1896).
Pitrè’s book still represents a foundational reference work in the Italian panorama, which cannot be ignored by those who analyzing ethnobiological data in
Sicily (Napoli 2008). We would argue that studies of modern day ethnobiological
data should also better incorporate a substantive cross-analysis with the works of
the early Italian ethnobiologists like Pitrè and others mentioned here.
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Lessons Learned for the Future
These briefly illustrated case studies are exemplary of the variety of approaches
and background that the field of ethnobotany has enjoyed in Italy in the past. Today, all too often we insist in this field, especially in Italy, in continuous attempts
to bring ethnobiology into a mono-disciplinary domain, which could result in
jeopardizing decades of previous efforts and substantive studies.
The pioneers of ethnobotany in Italy came from very diverse trajectories: folkloric studies/anthropology, botany, medicine, and pharmacy. Moreover, only two
of them fostered a traditional academic career. More often than not, these early
ethnobotanical studies were conducted in the researchers’ spare time, and not as
a component of their primary employment.
It is our hope that future generations of European ethnobiologists will be able
to maintain this unique diversity and inclusiveness, which would also help the
academic milieu in fostering continuous dialogue with the world outside of traditional academia. As the pioneers in Italian ethnobiology have demonstrated,
there is great value to be gained in taking cross- and multi-disciplinary approaches to research in this field.
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The Engineer of
Ethnobotanical Cartography
Polish ethnographer Józef Gajek (1907–1987)
and his contribution to our science
Łukasz Łuczaj

Józef Gajek was the main organizer of the Polish Ethnographic Atlas. Although
he has not left many publications of ethnobotanical character, apart from several maps of the atlas, he engineered one of the most fascinating and pioneering
projects in European ethnobotany, creating a team of people who mapped many
ethnobotanical phenomena in Poland. His work and methodological principles
were followed by successive directors of the atlas: Janusz Bohdanowicz and Zygmunt Kłodnicki.
Gajek’s contribution to ethnobiology has not yet been summarized, although
major events from his early career were described in a few articles and book chapters (Bazielich 1985, 1986; Bohdanowicz 1985, 1987; Kowalska-Lewicka 1985;
Kłodnicki and Kowalska-Lewicka 2002; Kwaśniewska 2006, 2007, 2010).

Biographical Sketch
Józef Ludwik Franciszek Gajek was born in Vienna in 1907. Later, his family
moved to Lwów (Lviv), where he attended primary and secondary school and
then studied in the Jan Kazimierz University in Lviv (now Ukraine, then, between the two world wars, a part of Poland). He graduated with two master’s
degrees: in Polish philology and in ethnography with ethnology. Between 1931
an 1937 he worked as a teacher in secondary schools in Lviv. Simultaneously between 1931 and 1932 he was an assistant of Professor Adam Fischer (1889–1943),
an ethnologist with deep ethnobotanical interests. In 1933, Gajek received his
PhD for a thesis titled ’Roosters in Polish folk beliefs‘, which was published a
year later (Gajek 1934). Between 1931 and 1936 he was inspired by Fischer to do
ethnographic field studies in the Polish part of Pomerania. These studies were
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financed by Instytut Bałtycki (the Baltic Institute). As a result of this cooperation
in 1937 he was employed by this institution and moved to its sites, first in Toruń,
then in Gdynia (Kwaśniewska 2007).
As a result of his studies in Pomerania, Gajek published a few articles and
then prepared a monograph titled Etnografia Kaszub (‘Ethnography of Kashubia’) with a large part devoted to plant use. The first part of this monograph was
submitted for publication in 1938, and the second in 1939. However, the beginning of World War II made it impossible to print it. The text prepared for the
printing got lost and only a typewriter copy was preserved.
Kashubia, the northernmost region of Poland, adjacent to the Baltic Sea, was
an interesting place to do ethnographic research, in spite of the fact that northern
Poland was not as »primitive« as the south and the east, as it was industrialized
and influenced by modern farming practices. The culture of Kashubia has many
distinct features as it is inhabited by people speaking Kashubian, a separate minority language.
Gajek’s unpublished manuscript is stored in the museum in Wejherowo near
Gdańsk. The reading of the manuscript reveals Gajek’s deep interest in plant and
fungi gathering practices, to which he devoted a considerable part of the manuscript.
Just before the war, in 1939, because of unknown reasons, Gajek moved back
to Lviv. A new Instytut Ziem Południowo-Wschodnich (Insutute of SouthEastern Territories) was created. He became its director and organizer. However,
World War II ruined his plans. In order to survive daily life in Lviv occupied by
Soviets and then Germans, he had to do small mundane jobs.

Post-War Times
After the end of the war, due to the shift of borders most Polish inhabitants
of eastern territories of Poland migrated from the newly expanded Ukrainian
Soviet Republic. Gajek went to Lublin. There he worked in two universities: the
Catholic University of Lublin (1944–49) and Maria-Curie Skłodowska University (1945–1951).
In Lublin Gajek reactivated the project of the Polish Ethnographic Atlas, the
Polish Folklore Society and the main Polish ethnographic journal Lud. The idea
of an atlas which mapped Polish folk culture was originally developed by other
prominent Polish ethnographers: Kazimierz Moszyński and Jadwiga Klimaszewska in 1934–36, in their Atlas kultury ludowej w Polsce. This was the first attempt to make a Polish ethnographic atlas, however its scale was much smaller
(less study points, less questions) than Gajek’s post-war project. A few maps of
the atlas were already published, documenting the ritual use of plants at midsummer. It was ethnobotany that differentiated the Polish Ethnographic Atlas from
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Fig. 1. An example of Questionnaire no 2 from 1948 in which in-depth
information on the use of freelisted wild food plants was provided.
(Photo Łukasz Łuczaj.)

other ethnographic atlases of Europe. Although ethnographic atlases were made
during the twentieth century in a few countries (e.g. Germany, Slovakia, Sweden,
Switzerland and Yugoslavia), it was only the Polish atlas which contained a significant portion devoted to ethnobotany.
Kazimierz Moszyński (see another chapter of the book), founder of the prewar atlas, was educated as a biologist so his inclination for making ethnobotanical maps can be easily understood, however Gajek, a non-biologist, in his postWar recreation of the program of the Atlas also started from an ethnobotanical
enquiry. The main concept of the atlas and its methodology were developed just
after World War II (Gajek 1946; Delimat 1947). In 1948, questionnaires concerning the use of wild food plants were issued.

Freelisting Questionnaires from the 1940s
Although the undertaking of the Atlas was to describe all aspects of Polish folklore, its first four questionnaires concerned the use of wild edible plants (Questionnaires 1 and 2) and medicinal plants (Questionnaires 3 and 4) only. These
four questionnaires were used together. They were filled in by a range of correspondents of the Polish Folklore Society (Polskie Towarzystwo Ludoznawcze),
who interviewed local people or reported their own observations from their
home villages, and sent the results back to the Polish Ethnographic Atlas office.
Questionnaire 1 was an empty table with two columns, one for local plant
names and the other for the plant part used. Questionnaire 2 was used to provide
more information on particular species, so questions about each species o ccupied
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Table 1. English translation of Professor J. Gajek’s questionnaire form nr 2 from 1948.
A booklet containing a set of such identical questionnaires began with a header containing the location and details of the researcher (detailed address, all places they have lived,
occupation, level of education) and the informants (names, dates and places of birth,
places of habitation before 1939, occupations).
1.

Write the local name, commonly used by people.

2.

Write other names, used more rarely in the locality.

3.

Write names, ages and birth places of people who call this plant different names.

4.

Specify the collection place (forest, arable field, meadow, scarp etc.) and date:

5.

Mark months when the plant is collected for food with “x” [a table with months
follows].

6.

Write folk names of the edible part of the plant.

7.

Do the oldest people remember this plant being collected in the past? When?

8.

Is it collected now?

9.

If it is no longer collected, specify why.

10. Who collects the plant (children, the elderly, women, men?).
11. Is it only collected during spring food shortages or in times of famine (e.g. war?).
Answer precisely!
12. Is this plant only collected and eaten by children or also by adults?
13. Specify the names of dishes made with this plant.
14. Do people store this plant for winter? How is it stored?
Space for other remarks.
Scientific name.

two pages, including a space in which to attach a small herbarium specimen (Table 1). In reality some respondents sent both Questionnaire 1 and 2, and some only
Questionnaire 1, or only 2, so the depth of information concerning particular
places varies. Altogether, 77 completed copies of Questionnaire 1 (62 in Cieszyn
and 15 in Kraków) and 423 completed copies of Questionnaire 2 (all in Cieszyn)
containing information on edible plants were analyzed by Łuczaj (2008). In 2009
and 2010, a few hundred more copies of Questionnaires 1–4 were found (Łuczaj
2010). Most copies of the questionnaire are stored in the Polish Ethnographic
Atlas office in the University of Silesia (Cieszyn), with a small subset found in the
archive of the Institute of Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology of the Jagiellonian University in Kraków, stored as »Odpowiedzi na ankietę nadesłane przez
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Koła Krajoznawcze Młodzieży Szkolnej«, archive no. KKMS 317–332, and a
small subset in the archive of the Polish Folklore Society in Wrocław.
All the correspondents were local, either living in the village (or town) which
they wrote about or in a nearby town. A few of the correspondents were, or later
became, prominent researchers, like Jan Dekowski, who in the 1960s and 1970s
published a few regional ethnobotanical studies from central Poland, the Reverend Włodzimierz Sedlak, a biophysicist and paleontologist from the Catholic
University of Lublin, and Stanisław Flizak, an ethnographer. Most correspondents sent a set of questionnaires concerning one place only, apart from a few people who supplied information for one or two more places. Most of those whose
profession is known were teachers and farmers, but among them there were students, priests, officials, lawyers, a group of scouts, a forester, a museum director
and the director of a cultural centre. Hiking clubs for young people (Koła Krajoznawcze Młodzieży Szkolnej) from the Kraków area also took part in the study,
supplying fifteen copies of Questionnaire 1. Apart from using their personal experience of living in the given place, the participants interviewed between one
and six, usually elderly, people. It was not stated by the interviewers where the
conversations with local people took place (indoors or outdoors) or if herbarium
specimens were collected during the interviews or after.
The information contained in Questionnaires 1 and 2 (together with later
data from the 1960s) has been, so far, used in three published maps of the Polish
Ethnographic Atlas , i.e. in the map of tree sap (no. 311), bread additives (no. 322)
and Vaccinium uliginosum (no. 310). Twelve maps (no. 356–367) documenting
the use of 15 taxa are still awaiting publication (Kłodnicki and Drożdż 2008).
The Polish Ethnographic Atlas team was more interested in widely used species,
the ways in which they were used and their local names and regional differences,
than in tracking ethnobotanical curiosities used in a few villages. The ethnobotanical anylysis of these questionnaires was only recently performed by Łuczaj
(2008, 2010a).
Questionnaires 3 and 4, concerning the use of medicinal plants, had already
been used by Paluch (1984) in his review of Polish ethnomedicine, but only information about the more commonly used species as published.
These first ethnobotanical questionnaires of the Polish Ethnographic Atlas
present a very high scientific value. Data were collected just after World War II,
when the memory of famine plants was fresh and poverty preserved gathering
traditions. It is one of the earliest examples of a purely ethnobotanical herbarium
in Europe. It uses free lists of plants; which constitute a very valuable resource for
ethnobotanical research, as no species or mode of use is pre-suggested.
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The Questionnaire from 1964
In the early 1950s studies of the atlas shifted from plant gathering to agriculture
(Gajkowa 1954a, 1954b). In 1953 the works of the Atlas were moved to the newly
created ethnography department of the Institute of the History of Material Culture of the Polish Academy of Sciences. Gajek became the main editor of the
Atlas and the Pracownia Centralna Polskiego Atlasu Etnograficznego (the Central Studio of PAE) was located in Wrocław (Staszczakówna, 1954, Kłodnicki
and Drożdż 2008). Another prominent ethnographer with ethnobotanical interests, Kazimierz Moszyński, became the president of the committee of the atlas
(Komisja dla Spraw PAE). Later he was replaced by Tadeusz Lewicki.
The number of questionnaires returned was not sufficient to construct detailed maps, which was the main objective of the Polish Ethnographic Atlas, so
another study of wild edible plants was launched in 1964–69. This time it was
done within a large project on all aspects of material culture, studied in a preselected grid of over 330 villages (Questionnaire 6). The field study using this
questionnaire was done by a group of several young ethnographers. Some of them
visited a few dozen villages. The questionnaire concerned was over a hundred pages long, which was the reason why it was often filled in hastily and superficially.
No herbarium specimens were collected at that time.
In 1971, a few more questionnaires were designed, in order to supplement earlier data. These were: »Picking wild-growing berries« (author J. Gajek), »Collecting sap from trees« (B. Jankowska), and »Picking berries: common barberry
mountain ash, bird cherry, juniper, guelder rose and others« (J. Bohdanowicz).

Polish Ethnographic Atlas after Gajek’s Retirement
After Gajek’s retirement in 1972, the work of the Atlas and its ethnobiological
content, was continued by the successive directors (for a few years still in the cooperation with Gajek) – professor Janusz Bohdanowicz and professor Zygmunt
Kłodnicki, as well as their team.
The first four printed volumes of the atlas did not contain any ethnobotanical
content. It was in volume 5 (map 265), published as late as in 1974 (Gajek 1974),
that a map of species of leaves put under baking bread appeared. The Volume
six contained more ethnobotanical issues: map 310:Picking bog bilberries (Vaccinium uliginosum L.), by J. Gajek); map 311 – Collecting spring sap from trees,
by B. Jankowska, under scientific management of J. Gajek; map 322 Non-cereal
additives to bread dough, by J. Bohdanowicz, supplemented by J. Gajek. Gathering
and the consumption of mushrooms from the genus Russula (Russulaceae), by J.
Pawłowska, sup. by J. Gajek; and four maps by J. Pawłowska and J. Gajek concerning the consumption of selected mushroom taxa: Russula alutacea (313), Russula
virescens (313), Lactarius vellereus (314) and Lactarius volemus (315).
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Fig. 2. A page from Questionnaire no. 6 (from 1964) of the Polish Ethnographic
Atlas, designed by J. Gajek (archives of the Polish Ethnographic Atlas, Cieszyn).

Bohdanowicz was also very interested in the ethnobotanical issues of the atlas. He organized a few ethnobotanical questionnaires devoted to gathering specific plants and prepared the seventh volume of the atlas, a large part of which is
devoted to gathering wild plants. Unfortunately due to financial reasons it has
never been published. The manuscript (the large-sized maps with the localities
marked with felt-tip pens) is available for researchers in the office of the Atlas.
The next director of the Atlas, Zygmunt Kłodnicki, also organized some
ethnobotanical queries, mainly designed as a return study to the places from the
main grid of the Atlas. Between 2000 and 2003, a questionnaire designed in 1998
by Rastislava Stoličná and supplemented by Zygmunt Kłodnicki (both from the
University of Silesia in Cieszyn), which covered various aspects of food customs,
was used to gather data in a few dozen villages across Poland, mainly in villages
previously studied in the 1960s. The data were collected mainly by anthropology
students during training camps. The questionnaire, like its predecessor in 1964,
contained a question about the use of wild greens, with similar taxa mentioned as
examples. A large proportion of these questionnaires (data from 82 localities) was
analyzed in an MA thesis from the University of Silesia (Jędrusik 2004), and this
set of data was used for comparison with the older questionnaires (Łuczaj 2010).
Since 1993, data from the Polish Ethnographic Atlas are published in the form
of Commentaries to the Polish Ethnographic Atlas. Instead of publishing largesized maps, they contain information in the form of text, where each piece of information given has a reference concerning its location, given as a footnote. To
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avoid longer lists of locations and present some geographical ranges, small map are
also included. One of the Commentaries volumes, by Agnieszka Lebeda (2002), is
devoted to folk beliefs concerning plants, animals and astronomical and meteorological phenomena. The material for the maps in this volume was gathered at the
turn of the 20th and 21st century using Questionnaire no 11, designed by Jadwiga
Klimaszewska in 1982 and supplemented by Lebeda. A few questions concerned
the use of such apotropaic plants as: Hypericum perforatum, Sambucus nigra, Taxus baccata, Rhamnus cathartica. Other questions asked which species protect from
venomous snakes, devil diseases and other specific dangers or concerned specific
legends (‘why aspens tremble?’, ‘on which tree did Judas hang himself?’ ‘what do
people say about the Fern Flower?’. Several questions concerned the use of plants in
the main Christian festivals, e.g. which plants are used for Christmas trees or with
which plants house walls are decorated on Pentecost. Out of this material Lebeda
made 15 maps. A further eight maps concerned folk beliefs concerning some animals (snakes, pigs, goats, rooster, stork, ladybird, honey bee, frog).
For decades, the ethnobotanical part of Gajek’s and his successors’ work was
not duly appreciated. Polish ethnologists, concentrated on regional monographs,
rarely referred to it (apart from Paluch’s monograph of ethnomedicine) and most
botanists had never heard of it. As a matter of fact only a fraction of the collected data was published, so it was difficult to fully appreciate its extent. It was
the recent work of Łuczaj (Łuczaj 2008, 2010a, 2010b) which unscovered these
archives on an international arena. Very symptomatic of modern science, which
is separated into institutes and departments having little contact with each other – the founders and workers of the Polish Ethnographic Atlas (PEA) did not
know about Rostafiński’s questionnaire of 1883, which can be seen as one of the
predecessor of PEA, until 2008. Now, when these sources can be compared both
with each other and with modern data, Poland becomes one of very few places on
Earth where historical changes in plant use, stretching over one and a half centuries may be traced (Łuczaj 2010a, 2010b).
Ethnobotanical research in the Polish Ethnographic Atlas, like the rest of its
content, had an ethnogeographical character. This is a continuation of Kazimierz Moszyński’s (1958) thought (see the chapter devoted to this researcher). Ethnographers using this method, apart from illustrating the regional diversity of
ethnographical phenomena could identify the areas with the most primitive folk
culture and try to trace the diffusion of other ones. Thus geographical distribution can supply valuable data on historical changes in culture (Kłodnicki 1994).
The ethnogeographical method is widely used in ethnolinguistics and names of
common plants are often used to distinguish differences between dialects. The
use of a relatively regular grid of research point as applied in the PEA is a unique
undertaking in world ethnobotany.
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It seems that there was insufficient contact with botanists during the course
of work on the Polish Ethnographic Atlas concerning ethnobotanical issues, as
many herbarium specimens were incorrectly identified (sometimes even the genus being wrongly identified) and some botanical mistakes appeared in publications, e.g. confusion between Chenopodium and Origanum, due to their similar
Polish names, or the assumption that all oset species belong to the scientific genus
oset (Carduus), when herbarium specimens and other studies clearly showed that
most plants called oset belong to the genus Cirsium (Łuczaj 2010b). These few
mistakes, however, do not diminish the great effort put into the documentation
of the use of plants. The ethnobotanical part of the Polish Ethnographic Atlas is
a unique cartographic phenomenon in the history of ethnobiology.
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The Contributions of Early
Women Ethnobiologists
Monika Kujawska and Ingvar Svanberg 1

North America has several prominent pioneering women within the scientific
field of ethnobiology, such as Matilda Coxe Stevenson (1849–1915) who published a monograph on Zuñi Indian folk botany (Stevenson 1915); Fanny Dickerson Bergen (1846–1924) who gathered data on American immigrant communities’ animal and plant lore (Bergen 1899); Erna Gunther (1896–1982) who in
the 1930s did extensive ethnobotanical and ethnozoological research on Indian tribes in the western Washington state (Gunther 1945); Frances Densmore
(1867–1957) who studied plant use among the Chippewa (Anishenaabe) and
the Makah (Densmore 1928, 1939); Elsie Viault Steedman (1905–1985?) who
published an ethnobotany of the Thompson Indians (Nlaka’pmx), basing her
work on James A. Teit’s unpublished notes (Steedman 1930); Lyda Averill Taylor
(1913–1960) who in the 1930s did research about healing plants among tribes
in south-eastern USA (Taylor 1940); Katharine Loumala (1907–1992) who
conducted ethnobotanical field work on Gilbert Islands in the 1940s (Loumala 1953); Christine S. Wilson (1919–2005), who wrote about medicinal plants
in Malaysia (Wilson 1985), and Margaret E. Ashley Towle (1902–1985), with
her thesis on the ethnobotany of Pre-Columbian Peru (Towle 1961). From the
younger generation we can mention Kat M. Anderson (b. 1955), Marlene Dobkins de Rio (b. 1939), Nina L. Etkin (1947–2009), Julia A. Jordan (b. 1928), Siri
von Reis (b. 1931) and Nancy J. Turner (b. 1947). Women, although a minority,
were an integral part of the small scholarly community that developed ethnobotany and ethnozoology into modern sciences in North America from the 1860s
onwards (Clément 1998a, 1998b).
For their interest and assistance we are especially grateful to Valeria Kolosova (Russia), Łukasz
Łuczaj (Poland), Sarah Luczaj (Poland), Pia Karlsson Minganti (Italy), Andrea Pieroni (Italy),
Ewa Pirożnikow (Poland) and Nancy J. Turner (Canada)
1
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In contrast, only a few pioneering European women were involved in the research of the biocultural domains that are the result of human beings’ complex
relationship with other organisms. Only a handful of women were mentioned in
a recent chapter on European ethnobiology (Svanberg et al. 2011). This was not
due to the ignorance of the male authors, but simply because not many women
scholars were found while researching the article. Among the most noteworthy
scholarly efforts within ethnobiology were those made by some Italian women
in the late 1950s, such as Elsa Bertagnon (1955) and Albarosa Bandini (1961),
who both investigated the use of medicinal plants in the mountainous regions of
Eastern Liguria, and Caterina Chiovenda-Bensi (1957, 1960) who did field ethnobotanical research in Walser communities in Piedmont.
As the present authors have their background in European ethnology it is interesting to note that while plant knowledge is sometimes, at least in the popular
imagination, viewed as a mainly female domain, few female scholars seem to have
been attracted to this field. Many female scholars have chosen to focus on areas meaningful to women such as child rearing, food culture and textile studies.
Some further European female scholars deserve our attention though, and will
be presented here. Most of them did not, in contrast to the Italian researchers
already mentioned, label themselves ethnobiologists or ethnobotanists, but biologists, botanists, cultural anthropologists, ethnologists or folklorists. There will be
a bias on who will be mentioned here due to our own geographical and scholarly
backgrounds. Most of them are only known in their own country, but the history of the study of ethnobiology cannot be restricted to those scholars who have
achieved international reputation.

Everyday Knowledge of Plants among Women
Women are known to have been specialists on plants since time immemorial.
Medieval female herbalists were known as wyrtgælstre (literally ‘plant-singer’) in
Old English (Osborn 2008: 145). Such herbalists have of course been found everywhere in Europe. Women all over Europe used to gather medicinal plants and
sell them to drug merchants. Very rarely are these women taken out of anonymity.
Anna Hansdotter in Stockholm is one of the few named, because she complained
in 1610 that she never got paid for the medicinal plants and snakes that she had
gathered for a barber, Baltzar, obviously skilled in medicine (Broberg 1991). Some
female healers who illegally used herbs are sometimes mentioned by name in court
protocols and other juridical documents (Wall 1989; Glickman 1991).
We know from the literature that many scholars turned to rural women, when
they were looking for local knowledge on popular names and use of plants. The
best known perhaps is Carl Linnaeus who, after Sunday worship in the church in
the small town of Åmål in July 1746, went out to learn the local folk botany from
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»old maids and women, who here have more knowledge of plant remedies, than
we have found elsewhere« (Linnaeus 1747: 234).
In the European colonies overseas there were many opportunities to discover
new economic plants. Some women also took part in this exploration. An interesting case is the artist-naturalist Maria Sibylla Merian (1647–1717) from Frankfurt am Main who went to Dutch Guiana (Suriname) in order to study insects
and paint flowers, amphibians and other animals. She also gathered information
on the use of food plants such as cacao and red pepper by the locals, and also
plants used for dyes, and how the peacock flower (Caesalpinia pulcherrima) was
used by Black and Native Indian women to induce abortion rather than have
their children be born into slavery (Schiebinger 2004).
In Europe physicians turned to wise women and healers for discovering new
drugs. It is the folk »whom we must thank for the most efficacious medicines«,
remarked Carl Linnaeus. Woman healers have actually helped scholars in their
search for new medicines. An interesting example is the physician William Withering in Shropshire (England), who observed how a local female healer achieved
good results by treating her patients suffering from dropsy with a remedy, which
consisted of plants.
»I was told that it had long been kept a secret by an old woman in Shropshire, who
had some times made cures after the more regular practitioners had failed. I was informed also that the effects produced were violent vomiting and purging; for the
diuretic effects seemed to have been overlooked. This medicine was composed of
twenty or more different herbs; but it was not very difficult for one conversant in
these subjects, to perceive, that the active herb could be no other than the Foxglove«
(Withering 1785: 2).

Withering examined the herb composition and through deduction found that
it must have been the foxglove (Digitalis purpurea) that was medically active.
He prepared an extract of this particular plant and examined the effect on their
patients. The treatment proved successful and the trials were extended to more
patients (Balick and Cox 1996: 15–17). Other examples of physicians working
with women healers are mentioned from nineteenth century Russia and Ukraine
(Demich 1889; Markovich 1891).
However, we must remember that men and women usually held complementary skills in relation to animals and plants. It is a myth that women were the
plant experts of a pre-industrial peasant society. Men also had a wide knowledge
of plants, although their areas of expertise were different. In northern Sweden,
for instance, men were gathering fodder, fuel and raw material for handicrafts,
while women gathered plants for producing dyes, minor household crafts, and
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for hygienic purposes. Some individuals may have expertise in one area of folk
knowledge, and some in another (Svanberg 1998).

Gender in Ethnobotanical Research
Contemporary ethnobiologists are conscious of this knowledge heterogeneity
related to biological resources in studied societies (Ford 2001; Pardo-de-Santayana et al. 2010). This awareness of individual contribution into the corpus of
knowledge of a community makes it difficult nowadays »to see knowledge as
disembodied abstract diagram on the paper« (Ellen 2006: 6). However, this perspective was largely ignored in the nineteenth and most of the twentieth century. Early European researchers, men in the overwhelming majority, were driven
to the field by the idea of documenting the fast-disappearing or transforming
knowledge and practices of peasants and non-literate societies on other continents (Clément 1998a). They elaborated a long list of plants or animals and their
folk uses. In this sense, European researchers were acting similarly to those in
North America. However, their approach was less utilitarian than that of the
Americans (Svanberg et al. 2011). The idea of extensive, long term fieldwork has
gained importance in ethnography and cultural anthropology since the 1920s
(Bernard 2006), and even later in ethnobiology (according to the academic background of a researcher).
Hence, early ethnobiologists tried to maximize their results and economize
their time in the field by using purposive sampling – picking the most knowledgeable members of a community in the study domain, willing to share their knowledge with an outsider. In many cases informants were men too, or alternatively elder women, who had similar status to men in a community. The choice of men as
key informants was influenced by various factors. They were more »visible« to researchers in political and social terms by representing the community to the outside
world; more accessible, by being bilingual more often than women; more available
in cultural terms: in some cultures there are proscriptions against women’s contact
with an outsider man; finally, male researchers preferred more virile topics (Pfeiffer and Butz 2005; Howard 2003). To sum up, by the fact that men conducted
research among men about men’s issues, gender bias was generated in early ethnobiology. This bias influenced the choice of topics, questions formulated, methods,
research outcomes, and in consequence, the theory (Howard 2003:18–19).
For example, in the northern part of North America, women’s activity and involvement in the food production systems were essential to the well-being of these
societies. While women’s work and knowledge were valued as equal to men’s in
these societies, scientific researchers often overlooked the importance of women’s
activities for subsistence. That was partly due to researchers’ failure to document
women’s activity and engagement in food procurement, management and prepa-
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ration. Therefore, academic researchers concluded that traditional economies
were almost exclusively based on the exploitation of salmon and other fish and
on the hunting of marine and terrestrial mammals and large birds. »This marginalization of the significance of botanical food products and food processing in
general has the effect of devaluing women’s work and roles in those societies«, as
Nancy Turner rightly concludes (Turner 2003).
The milestone in breaking this pattern was the publication of Women and
Plants, edited by Patricia Howard (2003), which contains numerous contributions that included the gender variable as the critical one in their research. This
approach is also the consequence of a growing number of women researchers in
our field since the 1960s as well as a result of method development and theoretical perspectives in ethnobiology. Yet, as some investigators point out, nowadays
scholars are still more interested in analysis of consensus rather than gender analysis (Pfeiffer and Butz 2005).
The main problem in early ethnobiological research is that of methodological
approach, i.e. in many cases we do not know how the information was gathered
and what analytical tools were used to achieve the results. In some cases thick
regional or ethnic monographs were written based on the knowledge of a handful of senior individuals. On the other hand, this fact should not lead one to
disregard early ethnobiological works, in our opinion. Contemporary reflection
helps us to look at »old« things with »new« eyes. The awareness of gender bias
is something we should take into account while reading nineteenth and early
twentieth century ethnobiological works, especially when they are part of the
background to the field research, using a long time perspective, diachronic and
comparative methods. Nevertheless, old ethnobiological works contain fascinating field observations and descriptions of customs and practices, which capture
our attention, opening new perspectives and inducing new questions.
Some researchers assume that gender neutral context in ethnobiological research does not exist (Pfeiffer and Butz 2005). Knowledge of certain resources
and their management is shaped by oral and non oral transmission as well as
practice and contact with these resources (Johns 1990; Ingold 2002). In most
societies there is a division of labour based on gender distinction. In some of them
gender is the basic criterion of labour division, in others there exists more flexibility in this respect. The same is true of particular activities such as food and
fuel gathering, farming, hunting, and so on (e.g. Finerman 1989; Ertuğ 2003;
Pieroni 2003). The knowledge of natural resources management in every society
worldwide is gendered. This variation in community knowledge contributes to
biocultural diversity. Cooking, folk remedies, fibre dyeing, maintaining home
gardens, and seed selection are women’s domains found in many societies all over
the world (Howard 2003).
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Studying these topics leads researchers inevitably to women informants. Most
of the mentioned domains belong to the domestic area, which represents a largely
invisible dimension. Howard argues that the domestic realm is very productive,
especially in rural areas. It involves highly specialized knowledge and technological skills for plant and animal resource procurement, processing and management. Women’s daily activities, in comparison to men’s, require a more diverse
use of plant species (Howard 2003).
Men and women’s knowledge may also differ due to exposure to different habitats and different frequencies of exploring habitats that are shared by both genders. Often women’s mobility is spatially more limited than men’s. In this situation the range of species and habitats frequented by women may also be limited.
However, this may develop a deeper familiarity and experience with the species
and habitats in those areas (Pfeiffer and Butz 2005).
This had, for instance, methodological consequences. With a few exceptions,
»the early ethnobotanists were men and they weren’t interested in cooking«,
writes for instance Ann Woodin (1999: vii) in her preface to a reprint of a book on
American Indian food culture. This is to some extent also true in European conditions, although folk-life archives in many north and north-east European countries
documented knowledge about plants both among men and women. Nevertheless,
an important contribution of early women ethnobiologists doing their fieldwork
in Europe was the exposure and exploration of domestic areas in their research.
On this continent, as in other parts of the world, women are the main providers of
health and nutritional care for their families. Women scholars had better access to
the domestic realm, and to women informants, not necessarily community experts.
They also often chose subjects like phytotherapy, medicinal plant management,
food habits and others directly related to women’s activity within the household.

Monastic Plant Knowledge
We have all learned, from the Bible, about the fateful interest in plants that Eve,
the first woman and second person created by God, showed. An interesting connection between plants and women in early Christian Europe is the phenomenon
of the many local plants associated with the Virgin Mary. This is known from
many European languages (Larsson 1992; Svanberg 2009). For instance, orchids
with obscene names or plants (and sometimes animals) with »pagan« names
were during medieval times, sometimes re-named after the blessed Virgin or popular saints (cf. Thomas 1983: 82; Viereck 2002). Many plants are of course closely
connected with women, including herbs used in connection with menstruation,
pregnancy and for love magic (Šeškauskaité and Gliwa 2002).
Medieval prints often represent women dealing with plants, e.g. harvesting
sage or other herbs for medicinal purposes (Rembeliński and Kuźnicka 1987).
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Before the Renaissance abbeys and nunneries played an important role for the
knowledge of herbal and culinary plant use. Scholarly medicine, developed already during antiquity, was stored in the monastic environment during medieval
times. Very little is known about nuns and their plant knowledge in medieval
Europe, this topic deserves further investigation. More research in this respect
has been done in Mexico and other parts of New World, where European female convents were founded from the sixteenth century. Nuns contributed to the
propagation of European culinary traditions and phytotherapy during colonial
times, which influenced the creation of a rich culinary heritage in Mexico and
other parts of Latin America (Osorio-Mrożek 2004).
The most well-known of European nuns is the German Benedictine abbess
Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179). She was the author of two books dedicated to
medicine and medicinal plants, Liber simplicis medicinae and Compositae medicinae. Hildegard of Bingen is usually acknowledged when contemporary scholars
are writing the history of the use of specific medicinal plants in Europe (e.g. Fiore
et al. 2005; Svanberg 2013). She is still very much read and her plant recommendations are followed by herbalists, Christian gardeners and New Age healers in
contemporary Europe.

The Writer who turned to Ethnobotany
»An interesting, and perhaps, not well known fact is that peasants know even the
smallest plant, have names for all of them, often very beautiful and bawdy and they
search and know the properties for them. Women outweigh men in this respect, but
also among the latter there are those who can be regarded as teachers. In this way, I
gathered two hundred and a few dozen herbarium specimens, with an appropriate
number of folk names, and different, especially medicinal, meanings. It engaged and
absorbed me tremendously« (Orzeszkowa 1956: 78).

This paragraph comes from a letter written by Eliza Orzeszkowa (1841–1910)
to the well-known Polish ethnographer Jan Karłowicz in 1887. She was a Polish
writer, the author of many novels inspired by naturalism and realism, of which
Nad Niemnem (At the border of the Niemen) is her masterpiece. In four volumes
Orzeszkowa described the life of provincial nobles and peasants submerged in the
picturesque landscape of the Grodno area, today Byelorussia. In Nad Niemnem
she mentioned 150 names of different plant species in the local dialect and common Polish (Kleiber 2009). That was not a mere spark of her imagination. She
dedicated several springs and summers to carrying out fieldwork among peasants
in seven different villages in Grodno area. She published her field notes and lists
of useful plants in Wisła, an ethnographic-geographic journal founded in 1887,
whose editor was Jan Karłowicz.
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On the one hand, Orzeszkowa had an ambition, typical for nineteenth century ethnobotanists, to make the longest list possible of useful plants and their
names in folk culture. However, she enjoyed the very process of collecting information, preparing a herbarium collection and observing peasants behaviour and
customs. Her papers are full of field observations. Here is just one example:
»We do not enter inside the hut, while sitting on a narrow bench between the
trees; we expect the return of Lucia, whom we have not found at home. She went
to another village, only a verst away, summoned by an ailing woman, but soon to
be returned. Meanwhile, we learn that among the fruit trees, under which we are
sitting, there are skorospiejki, kistuszki, panny and sapieżanki. What are the other
species; the woman does not know and cannot explain to us. We perceive that
they are all ineptly, too tightly planted, so that one hinders the growth of another,
and more and more will interfere. It is a pity considering all this work and good
intentions! We would be very happy to provide the young owner of the garden
with a valuable book by Jankowski Orchard by a hut, but we know, that nobody
in the Lucia’s hut can read, unfortunately. Yet another difference with noble huts,
in which all men are literate, and women can read at least. [...] we soon perceive
Lucia [...]. She runs towards us, all sweaty; first she takes off a sheepskin coat,
and then with a friendly welcome she is greeting us. On her small, rosy, wrinkled
face, her eyes are shining black, so happy to see us. She knows that for herbs and
explanations she will earn something, besides, she likes us perhaps, because she
spent many hours chatting with us last summer, and talking seems to be the main
pleasure of her life« (Orzeszkowa 1888: 688).
Eliza Orzeszkowa recruited her informants from a group of amateur botanists: poor nobles living amongst peasants in the same villages, people who were
knowledgeable in the subject due to their occupation – for example folk healers
and midwifes. She conducted extensive interviews with them (Orzeszkowa 1888,
1891).
As mentioned above, Lucia used to go at dawn to the forest and meadows to
collect different flowering plants. She would bring them in a basket to the hut
where Eliza Orzeszkowa stayed and the researcher picked each plant and asked
Lucia for names, uses and sayings or legends that she could remember about each
of them (Orzeszkowa 1888). When there were no new plants, or no information
to be written down, Orzeszkowa moved to another village a few kilometres away.
Within several summers of fieldwork Orzeszkowa visited seven villages in the
same area (Kielak 2004).
In one article published in Wisła, she described her tactic for extracting information from reluctant or shy informants who were known as local experts in
plant lore. In such cases she would start to talk about plants herself, mentioning
some tales and anecdotes related to them, and slowly the individual, who after all
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Fig. 1. Polish author Eliza Orzeszkowa (1841–1910) did
field work on plant knowledge among Belarussian peasants.

was interested in the subject, became engaged in dialogue, opening his/her »sack
with information« (Orzeszkowa 1888: 690). For the numerous hours spent with
the researchers, the native consultants were paid in cash and goods. On the first
trip Eliza Orzeszkowa was accompanied by her colleague, a biologist from Warsaw, who identified over a hundred plant species, which Orzeszkowa managed to
collect. In the following years the researcher used to send voucher specimens to
botanists and asked them for help with plant identification (Kleiber 2009).
»I took up folk botany last summer, i.e. search of names assigned by the local
people to plants, and meanings, applications, etc. attached to them. But I have
one great difficulty [...] cannot provide a great number of collected plants with
correct Polish and Latin names, without which the folk names, mostly Ruthenian, will have no meaning for science. [...] So I want to ask you, dear Sir, to let me
send you dried specimens, which I will collect« (Orzeszkowa 1981: 87).
Eliza Orzeszkowa became an expert in drying and fixing plants. She invented
different techniques for drying certain species in order to preserve their colours
and features. In one of her letters, she wrote to Zofia Mokrzecka: »the only decent glue is made from wheat flour, moderately dense« (Orzeszkowa 1971: 207).
Her herbaria and plant albums are small pieces of art (Kielak 2004; Kleiber
2009).
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She made several herbaria which she gave to different institutions in Poland,
or alternatively she auctioned them and donated money to charity (Kleiber 2009).
One of the best preserved herbaria is stored in the headquarters of Poznańskie
Towarzystwo Przyjaciół Nauk (Poznań Society of Friends of Science ). This herbarium contains 122 pages. The first 78 pages contain 280 different specimens,
glued 3–5 on each page. All of them are provided with folk names and 80 per cent
of them also with common Polish and Latin names. The following pages contain
whole plant specimens with roots and rhizomes. There is also information on
locations of specimen collection. Other herbaria, which are more akin to botanical albums, are stored in Wrocław, Warsaw and, until recently, also in London
(Kielak 2004, Kleiber 2009).
Orzeszkowa’s work not only enriched Polish ethnobotanical research, but
also provided new botanical data about flora form the Grodno area. Her research
contributed to a shift in the range of certain botanical species, and helped to complete maps of flora in central-eastern Europe (Kamińska 1986: 45).
An interesting issue is that Orzeszkowa’s research was followed in the Grodno area by another woman pioneer of ethnobotany, Zośka Wieras (1892–1991).
Her real name was Ludwika Siwicka-Wójcik. Although born in Ukraine and of
Polish-Lithuanian descent, she devoted herself to studying Belarussian folklore
and writing poetry in Belarussian and Polish (she was also fluent in Russian and
Ukrainian). Her pen-name Wieras, means ‘heather’ in Belarussian. In 1924 she
published a Belarussian-Polish-Russian-Latin dictionary (Wieras 1924), which
contains the names of a few hundred species of plants, and contains names using
her own field data and other sources (Szcześniak 2008).

Documentation in the Field
Within the ethnographical documentation that took place in the Scandinavian,
Baltic and Central European countries there are of course plenty of both female
workers in the field, and informants or native consultants that have provided a
lot of information.
There are of course many forgotten studies of ethnobiological interest, for instance by the German writer Ida von Reinsberg-Düringsfeld (1815–1876), whose
posthumously printed essay on folk botany in the Bologna area is very little
known today (Düringsfeld 1877). Swedish writer Eva Wigström (1832–1901),
one of the pioneers in the collection of folklore, gathered a lot of interesting data
on plants and animals (Wigström 1896, 1900). Another small, but very interesting contribution to ethnobiology comes from Maria Wysłouchowa (1858–1905),
an author of the ethnographic monograph of Wisła village in the Cieszyńskie
region (south-central Poland). The monograph includes the description of dishes and food habits, the analysis of names and calls for dogs and cows, and also
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plant names, including folk names and Latin plant nomenclature (Wysłouchowa
1896).
Amongst nineteenth century ethnographers or amateurs who based their
publications on field research among peasants, the work of Zofija Rokossowska
is worth mentioning. She published a few ethnographic papers. Some of her
concerns were the perception, representation and legends about the plant world
among Ruthenian peasants from one village in Volhynia. In one paper she presented a list of 227 different botanical taxa, both cultivated and wild. Both Latin
and folk names are included. It is an interesting source of information about the
symbolic aspects of plants as well as their practical applications, such as food,
folk medicine, ornaments, dyes, folk veterinary medicine and repellents (Rokossowska 1889).
At the end of the nineteenth and in the early twentieth century several Polish
women scholars took up folk medicine as a subject of their research. Nevertheless,
their publications rarely have ethnobiological scope. In many cases they do not
provide Latin names of the botanical taxa mentioned, nor modes of preparation
of medicinal formulas; none have been supported by voucher specimens. However, they may be useful, to some extent, in a database on natural resources used
in folk medicine, especially from a historical perspective, like the one made in
Estonia, called HERBA (cf. Sõukand and Kalle 2011).
In the early and mid-twentieth century many amateurs collected folklore
information for the professional research archives. Some of these laypersons
gathered important data of ethnobotanical interest. One interesting Swedish case is Lisa Johansson (1894–1982), who grew up under poor conditions
in northern Sweden. Her contribution to Swedish ethnobotany is exceptional,
since she, in the mid-1940s, gathered information on plant use, especially as
dyes (over 400 recipes), medicine and for technical purposes, completed with
voucher specimens. She mainly gathered material among poor crofters in northern Sweden. Lisa Johansson was especially interested in dye plants, and became
legendary within the Swedish Arts and Crafts movement because of her efforts
to continue the old art of using lichens and plants for dyeing yarn. She had
learnt the art from her maternal grandmother and other older women as she
grew up. Later she continued dyeing textiles with home-made plant dyes based
on this traditional knowledge. However, she was mocked by her neighbours
because she continued to work »with such nonsense«. The market had already
substituted the old dyes with inexpensive dye powder based on imported goods.
She published a small book on recipes of textile dyes that had been used in her
home parish Vilhelmina until the 1870s (Johansson 1948). It was published
in several editions until the early 1960s, and very much used within textile
handicrafts. In 1947 she came in contact with the ethnologist Åke Campbell
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and he encouraged her to record old knowledge and traditions about plants,
plant names and plant use within households and for homemade remedies in
her home village. This resulted in an extensive documentation of the use of
wild plants in the Vilhelmina parish. It is now stored in the archives of the Institute for Language and Folklore in Uppsala. It is ethnobotanical copy-book
documentation, with voucher specimens of each plant. Some of this information has been published in a popular booklet on regional plant knowledge from
the province of Västerbotten (Ågren 1976), but the whole documentation has
yet to be published. Lisa Johansson’s records deserve to be accessible to a wider
circle of researchers (Svanberg 1998: 30).

Twentieth Century Scholarly Contributions
Museum scholars were, in the early twentieth century, still dependent on material gathered by expatriates, seamen, missionaries and colonial officers. In 1908
the Swedish ethnographer Erland Nordenskiöld published a manual for ethnographical field work, where traditional knowledge of plants is also pointed out as
a distinct subject. He also mentioned the word ethnobotany for the first time in
Swedish. The manual was intended for Swedish expatriates who worked in distant countries. Several missionaries noted this, and among them was the woman
missionary Elin Sundvall (1853–1921), who worked north of Lake Urmia in
Persia. She gathered material on plants, supported with voucher specimens, used
within the Kurdish households. The material is still kept at the Ethnographic
Museum in Stockholm, although it has remained out of reach for scholars (Svanberg 1998: 18).
British folklorist Barbara Freire-Marreco (1879–1967), who was among the
first to receive a diploma in anthropology at Oxford University, went to North
America before the First World War to carry out fieldwork. In 1913 she lived in
Santa Clara among the Pueblo Indians, and her work in the Pueblos contributed
significantly to the monograph Ethnobotany of the Tewa Indians, written jointly
with Wilfred William Robbins and John Peabody Harrington and published by
the Smithsonian Institution in 1916. This publication of course qualifies among
the first real scientific ethnobotanical works carried out by a European woman.
»It is a comparatively easy matter«, they write, »for one to collect plants, to
procure their names« from the researched group, and ultimately to formulate a
list of plants with notes on their uses. However, they say, ethnobotanical investigations deserve to be taken more seriously. They need to strike deeper into the
thought and life of the people studied, they stress. In the introductory essay the
authors also discuss the field methods:
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»The method of conducting ethnobotanical researches is of considerable importance,
and the value of results obtained may be judged in great measure by the methods
pursued in obtaining them. A prime necessity is a good native informant; indeed it
is better to have several informants, preferably older men or women. The reasons for
selecting the older persons as informants are obvious: they have greater knowledge
concerning aboriginal things than have younger persons; they are less inclined to
regard the work lightly and to attempt to give wrong and misleading answers; they
are steadier, and above all they are able to give, as a result of their maturer years and
greater experience, more trustworthy information« (Robbins, Harrington and
Freire-Marreco 1916: 2).

Her contributions to »Scraps of English Folklore« in the journal Folklore from
1909 until 1960s include several notes of ethnobiological interest. Another British researcher was anthropologist Beatrice Blackwood (1889–1975), who in the
1930s was among the first to gather ethnobotanical data in New Guinea (Blackwood 1939).
Much later, in the 1950s, French anthropologist and ethnobotanist Françoise
Girard studied horticultural systems and plant use among the Banang at Snake
River in New Guinea (Girard 1957, 1967). Her colleague Claudine Friedberg,
now professor in ethnobiology in Paris, did field work in Bali and among the Bunak people in Central Timor in the 1960s (Friedberg 1963, 1969, 1990).
In the twentieth century Polish ethnobiology was overwhelmingly dominated by men. However, in the pre-war period there is one contribution made by
a woman scholar, Sara Benetowa (1903–1982, who changed her name to Sula
Benet, when she migrated to United States in 1936). She was a student of the
renowned professor Stanisław Poniatowski at the Institute of Anthropology and
Ethnology in Warsaw. As a masters dissertation Benetowa prepared a monograph
on Cannabis, which was published by the Warsaw Society of Science in 1936. It
is a compilation and review of the use of hemp and hashish based on botanical,
ecological, historical, ethnographic and linguistic data. In this work Benetowa,
through comparative etymology, analysis of ancient texts and ecological analysis contended that the word kaneh-bosm, which appears in the Old Testament,
actually refers to cannabis. She demonstrated that it was used in ancient Jewish religious rites and ceremonies as well as in medicine. Benetowa proved that
kaneh-bosm had been erroneously translated as Calamus since the first translators
of the Bible (Benetowa 1936).
A Russian scholar, Maria Toren (1894–1974), must be mentioned in this
context. Her book on medicinal plants was not published until 1996, but it was
already written in the 1950s, and according to the preface of her book she had
already started her research in the 1920s (Toren 1996). From 1931 to the mid
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1960s she worked in Kunstkamera. She stayed in Leningrad during the 900 day
siege of the city to save the Kunstkamera collections. Her PhD was defended in
1954. The book was finished in the middle of 1960s (Stanjukovich 2003).
One of the most interesting contributions to ethnobotany, or rather archaeoethnobotany, from the first half of the twentieth century is the Swedish-Egyptian
botanist Vivi Laurent-Täckholm (1898–1978). She studied botany in Stockholm
and in 1926 she married Professor Gunnar Täckholm. The same year they moved
to Egypt, and began a comprehensive project on Flora of Egypt. Her husband had
died in 1933, but Vivi devoted her life to studying the ﬂora of Egypt for some 50
years. The four volumes of Flora of Egypt 1941–1969, which she co-authored with
her colleague Muhammed Drar, include lengthy discussions on the ethnobotany
and cultural history of many described plants, all furnished with extensive bibliographical notes. Their discussion on, for instance, the use of papyrus (Cyperus
papyrus) or the trade of salep (made from orchids) in Egypt are often quoted in
the literature. Flora of Egypt has become an important reference work for anyone
interested in the cultural history of plants in the eastern Mediterranean region
and beyond. She spent the war years in Sweden, working as a journalist and writer, publishing, among other things, a couple of book on pot plants. However, she
also got the opportunity to examine and analyze the function of plant remains
found in an ancient Egyptian child’s coffin kept in a Swedish museum (Täckholm
1940). It is a useful piece of work. As soon as the war was over, she returned to
Cairo. In 1951, her richly illustrated book Faraos blomster (1951) was published,
in which she discusses in detail many plants known to the Ancient Egyptians.
It is actually a scholarly masterpiece based not only on archaeobotanical knowledge, but also on her familiarity with the plants used by contemporary Egyptians.
Unfortunately it has never been translated into English, although scholars still
refer to it as the most authoritative work on Ancient Egyptian plant knowledge.
German anthropologist Eva Lips (1906–1988) had a great interest in plants,
but also in American Indians. During exile in the United States she conducted
field work among the Ojibwe at Nett Lake in Minnesota. She and her husband
returned to Leipzig in 1948. After her dissertation on the Ojibwe economy in
1951, she wrote a habilitation thesis about wild rice (Zizania palustris) harvesting among these people. However, her main interest was the tribal law connected
with harvesting, a system that obviously survived in the rather isolated Bois Fort
Ojibwe community at Nett Lake. Among other things she showed that the importance of wild rice harvesting increased with the decline of hunting, something
that also affected the social organisation of the Ojibwe (Lips 1956). She developed an interest in ethnobotany and later she wrote a small contribution on the
sugar maple (Acer saccharum) (Lips 1961). In 1962 she wrote an important study
on the domestication of cultivated plants (Lips 1962).
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Fig. 2. Contemporary ethnobotanist at work. Monika Kujawska
preparing voucher specimens during her field work among the
Polish diaspora in Argentina.

Within central European ethnology interest in the role of plants in peasant societies sometimes manifested itself in articles. A small dissertation on the
folk botany in the Bohemian county of Kladsko was published by Margareta
Grötschel (1947).
A German biologist and teacher of gardening, Käthe Seidel (1907–1990), had
a life-time fascination for the ecological goods and ecosystem services provided
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by common bulrush (Schoenoplectus lacustris), but also for its importance for
handicraft and other human uses in many parts of the world. She gathered her
extensive knowledge of this fresh-water plant and its importance for humans in
a monograph, which is still the most important work on the ethnobotany of this
plant (Seidel 1955).
Interest in ethnobiological issues has in Europe particularly been cherished
among ethnologists, folklorists and linguists. The Polish ethnologist Maria
Henslowa (1920–2007) published for instance in the early 1960s a small book on
the role of five genera in folk botany (Henslowa 1962). Her book is based on archival data from the Polish Ethnographic Atlas, herbals, other researchers’ notes and
her own field data. The author presented interesting information on lesser known
species from such genera as Atriplex, Chenopodium, Rumex, Urtica and Sambucus. For instance, nearly all Polish ethnobotanical publications provide data on
the folk use of black elder (Sambucus nigra). Henslowa also enclosed a description
of dwarf elder (Sambucus ebulus) and red-berried elder (Sambucus racemosa) uses.
She also published a serious of articles meant as ethnobotanical mographs of one
species or genus: Artemisia (1972), Hypericum perforatum (1976), Thymus serpyllum and Ruta graveolens (1977) and Sedum (1978).
Swedish ethnologist Phebe Fjellström (1924–2007) published an important
comparative study on the use of angelica (Angelica archangelica) among the Saami and the Scandinavians (Fjellström 1964). She based her analysis very much
on Carl Linnaeus’ writings about angelica use among Lule Saami. Her study
from 1964 is considered to be an ethnobotanical classic in Sweden. It uses a holistic approach, which includes, in addition to the analysis of both taxonomies
and economic advantages, also its historical, cultural and social value (Svanberg
2007). French ethnologist Adrienne Durand-Tullou (1914–2000), who also had
an interest in botany, published in the early 1970s a study about the role of the
vegetation for the local population and their way of life on the Causse de Blandas
in Languedoc-Roussilon (Durand-Tullou 1972).
Many women linguists have also contributed to ethnobotanical knowledge
through their studies on plant names, for instance Regina Zielińska (1913–1998),
who has written on the names of Polish medicinal plants (Zielińska 1957); Marie Majtánová (b. 1936), who wrote about Czech names of medicinal plants in a
manuscript from the 1770s (Majtánová 1964); and Elżbieta Smułkowa (b. 1931),
with her interest in Belarussian plant names (Smułkowa 1967).
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Concluding Remarks
From the late 1970s we can see an increasing interest in ethnobiology also in
Europe. Nowadays there is no shortage of women ethnobiologists, even in Europe. We have participated recently in workshops in Estonia and Hungary and
the majority of the participants originating from many European countries have
been women, all engaged in various fields of ethnobiology (Svanberg et al. 2011:
204–208).
Early women scholars did not call themselves ethnobotanists. Occasionally
they used the term ‘folk botany’ to describe their scientific activity. This term
was analogous to Stephen Powers’ ‘aboriginal botany’ designation, used in North
America in the nineteenth century (Clément 1998a; Ford 1994: 38). At that time
researchers were interested in rescuing folk knowledge and, at the same time, discovering it for educated society. Their research was descriptive, and their publications consisted of long lists of plants. The latter was influenced by a botanical perspective. Those who had an ethnographic background or interest often provided
a very rich cultural context, which gave the flavour of the epoch. Therefore, these
works are important contributions to the research dynamic of changes related
to the interaction of humans with their environment. These early contributions
were oriented towards one domain such as food, medicinal, or dye plants, which
had its analogues in North America. There, Edward L. Palmer created a certain
standard of making ethnobotanical compilations composed of one or two use
categories (Ford 1994: 38). In the twentieth century many European women
scholars published monographs of specific botanical genera or species and their
economic, cognitive or ecological importance to local peoples.
Although we have exposed the methodological flaws of the early researchers,
contemporary methodological sophistication could not have been achieved without the global approach and reflections on the field research made by those early
scholars. This specific dialogue between generations enabled us to understand for
instance the importance of gender considerations and other aspects of fieldwork.
Last but not least, we should acknowledge the courage and determination of
women scholars to act in the male dominated academic world and the quality of
the data collected in the field by them.
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Mart Mäger and His Research
on Estonian Bird and Fish Names
Mari Kendla and Helmi Neetar

Mart Mäger was born on 25 February 1935 in the university town of Tartu, Republic of Estonia. His father Juhan Mäger (1901–1981) was a noncommissioned commander in the Estonian Cavalry Regiment and his mother Marta Mäger (1908–
2000) had graduated from the Tartu Girls’ Secondary Commercial School. She
had also obtained the qualifications of a craft teacher. Marta Mäger had a broad
repertoire of professional skills and there was no relative or acquaintance who did
not possess something that she had made: a woven carpet, an embroidered wall
picture, a braided necklace, or at the least, knitted mittens or socks.
Marta and Juhan Mäger had a spacious home in Raatuse Street in Tartu, and
the famous Tartu Stone Bridge and Town Hall clock were visible from the windows. The first years of Mart Mäger’s life were spent in a beautiful home in an
affluent neighbourhood. Mart’s first nanny was his grandmother Kadri Mäger.
Mart Mäger’s grandfather had several businesses in Tartu and he was a member of
the Tartu Homeowners’ Society. Through the Homeowners’ Society Karl Sotnik
was able to purchase land at Peedu (about 20 km from Tartu), and he built a nice
summer cottage there with a garden and a park, which included many shady trees.
Before the war Peedu was a favourite place to holiday, with its own bakery and a
cafe. Wonderful scenery, the River Elva, the forests of Vapramäe and a mill at Peedu attracted painters and holidaymakers. At the end of the 1930s after the birth
of the second son Mihkel (1938–1987), the Mägers spent their summers at Peedu.

The Second World War
In 1940 Estonia lost its independence and was incorporated into the Soviet
Union. The events of the Second World War brought tragic consequences for
the Mäger family and their whole life changed. When during the war the central
part of Tartu was destroyed, they lost their home in Raatuse Street, and their
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grandfather’s businesses were closed. In 1941, Mart Mäger’s father as well as other
Estonians, fought against the Russian troops in order to drive them out of the
country. They failed and Mart’s father fled to the forest and went into hiding.
When the Germans arrived in Estonia, his father joined the German army. On
27 August 1942 another son, Arno was born. In 1944, when the Russian troops
occupied Estonia again, his father retreated together with the German army to
Central Europe, and his mother with the three children found refuge in their
summer cottage at Peedu. The burden of taking care of the children fell on the
shoulders of Mart Mäger’s mother. She worked for a forest company and on the
railway, supplementing her income by knitting. His father managed to return to
the family in early 1947, after a brief spell in prison.
A person who had previously been in the German army could only earn his
living by manual labour under the Soviet regime: he worked for the Tartu Fishery, a timber company, a soil improvement company, and a building company. On
25 November 1947, a daughter was born and named Lea. The family led a life of
hardship for about ten years. In the graduation photograph Mart Mäger seems to
be the only boy without a shirt and tie. However, this material deprivation may
have been compensated for by a rich intellectual life.

The School Years
Mart Mäger went to school in Tartu. From 1942 to 1944 he attended the Tartu Teachers’ Seminary, which was a school where the future teachers did their
teaching practice. From 1944 to 1953 he attended the Elva Secondary School
that played an important role in shaping his interests and his national identity.
The patriotic teachers were able – with due caution – to convey their own worldview to their students. His mentor at Peedu was a neighbour, Daniel Palgi, one of
the founders of the Academic Literary Society (1924), Scientific Secretary of the
Estonian Academic Literary Society (1929–40) and one of the advocates of the
realist movement of the 1930s. He eagerly read books from Palgi’s home library
and gained his first knowledge of Estonian literary history. Palgi, who devoted
his efforts to his country, knew it, and the mentality of Estonian people, well, and
was an example that Mart Mäger followed in his later life: he chose to study the
work of the Estonian authors Jaan Kross, Hando Runnel and Juhan Viiding. But
both his passion and his aim was to document Estonian dialects.
Between1953 and 1958, Mäger studied at the Tartu State University, where
he studied Estonian language and literature, and Finno-Ugric languages. He
could also have become a successful artist, since he was skilled at drawing. Some
of his watercolours made at Peedu were accepted for an exhibition of student art.
In fact, Mart Mäger’s younger brother Arno Mäger, who often imitated the drawings of his elder brother, did become an artist. Mart never lost his interest in art,
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but instead of being actively engaged in producing it, he visited exhibitions, read
and bought art history books.
At first, Mart Mäger travelled to Tartu from Peedu, later he rented a small flat
in Tartu and did not often go home. In Tartu he frequently visited his grandparents. His grandfather Karl Sotnik had to build a new house in Niidu Street because all his property had been nationalised by the Soviets. Mart had deep respect
for this hard-working, much-suffering Estonian family. When Aunt Paula with
her daughter and Uncle Robert, who had been deported, returned to Estonia,
they were given a place to live in this house in Niidu Street.

As a Nature Lover
During his university years Mart Mäger had to manage on his own as his parents
were not able to help him. He hunted squirrels (it was permitted then) as a means
of livelihood, and sold the pelts, thus earning some money to buy food. He also
caught fish to enrich his diet.
Here we have a very different Mart Mäger from the one with philological interests we discussed before. This Mart Mäger was a keen fisherman and hunter, a
nature lover and hiker. In his childhood he was under the spell of Peedu, he loved
hiking and exploring; later his fishing and hunting trips took him to other beautiful landscapes in South Estonia. At Peedu he met his lifelong friend Laur Palgi,
son of Daniel Palgi, who was his classmate, and a fellow thinker as well as a hunting companion. Mart Mäger’s sister recalls that before the final examination the
two friends went on a fishing trip, but there was such a big haul that they stayed
until morning. Mart’s mother was extremely worried, but both got the highest
mark in the exam and both graduated with distinction (Laur Palgi was awarded
a gold medal and Mart Mäger a silver medal). During his school years Mart had
developed an interest in nature photography.
The island of Saaremaa was the biggest influence on Mäger’s poetry and his existentialism. On Saaremaa he made friends with Aadu Toomessalu, an amateur historian and a man who had recorded a significant amount of local dialect. Toomessalu helped him find an islet at the end of the Saastna Bay called Ussivee (‘Snake’s
water’). A paved road in the seabed led to the islet, which had been used by fishermen to catch eels. The eel is called ‘snake’ or ‘water snake’ euphemistically, and this
is the etymology of the name. There were real snakes, too: water snakes who greeted
those who arrived on the islet by slipping off into the water. In 1969–1971 Mäger
established his home on the island with the help of Aadu Toomessalu: a small house
was transported from Aadu’s mother’s place at Mustjala, a conic building was put
up beside it, which served as a shed, and a few years later a small sauna was brought
there, too. There was hardly any human settlement.There was the expanse of the sea,
the junipers, the other small islets in the distance and an enormous crowd of birds.
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Mäger did not merely observe nature. He tried to penetrate nature, longed
to be part of it, in order to listen to its faintest sound or to notice the smallest
tremor. There was some inner tension, some indecision in him, and he tried to get
rid of it by being outdoors. In his small cottage on the islet he listened to the birds
‘talking’, in a hundred tongues.

Mart Mäger and Birds
Everything started from birds. Mart Mäger’s diploma (BA) thesis was entitled
»Linnunimetused läänemeresoome keeltes« (‘Bird Names in Finnic Languages’) (1958). In 1963 he defended his dissertation for the Cand. Phil. degree »Eesti
linnunimetused« (‘Estonian Bird Names’) published in 1967. Although a specialist in Finno-Ugric languages and language contacts, he studied the sounds,
appearance and lifestyle of birds in their natural surroundings. On the basis of
this dissertation he published a popular book with entitled Linnud rahva keeles
ja meeles (‘Folk Bird Names and Folk Imagination’) (1969), in which more than
2300 folk names of birds are listed and discussed. The bird motif pervades his
two books of poetry. His poems tell us that his most exceptional experiences are
connected with the birds and their observation. His pseudonym also comes from
the world of birds – Vesipapp (‘literally water’ + ‘parson’), ‘Dipper’ in English.
In addition to writing poetry and studying the names of birds, Mart Mäger
was an amateur ornithologist and a bird ringer. He and Aadu Toomessalu explored the small islands off Saaremaa coast: they did gull-ringing there. He was
a member of the Estonian Naturalists’ Society and collaborated with the bird
ringing centre at Matsalu Bird Sanctuary. The 1970s was the heyday of Estonian
ornithology: the Estonian Breeding Bird Atlas was compiled (published in 1993)
and hundreds of bird watchers participated in the national campaign, including
Mart Mäger. Birds are often a symbol of freedom: they live in an open world and
he dreamed of Estonia that would be as free and open. Going into nature was an
escape from the urban anxiety, which for him symbolised life under the Soviet
regime. Soviet authorities had inflicted much suffering on his relatives: one of his
mother’s sisters, Aunt Paula, and her daughter were deported, his aunt’s husband
was killed, another of his mother’s sisters, Aunt Meeta, and her husband escaped
to America. The son of his father’s sister Aunt Liisa went missing. All these events
left a trace and probably caused his illness later in his life.

The First Years at Work
After graduating from university Mart Mäger was assigned the post of Estonian
language and literature teacher at the Vasalemma Secondary School. He sent
the principal a signed letter announcing his arrival. Somehow his handwriting
proved illegible and, after trying to decipher the unknown name, the teachers
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decided that it was Kägu (m-letter was illegible and the ending -er resembled the
letter u), so Mäger (‘a badger’ in Estonian) became Kägu (‘a cuckoo’ in Estonian)
for a while. Perhaps there was some bird magic at work here.
While teaching at Vasalemma Mart Mäger got acquainted with his future
wife Eleonora Majorova, who had obtained the qualifications of an elementary
school teacher at the Viljandi Pedagogical School and had come to Vasalemma
a year earlier. The rule was that if you were assigned a post after your university
studies, you had to stay for three years, but, in 1959, he was allowed to take up his
postgraduate studies in dialectology at the Institute of Language and Literature.
His wife also wanted to continue her studies. After her three-year stint at school,
she planned to attend a correspondence course in Tartu University, but he encouraged her to take up full-time studies.
For five years they lived and studied in different cities: Mart Mäger in Tallinn and Eleonora in Tartu, summers were spent together at Peedu. Eleonora
Mäger remembers two important events that they attended annually: the New
Year’s Eve Ball in the University Assembly Hall and the black grouse lek in the
spring. He was a poor dancer and compared himself to a hare prancing around.
But the black grouse lek was his favourite. At the beginning of May he went to
Lake Võrtsjärv and walked about 10–15 kilometres to reach the lek. It should be
added that he was a good and fast walker whose walk resembled running. He did
not slow down even if he was hauling a heavy load when coming from a hunting
or fishing trip; sometimes the backpack seemed too big for a man of such short
stature. Mart Mäger built the huts in the evening: you had to be ready for the
lek in the dark as the first males came at daybreak. You had to sit as quietly as
a mouse in the hut, without moving, he did not want to frighten the birds. In
fact, this was unnecessary; in the middle of the lek you could snatch at the birds’
tails and they would not notice anything: the passion and drama was enormous.
After the birds had flown away Mart usually sat for another hour to wait for any
latecomers.
In 1962 Mart Mäger finished his postgraduate studies and got the post of a researcher in the Department of Dialectology of the Institute of Language and Literature. A year later he defended his dissertation Eesti linnunimetused (‘Estonian
Bird Names’), supervised by Mari Must, the then Head of the Department. This
was a remarkable piece of work, and there were letters of commendation from the
Institute of Zoology and Botany, the Scientific Council of the Institute of Language and Literature, and the Department of Estonian and Finno-Ugric Languages
of Tartu University. The dissertation was reviewed by Professor Paul Ariste, Doctor
of Philology, and Professor Eerik Kumari, Doctor of Biology; this interdisciplinary
work was of interest to both of these fields. Julius Mägiste, well-known researcher of
the Finnic languages wrote a review of the Eesti linnunimetused in 1968.
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In September 1963, Mart Mäger and Eleonora Majorova had a civil marriage
attended by a couple of friends. There was no party, Mari Must arranged a coffee
table at her place for the newly-weds.
On 12 May 1964 a daughter, named Kadri was born and on 19 February 1966
a son, Mart was born. The naming of his son after himself caused misunderstandings later. Once he answered the phone and was told to come to the schoolhouse
immediately to shovel snow. Father Mart put on his coat and went to school
where he shovelled snow together with his son’s classmates. On 26 December
1970 Eleonora and Mart Mäger’s third child, daughter Mari was born. Mart
Mäger was lucky enough to see one of his grandchildren, namely Matjus, the son
of his elder daughter, who was born on 3 February 1989. Their relationship was
special as Matjus was a smart boy and this was a source of joy and happiness for
grandfather Mart.
In 1964 the Department of Dialectology began to lay down the principles for
compiling a dictionary of Estonian dialects and, after a joint effort, the project
for the dictionary was published in 1968. However, this caused friction between
Mart Mäger and Mari Must, Head of the Department. Because of these authorship problems, Mart Mäger transferred to the Department of Literary History in
1969. The protracted delays in the preparatory work of the dictionary, his own exclusion and inability to finish the project that was initiated in the 1920s was one
of the greatest disappointments in Mart Mäger’s life. The dictionary of Estonian
dialects went to print in 1994 and came out in instalments.

Trips to the Soviet Far East
In three successive years – 1967, 1968 and 1969 – Mäger participated in the expeditions to Ussuriland and East Siberia organised by the Meteorite Committee
of the Soviet Academy of Sciences. This was a wonderful experience for Mäger
as a naturalist, hunter and fisherman, but it was also a real challenge. The tough
life of meteorite search scientists is recounted in the short story »Piiramine« (‘A
Siege’), which appeared in his only short story collection Animalia (1978); several
of his poems were inspired by Siberian landscapes. On one of the expeditions his
hunting skills saved the company from starving when they were stranded in the
taiga. In 1978 Mäger made another trip to the Far East. Then he visited the settlement of local Estonians, whose ancestors had migrated from the West Estonian
islands to Siberia. Mäger recorded the dialect spoken by the older villagers and
gave them Estonian-language books. From this trip he brought home three 1.5
metre long water snakes that lived in an aquarium in his flat at Mustamäe, Tallinn for years.
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As Teacher
In 1975 Mart Mäger went to work in the Department of Estonian Language and
Literature at the Tallinn Pedagogical Institute where he lectured on Estonian
literary history and literary theory. For his teaching was a noble mission. In fact,
he was an introverted scholarly type of person. While in the company of others,
he was often enveloped in his own thoughts, lost in his own world. Silence was
one of his ways of communicating with people and was sometimes more telling
than words. In this sense he had to overcome much when he started lecturing, but
his lectures in the 1970s were definitely at a high level. Highly demanding with
himself, he was demanding with his students as well.
The second half of the 1970s was an especially opportune time for the students of the Pedagogical Institute. In addition to him, the Department of Estonian Language and Literature had such outstanding teachers as the literary
scholar Endel Nirk and the linguist Mati Hint, who thoroughly reformed the
teaching system in their fields and led their students on an enlightening journey.
At about the same he initiated the survey and recording of dialects for students in
the Estonian villages. Mäger himself started to collect dialects in the 1960s and,
in 1977, he was able to report that he had listed 10 000 words related to nature in
his dialect vocabulary. He left his bulky card catalogue of fish and insect names
to the Department of Dialectology of Institute of Language and Literature. He
researched fish names for his doctoral dissertation, but for some reason he did
not complete it. This material is now being used by Mart Mäger’s younger daughter Mari Kendla, who has already published Saare- ja Muhumaa kalanimetused
(‘Fish Names from Saaremaa and Muhumaa’, 1997) and Lääne-Eesti kalanimetused (‘Fish Names from West Estonia’, 1999).

Guest Lecturer at Oulu University
From 1980 to 1983 Mart Mäger worked as lecturer in the Estonian language at
Oulu University. This was his first trip abroad; the authorities had refused to
grant him a visa to travel to Finland on several occasions. In addition to lecturing,
he organised a translation competition of Debora Vaarandi’s poetry, among other
things. For Mäger, the Finno-Ugric scholar, Finland was close linguistically. He
was one of the four authors of the new Estonian-Finnish dictionary (published
Helsinki, 1971; Tallinn, 1972, reprinted several times).
Incidentally, in Oulu he often went skiing. He had stamina enough to undertake even 60-kilometre ski marathons. Some of these skiing trips took him
farther than Oulu, to Lapland. North Finland attracted him to the extent that
he went hiking in the summer, so that he could watch the midnight sun and fish
in the numerous lakes and rivers. Salmon was caught with a fly rod, and the lure
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was an artificial fly. Mäger attended fly making courses in Oulu. It was quite a
sophisticated job as the fly had to have the right colours and a good balance.
At home he retold tales of the miracles of freedom: you are skiing somewhere
in North Finland and suddenly you notice that you have crossed the border and
happen to be in the Kingdom of Norway. It was also very easy to cross the border
on the Tenojoki, as the river runs along the Finnish-Norwegian border. No border guards anywhere! There is a cycle of poems inspired by Finland in his book
Kuningamaa (‘The King’s Land’).
In 1987, he left the Tallinn Pedagogical Institute and took up a job as a prose
editor of the Looming literary magazine. Two years later he took up the post of
Associate Professor (Professor in 1993) at the Estonian Institute of Humanities,
one of the first independent universities in Estonia, on the way to regain its independence. We do not know what he would have done in the free world as he was
adjusting to new challenges and opportunities. Probably he would have continued hunting and fishing, teaching, researching and writing textbooks. He died
on 21 March 1993, after a serious illness, at home.

Ethnoornithology
Mart Mäger was talented and successful in many fields. However, he gave priority
to linguistic research, and Estonian dialectology was close to his heart. He was
also keen on literature and, besides being a linguist and literary scholar, became a
noted literary critic. He was primarily a scholar who also wrote poetry and short
stories. During his lifetime the books of poetry entitled Aastaringist (‘The Yearly
Cycle’, 1975) and Kuningamaa (‘The King’s Land’, 1986) and a small book of
prose Animalia (1978) were published. His selected poems entitled Taevasalla
(‘Under the Skies’, literally ‘sky’ + ‘under’) were published posthumously in 2010,
17 years after his death, by Toomas Haug, Mäger’s pupil and friend.
It is to be expected that Mäger took an interest in a semantic domain of bird
and fish names that was little researched. Later on he would study the names of
insects, but he did not have time enough for that. He had all the necessary knowledge to unravel the confusion as to the folk names of the birds: who was who?
Firstly, he knew the birds in the wild, their appearance, their lifestyle, and the
sounds they make. Secondly, he knew beliefs and legends associated with birds
and, thirdly, he knew the names of the birds in Estonian dialects, in other FinnoUgric languages, and in other languages.
Before he began to research Estonian bird names more thoroughly, he had already collected such linguistic material from the Livonian, Izhorian, Votic and Valdai Karelian dialects and had written his BA on the topic. For Estonian bird names
he browsed some older dictionaries, and found a lot of material in the EstonianGerman dictionary by Ferdinand Johann Wiedemann. For more information he
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Fig. 1. Informants interviewed by
Mart Mäger. (Private collection.)

turned to the dialect collections at the Institute of Language and Literature (now:
Institute of Estonian Language), the collections of the Estonian Literary Museum
and the Estonian National Museum. He was able to use the sheets of ornithophenological observations at the Naturalists’ Society, as well as the responses given by
the informants of the society. The collections of bird names compiled by the ornithologists Eerik Kumari and Ahto Jõgi were a valuable addition. Mart Mäger
himself launched several collections of bird names ‘in the field’ and worked out the
questionnaire. Between 1960 and 1964 he received material from personal informants, who were mostly trusted members of the Naturalists’ Society.
So much material was gathered that Mäger used it in two books: Eesti linnu
nimetused (‘Estonian bird names’, 1967) and Linnud rahva keeles ja meeles (‘Folk
bird names and folk imagination’ 1969). In the first book the birds were classified
according to their scientific names and the names were analysed from the linguistic point of view. The second book, dedicated to his elder daughter Kadri, has a
more folklore-oriented content. He wrote several articles focusing on some specific problems, such as »Eesti linnunimetuste alused« (‘The principles of Estonian bird names’, (1961), »Linnunimetused ja rahvaetümoloogia« (‘Bird names
and folk etymology’, 1962), »Kuidas linnunimetused ristuvad ja üle kanduvad«
(‘How bird names overlap and are transferred’, 1963), and »Linnu häälitsus uskumuste alusena« (‘The sounds birds make as the basis of folk beliefs’, 1964).
The nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus) is portrayed in a detailed and exciting way
in the article »Öösorr rahvalike nimetuste peeglis« (‘The nightjar as reflected in
its folk names’, 1962).

Official Names and Folk Names of Birds
Overviews of Estonian birds have been published in German (Lepiksaar &
Zastrov 1963) and in English (Leibak, Lilleleht & Veromann 1994). According
to the Estonian Encyclopaedia (2002) about 340 species have been observed.
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Most of them (225) breed in Estonia: 209 regularly, 9 irregularly and 7 incidentally. In addition, 36 species pass through Estonia every year. Part of them live
on narrow strips of land: on the coast, on the islands, in South-East Estonia or
in North-East Estonia; some are found all over Estonia. In spring and in the autumn numerous flocks of birds (long-tailed ducks, brant geese, etc.), whose home
is to the north of Estonia, migrate through Estonia. Before flying to their breeding or wintering places, the birds stop to rest and feed – especially on the WestEstonian coast – for a longer time. Some birds come from the north and stay here
for the winter, such as the waxwing and the dipper. From time to time some birds
arrive accidentally, some of them may even settle down. For example, one of the
rare visitors, the great cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), has become a nuisance in
Estonia, now there are plans to cull it.
In scientific literature birds are classified according to order, family and species. In the biological classification system each bird has its own name. This name
may change (for example, the Estonian name of Perdix perdix is now nurmkana,
earlier it was põldpüü ‘partridge’) but it does not change the system.
Over time, birds have been given different names (according to Mäger approximately 2500) regarding the sound of a bird, its appearance, lifestyle, as well
as beliefs, weather-lore, etc. There may be gaps in the vocabulary. When the bird
is not known or it does not bring any economic benefit, it simply does not exist
and there is no name for it. Folk names vary and it is quite usual that one and
the same bird may have three or four names in one parish or even in one village.
Based on some similarity, the same name may apply to several different birds.
The folk name kull ‘hawk’ may refer to all Falconiformes, or more widely, to all
birds of prey (such the gulls). The base-word kull is also found in the compound
names of owls (Strigiformes), for example in the name öökull (‘night’ + ‘hawk’)
‘owl’. The kull-word is even to be found in some names of birds that are not
birds of prey, such as käbikull (‘cone’ + ‘hawk’) ‘crossbill’; laiskkull ~ laisa kull
(‘lazy’, because it perches along the branch in the daytime + ‘hawk’) ‘nightjar’.
Vihmakull (‘rain’ + ‘hawk’) may be the golden oriole, or the black woodpecker
or the curlew, as the song of these birds is supposed to predict the weather (rain),
but it might be the common chiffchaff, whose sound resembles the falling of
raindrops.
The official and folk names of the birds are interlinked. In 1921, the official
names were unified (published in 1922), whereas the basis for unification was the
folk names of the birds. In principle, the list is still in use, some of the names have
been revised to make them shorter or nearer to folk names. Some official names
have been accepted more widely, such as the name of a wintering bird – siidisaba
(‘silk’ + ‘tail’; < German Seidenschwanz) ‘waxwing’.
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How did the Name of a Bird come into being?
His writings contain so much exciting material (to a certain extent, the same information is recorded in Paul Saagpakk’s Estonian-English Dictionary,in which
folk names of birds are given under their official names).
The oldest layer is composed of those names that are common in the related
Finno-Ugric languages – nearer or more distant to Estonian. What follows is a
selection of such words: hahk ‘(common) eider’; hakk ‘jackdaw’; hähn (LõunaEesti) ‘woodpecker’; hüüp ‘bittern’; kajakas ‘gull’; koskel ‘merganser’; kurg ‘crane’;
lagle ‘brant’; luik ~ jues ~ jõutse ‘swan’; metsis, mõtus ‘wood grouse’; part, dialectal soorsk ‘duck’; pääsuke ‘swallow’; sõtkas ‘goldeneye’; teder ‘black grouse’; vares
‘crow’. In the older layer there is a relatively large number of birds, especially water
birds that were hunted for meat (goose, duck), or for hides and feathers (swan,
tundra swan). Koskel ‘merganser’, however, was beneficial when alive as coastal
people collected eggs from its nest.
Among the bird names are loanwords, the oldest of them being Germanic
(haigur ‘heron’; haugas ‘hawk’; kana ‘hen’; lõoke ‘lark’) or Baltic languages (hani
‘goose’; rästas ‘thrush’); the only Slavic loan is varblane ‘sparrow’. Later, loans have
come from (Low) German, many of these are used in the standard Estonian language, for example leevike (in dialects toompapp, tombak, etc.) ‘bullfinch’; siisike
‘siskin’; tiglits (in dialect) ‘goldfinch’; turteltuvi ‘turtle(dove)’; tuvi ~ tui ‘pigeon,
dove’; the calques, such as jäälind (‘ice’ + ‘bird’ < German Eisvogel) ‘kingfisher’; lehelind (‘leaf ’+‘bird’ < German Laubvogel) ‘willow warbler’; suitsupääsuke
(‘smoke’+‘swallow’ < German Rauchschwalbe) ‘chimney or barn swallow’.
A group in its own right is composed of birds that were hunted by landowners.
Their German-sounding names were known more widely. For example, the official name metskurvits (‘wood’ + onomatopoetic kurvits < German Waldschnepfe)
‘woodcock’ is partly a calque. The folk adaptation valtsnepp ~ valtsnäpp or simply
nepp ~ näpp (the version näpp ‘finger’ may be folk etymological as the bird has a
long beak).
Swedish (or, to be more exact, Swedish-Estonian, more rarely Swedish-Finnish) loanwords denote water and coastal birds and have a narrow distribution –
in the area of contact of Estonian and Swedish languages. Some loanwords have
become official names, such as krüüsel ‘black guillemot’ and vart ‘scaup’ (the basis
is Swedish for the colour svart ‘black’). In the western part of the Estonian north
coast it signifies a different bird named vaeras ‘common scoter’. The few Russian
and Latvian loans are limited to the border areas.
The majority of the bird names are only Estonian and have come into usage
quite late. The name depends mainly on the sound (song), or as an Estonian proverb says: »The bird is not known by its feathers, but by its song«. People do not
usually see the birds that have a secretive lifestyle (the bittern, golden oriole, corn-
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crake, nightjar, etc.), although they have heard them and can distinguish between
the sounds they make. Each bird exhibits a more or less characteristic sound, it
seems as if it told us its own name. Such are aul ‘long-tailed duck’; korbiits ‘woodcock’; kärr ‘woodpecker; black-headed gull’; kromp, ronk ‘raven’; uhuu ‘eagle owl’;
ütt ‘chaffinch, stock dove’. Some of the earlier bird names were coined in the same
way, but we do not feel any longer that they are onomatopoetic, for example kaaren ‘raven’; kajakas ‘gull’; lagle ‘brant’; teder ‘black grouse’; vares ‘crow’.
The distinctive sound a bird makes is often compared to the sound of an animal or even to that of an insect. The bellowing sound the great bittern makes
carries very far and is compared to a bull’s bum as the folk names show mere(‘sea’), soo- (‘swamp’), veehärg (‘water’ + ‘ox/bull’), or rabasõnn (‘bog’ + ‘bull’),
etc. In South Estonia the nightjar is sometimes associated with a peculiar insect
Gryllotapa gryllotapa: kaeratsori (‘oats’ + onomatopoetic tsori; cf. tsorisema ‘pour
down’), tsura (‘boy’). The golden oriole sounds like a cat, hence the folk names,
such as kesa- (‘fallow’), metsa- (‘wood’), paju- (‘willow’), vihmakass (‘rain’ + ‘cat’).
The voice of a bird can be compared to a sound that is heard during a special activity or when a special tool is used. The nightjar especially has many such
names: ketraja ‘spinner’; ööketraja (‘night’ + ‘spinner’); takutoristaja (‘tow’ + nomen agentis < ‘to spin tow’); vokilind (‘spinning wheel’ + ‘bird’) as its song resembles spinning, but also hobusoristi(s) (‘horse’ + ‘the one who pees’) as the nightjar
is supposed to have learned its song from a urinating horse.
The naming of birds is also associated with their appearance: »Every bird is
known by its feathers«. In the scientific classification the family of rästas (Turdus)
‘thrush’ includes, among others, such birds as hallrästas (‘grey’ + ‘thrush’; in dialect also kirju rästas ‘multi-coloured thrush’) ‘fieldfare’; and musträstas (‘black’
+ ‘thrush’; in dialect suur rästas ‘big thrush’) ‘blackbird’. In folk usage the name
is used to talk about other birds as well, such as kollane rästas (‘yellow thrush’)
‘golden oriole’; and must rästas (‘black thrush’) ‘starling’. The name may refer to
a characteristic part of the body of a bird. Thus, the crane is pikknokk (‘long’ +
‘beak’), pikanokamees (‘long’ + ‘beak’ + ‘man’). The owls resemble cats because of
their feathered ear tufts, hence the folk name kassikakk (‘cat’ + ‘owl’) ‘eagle owl’.
Lifestyle is another feature to be considered, that is, how a bird moves and
acts, what it eats, where it lives and nests, what the nest is like, etc. A skilful diver,
the great crested grebe is called tuuker (‘diver’) or tuukerpart (‘diver’ + ‘duck’).
The waxwing eats rowan and juniper berries, hence the names pihlakapoiss (‘rowan’ + ‘boy’) and kadakakull (‘juniper’ + ‘hawk’). One and the same bird – the
corncrake – is called heina- (‘hay’) or rukkirääk (‘rye’ + ‘crake’). The nest of the
common merganser is in the hollow of a tree or in a stump, hence the bird itself is
called puu- (‘tree’), kandkoskel (‘stump’ + ‘merganser’) or kand ‘stump’ (dialectal
for the standard Estonian känd ‘stump’ ).
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Our Everyday Companions
Historically, Estonians have lived mostly in rural areas, and birds lived in close
proximity. Herding cattle as a child made it possible to watch birds move around
or try to find out where their nests were. Birds could predict weather and changes
of weather. When a titmouse happened to come near the house, it got cold, hence
the folk name külmatihane (‘cold’ + ‘titmouse’). When the white wagtail arrived,
the ice broke and thus the little bird became jäälõhkuja (‘ice’ + nomen agentis <
‘break’), or põrutaja (nomen agentis < ‘pound’). Rain that was expected during
the drought was dreaded during haymaking and several birds predicted rain: the
common buzzard, the black woodpecker, the golden oriole, the chiffchaff, etc.
In spring, birds arrived in Estonia when the fields were being sown. Several
of the names given to the wryneck refer to the sowing of oats: kaeratee (‘oats’ +
imperative from the verb ‘do’, i.e. do the oats or sow the oats!), -peet, -peeter (male
names), etc. The length and quality of flax would depend on the possible locality
of the first linavästrik (‘flax’ + ‘wagtail’) ‘white wagtail’ was met, either on the
ground, on a post, a roof, a stone or in the pig sty. The bird is also called linalind
(‘flax’ + ‘bird’), -mõõtja (nomen agentis < ‘measure’), rästas (‘thrush’). The golden
oriole arrived after the spawning of the pike and then it was time for sowing flax,
thus the bird was named havirästas (‘pike’ + ‘thrush’) or külvinäitaja lind (‘sowing’ + nomen agentis < ‘show’ + ‘bird’).
Birds often predicted bad luck, were omens of ill fortune. The loud croak of a
magpie near the house resembled the voice of an overseer or the landowner. The
bird brought orders from the manor; after the abolition of corvée, it brought a
summons issued by the court, or tax notices. The jackdaw that lived in church
towers foretold death. The same was said about the raven when he was flying or
singing in the direction of the church. His plumage was black and this was the
colour of death. Initially toonekurg ‘stork’ was called must-toonekurg ‘black stork’.
In this gloomy-sounding name the black colour and the word toone were combined; originally the latter signified the smell of the corpse. Later the same bird
name was transferred to a newcomer (valge ‘white’ toonekurg); after the German
model the stork was responsible for bringing babies to parents: titekurg (‘baby’ +
‘crane’), lastetooja (‘child’ + nomen agentis < ‘bring’).

Why researching Bird Names?
Mäger collected an immense amount of linguistic material and studied it thoroughly. It has been made available to a wider public at home and abroad. The
comparison with other languages enables us to point out parallel developments
and coincidences. Sometimes a name that has been taken for a loanword is an indigenous (onomatopoetic) word. For example, the names of kiivitaja (in dialects
kiive, kiivit, kiivik, kiivits, etc.) ‘peewit’ are surprisingly similar in different lan-
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guages (German, Dutch, French, Latvian and Hungarian). This is not the typical
case of a loan situation: Estonian < Middle Low German, Hungarian < German:
the basis for the name has been the characteristic call of the bird. Mäger studied
carefully the principles of folk names of birds; an earlier study was by Johannes
Lepiksaar (1957).
Eesti linnunimetused may serve as a handbook for ornithologists as well. If
you know folk bird names, it is easier to understand the data sent by the informants. They should be included in handbooks, popular science books or in museum catalogues. On this basis the official names can be revised and improved,
taking into account the folk names.
Folk names give us an idea of how big the bird populations are and what their
habitats are and if these have changed over the years. For example, the name
haigur ‘heron’ was known to people long before the colonies of these birds were
found in South Estonia in the 20th century. According to Lepiksaar (1957) the
bird was frequent earlier, thereafter its numbers declined. On the island of Saaremaa the name mõtus ‘wood grouse’ survives, although the bird itself became
extinct in the middle of the 19th century.
Over time new species of birds have arrived, mostly from the south. Some
of them do not even have a folk name, such as karmiinleevike (< German
Karmingimpel) ‘scarlet grosbeak’. Some have been imported from abroad, as the
addition of the word saksamaa ‘Germany, German’ in the folk names of some
birds shows: siniraag (< German Blauracke) ‘roller’ is called saksamaa vares ‘German crow’ ~ harakas ‘magpie’ ~ pasknäär ‘jay’.

On Estonian Fish Names
There are both freshwater and saltwater fish in Estonia. According to the information in the Estonian Encyclopaedia (2002) there are 50 species in the rivers, 32
in Lake Võrtsjärv, 34 in Lake Peipsi and 32 species in the sea. Mäger listed more
than 1350 fish names. To discover folk names of fish, he examined the available
materials: earlier publications, the dialect collections of the Institute of Language
and Literature and folklore collections of the Estonian Literary Museum, as well
as the ichtyophenological observation sheets of the informants of the Naturalists’
Society. He was also able to use the personal collection of the ichtyologist Neeme
Mikelsaar.
Mäger himself had already started collecting fish names and had formed his
own network of informants, but as he said in the introduction to Juhend ja nimestik kalanimetuste kogumiseks (1973) (‘The guidelines for collecting and recording
fish names’) he had not been able to make up a comprehensive card catalogue
of the available literature. The guidelines may be seen as the outline of a future
research project but it can be used in different ways. Mikelsaar refers to the ques-
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tionnaire in his book Eesti NSV kalad (Fish in the ESSR) (1984); in his opinion,
folk names, which are widely spread, should be preferred over the scientific names.
In his article »Eesti kalanimetustest« (‘On the Estonian fish names’, 1976) he
put down his initial ideas. Later on he would probably have changed something,
in view of the newer etymologies. But it remains true that names are of different
origin and of different lexical layers. There are Baltic, Slavic, Swedish and (Low)
German loans. Some loanwords denoting valuable fish spread via the manorial
community. The clarification of the direction of borrowing is quite complicated
as the natural conditions around the Baltic Sea were similar and fishing was one
of the most important ways of earning a living. In indigenous names the appearance of the fish, their lifestyle and size, the time and place of the catch, even the
smell, etc. have been taken into account. It is surprising to note that the main
species of fish caught in these waters have fewer names than the fish that swam
into the nets accidentally. It must have been their peculiar appearance or some
other outstanding feature that inspired the person who named the fish. Thus,
there are about 85 names for the three-spined stickleback or tiddler, but only 70
for the Baltic herring.
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